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GOVERNMENT STATEMENT 

The Government welcomes the Report of the Committee of Experts on 
Tax Compliance, and congratulates the Committee on its work. Its terms 
of reference were wide-ranging. Its approach is in line with the Govern-
ment’s revenue strategy. The Government is pleased with the quality and 
scope of the report, and has decided to work through its recommenda-
tions as follows: 
 Recommendations on aspects of the taxation of charities and 

amateur sports bodies will be included in the Government’s tax 
policy work programme, but the issues involved are complex. 
They need careful consideration. Since the tax policy work pro-
gramme is, in the near future, fully committed to other priorities, 
those recommendations will not be considered in the short term. 

 Recommendations on the project which is rewriting the Income 
Tax Act will be referred by the Government for consideration to 
the Rewrite Advisory Panel, a group of specialists advising on that 
project. 

 Recommendations closely related to the Government’s existing 
project on the reduction of the business compliance costs imposed 
by taxation will be incorporated by the Government into that pro-
ject. 

 Where policy recommendations are outside those three areas, pub-
lic submissions will be sought in line with the Government’s ge-
neric tax policy process. 

The Committee of Experts on Tax Compliance was appointed by the 
Government in March 1998. The Committee’s terms of reference 
broadly required it to consider and make recommendations on tax com-
pliance costs and the robustness of the tax system against avoidance and 
evasion. 
The Committee reported on 18 December 1998. The Government re-
gards the report as a valuable contribution which reinforces many of the 
themes of its current tax policy. In particular, the Committee recom-
mends that “the Government should continue to restrict the conditions 
that make tax avoidance possible by continuing its broad-base, low-rate 
tax policy”. 

   



   

 

The Government had, in its July 1997 Revenue Strategy, emphasised that 
broad-based taxes reduce distortions among different forms of earning, 
saving, investment and consumption, and reduce the opportunities and 
incentives to engage in tax avoidance. That document recognised the 
importance of identifying and closing loopholes offering opportunities 
for tax avoidance and evasion, and maintaining vigorous enforcement 
action. 
The Government, in that revenue strategy, recognised the importance of 
tax simplification as a means towards lower compliance costs. The Gov-
ernment is pleased to see that the Committee’s recommendations en-
dorse this strategy. The effective and efficient operation of our tax sys-
tem makes, as the Committee observes, a crucial contribution to national 
well-being. 
The Committee has, in addition to making tax policy recommendations, 
commented and made recommendations on a number of operational as-
pects of the Inland Revenue Department. The Committee notes, for ex-
ample, the Department’s conclusion that it needs to increase the empha-
sis on countering tax avoidance and evasion. 
The report recognises that Inland Revenue has, in the past decade, im-
plemented significant improvements, but has also identified areas such 
as technical skill levels as in need of further improvement.  Its recom-
mendations endorse the Government’s view of the right strategic direc-
tion for further change in the Department. 
Committee recommendations on Inland Revenue operations come, of 
course, within the statutory responsibilities of the Commissioner of In-
land Revenue. The Government has directed the Commissioner to con-
sider those recommendations, and report back to the Government. 
The Committee, in its overriding recommendation, highlights the fact 
that tax systems, of their very nature, need to be kept under continuous 
review. The Government concurs entirely with that finding, and thanks 
the Committee for an exceptionally valuable contribution towards that 
on-going review process. 
 
 
 
 
Rt Hon W F Birch Hon Bill English 
Treasurer Minister of Finance and 
 Minister of Revenue  
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL 

 

18 December 1998 
 
 
Rt Hon WF Birch  Hon Max Bradford 
Treasurer and Minister of Finance Minister of Revenue 
 
 
Dear Ministers 
 
On behalf of the Committee of Experts on Tax Compliance, I am pleased 
to submit to you the committee’s report. 

In accordance with the committee’s terms of reference, the report con-
siders and makes recommendations on tax compliance costs and the ro-
bustness of the tax system against avoidance and evasion. 

The committee is confident that its work makes a valuable contribution 
to the New Zealand tax system, the effective and efficient operation of 
which is of crucial importance to the well-being of the country. 

The committee records its appreciation of the very able assistance it has 
received from officials of the Inland Revenue Department and the Treas-
ury. 
 

Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 

Sir Ian McKay 
Chair 
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PREFACE 

1. New Zealand has had a tax system since the earliest days of co-
lonial settlement: in the early colonial period, customs and excise duties 
provided over 90 per cent of tax revenue, the balance being provided by 
stamp duties. The first income tax was levied by the Land and Income 
Tax Assessment Act 1891 at the rate of sixpence in the pound on taxable 
income up to £1,000, and one shilling in the pound on any balance for 
individuals, and one shilling in the pound for companies.1 

2. Today, the government collects over $30 billion in taxes, through 
two main bases: the income tax and the goods and services tax. The In-
land Revenue Department is one of the largest departments of state, with 
over 4,500 staff in 30 offices throughout the country. 

3. New Zealanders deserve a good tax system. Taxes fund vital 
public services, like hospitals, the police and our schools. Taxes also 
have powerful effects on the size and shape of the New Zealand econ-
omy. They make an impact directly and indirectly on how, where and 
when New Zealanders save, work and invest. 

4. A good tax system needs to be robust and efficient both in terms 
of revenue collection and compliance costs. It was against this back-
ground that the committee had its genesis. 

Establishment of the committee 
5. The government announced the formation of the committee on 
31 March  1998. The committee’s terms of reference are set out on page 
xxix. In brief, they require the committee to consider and make recom-
mendations on two main areas: tax compliance costs and the robustness 
of the tax system against avoidance and evasion. 

6. In April 1998, the Treasurer and the Minister of Revenue at that 
time provided the committee with a set of guidelines for interpreting the 
committee’s terms of reference. These guidelines, the text of which is 
reproduced in appendix 1, showed how the terms of reference interacted 

1 For those raised in the decimal/metric age, these rates equate to 2½ per cent and 5 per cent, respec-
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with existing tax policy activities, such as the rewriting of the Income 
Tax Act 1994. 

Conduct of the committee’s activities 
7. At its first meeting the committee agreed to seek public submis-
sions, so that it could gain from the experiences of others in formulating 
its recommendations. The committee accordingly called for submissions 
through a press release, advertisements in major metropolitan and pro-
vincial newspapers, and by way of the Treasury and Inland Revenue 
websites. Many submissions were received from individuals, firms and 
professional bodies. The committee would like to record here its appre-
ciation to all those who made submissions. 

8. Although the submissions contained many worthwhile sugges-
tions, not all suggestions are mentioned in the committee’s report, often 
because they were outside the terms of reference. In other cases, the 
committee did not have sufficient time to give the suggestions the de-
tailed examination that would have been necessary to convert them into 
viable proposals. However, where appropriate, the committee has re-
ferred to the matters raised, with a recommendation that the government 
give them attention as part of its tax policy work programme. Inevitably, 
the committee did not share all the views put forward in submissions, 
and on occasion, has recorded this in the report. 

9. The committee’s terms of reference are very wide. This breadth 
in part reflects the scope of the tax system. To meet the reporting dead-
line imposed by the government, the committee needed to be selective in 
its approach. The committee has, therefore, concentrated on areas where 
it considers that it has the greatest skills and experience. In those areas 
that require review but where, for whatever reason, the committee has 
been unable to undertake complete analysis of the issue, the committee 
has recommended that the government ensure that the appropriate re-
view does take place. See appendix 3 for the list of some of the more 
important omitted topics. 
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Compliance costs 
10. Compliance costs are ‘the costs incurred by taxpayers in meeting 
the requirements laid on them by the tax law and the revenue authorities. 
They are costs over and above the actual payment of tax and over and 
above any distortion costs inherent in the nature of tax.’2 

11. The only comprehensive study of tax compliance costs in New 
Zealand estimated, for the 1990-91 year, that New Zealand business 
spent over 46 million hours complying with tax laws and spent a further 
$600 million in fees to external advisers. In aggregate, the study esti-
mated annual compliance costs at $1,882 million.3 

12. Compliance costs clearly are a significant factor in the design of 
the tax system. The committee believes that the government should take 
into account the following when considering compliance costs: 

The recognition that there is no simple or single solution that of 
itself will reduce compliance costs to business. 
The need to develop a reliable indicator of the extent to which 
compliance costs are holding back the economy, and to use this 
as a benchmark for a publicly stated and measurable goal of 
containing, and later reducing, compliance costs. 
The need to maintain an active focus on opportunities to ease the 
compliance cost burden placed on small, and small to medium-
sized, entities. 
The need to weigh carefully the balance between imposing com-
pliance costs on third party agents, for example, banks and em-
ployers, and securing universal tax administrative and compli-
ance efficiencies. 

13. At the same time, the committee notes that it behoves the gov-
ernment and the public to keep always in mind that the major costs of the 
tax system to society are not compliance costs but allocative costs. The 
committee does not minimise the significance of compliance costs, 
which are a major topic of its terms of reference, but it keeps them in 

2 Sandford C, 1995, ‘The Rise and Rise of Tax Compliance Costs’ in Sandford (ed), Tax Compliance 
Costs Measurement and Policy. 

3 Sandford C, and Hasseldine J, 1992, The Compliance Costs of Business Taxes in New Zealand. 
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perspective. The committee addresses this perspective in paras 1.6 to 
1.14 of this report. 

14. The committee makes a number of specific recommendations 
directed at reducing compliance costs. As with robustness, reducing 
compliance costs is not something that can be achieved immediately or 
as the result of a single initiative. The committee’s overall recommenda-
tion on compliance costs is, therefore, that the government needs to keep 
under continuing and active review all elements of the tax system that 
impose significant compliance costs on taxpayers. The government’s 
aim should be to identify the need for or appropriateness of individual 
compliance measures, to identify opportunities that changed circum-
stances and technologies may allow, and to develop appropriate initia-
tives. 

The robustness of the tax system 
15. The tax system, including policy formation and legislation, must 
be as robust as necessary to protect the revenue in New Zealand’s some-
times aggressive commercial environment. 

16. The committee considers that, at an administrative level, a suffi-
ciently robust system would: 

Be alert to the fact that people at the helm of business entities 
have a duty to their companies to see that not only do they pay 
every dollar that the law does require, but that they do not pay 
one dollar more than that. 
Monitor and initiate appropriate audit and policy responses to the 
attitudes and initiatives of significant participants in the business 
and investment sectors and to all tax-planning arrangements be-
ing employed. 
Test all such arrangements thoroughly in relation to all relevant 
tax provisions, taking care not to nullify the work of the Parlia-
ment by failing to apply the laws it enacts. 
Make full use of the range of remedies and procedures available, 
including practices for obtaining declaratory and injunctive re-
lief. 
Ensure that no arrangements are permitted to proceed so far as to 
expose the public moneys to risk and have in place systems ena-
bling the size of such revenue risks to be clear at all times. 
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Test in court any arrangements which appear ‘too good to be 
true’, or which attempt to defeat the income tax legislation. 
Be intolerant of affront and obstruction, particularly when yield-
ing to it might create a perception that might is right. 
Ensure that when prosecution is appropriate, it is not derailed 
through lack of proper appreciation of the ability to prove by in-
ference from proven or provable facts. 
Employ staff with educational and professional qualifications, 
experience, and skills appropriate to the complexity of the legis-
lation being administered by the Inland Revenue Department, 
and appropriate to meet on equal terms those who would aggres-
sively test the legislation. 
Encourage employees, even at the cost of creating internal ten-
sions, to observe fully their duty under section 6(1) of the Tax 
Administration Act 1994 ‘at all times to use their best endeav-
ours to protect the integrity of the tax system’. 

17. Much of the report deals, either directly or indirectly, with test-
ing whether the tax system, and the way it is administered by the Inland 
Revenue Department, measures up to these standards. 

18. The committee is not the first group to investigate the tax sys-
tem. As the list in appendix 9 shows, in the last two decades the New 
Zealand tax system has undergone significant reform, often based on the 
work of other expert committees. Much has already been done to ensure 
that the tax system is robust. 

19. Three projects that have made, or should make when fully im-
plemented, major strides towards ensuring a robust tax system, are: 

the Organisational Review of Inland Revenue, conducted by a 
committee headed by Sir Ivor Richardson,4 
the rewriting of the Income Tax Act 1994, and 
the department’s project, Directions: Customer Requirements.5 

20. Creating and maintaining a robust, efficient tax system is a proc-
ess not an event. The committee has been able to examine only a limited 

4 For an outline of the review, see the notes in appendix 2. 
5 For a description of the project, see appendix 5. 
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number of key areas. Our overriding recommendation to the govern-
ment, therefore, is to keep the tax system under constant review.     

21. The committee also makes many recommendations directed to-
wards making the tax system more robust. See page xxxi for a summary 
of those recommendations. 

Outline of the report 
22. The committee’s report is in four parts. 

23. Part I deals with tax compliance costs. The committee begins 
with a discussion of the principles of simplicity and coherence in tax 
laws. The committee explains how tax laws strike a compromise be-
tween simplicity and neutrality. The committee uses the term ‘fiscal 
paradox’ to explain why the tax system is often so complex: the more 
neutral and more equitable a government makes a tax system, the more 
complex that system becomes. This paradox shapes the results of mod-
ern tax reform, as most governments rightly regard neutrality and equity 
as key goals of tax policy. 

24. The report then proceeds to consider the government’s project of 
rewriting the Income Tax Act. The committee includes specific recom-
mendations on ways in which it believes the rewrite project could be im-
proved. The report goes on to consider some aspects of the capital-
revenue boundary, one of the most problematical features of the tax sys-
tem. The committee was concerned that the opportunity for taxpayers to 
characterise otherwise taxable income as capital receipts presents a sig-
nificant risk, and makes a number of recommendations to limit this op-
portunity. Then the committee considers tax-exempt entities, particularly 
the appropriateness of the existing scope of certain tax exemptions, and 
the exemption from tax of certain compensation paid by tax-exempt en-
tities to their employees. 

25. Part 1 also contains some chapters that analyse specific areas that 
raise compliance cost concerns. The committee makes a number of rec-
ommendations that it hopes will lead to lower compliance costs. The 
committee also refers to the project ‘Directions: Customer Require-
ments’ being undertaken at present by the government and the Inland 
Revenue Department. 

26. Part II of report deals with the robustness of the tax system 
against avoidance and evasion. The committee begins the part with an 
analysis of the terms tax mitigation, avoidance and evasion, and goes on 
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to discuss tax avoidance within a policy framework. Some particular 
topics are then examined: the loss attributing qualifying company rules 
and contrived depreciation deduction schemes. 

27. Tax evasion and the so-called hidden economy are serious 
threats to the revenue and are the subject of detailed discussion in chap-
ter 7 of the report. Chapters 8 to 11 deal with specific powers of the 
Commissioner of Inland Revenue, and procedures affecting the robust-
ness of the tax system. Topics covered include the Commissioner’s pow-
ers to gather information, legal professional privilege, and the provisions 
relating to the assessment of tax, disputes resolution and withholding 
payments. The committee makes recommendations on ways in which the 
current approach to collecting taxes could be improved. 

28. Penalties for non-compliance are an essential element of a robust 
tax system. The government introduced new penalties provisions into the 
tax laws in 1996. Because of the newness of the regime, and in the light 
of the fact that the government intends to undertake a post-
implementation review of these provisions in 1999, the committee does 
not make any major recommendations for change. The committee does, 
however, make recommendations on specific matters it believes should 
form part of that review. 

29. Chapter 13 contains the committee’s discussion of one of its 
more important topics: how the Inland Revenue Department should ap-
ply the law. The part concludes with the committee’s analysis of the tax 
implications of electronic commerce. 

30. Part III discusses the role of tax advisers in the tax system. Be-
cause of the complexity of the tax system, many taxpayers, particularly 
business taxpayers, need professional assistance in understanding and 
complying with tax laws. The conduct of those advisers is, therefore, an 
important part of how the tax system operates. The committee discusses 
whether greater regulation of tax advisers is warranted, drawing on the 
registration and regulation regimes operating in a number of other coun-
tries. The committee concludes that professional bodies should continue 
to have responsibility for regulating the ethical conduct of their mem-
bers, but must be more vigilant if self-regulation is not to give way to 
external control. 

31. Part IV of the report is concerned with operational matters. The 
committee discusses such matters as the Inland Revenue Department’s 
relationship with the public, how the Inland Revenue Department issues 
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rulings on its interpretation of the law and the Inland Revenue Depart-
ment’s budget. 

32. The scope of the committee’s report is broad. The committee has 
considered and has made many recommendations on tax compliance 
costs and on ways to make the tax system more robust against avoidance 
and evasion. The committee hopes its work will contribute to the effi-
ciency and effectiveness of the tax system in New Zealand and, there-
fore, to the well-being of the country.  
 
 
 Ian McKay 
 Tony Molloy 
 John Prebble 
 John Waugh 

 



 

TERMS OF REFERENCE 

THE COMMITTEE is to consider and make recommendations on the fol-
lowing with a view to considering their implications for future policy: 

 tax compliance costs, including how tax laws may be simplified 
and made more coherent and understandable while ensuring an 
appropriate balance between the levels of complexity, fairness, ac-
curacy and economic efficiency; 

 how to make the tax system more robust against avoidance and 
evasion (identifying and bearing in mind the underlying causes of 
such activity), with particular regard to: 
- the use of tax driven structures lacking business reality; 
- abuse or complicity by tax advisers; 
- standards of conduct for tax advisers; 
- concealment and other tax related offences, and the possi-

bility of confiscating concealed profits; 
- the lack of prosecutions to prevent harmful tax practices and 

schemes; 
- the adequacy of the current penalties regime, including 

criminal penalties; 
- how to achieve disclosure of tax schemes affecting the in-

stance of tax payable by greater than $100,000; 
- the possibility of treating the failure to disclose (or falsifica-

tion of material facts) by a person experienced in tax matters 
as a serious criminal offence, and establishing it as punish-
able by a maximum penalty of 10 years imprisonment where 
more than $5 million in tax revenue is involved; and  

- the possibility of recovering from large-scale, tax-evasion 
schemes (say $100,000 and over) and those who aid them, 
profits attributable to the use of unpaid tax (unjust enrich-
ment); and 

- the internationalisation of the economy, including electronic 
commerce. 
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The committee is required to make its recommendations on the 
above consistent with: 

 the Coalition Agreement; 
 the government’s revenue strategy; 
 the generic tax policy process; 
 the maintenance of a broad-base, low-rates and tax system; 

 the maintenance of the existing tax rates and tax mix; 
 there being no decrease in the extent to which the income tax laws 

focus on the taxation of a comprehensive definition of income; 
 there being no decrease in total tax revenue; 
 there being no increase in overall compliance costs. 

The committee will not consider the recommendations of the Com-
mission of Inquiry into Certain Matters Relating to Taxation. 

The committee is required to report to the government by 21 De-
cember 1998. 

 

 



 

LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS that any proposals for change emerging 
from its report and listed below should proceed through the generic tax 
policy process. The summary recommendations set out here should be 
read in the context in which they appear in the report. 

2  The rewrite project  

Interpretation 
The government should review section AA 3(1) as a whole (para 2.73). 
In considering this recommendation, the government should make ex-
plicit that provisions that are intended to operate only in a particular 
manner or in a particular context should not apply in other contexts (para 
2.41), and consider whether the reference to the core provisions in sec-
tion AA 3(1) of the Income Tax Act 1994 should stay (para 2.58). 

The government should review the way in which the interpretation pro-
visions of the Income Tax Act 1994, together with the organisational 
scheme operate in relation to the ‘local context’ of a statutory rule (para 
2.71). Alternatively, the government should consider whether section 
AA 3(1) should omit any reference to the way in which the Act is or-
ganised, in order to avoid the possibility of perverse interpretations (para 
2.74). If sections AA 1 and AA 3 are to remain in the statute, the Income 
Tax Act 1994 should state that its interpretation provisions do not oust 
any statutory generally-applicable rules of interpretation unless the for-
mer are clearly inconsistent with the latter (para 2.76). 

The government should undertake a thorough study of the courts’ inter-
pretation of income tax legislation with a view to determining whether 
Parliament should be satisfied with present practices and emphasis, or 
whether the rewrite should mandate a change (para 2.89).   

In the rewriting process, when a rule is to provide that a particular re-
ceipt is to be taxed, it is better to frame the provision as a rule, rather 
than to define the receipt as something that it is not, followed by another 
rule that taxes the item that is defined (para 2.99). 
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The uncertainty that has arisen over whether certain judge-made timing 
rules have survived the change to a ‘gross income’ approach of the re-
write should be resolved (para 2.118). 

Organisation 
There should be an assessment of the value of the benefits to be obtained 
from continuing on the present drafting course, that is, one based on 
functional organisation, together with an assessment of the work in-
volved in reorganising the statute on a regime-by-regime basis. The gov-
ernment should consider having those assessments done, with a view to 
deciding whether to persist with the functional organisation of the In-
come Tax Act (para 2.141). If the government determines to adhere to a 
formalistic organisational structure, it should consider allocating a spe-
cific part or subpart to rules about valuation, which at present are not 
gathered together in the manner that is standard for the rewritten Act 
(para 2.188). 

The phrase ‘under ordinary concepts’ in section CD 5 should be elimi-
nated, and the provision should be rephrased using the term ‘income’ 
without qualification (para 2.155). Section CD 5 should be the first 
charging provision that places ‘income’ within ‘gross income’ and, as 
the calculations are worked through, ‘net income’ and ‘taxable income’. 
Alternatively, section CD 5 could be woven into section BC 4, where it 
could act as the core provision that initially captures gross income as an-
nual gross income (para 2.159). 

The government should give some priority in the rewrite programme to 
the following topics: apportionment, movement of assets in and out of 
the tax base, accounting for long-term contracts and tax avoidance provi-
sions (para 2.171). 

Drafting policies 
Statute-wide drafting policies should not be adopted as a matter of prin-
ciple without reasonably rigorous practical testing (para 2.183). 

Some advantage may be had in splitting the Income Tax Act 1994 into 
two separate Acts, one for provisions of general application, removing 
some relatively complex groups of provisions, that concern only a lim-
ited number of taxpayers, into a second Act. The government should di-
rect officials to evaluate whether such an approach should be taken (para 
2.184). 
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Schedule 23 should be kept under continuous review and updated when-
ever there is renumbering. The ambulatory nature of the rewrite process 
has some advantages, but regular changes make the statute difficult for 
users to follow (para 2.185). The government should also consider in-
cluding in the Act a schedule of the monetary thresholds that are scat-
tered throughout the Income Tax Act (para 2.186). 

The Inland Revenue Department should establish a special ‘repairs and 
maintenance’ unit to address promptly any queries raised as to the effect 
on established principles of the rewritten Income Tax Act, to deal with 
any unintended outcomes identified, and to provide an administrative 
mechanism to ensure both that the general body of taxpayers and tax ad-
visers are informed of issues as they arise, and that remedial legislation 
is developed and introduced at the first opportunity (para 2.187). 

The department should redraft the existing qualified accruals rules de-
terminations in an endeavour to publish fresh drafts at the same time as 
the proposed exposure draft of part E of the Act is published. When pos-
sible, each determination should follow one of a limited number of stan-
dard templates. The procedure for issuing determinations should take on 
the basic features of the generic tax policy process (para 2.196). 

Additional matters 
New Zealand should return to formal annual taxing Acts (para 2.200).   

The rewrite should include a provision to state the law on the relation-
ship between the Income Tax Act and fraud, so that there can be no 
doubt that even though taxpayers may have strictly complied with the 
requirements of the Income Tax Act, or believe that they have done so, 
when the facts of the case require it they can still be described as dishon-
est, and be guilty of fraud (para 2.201).  

Legislation that affects the operation of the Income Tax Act should be 
listed in a schedule, which should begin with a statement to the effect 
that the omission of any legislation does not mean that the omitted Act 
does not affect the operation of either that Act or the Income Tax Act 
(paras 2.203, 2.205). An additional schedule could list sections of the 
Crimes Act 1961 that are potentially relevant to income tax fraud (paras 
2.204, 2.205). 
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3  Aspects of the capital-revenue boundary  
The government should consider legislation to ensure that payments for 
restrictive covenants involving services (para 3.22), inducement pay-
ments (para 3.32), certain capital contribution payments, and other simi-
lar payments should be taxable (para 3.42). The submissions by the In-
vestment Savings and Insurance Association of New Zealand to the 
committee on investment gains of collective investment vehicles should 
be evaluated with a view to introducing legislation to remedy the prob-
lems that the Association has identified (para 3.4). 

4  Charities and other tax-exempt entities  
The government should review the law and practice relating to the in-
come tax exemption in section CB 4(1)(h) for amateur sports bodies 
(para 4.9), and also the threshold in section DJ 17 to ascertain whether it 
is sufficiently high enough to meet its objective of reducing compliance 
costs (para 4.11). The income tax exemption in section CB 5(1)(i) for 
trustees of sick, accident and death benefit funds should be repealed 
(paras 4.15, 4.25). The net income derived by charities and other tax-
exempt entities from commercial activities unrelated to their exempt 
purpose should be taxable (para 4.17). The exemption from fringe bene-
fit tax in section CI 1(m) for benefits provided by charitable organisa-
tions to their employees should be repealed (para 4.22). Superannuation 
schemes for the benefit of employees of charitable organisations should 
not be eligible for charitable tax exemptions (para 4.24). 

5  Some specific concerns  
Tax treatment of expenditure on motor vehicles 
The government should develop a universal approach to the tax treat-
ment of motor vehicles (para 5.7).  

Fringe benefit tax  
There should be no change in the present formula for calculating the 
value of the fringe benefit of a motor vehicle (para 5.16), but the Inland 
Revenue Department should publish in the Tax Information Bulletin a 
full and informative explanation of the rationale underlying the use of 
the factor of 24 per cent of the original GST-inclusive cost price as a 
method for determining the base fringe benefit value of a motor vehicle 
(para 5.17).  
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GST on fringe benefits should be returned on the FBT return rather than 
the GST return (para 5.18).  

Use of money interest 
The question of charging use of money interest to those paying FBT an-
nually should be pursued in the context of the review of obligations of 
business taxpayers. If this review should not result in any simplification 
for small taxpayers paying FBT, the government should consider the re-
moval of the use of money interest charge from fringe benefit taxpayers 
who pay annually (para 5.25). 

Provisional tax 
The government should monitor the use by taxpayers of the election to 
estimate income to prevent divergent outcomes relating to use of money 
interest (para 5.31). 

Payment and refunds 
The government should publish a discussion document that sets out the 
debate on amalgamating payment dates to allow informed public consid-
eration of the issues and to provide for public submissions. The discus-
sion document should clearly distinguish the needs and concerns of the 
small, small to medium, and large businesses (para 5.47).  

The government should also consider implementing, at the first practical 
opportunity, a universal rule that when the due date for the payment of 
tax falls on a non-business day, the due date moves to the next working 
day (paras 5.53, 5.54).  

The routine practice of applying refunds to meet outstanding debts 
should be modified to allow discretion in its application (paras 5.57, 
5.59). Taxpayers should be able to request a refund of an amount of tax 
not subject to a dispute provided certain criteria are met. For income tax, 
the refund would be subject to the Commissioner’s discretion as to the 
calculation of the appropriate amount of refund (para 5.65).  

Depreciation 
There should be no increase in the $200 threshold for the low value 
write-off (para 5.72). When assets are purchased at the same time from 
the same supplier, the threshold should be increased to allow up to $500 
in assets purchased at the same time from the same supplier to be imme-
diately deductible, providing no asset exceeds $200 in value (para 5.78).  
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Consideration should also be given to either an increase in, or the re-
moval of, the ceiling that limits the application of the pooling approach 
to depreciation (para 5.88). 

Goods and services tax 
A registered person who is no longer eligible to use the payments basis 
of accounting should be able to continue accounting in that way for a 
further year before being required to adopt the invoice basis of account-
ing. The government should also consider an increase in the threshold to 
account for inflation (para 5.94).  

The Inland Revenue Department should publish a statement about its 
operational policy on GST tax invoices, identifying the errors that are 
considered significant and the errors that are not (para 5.99). There 
should be no increase in the $50 threshold for tax invoices (para 5.103). 

GST secondary use adjustments for private or exempt use should be 
moved to the period in which the annual income tax return is filed, ex-
cept when the adjustment involves the procedures available for acquisi-
tions of items under $10,000 (para 5.108).  

Financial arrangements 
As part of the rewrite process, the government should consider a year-
end valuation approach as an alternative to the current rules for valuing 
financial arrangements (para 5.118). Rewriting the accrual rules deter-
minations should be given a high priority (para 5.120). 
Readability of statements 
The redesign of statements of account should be given priority (para 
5.124).   

Education 
The Inland Revenue Department should publish booklets for specific 
industry groups, advising taxpayers of their tax obligations and the tax 
treatment of specific transactions (para 5.128). 

6  Tax mitigation, avoidance and evasion  
Anti-avoidance rule 
The government should continue to restrict the conditions that make tax 
avoidance possible by continuing its broad-base, low-rate policy (para 
6.37). 
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The general anti-avoidance rule in sections BG 1 and GB 1 of the In-
come Tax Act 1994 should not affect the application of any principles of 
common law. This position should be made completely clear in order to 
ensure that the courts are not precluded from applying common law anti-
avoidance rules like the fiscal nullity doctrine (paras 6.42, 6.53).  

The application of the anti-avoidance rule is automatic. This feature 
should be made absolutely clear in the legislation (paras 6.44, 6.53). An 
amendment should be made to clarify that any reconstruction under sec-
tion GB 1 applies from the date of the original avoidance arrangement 
(paras 6.46, 6.53).  

The department should review existing interpretation statements, inter-
pretation guidelines and public rulings that depend on high-level legal 
analysis to determine whether these statements should be revised. The 
department should immediately withdraw any statements found to be 
deficient without waiting until replacement drafts are available. In par-
ticular, the department should immediately withdraw the 1990 policy 
statement on section 99 of the Income Tax Act 1976. The department 
should obtain external expert input into interpretation guidelines and in-
terpretation statements before they are released for consultation, espe-
cially for issues involving complex reasoning. Particular care should be 
taken when including generic examples in statements. The department 
should also reconsider and refine its apparent view on how the 
form/substance and sham/genuine analysis should be approached (para 
6.101). 

Loss attributing qualifying companies 
The government should examine loss attributing qualifying companies to 
determine whether the use of loss attributing qualifying companies as tax 
avoidance vehicles is a threat to the tax base, whether the use of loss at-
tributing qualifying companies is consistent with the government’s tax 
policy in relation to forestry, and whether the provisions as to loss attrib-
uting qualifying companies should be amended or repealed (para 6.114).  

7  Tax evasion and the hidden economy  
The goal of the Inland Revenue Department in improving the taxation of 
the hidden economy should be a sustained accretion of improvements 
that steadily whittle away at the amount of tax that is evaded and that 
enable the department to respond quickly to new business techniques or 
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to new systems of concealment that offer opportunities for new methods 
of evasion (para 7.40).  

The targeting of audits should not be based solely on the amount of tax 
being evaded by a particular taxpayer, but should also be directed to 
types of tax evasion that involve many taxpayers evading tax on small 
amounts of income (para 7.42) 

The Inland Revenue Department should continually identify opportuni-
ties for tax evasion by taxpayers and new opportunities to use withhold-
ing tax methodologies. The department should also develop a strong 
community awareness of the cost to the community of tax evasion and 
review the law relating to non-cash transactions (para 7.45). 

The department should work closely with community groups, tax practi-
tioners and particularly specialists in public awareness campaigns to de-
velop industry profiles and more effective compliance at all levels. The 
focus of the community awareness programme should be on the costs of 
the cash economy to the community, the fact that there is no excuse for 
the non-declaration of income, education through school curricula, the 
seriousness of the consequences of detection, the details of the depart-
ment’s initiatives on the cash economy, and the publication of instances 
of evasion that have been identified, and where appropriate, the actions 
taken (para 7.51).   

The law relating to non-cash transactions should be clarified so that such 
transactions do give rise to taxable income even when they cannot be 
converted into cash (para 7.55). The department should effectively 
communicate a suitable explanation of the tax law relating to barter 
transactions to those sectors of the community where barter transactions 
are prevalent (para 7.56).  

8  Disclosure  
Section 15B(e) of the Tax Administration Act 1994, which states that 
taxpayers must disclose to the Commissioner in a timely and useful way 
all information required to be disclosed under the tax laws, should be 
amended to identify the different categories of required disclosure: in-
formation specifically required by statute, information required by the 
department in a prescribed form, and information requested by the de-
partment from specific taxpayers (para 8.4). 
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The department should consider a review of each of the purposes of the 
tax return to decide if the return is the most appropriate vehicle for these 
functions (para 8.19). 

An examination should be made of the application of technology to the 
government’s disclosure requirements (para 8.20). 

The government should consider a review of the records that a taxpayer 
must keep under self-assessment. The review should be undertaken at 
the same time as the review of return filing obligations (para 8.21). 

The Inland Revenue Department should prepare and send out to taxpay-
ers forms to guide them through their key annual income tax activities, 
and also to act as a record for audit purposes (para 8.25). 

As part of the review of penalties to be conducted in 1999, there should 
be public discussion on disclosure (paras 8.27, 8.33). 

9  The Commissioner’s information-gathering powers  
An amendment should be made to section 16 of the Tax Administration 
Act 1994 to give the Commissioner authority to remove books or docu-
ments from premises for the purpose of making copies (paras 9.25, 
9.35). The government should also clarify the ambit of section 16(2) to 
ensure that it applies to third parties (paras 9.30, 9.35). 

The words ‘necessary or relevant’ in section 17 encourage taxpayers to 
raise spurious arguments and should be removed (paras 9.23, 9.35). Sec-
tion 17 should also be amended to deem the records of an offshore entity 
controlled by a New Zealand resident to be under the control of that New 
Zealand resident (paras 9.18, 9.35). The section should be further 
amended to give the Commissioner the discretion to require that docu-
ments requisitioned under that section should be sent to an Inland Reve-
nue office (para 9.24, 9.35). 

The government should await the outcome of the Law Commission’s 
study of legal professional privilege before making any decisions on this 
matter in relation to tax (paras 9.59, 9.63). In the meantime, amendments 
should be made to section 20 first, to ensure the physical protection of 
documents once a claim for privilege is made, and secondly, to require 
the identification of documents for which privilege is being claimed as a 
condition of obtaining privilege (paras 9.60, 9.61, 9.63).  
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10  Assessments and disputes resolution  
The time bar for amending assessments should be suspended for the pe-
riod between one month after the issue of a section 17 notice in which 
the taxpayer is advised that non-compliance will result in such suspen-
sion and the taxpayer’s compliance with the notice. The statutory mini-
mum periods for keeping records should be extended by the period for 
which the time bar is suspended (para 10.8). 

The onus of proof in civil proceedings, except for civil penalties for eva-
sion, should continue to lie with the taxpayer. The law should be clari-
fied expressly to provide that if a taxpayer is able to prove on the balance 
of probabilities that the Commissioner’s assessment is excessive by at 
least a certain amount, the court should be able to reduce the Commis-
sioner’s assessment by that amount (para 10.13).   

11  Tax collection  
Withholding payment regulations 
The current withholding system should continue to apply if, and to the 
extent that, there is a risk that the business to which the withholding 
system applies may not be in a position to meet its income tax liability. 
Smaller businesses, irregular activities, or infrequent activities, such as 
sphagnum moss collection, game hunting and certain labour-only serv-
ices which are activities specifically covered by the regulations are more 
likely to run this risk (para 11.16).  

The definition of ‘withholding payment’ should be amended to exclude 
first, payments made to a GST registered person for the supply of serv-
ices when the payer holds at the time a GST tax invoice disclosing the 
GST-inclusive value of that supply except in specific areas of revenue 
risk (paras 11.22, 11.28), and secondly, payments made by people in the 
household sector to the extent that the payments are of a private nature 
(paras 11.25, 11.28). 

Interest on underpayments 
Questions about relief from the use of money interest rules should be 
fully addressed as part of the review of the penalties provisions to be 
conducted by the Inland Revenue Department in 1999 (para 11.37). 

The government should consider removing the application of the 5 per 
cent penalty to taxpayers who fail to pay on time, but who correct that 
error within a few days of the due date for payment. The government 
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should also consider reducing the incremental late payment penalty of 2 
per cent per month to 1 per cent per month (para 11.43). 

Tax recovery 
The requirement in section HK 11(1)(c)(ii), that the purpose of an ar-
rangement must have the effect of avoiding tax, should be amended so 
that it is an alternative or disjunctive requirement only (para 11.52).  

12  Penalties  
There should be no major changes to the penalties provisions until they 
are subject to post-implementation review in 1999 (para 12.9). The gov-
ernment should, however, specifically require the review team to report 
on whether the government’s performance expectations of taxpayers are 
reasonable, whether, and to what extent, a past record of good behaviour 
should be taken into account in deciding to impose penalties or to esca-
late enforcement, whether the fairness of the penalties provisions is ap-
parent to all taxpayers, and whether taxpayers who comply can see that 
those who do not comply are adequately punished (para 12.7). 

13  Applying the law 
The government should ensure that the Inland Revenue Department re-
views staff skill levels, and further, that the department ensures that re-
cruitment, retention and continuing education policies are fully adequate 
to establish and maintain the staff skill levels that are necessary (paras 
13.41, 13.121). 

The Inland Revenue Department should remove from its internal prac-
tices and procedures and from public statements any suggestions that 
section BG 1 should be read restrictively rather than liberally (paras 
13.53, 13.121). 

The Inland Revenue Department should always be alert to the possibility 
of criminal fraud by taxpayers, and when fraudulent activity is detected, 
the department should ensure that its officers are aware that the Crimes 
Act 1961 is the appropriate vehicle for prosecution (paras 13.89, 
13.121).  

14  The tax implications of electronic commerce  
The government should monitor and should continue to participate in the 
efforts of the OECD in developing tax policy on electronic commerce 
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and should seriously consider any recommendations that are proposed 
(para 14.35).  

15  Tax advisers  
Whether or not they are members of professional bodies, officers of the 
Inland Revenue Department who encounter misconduct by tax advisers 
should be able to have it drawn to the attention of the appropriate body. 
Because of the secrecy requirements in section 81 of the Tax Admin-
istration Act 1994, the first step should be internal to the department. 
Section 81 would need to be amended to allow the department then to 
report such misconduct. The government should consider such an 
amendment (para 15.11). The penalties provisions should be allowed to 
operate for some time to gauge their effect in practice, with a later re-
view, if necessary, to consider the desirability of having penalties apply 
directly to tax advisers (para 15.14).   

16  Relationship with taxpayers  
Thorough surveys should take place to determine whether the depart-
ment should continue to use the customer needs model and, if so, wheth-
er any measures are necessary to deal with the contradictions between 
the roles of taxpayer and customer (para 16.23). 

The Inland Revenue Department should abandon the motto, ‘It’s our job 
to be fair’. If consideration is given to adopting a replacement motto, it 
should be tested carefully, not only by research to discover taxpayers’ 
reactions, but also by measuring the motto against the legal and admin-
istrative duties of the Inland Revenue Department (para 16.31). 

The department’s decision to investigate the possibility of attitude-
forming campaigns should be implemented more rapidly than is current-
ly proposed (para 16.36). 

Section 81(1) of the Tax Administration Act 1994 should be amended to 
clarify that the administration exception in that provision permits the 
Commissioner to disclose taxpayer affairs for the purpose of responding 
to publicity about the department’s activities when the Commissioner 
considers in good faith that such disclosure is necessary to safeguard the 
integrity of the tax system (para 16.41). 

17  The rulings process  
The department should consider the way in which product rulings are 
issued. Issuing product rulings should be discretionary, as is the case 
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with public rulings. In exercising its discretion to issue public and prod-
uct rulings, the department should take into account the policy implica-
tions of such rulings (para 17.40). 

18  The Inland Revenue Department’s Budget 
The government should encourage the Commissioner fully to utilise the 
scope for flexibility within the government’s budget processes. The gov-
ernment should also keep the whole issue of management flexibility in 
the context of budget issues under review (para 18.22). 
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Introduction 
1.1 New Zealand first enacted an income tax law in 1891. Since that 
time, the legislation has become increasingly complex. For many years, 
people have entertained hopes that tax law can be made simpler, only to 
have those hopes disappointed as reforms have added more and more 
pages of legislation. Many taxpayers and their advisers feel let down by 
the process of tax reform. Why do things seem to get worse rather than 
better? Why can governments not make a better job of reform? 

1.2 These are good questions. With all the resources that have been 
poured into decades of tax reform, both in New Zealand and in other 
countries, taxpayers may come to believe that a measure of scepticism is 
justified on their part: surely, reformers could do better if only they tried 
harder. On the face of it, this is a reasonable conclusion. But it fails to 
take into account a pervasive and ultimately unresolvable factor: the 
paradox of tax policy, which may be called for convenience ‘the fiscal 
paradox’. 

The fiscal paradox, neutrality and complexity 
1.3 The fiscal paradox is that the more neutral and more equitable a 
government makes its income tax system, the more complex that system 
becomes. This paradox shapes the results of modern tax reform, because 
most governments rightly regard neutrality and equity as key goals of tax 
policy. 

  3 



4 TAX COMPLIANCE COSTS 

1.4 The policy of neutrality stipulates that the tax system should be 
neutral between taxpayers: as far as possible all income should be taxed 
in the same manner, whoever the taxpayers, whatever the form of the 
transaction, and whatever the structure of the business or investment. To 
put it another way, the tax system should not influence people’s eco-
nomic decisions, and income should be taxed according to a ‘compre-
hensive’ definition. During the late 1980s, the pursuit of neutrality led 
New Zealand to eliminate many of the provisions of the Income Tax Act 
1976 that preferred one type of business activity, or one type of invest-
ment structure over others. 

1.5 The policy of equity stipulates that people similarly situated 
should be taxed in the same way at the same rate. 

Economic costs of taxation 
1.6 Taxation imposes economic costs on society arising from the 
costs of compliance and administration, and the effects on taxpayer be-
haviour. These costs are different from the revenue cost of the tax itself, 
which is a transfer of wealth from the taxpayer to the government, and so 
is not itself a net cost to society. Compliance, administration, and be-
havioural costs of taxation are, however, costs to society. Called dead-
weight costs these are the costs incurred as a result of the tax system 
which are not expended directly for consumption or wealth-generating 
activities. Reducing these costs, which is a goal of the committee, is 
therefore beneficial to society. 

1.7 For every dollar of tax collected, the Inland Revenue Depart-
ment’s administration costs are on average, 1.2 cents. Thus for every 
dollar of tax collected, the government expends 98.8 cents on goods and 
services other than revenue collection. Taxpayers and others also incur 
costs in meeting their obligations under the tax laws. These compliance 
costs can be quite significant. Borne in the first instance by the person 
incurring the costs, they are ultimately a cost to society. 

1.8 The effect of taxation on behaviour is a far larger deadweight 
cost than compliance and administrative costs. Taxation affects indi-
viduals’ decisions to improve their skills, participate in the labour force, 
work, save, invest and take risks. Of particular concern is the way in 
which taxation affects investment decisions. 

1.9 Without tax, investors generally will invest in sectors where they 
expect to earn the highest return commensurate with risk. This pattern of 
investment maximises the wealth of the investor and of society. If the tax 
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system imposes a different rate of tax on different investments, it distorts 
investment decisions, with the result that society’s wealth is not maxi-
mised. This effect is known as allocative inefficiency.  

1.10 For example, assume an investment opportunity is expected to 
earn a 10 per cent pre-tax return, and will be subject to 33 per cent tax. 
The investment will return 6.7 per cent to the investor (the post-tax re-
turn), but 10 per cent to society (since society would earn the total 10 per 
cent return, divided between the investor and the government). An alter-
native investment may earn an 8 per cent return but, due to tax conces-
sions, it is taxed at an effective rate of 10 per cent. This investment earns 
the investor an after-tax return of 7.2 per cent, so this is the investment 
that the investor will choose. However, the investment earns society a 
total return of only 8 per cent. The tax system would, therefore, be en-
couraging private investors to make investments which do not earn soci-
ety as high a return as it would earn if the tax system were not distorting 
investment decisions. 

1.11 These allocative costs have generally been recognised as by far 
the greatest costs of the tax system. A conservative estimate6 of the allo-
cative or deadweight costs relating to taxing employment income in New 
Zealand in 1991 was 18 cents per dollar collected. The deadweight costs 
of taxes on income from capital, for example, interest, dividends and 
rent, would be considerably higher.  
1.12 Ideally, all income should be taxed at as even a rate as possible. 
Pursuing horizontal equity, however, brings disadvantages in terms of 
simplicity and compliance costs. For example, the accrual rules in sub-
part HF of the Income Tax Act 1994 are intended to measure the actual 
(economic) income from financial arrangements in which the legal enti-
tlement to income is deferred beyond the period in which the income 
arises. While it is clear that compliance costs would be reduced by re-
pealing the accrual rules, the economic costs in terms of increasing tax 
distortions and the resulting allocative efficiency costs may well be far 
greater. 

1.13 Treating different forms of income differently not only offends 
horizontal equity and increases deadweight costs, it also creates bounda-
ries, which create opportunities for tax arbitrage and, therefore, tax 

6 Diewert and Lawrence, 1994, The Marginal Costs of Taxation in New Zealand, Swan Consultants Ltd. 
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avoidance.7 It also increases the complexity and reduces the coherence 
of the tax system, especially when accompanied by anti-avoidance rules 
designed to prevent the unintended exploitation of the comparatively 
favourable tax regime. 

1.14 Designing a tax system requires an appreciation of certain trade-
offs. On the one hand, the system should be simple and should minimise 
compliance costs, administrative costs and economic efficiency costs. 
On the other hand, the system should also pursue horizontal and vertical 
equity objectives, and whatever social and economic policy objectives 
the government wishes to further through the tax system. 

Complexity in drafting 
1.15 To the question, ‘Why does the Income Tax Act 1994 not con-
tain one simple provision that taxes people on their income from year to 
year?’, the answer is that first, the Act does contain such a provision, it is 
currently numbered as section CD 5; and secondly, most of the other 
charging, deductions, and timing provisions in part C to part N of the 
Act, and the definition provisions in part O, have a different, though 
closely related, function to promote neutrality and horizontal equity. Part 
J, repealed from the start of the 1998-99 income year, and part K are ex-
ceptions.8  

1.16 Together, parts C to O, without parts J and K, make up well over 
90 per cent of the Act. Broadly speaking, these provisions prevent tax-
payers converting gains from revenue to capital. The provisions also 
prevent taxpayers creating or accelerating expenses that can be deducted 
in calculating net income, and also deferring the recognition of income 
and, therefore, its taxation, from one year to the next. If taxpayers en-
gage in this last practice, they get an economic benefit from the time 
value of money.  

1.17 If allowed, each of these activities erodes the revenue base, af-
fects the Act’s neutrality, and reduces horizontal equity. A few provi-
sions have the opposite effect, that is, they prevent people being taxed 
twice on the same income, or being taxed at a rate that is too high in 
their personal circumstances. 

7 See discussion in paras 6.18 to 6.34. 
8  These parts provide for surcharges, rebates, and credits that are driven by the government’s social and 

economic policy. They are administered through the tax system, but are not strictly speaking part of it. 
An example is subpart KD, which provides for family tax credits. 
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Political and social policies 
1.18 Two factors that add complexity appear to be tax policies but are 
more correctly categorised as political or social policies. These factors 
are the lack of a comprehensive tax on capital gains and the progressive 
income tax scale.  

1.19 As noted above, the Income Tax Act 1994 contains provisions to 
prevent people converting revenue gains to capital gains, or capital ex-
penditure to deductible revenue expenditure. 

1.20 The second factor is a function of a policy sometimes called ver-
tical equity, which stipulates that richer people should pay a bigger frac-
tion of their income in tax than poorer people. An income tax system 
achieves vertical equity by having a progressive average scale of tax 
rates. That is, lower slices of an individual’s income are taxed at lower 
rates than higher slices. From 1 July 1998, taking into account the low 
income rebate, New Zealand’s marginal tax scale is as follows:  

 Income Tax Rate 
 $0 – $9,500 15% 
 $9,501 – $38,000 21% 

 above $38,000 33% 

1.21 Neither the absence of a comprehensive tax on capital gains nor a 
progressive scale is an essential feature of an income tax regime. But for 
historical, social and political reasons, New Zealand embraces both. 
Consideration of these features is outside the committee’s terms of refer-
ence. Generally speaking, the exemption for capital gains favours richer 
people over poorer people, because the former are more often in a posi-
tion to derive economic gains as capital rather than as revenue. On the 
other hand, a progressive scale favours poorer people, because it causes 
them to pay a smaller fraction of their income in tax. 

1.22 Importantly for the committee’s terms of reference, a progressive 
scale entails greater complexity than a single flat tax rate, because there 
must be rules to ensure that the Crown taxes income at the different rates 
that are appropriate for the individuals who derive the economic benefit 
of the income. 

1.23 The fact that New Zealand does not have a comprehensive capi-
tal gains tax in itself creates complexity. From this fact, it may be in-
ferred that if there were such a tax, this would solve the issue of com-
plexity. But that does not necessarily follow. Introducing some models 
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might make the situation more complex, although equity would be en-
hanced. The capital gains tax envisaged in the 1989 government discus-
sion document is simpler than some models. On balance, in terms of 
complexity, the lack of a comprehensive tax on capital gains may be 
beneficial.9 

1.24 The last paragraph does not express an opinion on whether New 
Zealand should tax capital gains. The reason for taxing these gains 
would be to eliminate the current tax preference in favour of gains that 
occur in a capital form. The committee merely points out that taxing 
capital gains, like almost anything else that a tax system does to promote 
economic neutrality, entails complexity and costs of compliance. 

Examples of the fiscal paradox in action 
1.25 Examples of policies that promote neutrality and that lead to 
complexity are not hard to find. The committee takes one case in which 
Parliament’s object is to prevent taxpayers exploiting a potential absence 
of neutrality; a second case in which the government tried to prevent 
people being taxed at an inappropriately high rate; and a third case, in 
which the overall policy is to relieve the taxpayer from unduly high 
rates, but where Parliament was required to incorporate additional rules 
to frustrate taxpayers who might otherwise exploit elements of the re-
gime favourable to them. These examples illustrate the problems of both 
a progressive scale and the lack of a comprehensive tax on capital gains. 
The examples are the accrual rules, the still-born tax credit system for 
superannuation funds and life offices, and the imputation system for 
company and shareholder taxation. 

The accrual rules 
1.26 Properly called the ‘qualified accruals rules’, these rules are 
found in subpart EH of the Income Tax Act 1994. They are generally 
regarded as the most complex regime in the Act. Their function is to 
prevent taxpayers exploiting the time value of money. Take a taxpayer 
who lends $1,000 for, say, five years, for a single payment of $1,645 that 
is payable at the end of the five years. The amount of $645 represents 

9  Examples of design issues affecting the complexity of a capital gains tax include indexation for infla-
tion; definition of disposal, for example, involuntary dispositions; timing of recognition of a gain, for 
example, a realisation or accrual basis; form of introduction and associated transitional issues; treat-
ment of personal assets especially personal residences; extent of roll-over relief, for example, intra-
group transactions; treatment of capital losses; same or different tax rate. 
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interest at 10 per cent per annum, compounding monthly, and is the 
compensation to the taxpayer for not being able to use the $1,000 over 
the five-year period. But in the absence of the accrual rules or similar 
provisions no tax is payable until the end of year five. Conversely, tax-
payers can achieve an effect that is similarly beneficial from an eco-
nomic point of view, by borrowing for a term and incurring and deduct-
ing all interest on day one. This technique was fundamental to many tax-
saving schemes of the early 1980s in which interest was payable to par-
ties who were based in the Cook Islands and were associated with the 
taxpayer. 

1.27 The accrual rules oblige taxpayers to spread interest on a loan or 
debt over the duration of the contract. But to operate effectively, the 
rules must cover not only loans, but also other financial arrangements 
that can have similar economic effects, such as, credit sales, bonds, 
transactions involving foreign exchange, and so on. The upshot is that 
the methods of calculation and of application of the rules are very com-
plex. Indeed, it is doubtful whether the rules could have operated at all 
before the ready availability of programmable calculators. On the other 
hand, the rules have the benefit of taxing people who are parties to fi-
nancial arrangements and whose gains arise from year to year in the 
same way in which wage and salary earners are taxed. In short, the rules 
promote neutrality and horizontal equity between the two groups. 

The tax credit system 
1.28 New Zealand tries to tax all forms of savings at the same rate 
through rules known as ‘TTE’, that is, taxed, taxed, exempt. Contribu-
tions to savings, or to bank accounts are from taxed income; accretions 
of income earned by savings, or by bank balances are taxed as they are 
added to savings; and when savings are paid out on retirement or other-
wise, the payments are exempt in the hands of the recipient. 

1.29 When a superannuation fund earns money on principal that its 
members have contributed, the fund pays tax on the accretion. The tax is 
levied at a flat 33 per cent, the same rate as the tax on money held in 
other investment vehicles, such as companies, life insurance funds, and 
so on. 

1.30 On the other hand, individuals are taxed on a progressive scale. 
What happens to income in a savings institution that belongs to an indi-
vidual whose marginal tax rate is less than 33 per cent? One way or an-
other, New Zealand tries to ensure that such income is taxed at the indi-
vidual’s rate, not at the rate of 33 per cent that applies to the institution. 
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1.31 When the savings vehicle is a bank account and the income is 
interest, this objective is relatively easy to attain. The bank deducts 
withholding tax from interest that it credits to depositors’ accounts. It 
pays the tax to the Inland Revenue Department. As taxpayers, depositors 
file individual returns of income, and pay extra tax or receive a refund, 
according to whether tax was withheld from their interest at the appro-
priate rate. 

1.32 When the vehicle is a company, the imputation system has a 
similar effect. The company pays tax at 33 per cent, but attaches a credit 
for the tax to dividends paid to shareholders. If the tax that the company 
paid was at a rate higher than a shareholder’s personal marginal rate, the 
shareholder receives a credit for the excess. 

1.33 It is very hard to apply machinery of this sort to superannuation 
funds. Superannuation funds pool the savings of members, so cannot 
easily identify interest. Superannuation funds do not pay dividends on a 
regular basis, so cannot impute credits to members as companies impute 
credits to shareholders. The result is that, but for specific legislative ini-
tiatives, taxpayers with a marginal tax rate of, say, 21 per cent will pay 
tax at 21 per cent on interest on bank deposits, but will incur tax at the 
rate of 33 per cent on accretions to their interests in superannuation 
funds. 

1.34 The government sought to address this anomaly in 1998 by pro-
posing a system of tax credits. The government was unable to secure the 
passage of these rules through Parliament. These rules would have al-
lowed superannuation funds and life offices to credit tax paid at the fund 
level to the individual savers. Excess tax paid on behalf of low-rate fund 
members would have been credited to their account. This proposal 
would have had the effect of taxing members at their individual tax rate. 

1.35 The mechanism required to achieve this result, however, was 
necessarily complex, and would have imposed compliance costs. When 
this mechanism was framed in legislation, that legislation could not help 
but be complicated. The mechanism compounds in one set of rules three 
requirements that are complex even when they are found individually. 
These requirements are rules that provide for one taxpayer’s circum-
stances to influence the tax rate enjoyed by another taxpayer, rules about 
apportionment, and rules that keep benefits isolated and identified over a 
number of tax years. 
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The imputation system for company and shareholder taxation 
1.36 The Income Tax Act 1994 contains different rules for taxing in-
come earned through different legal entities, required by virtue of the 
different legal relationships and different entitlements to income. In 
principle, the Act should tax the income earned by or on behalf of an 
individual at the time it is earned. 

1.37 To achieve the goals of equity and efficiency, the person who 
should be taxed, or who should bear the tax, is the person entitled to the 
income earned on his or her behalf. Equity is measured by the relative 
tax burdens of people, not of legal entities. 

1.38 Efficiency is also achieved by measuring and regulating the tax 
impact on the people who control investments and who make decisions 
on how much they work, save and invest. These people may act through 
companies, but individuals make the decisions, and they do so, by and 
large, in their self-interest. It may appear, then, that the way to achieve 
the goal of taxing the income of individuals is to tax them on income 
received, imposing tax when a shareholder receives a dividend, without 
imposing any company tax. 

1.39 Such an approach would be simple, and would reduce compli-
ance costs. But it would not achieve the goal of taxing income earned at 
the individual level, because the income may not be received until some 
years after it is earned by the company. The longer the period of deferral 
between the time of earning and the time of receipt, the greater the re-
duction in the effective tax rate. Taxing company income on the basis of 
distributions alone, therefore, would violate objectives of horizontal eq-
uity and efficiency, because shareholder income earned through different 
companies could be subject to different effective tax rates, depending on 
the distribution policies of the companies. 

1.40 A way around this difficulty would be to attribute company in-
come directly to shareholders. The shareholders could then be taxed di-
rectly on the income attributed to them through the company. This solu-
tion, however, introduces its own complexities. The shareholders would 
have to know their share of the taxable income of the company. Requir-
ing the company to notify shareholders of their income would address 
the problem, but would carry compliance costs. The taxable income 
would need to be allocated across the shareholders according to their 
participant rights at particular times of the year. The shareholders would 
still have to pay tax, and they might have cash flow difficulties if the 
company had not paid them a dividend. Addressing the problem in this 
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way would also negate some of the savings expected to be achieved 
through the proposed reforms to eliminate the filing of tax returns, as 
shareholders would have to file tax returns to pay their tax on attributed 
company earnings. 

1.41 The method actually used to pay tax on company earnings is the 
imputation system, by which the company calculates and pays tax on its 
earnings on behalf of its shareholders. Its shareholders are taxed on divi-
dends, but are entitled to a credit for tax paid by the company on their 
behalf. This method achieves the compliance cost savings of having the 
company calculate and pay the tax, but the tax burden is imposed as 
proxy for the shareholders being charged tax on their share of the com-
pany’s taxable income for the current year. 

1.42 The imputation system works well for companies. However, dif-
ferent rules are necessary for different legal entities because of the legal 
relationships created by different entities, and because of the difficulties 
of determining who is entitled to income earned through them. For ex-
ample, people working in partnerships are taxed directly on income 
earned through the partnership. The partners are co-owners of the un-
derlying assets of the partnership and legally own their share of the in-
come earned by the partnership. Trust income has its own regime. 
Broadly speaking, income that is distributed is taxed to beneficiaries 
who receive it, and income that is retained is taxed to the trustee. 

1.43 While the policy goal is the same, namely that the cost of the tax 
should be borne by the person entitled to the income, and should be de-
termined at the time the income is earned, different legal mechanisms are 
used because of the different legal relationships that arise. 

1.44 An irony of the full imputation regime is that, although its pur-
pose is to liberate taxpayers from the non-neutrality of the former system 
of taxing both companies and shareholders, most of its provisions are 
designed to prevent taxpayers creating other non-neutral entities, by 
converting revenue into capital or by exploiting rate differentials be-
tween different taxpayers. Take, for example, the 10 or 12 pages of rules 
in subpart ME of the Income Tax Act 1994, which govern the operation 
of imputation credit accounts. 

1.45 Though framed as rules that govern this particular kind of memo-
randum account, the provisions are, in fact, substantive rules that deter-
mine how and when companies are permitted to attach tax credits to 
dividends. Broadly speaking, the principal objective of the rules is to 
ensure that the people, who as shareholders indirectly bear tax that is 
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paid by a company are, first, the same people who derive the benefit of 
that tax when it is distributed as a credit, and secondly, when they derive 
that benefit, they do so in shares that are proportionate to their shares in 
the company. That is, shareholders who enjoy a low tax rate cannot 
transfer the benefit of tax credits to shareholders who have a higher rate. 
This objective is pursued within an overall framework that, for reasons 
of practicality, treats company profits and tax as the fungible sums that 
they undoubtedly are, and does not require companies to make an artifi-
cial link between an identified dollar of profit and a particular 33 cents 
of tax levied on that dollar. 

Summary 
1.46 These days, people generally regard taxes as a cost that they bear 
in order to maintain the kind of society that they hope to enjoy. There is, 
of course, disagreement on the level of tax that is most efficient for this 
purpose. But people are less willing to bear the compliance and admin-
istrative costs of taxation, because they are aware that these imposts are 
mere transaction costs that, in themselves, have no direct value to society 
or to the individual. As the committee explained earlier,10 the behav-
ioural costs of taxation are an even more serious burden on society than 
compliance and administration costs.  

1.47 While it is generally agreed that there should be some taxation, 
people, especially those in business, are dissatisfied by levels of compli-
ance and administrative costs, and entertain hopes that these costs can be 
significantly reduced. These hopes are not entirely misplaced. Through-
out this report, the committee recommends improvements that can be 
made to the tax system, many of which are already under way. But at the 
same time, the committee emphasises that income tax, for all its virtues 
as a source of public funds, is a system that by its very nature results in 
rather heavy compliance and administrative costs. These costs must fall 
more heavily on businesses than on employees, because of the greater 
complexity of the affairs of businesses. In the wider interest of contain-
ing overall deadweight costs, businesses and in particular employers are 
convenient vehicles for achieving administrative goals. This considera-
tion raises important issues of whether, when businesses are used in this 
way, they should be compensated by the government for net costs borne 

10  See paras 1.6, 1.8 
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in the wider interest of the taxpaying community. This matter is outside 
the committee’s terms of reference.  

1.48 The costs just mentioned are necessarily increased in jurisdic-
tions employing progressive tax rate scales. However, while there are 
many reasons for complexity in income tax law, the most pervasive is 
the policy of making the tax system as neutral and as equitable as possi-
ble. 

1.49 The committee has gone into some detail in its discussion of 
what it has called ‘the fiscal paradox’ because it believes that the opera-
tion of this influence is not well understood. Many people have heard 
that the major values of tax policy are neutrality, horizontal equity and 
simplicity (being shorthand for minimised costs of compliance and ad-
ministration). What they have not heard is that these values are in con-
flict. Even many tax professionals have a less than perfect understanding 
of the problem. The committee hopes that its explanation and the exam-
ples that it has chosen will shed light on the subject. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Terms of reference, committee guidelines, and stage that the rewrite has 
reached 
2.1 The first of the committee’s terms of reference requires the 
committee to consider ‘tax compliance costs, including how tax laws 
may be simplified and made more coherent and understandable …’ In 
amplification, the committee’s guidelines state: ‘the committee should 
comment on the extent to which the rewrite and simplification projects 
are achieving this term of reference’.11 An extract from the guidelines 
asks:  

Are there changes to the rewrite project which would en-
able it to better achieve the term of reference? In particular, 
is the rewritten Act: appropriately structured; with an ap-
propriate level of detail; and expressed in plain language; 
given: the complexity of the policy expressed in the Act; 
and the ability of taxpayers to exploit lack of detail?  

2.2 The guidelines might equally have referred to taxpayers’ ability 
to exploit an excess of detail: sometimes, broadly stated rules are more 
effective than detailed rules. 
  

11 For the text of the guidelines, see appendix 1. 
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2.3 This part of the report addresses these issues, but the committee 
notes that the rewrite is an ambulatory project that has a long distance to 
travel before it is complete. So far, the former legislation has been reor-
ganised into the proposed new structure, the ‘core provisions’12 have 
been enacted, with consequent alterations throughout the Act. The al-
terations that are consequent on the terms of the core provisions are 
largely mechanical, but they are extensive. The government plans to re-
lease a proposed draft of parts C, D, and E of the Act (receipts, expen-
diture and timing) in June 1999. Subsequent stages of the rewrite process 
will include the redrafting of parts F to O. 

2.4 The release of the draft of parts C, D, and E will not occur before 
the committee’s report is finalised. As a result, the committee does not 
have a finished product to work on in its attempt to evaluate the rewrite 
project. The burden of the committee’s comments is therefore directed to 
matters of principle, though the report comments on matters of detail 
where the rewrite project has reached a stage where that is possible. The 
committee considers in particular the issue of the interpretation of the 
Income Tax Act 1994, having posed the following questions: 

What approach is taken by the courts to the interpretation of tax 
legislation? 
What changes were introduced with the enactment of the legisla-
tion in 1994, in particular sections AA 1 and AA 3? 
Did the changes introduced in the 1994 Act achieve their objec-
tive? 
What does the committee recommend should be done? 

2.5 In summary, the committee has found first, that the New Zealand 
courts have adopted a relatively restrictive approach to interpreting tax 
statutes, see para 2.22. Secondly, the objective of the interpretation pro-
visions in the 1994 Act appears to oblige the court to adopt a more pur-
posive approach and to abstain from a restrictive construction, but sec-
tions AA 1 and AA 3 promise more than they achieve, see para 2.90. 
Among many recommendations, both specific and general, the commit-
tee has been led to recommend that there should be an assessment of 
whether the Act should change to a regime-based structure. This change 

12 Part B, Income Tax Act 1994. 
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would entail a significant shift of direction for the rewrite process, see 
para 2.141. 

2.6 This section of the report should be read bearing two factors in 
mind. First, even commentators who conscientiously take into account 
the unfinished state of the rewrite run some risk of inadvertent unfairness 
to the project. Secondly, the organisation of the statute and certain other 
major characteristics of the rewrite were fixed not by officials within 
Inland Revenue, but on the basis of government decisions. 

PRINCIPLES OF STATUTORY INTERPRETATION 
Introduction 
2.7 People often have difficulty with interpreting legislation, par-
ticularly tax legislation. When applied to the facts of a particular case, 
the words of a statute may be ambiguous or, while apparently clear, may 
lead to a result that seems to be unjust, absurd, or out of line with other 
parts of the Act. In these circumstances courts turn for help to principles 
of statutory interpretation that have developed over many decades. For 
lawyers and officials, therefore, the term ‘statutory interpretation’ carries 
a great deal of freight. It refers to whole volumes of principles, rules, and 
maxims that courts call in aid to help them to interpret difficult passages 
in statutes. 

2.8 One of the more important objectives of the rewrite project ap-
pears to be to affect in some degree the process of statutory interpreta-
tion as it applies to the Income Tax Act. A number of different objec-
tives have been explained to the committee. This report will explain and 
evaluate those different objectives in due course, and will attempt to de-
termine the extent to which the objectives are achieved or achievable. 
First it is helpful shortly to explain what statutory interpretation entails, 
and how courts go about interpreting legislation. 

Interpretation of penal and remedial statutes 
2.9 Courts adopt a number of approaches to statutory interpretation. 
One approach involves categorising the statute in question, and employ-
ing principles that are thought to be appropriate for that category of leg-
islation. In the present context, the categories of ‘remedial’ and ‘penal’ 
are relevant. Remedial legislation is designed to repair some defect that 
has become apparent in the existing law. Penal legislation, which in-
cludes criminal statutes, exacts penalties for breaking rules.  
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2.10 Historically, courts have adopted opposing approaches to these 
two categories. Since Heydon’s case (1584),13 whenever a court has 
categorised legislation as remedial it has tried to work out the purpose of 
the legislation, and in interpreting the statute it has endeavoured to pro-
mote that purpose. For example, when a provision is ambiguous, the 
court will interpret it in the manner that best promotes what the court 
sees as the overall purpose of the Act. 

2.11 In contrast, when courts categorise statutes as penal they are apt 
to interpret them restrictively, in order to narrow their scope. The reason 
is that by imposing penalties penal statutes interfere with the liberty of 
the subject or take the subject’s money or property by fines or forfei-
tures. Courts take the view that penalties should be imposed only when it 
is very clear that such was Parliament’s intention. Importantly in the pre-
sent context, courts historically categorised tax statutes as penal, or 
analogous to penal, because they take money compulsorily from the citi-
zen. 

2.12 The judgments of New Zealand courts expressly hewed to this 
approach to revenue statutes until relatively recent times. For example, 
in Plimmer v CIR,14 Barrowclough CJ cited with approval the following 
passage from IRC v Ross & Coulter (Blandoch Distillery Ltd): ‘If the 
provision is reasonably capable of two alternative meanings, the courts 
will prefer the meaning more preferable to the subject.’15 In Mangin v 
CIR,16 the Privy Council approvingly quoted from Rowlatt J in Cape 
Brandy Syndicate v IRC.17 In what is possibly the most cited explanation 
of the restrictive approach to interpreting tax statutes in English jurispru-
dence, Rowlatt J said:  

One has merely to look at what was clearly said. There is 
no room for intendment. There is no equity about a tax. 
There is no presumption as to tax. Nothing is to be read in, 
nothing is to be implied. One can only look fairly at the 
language used. 

2.13 For a long time, New Zealand’s Parliament has tried to prevent 
courts from interpreting penal, tax, or any other statutes in a restrictive 

13 3 Co Rep 7a. 
14 [1958] NZLR 147 at 151 
15 [1948] 1 All ER 616 
16 [1971] NZLR 591 at 594 
17 [1921] 1 KB 64 at 71 
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manner. Instead, by section 5(j) of the Acts Interpretation Act 1924, Par-
liament deemed all statutes to be ‘remedial’, which meant that courts 
should interpret them according to the purposive approach ordained by 
Heydon’s case. To make sure that there was no doubt, section 5(j) goes 
further, and directs that every Act shall ‘receive such fair, large, and lib-
eral construction and interpretation as will best ensure the attainment of 
the object of the Act … according to its true intent, meaning, and spirit’. 

Interpreting tax statutes 
2.14 Although section 5(j) deems all statutes to be remedial and lays 
down rules of interpretation that appear to be generally applicable, the 
courts do not accord section 5(j) a status that is superior to judge-made 
rules of statutory interpretation. There is not a hierarchy of rules. Rather, 
courts treat the rules of statutory interpretation as a group of principles 
whose status is initially equal. In any individual case, a court gives pri-
macy to the most appropriate principle. In statutory interpretation, the 
courts avoid hard and fast rules. The importance of any particular princi-
ple varies from case to case depending on the facts of the case and on the 
provision that is to be interpreted. 

2.15 One result is that when it comes to interpreting tax legislation, 
section 5(j) has little effect on New Zealand courts. In CIR v Interna-
tional Importing Ltd,18 Turner P said that section 5(j) ‘is normally of lit-
tle material assistance in the construction of revenue statutes’. His Hon-
our explained that the reason is that the object of a revenue statute is to 
collect tax, and surely it cannot be right that all tax statutes should be 
interpreted to, in the words of section 5(j), ‘ensure the attainment of 
[that] object’. To put it another way, the courts would explain that they 
do not approach the Income Tax Act with an assumption that the statute 
has an overall purpose to maximise tax. In other words, classifying a 
statute as a tax statute does not of itself help to resolve ambiguities. 

2.16 Rowlatt J’s approach in the passage quoted above from Cape 
Brandy Syndicate v IRC appears to conflict with section 5(j) of the New 
Zealand Acts Interpretation Act 1924. To mention one point of differ-
ence, consider the judge’s reference to ‘equity about a tax’. Here, the 
judge uses the word ‘equity’ in its archaic meaning of ‘the equity of a 
statute’. In this meaning, ‘equity’ refers to the spirit or underlying 

18 [1972] NZLR 1095 at 1096 
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meaning of the statute. Rowlatt J denies that a tax statute can have an 
‘equity’ or spirit, but section 5(j) directs the courts to identify the ‘true 
intent, meaning and spirit’ of all Acts, and to interpret them in that light. 
As explained above, the Privy Council cited Rowlatt J with approval in 
Mangin v CIR. 

2.17 Part of the explanation may be that although the principles of 
statutory interpretation are often called ‘rules’ the courts treat them more 
as guidelines whose importance varies relative to one another depending 
on the facts and nature of the case. One commentator went as far as to 
say, ‘A court invokes whichever of the rules produces a result that satis-
fies its sense of justice in the case before it’.19 In declining to apply sec-
tion 5(j), and in approving Rowlatt J’s mot, Turner P in the International 
Importing case and the Privy Council in Mangin were treating section 
5(j) as if it had the same status as other ‘rules’ of statutory interpretation. 

Modern developments in the interpretation of tax statutes 
2.18 Modern courts tend to draw back from the unequivocal import of 
Rowlatt J’s words. In CIR v Alcan New Zealand Ltd,20 the Court of Ap-
peal referred to the quotation from Cape Brandy Syndicate v IRC and to 
the surrounding text in the judgment in Mangin v CIR. Speaking for the 
court, McKay J said: ‘It would be a mistake to read this passage as put-
ting revenue statutes in some different category from other legislation 
with their own peculiar rules of interpretation.’  

2.19 Whether New Zealand courts, or some of them, continue to make 
the ‘mistake’ that was identified by McKay J, of treating tax statutes dif-
ferently from other legislation, is not something that can be demon-
strated scientifically one way or the other. The difficulty is that legal rea-
soning in general, and statutory interpretation in particular, do not lend 
themselves to scientific analysis, nor even, beyond a certain point, to the 
rules of logic. 

2.20 Take the decision in the Alcan case itself. After detailed analysis, 
the court interpreted the statutory provision in question according to its 
literal meaning and came down against the Commissioner. But many 
people would conclude that Parliament, had it thought about the matter, 

19 Willis, ‘Statute Interpretation in a Nutshell’ (1938) 16 Canadian Bar Review 16, quoted in Dias, 
RWM, 1964, Jurisprudence, 2d ed 108. 

20 [1994] 3 NZLR 439 at 443 
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would not have intended the result of that decision, which was, in effect, 
to allow the taxpayer to exploit a loophole in the legislation. 

Summary of the position up to the 1994 Act 
2.21 In the circumstances of the case, bearing in mind New Zealand 
courts’ ordinary approach to statutory interpretation, the committee, and 
most lawyers, would say that in Alcan, the court had no option but to 
apply the literal words of the Act. Some would say that although the Al-
can court applied the existing legislation correctly, the law needed 
changing in order to enjoin a more purposive approach to interpreting 
tax statutes. Others would argue that even the existing law that the court 
purported to apply should have led the court to a more purposive inter-
pretation, closed the loophole, and decided the case in favour of the 
Commissioner. Yet others would oppose such a degree of purposive in-
terpretation, taking the view that the law is what Parliament says it is, 
not what Parliament might have said, had it thought further. 

2.22 Whichever opinion is correct as far as the Alcan case is con-
cerned, it is certainly true that in comparison with, say, United States 
courts, New Zealand courts adopt a relatively restrictive approach to 
statutory interpretation in general and to interpreting tax statutes in par-
ticular. Whether it is desirable to move to this more purposive approach 
is a matter for debate. 

Changes wrought by 1994 Act 
2.23 In the preceding paragraphs, the committee has tried to explain 
just what it is that the text of the 1994 Act, as amended in 1996, ad-
dresses about the way in which income tax legislation is interpreted. 
Secondly, the committee has tried to shed light on the difficulty of the 
drafters’ task by explaining something of the considerations that en-
trenched the traditional approach. In summary, the objective of the inter-
pretation provisions in the 1994 Act appears to be to oblige the courts to 
adopt a more purposive approach in interpreting the Act, and to abstain 
from restrictive construction. In the next sections of this report the com-
mittee attempts to evaluate the success of the 1996 drafting. 

2.24 The foundations of the interpretation provisions of the Act are 
sections AA 1 and AA 3(1), which read: 
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AA 1 Purposes of Act 
AA 1 The main purposes of this Act are 
(a) to impose tax on income; 
(b) to impose obligations in respect of tax; 
(c) to set out rules to be used to calculate the tax and to sat-
isfy the obligations imposed. 
AA 3 Interpretation 
AA 3(1) The meaning of a provision of this Act is found by 
reading the words in context and, particularly, in light of 
the purpose provisions, the core provisions and the way in 
which the Act is organised. 

Significance of section AA 1 
2.25 On the face of it, section AA 1 is so obvious as to be redundant. 
But considering section AA 1 in the light of judicial statements both ex-
plicit and implicit to the effect that revenue statutes do not have purposes 
that can helpfully be consulted to inform the process of statutory inter-
pretation, the committee can understand the objectives of the drafters of 
section AA 1. If there is to be an attempt to instill a more purposive ap-
proach to the interpretation of the Income Tax Act, it is worthwhile to 
attempt to set out the fundamental purpose of the statute if it can be done 
in such a way that is helpful to interpretation. 

2.26 As it stands, section AA 3(1) tries to instruct judges to interpret 
the Act in the light of its purpose, and section AA 1 makes that purpose 
explicit: to wit, and broadly, to impose tax. That is, sections AA 1 and 
AA 3(1) appear to be intended to oblige courts (or to entitle them, de-
pending on one’s point of view) to interpret the Income Tax Act in a 
more purposive way, more akin to the American manner than to the tra-
ditional New Zealand approach. 

2.27 Ordinarily, if Parliament expresses purposes like the purpose in 
section AA 1 at all, it makes them part of the long title of the statute in 
question. Importing the purpose into the first section of the Act itself, 
and adding section AA 3, seems to have been calculated to raise the In-
come Tax Act’s primary purpose provision to a greater level of signifi-
cance. 

2.28 The difficulty with what the drafters seem to have tried to 
achieve in section AA 1 is the problem that this report has already dis-
cussed: fundamentally, the objective of any revenue legislation is to 
collect tax, whether this objective is expressly stated as in section AA 1 
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or not. The courts have long taken the view that Parliament cannot mean 
that any ambiguity in a taxing statute should be resolved in favour of 
maximising the tax take.21 

2.29 The terms of section AA 1 may provide grounds for arguing that 
a court construing the Income Tax Act 1994 should revise the view that 
has just been described. But in the opinion of the committee this argu-
ment would not be successful, and section AA 1 would not achieve that 
objective. That objective would require a much more fundamental 
change on the part of the courts. If Parliament seeks to change the 
courts’ approach to interpreting the Income Tax Act in this radical man-
ner, it will be necessary to enact much more specific purpose provisions 
than section AA 1 and, one might add, much more specific directory 
provisions than section AA 3. 

Evaluation of section AA 3(1) 
2.30 Section AA 3(1) requires more extended evaluation, organised 
by reference to the four factors that it stipulates as having to influence 
interpretation: context, purpose provisions, core provisions, and the way 
in which the Act is organised. 

2.31 The committee first disposes of a drafting comment: the section 
should read as originally drafted by the Law Commission,22 not ‘in light 
of the purpose provisions’ but ‘in the light of the purpose provisions’. 
Syntactically, English prose requires the use of the definite article ‘the’ 
in this passage, because the metaphor in section AA 3(1) refers to a par-
ticular light (the light of the purpose provisions), not to light in general 
nor to light as an abstract concept. 

Context 
2.32 Section AA 3(1)’s opening words are no more than a statement 
of one of the common law approaches to statutory interpretation: ‘The 
meaning of a provision of this Act is found by reading the words in con-
text…’ However, reported cases show that ‘context’ in this sense has 
different meanings depending on the relevant circumstances of the case 
in question. The meaning of the word varies from the total historical 
context of an Act together with Parliament’s apparent intention at the 

21 CIR v International Importing Ltd [1972] NZLR 1095 at 1096 per Turner J, CA, discussed above in 
para 2.15. 

22 NZLC R17 A New Interpretation Act, 1990, page 12. 
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time that the Act was passed, or to merely the language of the adjacent 
part of the statute, or something in between. Sometimes a judgment 
mentions more than one meaning of ‘context’. 

2.33 For example, in CIR v Alcan New Zealand Ltd,23 the Court of 
Appeal quoted Richardson J in Challenge Corporation Ltd v CIR to this 
effect:  

Consideration of the scheme of the legislation requires a 
careful reading in its historical context of the whole statute, 
analysing its structure and analysing the relationships be-
tween the various provisions and recognising any discerni-
ble themes and patterns and underlying policy considera-
tions.24  

In deciding the case the Alcan court considered both the ‘historical con-
text of the whole statute’ and ‘the relationships between [its] various 
provisions’. In the end, the court gave precedence to the latter, with the 
result, as mentioned, of allowing the taxpayer to exploit a loophole. 

2.34 If the court had instead given the full effect to the historical con-
text of the provision that was urged by counsel for the Commissioner, it 
would have overridden the literal words of the statute and reached the 
opposite conclusion, and decided the case in favour of the Commis-
sioner. This contrast reflects a relatively common pattern in tax cases 
where statutory construction is finely balanced: a narrow, literal inter-
pretation helps the taxpayer, whereas a broader, more purposive inter-
pretation helps the Commissioner. It follows that the word ‘context’ 
alone, without amplification, does not advance the apparent objective of 
the rewrite with which this part of the committee’s report is concerned: 
to instill into courts a generally broader purposive approach to interpre-
tation of tax statutes. 

2.35 If a more liberal approach, less constrained by the language used, 
is considered desirable, section AA 3(1) should refer to factors such as 
historical context and apparent policy. In fact, as explained below, the 
remainder of section AA 3(1) may limit rather than amplify ‘context’, by 
referring to ‘core provisions’ and ‘the way in which the Act is organ-
ised’. The third element, the reference to ‘purpose provisions’, will 

23 [1994] 3 NZLR 439 at 444 
24 [1986] 2 NZLR 513 at 549 
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probably be neutral, except where relatively narrow purpose provisions 
are enacted for particular sections or groups of sections. In this latter 
case, the effect of ‘context’ will be amplified. 

Local context 
2.36 Officials advised the committee that the government had an ad-
ditional, though related, objective in drafting section AA 3(1). This ob-
jective was to persuade courts to interpret provisions according to their 
purpose as revealed by their locality within the Act. For example, an 
anti-avoidance provision, located in a subpart of the Act reserved for 
anti-avoidance provisions, should be interpreted as an anti-avoidance 
provision only, and not as a provision that enables taxpayers to contrive 
transactions with structures that entitle people to claim deductions that 
would not otherwise be allowed (which is sometimes the fate of anti-
avoidance provisions). 

2.37 Another example flows from a canon of statutory interpretation 
often employed by the courts: to try to interpret crucial statutory terms in 
a way that ensures that the terms bear the same meaning wherever they 
are used in the Act. CIR v Alcan New Zealand Ltd25 may be considered 
as a case where the court observed this canon, choosing an interpretation 
that allowed ‘company’ and ‘group’ to keep consistent meanings 
throughout the Act. Maintaining this consistency entailed rejecting the 
Commissioner’s submission. 

2.38 The committee agrees with officials that the problem identified 
in para 2.34 is serious and a worthwhile objective for the rewrite process 
to address. The best result would be for the rewrite process to achieve a 
statute where the kinds of interpretation problems that the above exam-
ples illustrate will not occur: the outcome of the rewrite would be a stat-
ute where sections are not only clear in themselves, but also do not have 
inadvertent effects beyond the drafter’s intention. However, no-one can 
be sure that such a result could be achieved, and later amendments 
would always put it at risk. Accordingly, the committee agrees with offi-
cials that a back-up interpretation rule is a sensible precaution. The 
question is, does section AA 3(1) as drafted fulfil this backup role? 

2.39 The committee believes that it does not. It is a general principle 
of constructing not only statutes but all documents that a document 

25 [1994] 3 NZLR 439 (CA) 
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should be interpreted as a whole. Accordingly, when a court looks to 
context to interpret a statutory provision, it will inevitably be influenced 
by the rest of the Act. Moreover, as has been explained, ‘there is no eq-
uity about a tax’.26 That is, courts approach rules in tax statutes neutrally, 
without preconceptions: if a rule appears at first sight to operate in one 
context, that alone is no reason to conclude that it does not also operate 
in a different context. 

2.40 The committee returns to the example mentioned above, an anti-
avoidance provision that is inadvertently framed in a way that enables 
taxpayers to use the provision to qualify for deductions that the legisla-
ture had not intended. In the committee’s opinion, if the anti-avoidance 
rule were placed in a local context of a series of other anti-avoidance 
rules the court would take that location into account. But by itself, the 
placement of the provision within such a local context would not be 
enough to frustrate a taxpayer who wished to rely on the rule for some 
other purpose if the language of the rule supported that reliance. 

2.41 The committee recommends that drafters should revisit section 
AA 3(1) and make explicit that provisions that are intended to operate 
only in a particular manner or in a particular context, should not apply in 
other contexts. 

Purpose provisions 
2.42 The 1994 Act is organised in fourteen parts, A to O, plus part Y, 
which contains amendments, repeals, savings, and transitional provi-
sions. Each part after A is organised in subparts, for example DA, DB, 
DC, and so on. In each part, the first subpart is reserved for purpose pro-
visions: BA, CA, DA, EA, and so on. So far, only subpart BA has been 
drafted and inserted into the Act. 

2.43 As mentioned in para 2.25, the committee agrees that it is 
worthwhile attempting to draft section AA 1 to express the fundamental 
purposes of the Act. However, the committee has reservations about the 
formulation adopted. There is both ambiguity and superfluity in the cur-
rent terminology of section AA 1. As to ambiguity, the word ‘income’ in 
its ordinary sense, does not capture all of the intended tax base, for ex-
ample, as the committee points out in para 2.48, the Act taxes certain 

26 Cape Brandy Syndicate v IRC [1921] 1 KB 64 at 71, Rowlatt J, discussed above in para 2.12. 
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capital gains. As to superfluity, paragraphs (b) and (c) of section AA 1 
do not add to paragraph (a). 

2.44 One possibility is to redraft section AA 1 to say that the main 
purpose of the Act is to impose a tax on income as that term is used in 
the statute. The drawback of this draft is that it makes section AA 1 
clearly only a mere description of the Act. 

2.45 The difficulties in drafting section AA 1 do not markedly dimin-
ish when considering drafting purposes for individual parts of the Act. In 
fact, the Inland Revenue Department advised that the rewrite process 
may move its focus from part-based purpose provisions to purpose pro-
visions that relate to subparts. Even that exercise may prove unreward-
ing, depending on the relative heterogeneity of the subpart in question. 
However, where it is helpful, the committee certainly sees value in pur-
pose provisions for specific sections or groups of sections that have a 
common subject matter. 

2.46 The challenge of drafting meaningful purpose provisions for 
whole parts of the Act may be illustrated by examining part C, Income 
Further Defined and part M, Tax Payments, by way of examples. 

Purpose provisions and part C 
2.47 Part C, Income Further Defined, brings into the income tax net 
most of the multifarious and miscellaneous kinds of income that one 
could imagine, together with a number of categories of receipt that are 
treated as income but that would ordinarily be regarded as receipts of a 
capital nature. At one extreme is the generality of section CD 5, which 
captures all items that are income according to the ordinary meaning of 
the word, though it uses the unnecessarily tortured prose of ‘any amount 
that is included in gross income under ordinary concepts’ to do so. 

2.48 Among the provisions that capture as income items that would be 
capital according to the ordinary usage of the term are section CD 1(f) 
(in some circumstances, profits27 on land held as a capital asset that is 
subdivided and sold); section CE 1(e) (premiums paid for leases); sec-
tion CF 2(1)(f) (certain issues of bonus shares by companies); and sec-
tion CD 4 first limb (profits28 on the sale of personal property held on 
capital or private account where the taxpayer has a business of dealing in 

27 The Income Tax Act 1994 uses the term ‘any amount’. 
28 See footnote 28 
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property of a similar kind). The committee has not overlooked that in a 
line of cases beginning with Hazeldine v CIR,29 the courts drew the teeth 
of the predecessor to this provision so that the rule does not have the ef-
fect that the drafter appears to have intended. Hazeldine holds that the 
first limb rule applies only to property that the taxpayer has committed to 
his or her business. Wilson J came to this conclusion notwithstanding 
that profits on the sale of a property that has been committed to a busi-
ness are taxable as business income in any event. 

2.49 Examples of particular provisions in part C that capture particu-
lar kinds of income include subpart G (income attributed to New Zea-
land taxpayers from controlled foreign entities and foreign investment 
funds); subpart I (fringe benefits); and subpart J (income from minerals, 
from films; and from certain special kinds of transactions that relate to 
petroleum mining). Part C also includes rules about life insurance, pri-
mary producer cooperatives, international sea freight and renting films. 
To climax the miscellany, subpart CB contains 15 sections that, in con-
trast to the rest of part C, are about exempt income. 

2.50 Part C also illustrates the difficulty of composing purpose provi-
sions for subparts. For example, referring to some provisions mentioned 
in the previous paragraph, subpart CJ covers a wide and miscellaneous 
range of kinds of income from: minerals, timber, flax, films, and four or 
five different kinds of income from petroleum mining and associated 
activities. Subpart CN is similar, embracing outward-bound sea carriage, 
non-resident film renters, and several modes of carrying on life insur-
ance or underwriting businesses. 

Purpose provisions and part M 
2.51 Part M, Tax Payments, exemplifies a different kind of mixing of 
categories. Subpart MB deals with provisional tax, which is essentially a 
collection mechanism. On the other hand, subpart MF deals with branch 
equivalent tax accounts, which are the mechanism for calculating peo-
ple’s income tax in respect of their interests in controlled foreign com-
panies. Subpart MF does, it is true, involve payments of tax. But it is es-
sentially a fasciculus of substantive rules, albeit framed in a mechanical 
form, that constitutes a large fraction of New Zealand’s controlled for-
eign company regime. Even in form, subpart MF has little similarity to 

29 [1968] NZLR 474, Wilson J 
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the provisional tax rules of subpart MB. The other subparts of part M 
deal with other matters again, some of which have some similarity to one 
or the other of subparts MB and MF. 

2.52 These lists of the components of part M, and of the components 
of part C discussed above, illustrate the difficulty, and probably the im-
possibility, of drafting any but the most generalised rules that could 
capture the purposes of the whole of each of these parts in a way that 
will help interpretation. Examinations of other parts of the Act lead to 
similar conclusions. In fact, the Inland Revenue Department drafting 
team advised the committee that it is coming to the same conclusion: in 
the team’s view it may be that some, at least, of the proposed purpose 
provisions will never be drafted. 

Core provisions 
2.53 The second factor that section AA 3(1) directs to be taken into 
account in interpreting the Act is the core provisions, that is, part B. The 
function of the core provisions has changed as the rewriting process has 
progressed. Originally,30 the core provisions were to collect the major 
rules of the Act: the rule imposing income tax, the rule taxing business 
income, the basic rule that allows deductions, the general anti-avoidance 
rule, and so on. The reorganised 1994 Act, as originally enacted in De-
cember 1994, (before the rewrite of the core provisions by the Taxation 
(Core Provisions) Act 1996) had the core provisions as shown in Table 1 
on page 30. 

2.54 The role of the core provisions has steadily developed and now, 
in a paraphrase of the words of section BA 1, it is essentially to impose 
income tax and to explain the scheme of the Act and the relationship 
between its different parts. For example, part B explains that to arrive at 
taxable income the major steps are: to add all gross income, to subtract 
allowable deductions, leaving net income. From net income one sub-
tracts any losses carried forward from earlier years, finally to reach tax-
able income. Each of these steps refers the reader to other parts of the 
Act. For example, in calculating gross income, one goes to any and all 
provisions in parts C to I that relate to the taxpayer in question. 

30 Consultative Committee on the Taxation of Income from Capital, The Core Provisions of the Income 
Tax Act 1976, Discussion Paper, September 1990, para 1.3. 
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TABLE 1: CORE PROVISIONS 

 1994 Act 
(before 1996 No 67) 

Corresponding 1976 Act  
provision 

BB 1 Income tax imposed 38(1),(2) 
BB 2 Rates to be fixed by annual taxing Act 39(1)–(3) 
BB 3 Liability to tax of income derived from New 

Zealand and abroad 
242 

BB 4 Items included in assessable income 65(a) excluding the proviso 
65(2)(b) 
65(2)(e excluding the proviso) 
65(2)(l) 

BB 5 Amounts remitted to be taken into account in 
computing income 

78(1)–(3) 

BB 6 No deductions unless expressly provided 101 

BB 7 Expenditure or loss incurred in production of 
assessable income 

104 

BB 8 Certain deductions not permitted 106(1)(a),(j),(k),(o) 
BB 9 Agreements purporting to alter incidence of 

tax to be void 
99(2) 

BB 10 Rebates to be deducted from income tax 57 (1) 
BB 11 Arrangements for relief from double taxation, 

and exchange of information  
294(1)–(4) 
292(2) 

2.55 One of the purposes of the original core provisions was to give 
the reader a snapshot overview of the Act. In one sense this objective is 
achieved; that is, the sense in which one gets an overview of a book from 
a rather terse table of contents. But the new core provisions do not afford 
an overview in the sense of a summary of the major highlights of the 
Act. 

2.56 That original objective may have been over-ambitious. Now, se-
cond and third purposes of the core provisions have come to the fore, 
and the original objective has been abandoned. The second purpose is to 
gather in one place the normative links that bind together the other parts 
of the Act. A third purpose is to add more normative links so as to ensure 
that each link is made explicit, and that no step of reasoning relies on 
necessary implication. Providing these additional links may well be a 
useful function, though it has to be said that much income tax legislation 
seems to operate well enough without such rules. For example, the for-
mer section 65(2)(a) of the Income Tax Act 1976 provided that business 
profits were assessable as income. It was not thought necessary to have 
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in addition an express rule equivalent to the current section BD 1(1), 
which ensures that this form of gross income, now caught by section CD 
3, is added into a taxpayer’s gross income calculation. 

2.57 Thus, the core provisions serve as a quick response should, for 
example, intrepid taxpayers one day be tempted to argue that just be-
cause the Act labels an item as gross income it does not necessarily fol-
low that taxpayers must take this item into account when calculating 
how much tax to pay. But it is not clear to the committee how the current 
core provisions are likely to help future courts or officials to interpret the 
Act, as provided by section AA 3(1). At the same time, neither does it 
seem likely that the core provisions will obscure or hamper the interpre-
tation process: they seem to be neutral as far as interpretation goes. 

2.58 Neutrality is not a good enough reason to leave the core provi-
sions as one of the elements that contributes to interpreting the Income 
Tax Act. Despite the bland appearance of the core provisions, it is im-
possible to predict whether counsel in some future case may be able to 
seize on one or other of those rules to support an otherwise questionable 
argument. The committee recommends that the government should re-
consider whether the reference to the core provisions in section AA 3(1) 
should stay. 

The organisation of the Act 
2.59 The third factor that section AA 3(1) directs to be taken into con-
sideration for interpretation purposes is ‘the way in which the Act is or-
ganised’. The organisational scheme of the Act is one of formal function 
rather than of regime. This functional scheme entails that provisions that 
operate in the same manner are grouped together in the same part of the 
Act. Thus, for instance, provisions framed as deductions are grouped in 
part D, rules framed as anti-avoidance provisions are in part G, and 
anything that involves a credit is in part L. 

2.60 One result is that rules that deal with substantively quite different 
kinds of factual situations are found cheek by jowl. For instance, within 
part F, Apportionment and Recharacterised Transactions, Matrimonial 
Transfers in subpart FF follows Amalgamation (of companies) in part FE 
and precedes Apportionment of Interest Costs in subpart FG. Another 
result is that regimes that in the 1976 Act were collected together are 
scattered in different parts of the 1994 Act. For example, the rules that 
apply to controlled foreign companies are mostly in subparts CG, MF, 
and OD. 
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2.61 A third result is that the location of a rule depends on its form 
rather than on its substance. Take, for instance, the rule that taxes the 
profits on certain land sales when the profit is largely the result of a 
zoning change. Most of this regime is found in section CD 1, particularly 
section CD 1(2)(e). The bite of this regime tapers by 10 per cent each 
year until after the taxpayer has owned the land in question for ten years 
there is no tax to pay at all. 

2.62 It happens that when the rules about zoning were inserted in 
1975, Parliamentary Counsel chose to frame the tapering rule as a de-
duction, first capturing the whole of relevant profits, and then allowing a 
deduction that grows at ten per cent annually until by year 10 of land 
ownership, there is no profit left to tax. Because it allows a deduction, 
the tapering rule is separated from the rest of the regime, and appears in 
the Act as section DJ 14. The rule could just as well, and more consist-
ently with readers’ intuition, have been framed positively, to tax the ap-
propriate percentage of profit for each year of ownership: 90 per cent for 
one year, 80 per cent for two years, and so on. 

Implications of the statute’s form-based organisation 
2.63 The formal, rather than substantive, nature of the Act’s organisa-
tion that the committee describes above is a fundamental and pervasive 
aspect of the rewrite. A thorough understanding of the Act’s organisa-
tional principles is important to an understanding of the organisation it-
self. An analogy helps. Consider a criminal code. Criminal codes are or-
dinarily organised in the manner of the New Zealand Crimes Act 1961. 
That is, offences of similar kinds are grouped together: fraud, theft, as-
saults, offences against public order, and so on. As an alternative, it 
would be possible to organise a criminal code according to penalties or 
procedures: offences carrying a fine, offences carrying less than three 
months’ imprisonment, offences carrying less than seven years’ impris-
onment, very serious offences, and capital offences would be a possible 
categorisation, perhaps overlain by procedural aspects of offences: of-
fences triable by information, by indictment, or by either, and with or 
without the right of trial by jury. 

2.64 In fact, as far as the committee knows, no-one has ever organised 
a criminal code in the manner just described, but such an essentially 
formal or procedurally based approach affords a reasonably close anal-
ogy to the organisation of the rewritten Income Tax Act. 

2.65 The discussion above suggests that the place of a rule in the or-
ganisational scheme of the Act will ordinarily shed no light on the way 
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in which the rule is to be interpreted. Indeed, and subject to what is said 
in the next section of this report, as a general principle, a rule’s place in 
the Act’s scheme will not influence the interpretation of the rule. At best, 
it would be a factor to consider in some cases. The reason is that if a 
court calls on the scheme of a statute for help in interpreting it, the court 
does so because it is trying to work out the substance of Parliament’s 
intention in respect of that rule. The place of the rule in the statute and its 
relationship with other rules may help the court in this task. But if the 
location of the rule is purely a matter of form and of the way in which 
the rule functions, and not a matter of the relationship between the rule 
and other rules that together with the rule form a coherent regime, then 
generally speaking the location of the rule vis-à-vis other rules can shed 
little light on interpretation problems. Subject to what this reports says 
earlier about the concept of the local context of a rule within an Act,31 at 
best the location will be irrelevant and at worst misleading. 

Organisational scheme and local context 
2.66 The situation described in the preceding paragraph is in a sense 
the opposite of what officials intended. Officials explained to the com-
mittee that one hoped-for benefit from the Act’s functional organisation 
was that courts would be more ready to confine rules within their own 
appropriate local contexts, and would be less inclined to permit, say, an 
anti-avoidance rule to have the effect of allowing an unintended deduc-
tion. The report addresses this issue under the heading ‘Local context’ 
above, see paras 2.36 to 2.41.  

2.67 The result is that, on one hand, the organisational scheme isolates 
provisions from other sections of the regimes of which they form part, so 
that courts lose the benefit of being able to interpret sections in the light 
of other nearby parts of their regimes. Further, because regimes are 
scattered it is not possible to have over-arching regime-specific purpose 
provisions to inform the interpretation process. 

2.68 On the other hand, if provisions are clearly identified by func-
tion, it may be that carefully drafted interpretation rules could ensure that 
courts would not allow them to influence the interpretation of provisions 
with other functions. 

31 See paras 2.36 to 2.41 
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2.69 In this last context, in theory the functional organisational 
scheme has the merit of enabling the courts and other readers to identify 
the purported function of any particular provision. However, that identi-
fication process could be achieved in ways that would not require the 
various regimes and sub-regimes of the Act to be disaggregated and 
spread through the statute. 

2.70 For example, it would be possible within a part of the Act de-
voted to, say, the imputation regime or trusts or controlled foreign com-
panies to set aside subparts for anti-avoidance rules, for rules that relate 
to accounts that must be kept, and so on. In principle, such smaller, re-
gime-specific subparts would serve drafters’ purposes better than purely 
functional subparts, because the operational effect of sections would be 
limited by both function and regime, and not by function alone, as is the 
case with the Act’s present organisational scheme. 

2.71 The committee recommends that the government should review 
the way in which the Act’s interpretation provisions together with the 
organisational scheme operate in relation to what the committee has 
called the ‘local context’ of a statutory rule. The committee endorses the 
intention of the rewrite process that the Act should be interpreted in a 
manner that prevents rules from operating outside the context where 
Parliament intended them to operate, but is of the opinion that the pres-
ent interpretation provisions do not achieve that goal. 

Reference to organisational scheme in section AA 3(1) 
2.72 As mentioned, section AA 3(1)’s reference to the Income Tax 
Act’s organisational scheme cannot logically refer to substantive, re-
gime-based, relationships between sections because the scheme does not 
have a substantive basis. What effect might there be from the direction in 
section AA 3(1) to courts to take into account ‘the way in which the Act 
is organised’? 

2.73 The committee suspects that it is unlikely that courts will be 
misled. The organisational scheme of the Act is so clearly unrelated to 
substance that it is hard to see a court being influenced by that organisa-
tional scheme in the process of statutory interpretation, notwithstanding 
the clear direction in section AA 3(1). However, it is hard to predict 
what might happen in marginal cases, particularly tax cases, which often 
come before High Court judges who are not familiar with the idiosyncra-
sies of tax law. Statutory interpretation arguments based on the Act’s 
organisational structure and authorised by section AA 3(1), but having 
no substantive merit, could lead to perverse results. The effect of this 
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recommendation, combined with the recommendations in paras 2.41, 
2.58 and 2.71, is that the committee recommends that section AA 3(1) 
should be reviewed as a whole. 

2.74 If the government accepts the committee’s recommendation to 
review the Act’s interpretation provisions insofar as they relate to its or-
ganisational scheme these concerns will no doubt be addressed. If that 
recommendation is not adopted, the committee alternatively recom-
mends that the government should consider whether section AA 3(1) 
should omit any reference to the way in which the Act is organised, in 
order to avoid the possibility of perverse interpretations. 

2.75 The immediately preceding sections of this report are concerned 
with the implications that the Act’s formal organisational structure has 
for interpretation purposes. Elsewhere in this report the committee dis-
cusses the advantages that those who established the architecture of the 
Act have sought from the method of organisation that they specified, see 
paras 2.126 to 2.147. 

Relationship between the Acts Interpretation Act 1924 and the Income 
Tax Act 1994 
2.76 Sections AA 1 and AA 3(1) of the Income Tax Act 1994, taken 
together, probably do not conflict with section 5(j) of the Acts Interpre-
tation Act 1924. Rather, they may be seen as a particular application of 
the principles of section 5(j), which is probably the intention of the 
drafter. However, one member of the committee finds the position un-
certain, and foresees possible submissions to courts in future cases that 
sections AA 3(1) and AA 1 together oust section 5(j) and any other rele-
vant general interpretation provisions from application to the Income 
Tax Act. The committee believes it unlikely that drafters of the Income 
Tax Act had this intention. However, if sections AA 1 and AA 3 are to 
remain in the statute, in order to put the matter beyond doubt, the com-
mittee recommends that the Income Tax Act should state that its inter-
pretation provisions do not oust any statutory generally-applicable rules 
of interpretation unless the former are clearly inconsistent with the latter. 

The rewrite’s objectives as to interpretation provisions 
2.77 Redrafting the income tax legislation is one thing. The way in 
which people, especially judges, interpret the redraft is another. Those 
responsible for the rewrite have clearly given considerable thought to the 
interpretation question. One result is that the new Act contains a number 
of interpretation provisions of novel forms. Of these provisions, this re-
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port has discussed sections AA 1 and AA 3(1) at some length. However, 
in the end the committee has been left in a state of some uncertainty as to 
just what it is that the rewrite process is attempting to achieve as far as 
interpretation is concerned. There are five explanations, of increasing 
levels of intensity: 

1  There is no intention to change the way in which tax statutes are 
interpreted at all. 

2  There is no intention to change the way in which tax statutes are 
interpreted, but drafters have added or will add some instructional 
material (notably sections AA 1 and AA 3(2) and the proposed 
purpose provisions) for the benefit of readers without legal educa-
tion, who are not familiar with the principles of statutory interpre-
tation. 

3  While there is no intention to change the way in which tax statutes 
are interpreted, drafters hope the new interpretation provisions will 
change the result in particular cases. 

4  There is no intention to change the general way in which tax statutes 
are interpreted, but there is an intention to emphasise a principle that 
rules should be interpreted according to their local context in the 
Act. 

5  There is an intention to make a reasonably major change, towards a 
more purposive style of interpretation.  

2.78 Officials’ explanations to the committee support variously expla-
nations 1 to 4. Officials disavow explanation 5. The committee deals 
with these possible objectives below, though in a different order. 

Instructional objective 
2.79 To the extent that the rewrite’s interpretation provisions try to 
instruct lay people in methods of statutory interpretation they are mis-
conceived. The committee hopes that it has made the point in earlier 
parts of this chapter that statutory interpretation is an inexact, multi-
faceted exercise, replete with guidelines that confuse the uninitiated by 
(a) often appearing to be inconsistent with one another, and (b) masquer-
ading in the form of rules. It is hard to see that choosing two or three of 
these guidelines (as section AA 3(1) does) and stating them in a very 
concise form, will help lay people to interpret the Act. 

2.80 Take, for instance, section AA 3(1)’s reference to ‘the way in 
which the Act is organised’. It is certainly true that this passage reflects 
the ‘organisation and scheme’ approach to statutory interpretation that is 
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often enjoined by modern judges. But that approach does not take us 
very far in difficult cases. For example, the Court of Appeal in CIR v 
Alcan New Zealand Ltd,32 quoted Richardson J in Challenge Corpora-
tion Ltd v CIR,33 to the effect that the ‘scheme of the legislation’ is one 
of the ‘twin pillars’ of statutory construction (the other being the ‘rele-
vant objectives’ of the legislation). But in most cases one can look at the 
scheme of the relevant legislation at different levels of generality. 

2.81 The Alcan case was no exception. One possibility, urged by 
counsel for the Commissioner, was that the scheme of the Income Tax 
Act insofar as it applied to corporate groups was that all companies that 
were members of a group had to be resident in New Zealand. Another 
possibility, ultimately adopted by the court, was that the word ‘company’ 
retained the same meaning throughout the Act, a meaning that included 
non-resident companies. The court adopted this second approach be-
cause it fitted best with the literal words of the Act. But it is hard to see 
how lay people could be assisted towards a similar result in respect of 
either the 1976 Act or the rewritten Act by knowing that they are ex-
pected to interpret the legislation by taking into account ‘the way in 
which the Act is organised’. If anything, lay people taking the instruc-
tions in section AA 3(1) at all seriously risk being misled into undue 
confidence in their interpretations of statutory ambiguities.  

The local context rule 
2.82 The committee has discussed the rewrite team’s ideas about in-
terpretation according to local context in para 2.52 of this report. It suf-
fices to repeat that while the committee sees some merit in the team’s 
overall policy of, for example, taking precautions to ensure that anti-
avoidance rules cannot be exploited to permit contrived deductions, in 
the committee’s opinion the measures taken in the rewritten Act will not 
achieve that objective. 

Change of result 
2.83 Officials explained that while the rewrite was not calculated to 
change the courts’ approach to statutory interpretation, it was intended to 
change the result in particular cases. Two examples were given: the one 
just mentioned (anti-avoidance rules being exploited to permit deduc-

32 [1994] 3 NZLR 439 at 444 
33 [1986] 2 NZLR 513 at 549 
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tions) and CIR v Alcan New Zealand Ltd, where the Court of Appeal de-
cided the case by following the literal words of the statute. The result 
was to sanction a loophole that led to an asymmetry in tax treatment to 
the advantage of the taxpayer and to the disadvantage of the Commis-
sioner. 

Change of approach 
2.84 The committee considers that, if the courts were to change their 
methods of statutory interpretation to a degree that was sufficient to 
achieve changes of result in cases similar to those just described one 
could not describe the change as merely a change of emphasis that would 
lead to different results in particular cases. On the contrary, the changes 
would mean that the courts are henceforth to take an avowedly purposive 
approach to interpreting the Act, bearing in mind that its overriding and 
fundamental purpose is, in the words of section AA 1(a), ‘to impose tax 
on income’. This change moves away from both the pro-taxpayer tilt 
seen in such cases as in Plimmer v CIR,34 and the according of equal 
status to the literal and the purposive approaches to statutory interpreta-
tion, seen in CIR v Alcan New Zealand Ltd.35 

2.85  The committee would see these developments as a sea change in 
statutory interpretation. They would entail interpreting the Income Tax 
Act 1994 in a different manner from other statutes. Officials disagree: 
they do not see the interpretation provisions as having such a profound 
effect. Further, it was suggested that the examples of particular cases 
where results would change had perhaps not been well chosen. Probably, 
the results in those cases would not change, but results in other, pre-
sumably closer, cases would be expected to change, though no examples 
were suggested. 

Interpretation provisions: what should be done? 
2.86  The committee concludes from the foregoing discussion that 
more consideration should be given to the interpretation provisions of 
the rewritten Income Tax Act, and to the objectives that the interpreta-
tion provisions are expected to serve. 

2.87  Approaches to statutory interpretation do not fit neatly into two 
categories, strict and purposive. Rather, there is a continuum, leading 

34 [1958] NZLR 147, Barrowclough CJ, discussed above, para 2.12 
35 [1994] 3 NZLR 439 CA, discussed above, para 2.18 
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from the very strict to the very purposive. Generally, common law juris-
dictions tend to be stricter in statutory interpretation than civil law juris-
dictions. Among common law jurisdictions, New Zealand and other 
countries that follow the English approach are more literalist than coun-
tries that follow the United States approach. 

2.88  Some believe that New Zealand would be better off, at least in 
tax cases, to move along the continuum towards the more purposive ap-
proach of the United States. The committee mentioned in para 2.34 the 
relatively common pattern in tax cases where interpretation is finely bal-
anced: a narrow, literal interpretation helps the taxpayer, whereas a 
broader, more purposive interpretation helps the Commissioner. The ar-
gument is that a shift along the continuum towards a more purposive ap-
proach would achieve a better balance between the taxpayer and the 
Commissioner. 

2.89  Some members of the committee would support a change of this 
nature. Others do not, noting that a possible cost is that the law might 
become less certain. Most see at least some case for interpreting tax leg-
islation differently from other legislation, though at this stage the case is 
not yet fully made out. Be that as it may, it appears that the rewrite proc-
ess has not yet included a thorough study of the courts’ interpretation of 
income tax legislation with a view to determining whether Parliament 
should be satisfied with present practices and emphasis, or whether the 
rewrite should mandate a change. The committee recommends that the 
government should consider this issue and, if there appears to be a case 
for change, proposals should be formulated for study pursuant to the ge-
neric tax policy process. 

2.90  Secondly, the committee returns to sections AA 1 and AA 3(1). 
To the committee, these sections promise more than they achieve. It may 
be that no official has ever expected that they would do more than ex-
plain to lay people how the Act should be interpreted (and the committee 
has explained that such an expectation is misguided). But such is not the 
public perception of sections AA 1 and AA (3) 1, nor (in the commit-
tee’s experience) is it the general expectation in the operations sections 
of the Income Revenue Department. It behoves the government to decide 
what the interpretation provisions should achieve, and to have them 
drafted in a manner that achieves that result. 

2.91  An external factor that contributes to the need for this exercise is 
the possibility that the Acts Interpretation Bill that is currently undergo-
ing study will be enacted. It is at least arguable that the counterpart in the 
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Bill to the existing section 5(j) of the Acts Interpretation Act 1924 man-
dates a slightly narrower, more literal approach to statutory interpretation 
than does the text of section 5(j). In particular, the Bill does not deem all 
legislation to be ‘remedial’, and uses much more restrained language 
than section 5 (j)’s familiar ‘fair, large, and liberal’. If the Bill indeed 
mandated stricter approach than the 1924 Act, the government needs to 
be aware that the Bill will apply to all legislation including income tax 
law.  

ASPECTS OF THE REWRITTEN STATUTE 
Plain language drafting 
2.92  The rewrite attempts to redraft the text of the Act in plain lan-
guage, so that the probable users can follow it. Broadly speaking, the 
committee agrees that this level is appropriate, and, so far as redrafting 
has gone, the committee is of the opinion that the drafting team has 
achieved the language level that was planned. In this area of language, 
however, the committee has several reservations. 

2.93 The first is that the government should be careful not to raise too 
far people’s expectations about how easily they will be able to under-
stand the rewritten Act. The reason is that several factors cause difficul-
ties for people who try to understand statutory rules, and unfamiliar or 
long words and elaborate sentence constructions are only one of those 
factors. 

2.94 Equally important is the factor that all disciplines use terminal-
ogy that carries a great deal of freight. This usage is inevitable if people 
are to avoid explaining fundamental, or even higher level, concepts 
whenever they make a statement or frame a rule within their discipline. 
Tax law is no different. Take, for example, section BC 3(2), which reads: 

If a taxpayer has one type of schedular gross income for an 
income year, the taxpayer’s schedular income tax liability 
for the year is the amount that would be the taxpayer’s in-
come tax liability for the income year if the taxpayer’s only 
gross income for the year were that schedular gross income. 

2.95 Apart from ‘schedular’ (which has no particular meaning in this 
context apart from acting as a kind of label) each word in this passage is 
relatively plain and simple. Yet it is unlikely that many people could un-
derstand the passage without some study. Plain language alone does not 
immediately make a statute clear. 
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Interpretation provisions 
2.96 A further reservation as to comprehensibility of the legislation 
arises from the use of interpretation provisions. Interpretation provisions 
can contribute greatly to the accessibility of the core meaning of statu-
tory rules. But if too much of a rule is moved to the interpretation sec-
tion, the rule becomes hard to understand and to reconstruct. This ap-
pears to have happened to the general anti-avoidance provision, which 
has been disassembled from its former incarnation as a single rule, sec-
tion 99 of the 1976 Act, and now appears partly in each of sections BG 
1, GB 1, and OB 1, the definition section. 

2.97 Anyone coming fresh to section BG 1 would have some diffi-
culty in working out what the section is about without referring to sec-
tion OB 1, which defines ‘tax avoidance’ and ‘tax avoidance arrange-
ment’. Some definitions are truly definitions. Others form parts of their 
rules, parts that have been split out in order to simplify the drafting of 
the rule. The two categories are not precisely distinct. But definetions 
that fairly clearly fall into the second category should not be moved to 
definition sections simply because they are drafted in the form of defini-
tions. They make the rules to which they belong more understandable if 
they remain with those rules. When such a definition is used also in other 
rules, the definition section can direct users to the section where the term 
in question is defined. Other examples include definitions that more 
helpfully fit within the trust regime than in section OB 1, such as ‘bene-
ficiary income’ and ‘qualifying trust’. 

2.98 A second problem with definitions has been endemic to income 
tax legislation for decades, but is exacerbated in the progress of the re-
write so far. This problem is the re-phrasing of rules as definitions. An 
example is the provision that captures as income the value of employer-
provided accommodation. This rule is now part of the definition of 
‘monetary remuneration’, in section OB 1. Another example, already 
present in the legislation before the rewrite, are the rules that tax certain 
company distributions that are not strictly speaking dividends in the 
hands of shareholders. 

2.99 Generally speaking, where a rule is to provide that a particular 
receipt is to be taxed, it is better to frame the provision as a rule, rather 
than to define the receipt as something that it is not, followed by another 
rule that taxes the item that is defined. The committee recommends that 
these considerations should be borne in mind in the rewriting process. 
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Broad-brush factual tests and concepts 
2.100 The overall impression given by income tax legislation is of a 
huge fasciculus of one complex rule after another. There is considerable 
fact behind this impression, but it masks another fact: that within the 
statutes there are a good many concepts and tests that are framed in very 
general terms. Examples include ‘capital’, ‘tax avoidance arrangement’, 
‘business’ and ‘reasonable’ Section BD 2(1)(b)(ii) permits the deduction 
of an expenditure or loss to the extent that it is ‘necessarily incurred by 
the taxpayer in the course of carrying on a business for the purpose of 
deriving the taxpayer’s gross income.’ Section OB 1 defines ‘business,’ 
for most purposes in the Act, as including ‘ any profession, trade, manu-
facture, or undertaking carried on for pecuniary profit.’ 

2.101 Section BD 2(2)(e) prohibits the deduction of expenditure or loss 
that is ‘of a capital nature’ (unless it is specifically permitted by another 
section). The words ‘capital’ and ‘capital nature’ are not defined. 
2.102 ‘Tax avoidance arrangement’ is defined in section OB 1, in 
terms of the ‘purpose or effect’ of an arrangement. The definition of ‘tax 
avoidance’ itself is: 

‘Tax avoidance’, in sections BG 1, EH 1, GB 1, and GC 
12, includes - 

(a)  Directly or indirectly altering the incidence of any 
income tax: 

(b)  Directly or indirectly relieving any person from li-
ability to pay income tax: 

(c)  Directly or indirectly avoiding, reducing, or post-
poning any liability to income tax:’ 

2.103 Section 144(4) of the Tax Administration Act 1994 provides: 

(4) No person is to be convicted of an offence under 
subsection (3) for not presenting an instrument for 
stamping, if the person can show reasonable cause 
for the person’s failure to present an instrument for 
stamping within the time specified by the Commis-
sioner under section 53 of the Stamp and Cheque 
Duties Act 1971. 
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2.104 Section 141A provides: 
(1) A taxpayer is liable to pay a shortfall penalty if the 

taxpayer does not take reasonable care in taking [a 
taxpayer’s tax position] (referred to as ‘not taking 
reasonable care’) and the taking of that tax position 
by that taxpayer results in a tax shortfall. 

(2) The penalty payable for not taking reasonable care 
is 20 per cent of the resulting tax shortfall. 

(3) A taxpayer who, in taking a taxpayer’s tax position, 
has used an acceptable interpretation of the tax law 
is also a taxpayer who has taken reasonable care in 
taking the taxpayer’s tax position. 

2.105 The committee considered a suggestion that these kinds of ex-
pression should be expanded and made more specific. Just what is meant 
by ‘capital’, ‘tax avoidance arrangement’, ‘business’, or ‘reasonable’? 
Some of these concepts are defined in the Act, but the definitions are 
fairly general. The suggestion was that they should be made more spe-
cific. 

2.106 The committee did not adopt this suggestion. The problem that 
the suggestion identifies is one that is found throughout law. It is that 
law often needs to refer to a category of fact or facts by an omnibus 
term. The core meaning of the term is ordinarily clear enough. The diffi-
culty is to define its boundaries. For example, most activities that might 
be called ‘businesses’ clearly are businesses. But there are some activi-
ties at the edge of the concept of business where people may reasonably 
disagree: are they businesses or not? Examples from the cases include 
carrying on the profession of peripatetic evangelist36 and farming blocks 
of land of uneconomic size.37 

2.107 To define ‘business’ precisely, it would be necessary to define 
various categories of activity that amounted to businesses, and perhaps 
to nominate a number of activities that either are or are not businesses. 
But this kind of drafting serves only to move the boundaries of the exer-
cise from one point to another. It would not solve generic problems 
about whether particular activities amount to businesses. In many cases 

36 Graham v CIR [1961] NZLR 994, McCarthy J 
37 Golightly v CIR (1972) 1 TRNZ 135, Speight J; Grieve v CIR (1983) 6 TRNZ 461 (CA) 
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it would make the decision more difficult, as particular sets of facts were 
tested not against a generic concept but against detailed lists. 

2.108 The short answer is that when a rule must refer to a category that 
is extremely broad and that must embrace an unlimited number of fac-
tual situations it is ordinarily unrewarding to try to refine the definition 
of the category beyond a fairly limited point. Moreover, it is almost al-
ways bad practice to try to compose a list of definitions that is exhaus-
tive. The result of that exercise is inevitably to leave out of account ex-
amples that would have been included had one thought of them in ad-
vance. This is particularly true for tax legislation, which is subject to 
continuous scrutiny by advisers who try to discover routes around rules 
and definitions. For these reasons, the committee does not accept the 
suggestion that broad factual concepts within the Act should be made 
more specific, much less that they should be redrafted to be exhaustive. 

2.109 Later in this chapter, at para 2.160 to 2.164, the committee dis-
cusses the codification of judicially formulated rules. While in other ar-
eas of the law it may make sense to adopt judicial statements, tax law is 
not so amenable, carrying with it as it does elements of fiscal policy. The 
committee considers this distinction important, and for this reason cau-
tions against the practice of moving judicial pronouncements directly 
into tax legislation. 

The gross income approach 
2.110 The Valabh committee38 identified two approaches to consider in 
the design of tax legislation: whether the Act should proceed on a ‘gross’ 
or a ‘net’ basis, and whether it should follow a ‘global’ or a ‘schedular’ 
pattern. The ‘gross’ basis independently calculates gross revenues and 
gross expenses and offsets the two to produce net income. The net basis 
calculates net income in accordance with commercial and accounting 
principles and then modifies the result for tax purposes. The starting 
point for the statutory calculation is the essential difference. The global 
pattern calculates either gross revenues or net income (according to 
which basis is chosen) from all sources, while a schedular pattern does 
so on a source by source basis. In its Final Report,39 the committee rec-
ommended the adoption of a global/gross approach.  

38 Consultative Committee on the Taxation of Income from Capital, The Core Provisions of the Income 
Tax Act 1976, Discussion Paper, September 1990, para 2.2 

39 Consultative Committee on the Taxation of Income from Capital, Final Report, October 1992, page 16 
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2.111 The Working Party on the Reorganisation of the Income Tax Act 
considered the possibility of retaining some special regimes that would 
result in net amounts being fed into the calculation of income. However 
it rejected the idea as being contrary to the general global approach of 
the Act.40 

2.112 The consistency described above has not been achieved without 
cost. Almost by definition, some kinds of income are by nature net, and 
cannot fit neatly into a legislative plan that is composed on the basis of 
starting always with gross receipts. Examples are the income of non-
resident shipowners and film renters. The drafters’ solution has been to 
create a concept of ‘schedular income tax liability’, which is reached by 
several steps that begin with ‘schedular gross income’, or even with sev-
eral types of schedular gross income. This elaboration is inevitable, con-
sidering the one-size-fits-all basis of the gross approach. 

2.113 It is not possible to conclude whether the benefits of the stan-
dardised gross/global approach outweigh the costs. To do so, the com-
mittee would have needed to go through the provisions of the previous 
legislation and identify all cases where the term ‘income’ was used, 
sometimes in one sense and sometimes in another. The second step 
would be to inquire which of these different uses caused problems, the 
third to decide which problems were real and which perceived. Finally, 
the committee would need to compare problems that arise from incon-
sistency with problems that arise from the need to legislate around the 
flanks of the consistency that is now the basis of the legislation. Which 
problems are worse? 

2.114 The exercise described above was beyond the time and resources 
available, and the committee refrains from judging the merits of the 
gross approach. On the other hand, the committee is concerned that the 
switch to the comprehensive gross/global approach was made without 
the kind of pragmatic testing, described in the last paragraph, that the 
committee believes was necessary to determine whether the change 
would be justified. Officials advise that the drafting process and the 
forthcoming exposure draft of parts C, D, and E of the Income Tax Act 
will perform this function. The committee is surprised by this news. It 
entails accepting that one cannot test whether the gross/global approach 

40 Working Party on the Reorganisation of the Income Tax Act 1976, Second Report, Discussion Paper, 
September 1993, pages 41-45 
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has more benefits than costs without putting the whole country through 
the exercise of getting to grips with the core provisions revisions of 1996 
and the proposed 1999 revisions of parts C, D, and E. 

2.115 Does the foregoing imply that after all this drafting has been 
done, it is possible that there may be a return to the pragmatic, though 
occasionally inconsistent, drafting that prevailed before in the 1976 Act? 
The committee is advised that in fact this idea is not seriously contem-
plated. The result then is that a rigorous theory of uniformity is being 
imposed on legislation without prior testing, even though income tax 
law, the subject matter of the exercise, is by its nature illogical, to a de-
gree unprincipled, and unlikely to be amenable to such an approach. 

Gross income and principles of accounting 
2.116 The change to gross income as the first step in computing taxable 
income has entailed moving from business ‘profits’ as the tax base for 
business income to ‘any amount derived from any business’.41 The for-
mer terminology had been glossed by a great many court judgments, 
and, in particular, by a number of judgments that explain the extent to 
which general principles of accounting should determine when income is 
derived or expenses are incurred for purposes of calculating assessable 
income. 

2.117 As income tax legislation has developed over the decades, the 
ambit of these judge-declared rules has become gradually more con-
strained. For example, the introduction in 1986 of the qualified accruals 
rules to govern financial arrangements brought a large area of timing 
rules under specific statutory provision. However, there remain areas 
where timing questions are a matter of judicial interpretation. The lead-
ing example is probably profit-recognition in long-term contracts, where 
the rules were established for New Zealand purposes in HW Coyle Ltd v 
CIR42 and Horizon Homes Ltd v CIR.43 The problem facing taxpayers is 
that they are uncertain whether the rules declared in these cases have 
survived the changes wrought by the ‘gross income’ approach of the re-
write. 

2.118 The committee recommends that the government should resolve 
this uncertainty, though it has not been able in the time available to settle 

41 Section CD 3, Income Tax Act 1994 
42 (1980) 4 TRNZ 1, Holland J 
43 (1994) 16 NZTC 11,064, McGechan J 
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on a firm recommendation as to how the resolution should be achieved. 
There are four possibilities.  

1 Enacting a general rule to say that pre-1994 judge-declared timing 
rules remain in effect unless they are clearly inconsistent with 
specific timing rules in the Act. 

2 Doing nothing, and leaving it to the courts to resolve the matter 
again. 

3 Identifying specific areas where this kind of problem exists and 
enacting area-by-area timing rules, leaving unidentified areas to 
manifest themselves in due course. 

4 Attempting to construct a statutory general timing rule that would 
cover all the areas that are now left to the courts.  Though theo-
retically attractive, this approach appears to be impractical. 

2.119 The committee leans in favour of the third option. The commit-
tee’s preference requires evaluative work because it is a matter of judg-
ment and intuition, rather than being based on an in-depth examination 
of the various possibilities. 

The core provisions 
2.120 This report explains in para 2.53 that the core provisions as now 
constituted are not at all as they were proposed in the 1990 report of the 
Valabh committee.44 The original proposal was for the most basic and 
important rules in the Act to be gathered together as a core from which 
readers could obtain an overview of the Act’s substance. 

2.121 This objective is not consistent with the role for the core provi-
sions that has developed during the rewrite process, to provide a series of 
normative links between the several parts of the Act. The two objectives 
cannot be pursued together. However, it does not necessarily follow that 
the first objective should be abandoned. It may be possible to pursue 
each objective separately, with one part of the Act containing the new-
model core provisions, and another part containing the most important 
rules of the Act. 

2.122 The rewrite process has not pursued the strategy described in the 
last paragraph. Instead, the important rules that were formerly gathered 

44 Consultative Committee on the Taxation of Income from Capital, The Core Provisions of the Income 
Tax Act 1976, Discussion Paper, September 1990, para 1.3 
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together as core provisions have been relocated where they seem to fit 
best in the substantive parts of the Act. The committee does not quarrel 
with this decision. It has the demerit that the overview envisaged by the 
Valabh committee is not possible. On the other hand, it avoids having to 
decide whether an important rule is important enough to be a core provi-
sion, or just fails to make the grade. Decisions like that could never be 
made on a wholly consistent basis. The decision also has the merit of 
allowing important provisions to join rules of similar kinds, in their ap-
propriate parts and subparts of the Act, though the consequent reordering 
that is appropriate, to place important provisions first in subparts, has yet 
to be done. 

Alphanumeric section numbering 
2.123 Following the recommendation of the Working Party on the Re-
organisation of the Income Tax Act 1976,45 the 1994 Act renumbered the 
legislation using an alphanumeric system. This reference system com-
pares with that used in the 1976 Act as shown in Table 2. 

TABLE 2: SECTION NUMBERING 

 1976 Act reference 1994 Act reference 

Part X11A ME 
Subpart  ME 
Section 394D ME 4 
Subsection 394D(2) ME 4(2) 
Paragraph 394D(2)(h) ME 4(2)(h) 
Subparagraph* 394D(2)(h)(ii) ME 4(2)(h)(ii) 

  * (often not needed) 

2.124 It was expected that the new system would enable a ready identi-
fication of the location and function of sections as users became familiar 
with the new structure of the Act. Part C would deal with income; all 
sections in the part would begin with a ‘C’, and so on. It was also ex-
pected that the new system would permit the insertion of additional ma-
terial into the Act without breaking the alphanumeric sequence.  This 
pattern will be an improvement on an Act’s standard single series of 
numbers, which requires either the renumbering of groups of unamended 

45 Working Party on the Reorganisation of the Income Tax Act 1976, Second Report, Discussion Paper, 
September 1993, pages 14 -18 
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sections to preserve sequence where new matter is inserted, or gives rise 
to such numbers as 394ZZZJ to cope with the cumulative effect of re-
lentless amendment. It was recognised that this system had a cost, in that 
it was not consistent with the numbering of the rest of the statute book. 
The Working Party believed that the bulk and frequency of amendment 
of tax legislation placed it, in this respect, in a category of its own where 
the benefits of the new system outweighed the costs of that inconsisten-
cy.  

2.125 While the committee considers that the new alphanumeric sys-
tem is worthwhile, already some symptoms of the old system have re-
emerged. The Valabh committee hoped that it would never be necessary 
to insert sections into subparts, but that they would be added sequen-
tially. However, sections and paragraphs with modifiers ‘A’ and so on 
are being added, for example, section DJ 13A, and sections DK 3A to 
DK 3E, and within sections, paragraphs (1A) and so on. It is not neces-
sary, of course, to insert whole parts between sections, and it is unlikely 
that the situation will ever get as bad as the previous system, but the im-
pact of the alphanumeric system is not as positive as the committee had 
hoped. Inserting provisions into subparts and sections will continue to be 
a necessary part of the amendment process. Balancing that, the system 
takes users very little time to become accustomed to it, and will pay in-
creasing dividends over the years as the Act is amended and amplified. 
The alpha-numeric system would have been worthwhile whether it had 
been decided to retain a regime-based organisational system, or whether 
the Act adopted its functional organisational scheme, as it has done. 

Functional organisation 
2.126 The committee’s report describes the Act’s functional organisa-
tion in paras 2.59 to 2.62. The decision to move from the regime-by-
regime structure that New Zealand and all other jurisdictions with which 
the committee is familiar to a functional organisation was both major 
and brave. There is a very heavy cost, one that can be justified only if 
there are commensurate benefits. 

2.127 The cost is the obvious one: if taxpayers want to discover how a 
particular regime applies to them it makes sense for them to be able to 
find the regime set out in one place in the Act. This remark applies 
equally to regimes that are defined by reference to business form, such 
as dividend imputation or controlled foreign companies, and to regimes 
defined by reference to industry segment, such as life insurance or for-
estry. Indeed, for two or three years now it has become a cliché among 
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tax advisers that there is a captive and increasingly impatient market 
waiting for the commercial publisher who will dismember the 1994 Act 
and reassemble it in a thematic form. 

2.128 The committee has no doubt that, other things being equal, a re-
gime-by-regime structure is superior to a functional structure from the 
point of view of comprehensibility by, and ease of use for, users of the 
Act. The committee envisages that a regime-by-regime structure would 
begin, after the core provisions, with a part or parts of the Act that would 
set out the substantive rules that apply to all forms of income in the ab-
sence of special considerations. Later parts would contain regimes that 
are activity-specific (such as forestry or life assurance), or that are spe-
cific to certain investment or trading structures (such as companies or 
foreign entities). 

Claimed advantage of functional structure 
2.129 As far as the committee has been able to discover, the only ad-
vantage claimed for the functional structure over a regime-based struc-
ture is that the former allows to be brought together in one place provi-
sions from different regimes that, within their several dispensations, op-
erate similarly to one another. There are said to be four benefits. 

If several rules turn out to contain almost the same language they 
can be consolidated into an omnibus rule that can be made to ap-
ply within a number of separate areas of the Act.  
Even if there cannot be consolidation the rules can be rewritten 
using standardised phraseology.  
A functional scheme reduces repetition.  
In the view of officials most importantly, a functional scheme 
will help future policy makers and drafters. 

2.130 The committee does not find these benefits compelling. The se-
cond can be achieved whether the rules in question are gathered together 
or scattered. It is simply a matter of applying a common drafting tem-
plate to rules that operate in a similar manner to one another wherever 
they may be found in the Act. It is true that common drafting templates 
have not been applied consistently in the past, but that is more a result of 
fashions of parliamentary drafting coming and going, rather that of any 
great difficulty in the task itself. 

2.131 At first sight, the first suggested benefit carries more weight. 
Consolidation of numbers of similarly-phrased provisions into a single 
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omnibus rule has attractions. However, it is not clear to the committee 
just how extensive this consolidation will be able to be. There are two or 
three provisions in subpart GC, being specific anti-avoidance rules, that 
might be able to be consolidated. Probably, at least some of the assoc-
iated parties rules in subpart OB could also be consolidated. No doubt 
there are other examples. However, the committee suspects that, like the 
examples that it has given, most of the rules that might benefit from con-
solidation would be discovered to be ancillary rather than substantive 
provisions. Further, the committee suspects that the total of such provi-
sions would turn out to be a rather small fraction of the whole Act, too 
small to justify the formalistic rebuilding of the statute in the functional 
scheme that has taken place. 

2.132 Thirdly, although a functional scheme stands to reduce one kind 
of repetition it increases another. The reduction may come about as a 
result of the consolidation of rules that have similar language, which was 
described above. As explained by drafters, the increase comes from the 
need in each subpart to reintroduce, at least to some extent, the topic of a 
rule that, in a functional scheme, is isolated from the other rules that are 
part of the rule’s regime. 

Help for policy makers and drafters 
2.133 As it was explained to the committee, the functional scheme will 
help future policy makers and drafters when the Act is amended or when 
new regimes are added. The segregation into statutory parts of rules that 
relate to deductions, timing, apportionment, avoidance, and so on is 
hoped to have the effect of ensuring that each rule of a new regime is 
placed in its proper context. The statute’s parts and subparts will in ef-
fect act as guidelines for future drafters, and it will not be necessary to 
rely on institutional memory. Segregating rules should ensure that inad-
vertent looseness of drafting will not cause rules to have unintended ef-
fects, because, for example, an apportionment rule will find itself in the 
apportionment part of the Act, and taxpayers will not be able to argue 
that the rule gives them, say, a timing advantage. 

2.134 Elsewhere, the committee’s report comments on this ‘local con-
text’ canon of statutory construction that officials advise is part of the 
prescribed drafting policy.46 If it is to be effective, it needs to be made 

46 See para 2.36 
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explicit. There is also the desirability of subjecting this and other 
changes to existing statutory interpretation practices to the rigours of the 
generic tax policy process.47 

2.135 A second benefit is that when drafters add, say, an anti-
avoidance provision to the Act they will be able to check on the Act’s 
other anti-avoidance provisions, conveniently gathered in one place, to 
ensure that the language and approach of the new provision are consis-
tent with what already exists. 

2.136 The committee is not persuaded that the help that the Act’s or-
ganisation is expected to afford to future drafters justifies employing a 
functional scheme rather than a scheme that is based on substance. 
Similar guidelines for identifying and segregating rules according to 
function could operate within regimes, with subparts of regimes dedi-
cated to particular functions. The same idea of having subparts within 
regimes dedicated to rules of particular kinds could be the basis of an 
interpretation principle that attempts to confine rules to their own con-
texts. 

Ease of use of the Act 
2.137 The most notable feature of the reasons that are advanced to jus-
tify a functional rather than regime-based scheme for the Income Tax 
Act is that all the reasons relate more to the processes of policy-making 
and of drafting than to the question of ease of comprehension by the 
user. This feature is particularly true of the last reason. 

2.138 One suggestion from officials was that concern about ease of 
comprehension and about questions of users being sure that they could 
find all rules relevant to a particular regime that interests them is mis-
placed, considering people’s increasing use of electronic forms of the 
legislation that are machine-searchable.  

2.139 The committee is uneasy about giving much weight to this last 
suggestion. For a start, the suggestion in a sense confirms the commit-
tee’s impression that the functional scheme is not friendly to readers, and 
needs repackaging before it can be used easily. Secondly, while it is true 
that increasing numbers of tax professionals use electronic versions of 
the Act, many general practitioners who refer to the Act from time to 
time do not. Thirdly, the committee has the impression that even those 

47 For an outline of the generic tax policy process see appendix 2. 
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who do use electronic versions of the Act tend to do so for references to 
particular, short passages, but that they turn to paper-based versions to 
get, for example, an overall understanding of a regime, or to read pas-
sages longer than a page or so. Finally, the committee notes that it is cur-
rently policy to draft a paper-based statute, not an electronic database. 

2.140 The committee understands and sympathises with the concerns 
of the government as to the policy making and drafting process and un-
derstands the perceived benefits that are thought to flow from a func-
tional scheme. However, to put the matter at its lowest, and referring to 
its terms of reference, the committee is unable to conclude that a func-
tional statutory scheme is likely to make ‘tax laws more coherent and 
understandable’ than the more intuitively understandable regime-based 
alternative. 

2.141 The logic of the committee’s position is to recommend a change 
to a regime-based structure. At the present stage of the rewrite that 
change would be significant shift of direction in terms of design. The 
committee notes however that the implementation of the original design, 
in terms of actual redrafting, still has a great distance to go, with drafters 
still working on the first exposure draft of parts C, D and E at the time of 
this report. The committee has not enjoyed the time or the resources to 
examine the Act or the progress of the rewrite process in enough detail 
to be confident in recommending such a major change. There needs to be 
an assessment of the value of the benefits to be obtained from continuing 
on the present course together with an assessment of the work involved 
in reorganising the statute on a regime by regime basis. The committee 
recommends that the government consider having those assessments 
done, with a view to deciding whether to persist with the functional or-
ganisation of the Act. The committee would be concerned if this recom-
mendation would cause the project to be significantly deferred. An alter-
native recommendation would be for the government to bear the com-
mittee’s comments and recommendations in mind, and to accommodate 
them as much as possible. 

2.142 In making its recommendation, the committee bears in mind that 
officials advise that the whole rewrite process remains to some degree 
experimental even at this late stage. It is not clear just which drafting 
design principles remain experimental, but if the functional structure is 
one of those principles the committee urges that it should be abandoned. 
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Ordering of sections 
2.143 When the former legislation was split up and sorted into the 
functional classification that the rewrite follows, sections were often put 
into appropriate parts and subparts without much concern for logical or-
der within subparts. Subpart CD is a good example. This approach was 
undertaken wittingly, in order to make progress, and in the knowledge 
that there would be an opportunity to improve the order later in the re-
write process. In some subparts, logic was further eroded when part B 
became the more formal structure that it is today, and the substantive 
rules of the original core provisions were moved to other parts of the 
Act. The plan is that ordering of sections into logical sequences should 
occur part by part as rewriting goes on. 

2.144 As the committee prepares this part of our report in November 
1998 a good deal of the Act remains ordered in a haphazard manner. The 
committee does not criticise the present ordering, because it appreciates 
the reasons that have led to the current situation. However, one result is 
that in evaluating the rewrite the committee cannot comment on the or-
dering of sections because that exercise is still to be done, except for  
part B. 

2.145 The committee notes with approval, however, that, ordinarily, 
subparts within parts, and sections within subparts, will start with the 
important or the general and proceed to the less important or the par-
ticular.48 

2.146 The committee notes that part B, which has been ordered, does 
not always follow the pattern of more important or general before less 
important or particular. For example, section BC 2 (non-filing taxpayers) 
precedes section BC 3 (taxpayer with schedular gross income) which in 
turn precedes section BC 4 (taxpayers with annual gross income). No 
doubt the reason was to clear non-filing taxpayers and schedular gross 
income out of the way before proceeding straight from the annual gross 
income in sections BC 4 to BC 5 (deductions), BC 6 (net income) and 
BC 7 (taxable income). The drafters’ ordering is appropriate. 

2.147 The committee understands that the rewrite and drafting teams 
agree that, ordinarily, the general should precede the particular and the 

48 Working Party on the Reorganisation of the Income Tax Act 1976, Second Report, Discussion Paper, 
September 1993, page 4; Parliamentary Counsel Office, Drafting Manual (Draft of 16 May 1997) 5.9; 
NZLC R35, Legislation Manual Structure and Style, May 1996, para 144 
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important the less important, and that the teams already approach their 
task from this point of view. The committee mentions the ordering ques-
tion from an abundance of caution, because it is aware of criticisms of 
the present sequencing. These criticisms fail to take account of the fact 
that the present order is a temporary parking order, awaiting the next 
stage of the rewrite. 

Principles of drafting 
2.148 Legislative drafting should follow a number of reasonably com-
monsense principles. For example, generally speaking drafters should 
express the essence of a provision first, separately from limitations or 
expansions, which follow. 

2.149 The committee has not evaluated the rewrite for compliance with 
this kind of principle. The reason is that so far only the core provisions 
have been released, and they are unlikely to be typical of the drafting of 
the Act as a whole. Nevertheless, the Inland Revenue Department has 
engaged competent staff, one with very long legislative drafting experi-
ence, to compose the rewritten statute. The committee has spoken to 
several members of the drafting team, and is confident that the drafting 
process is in good hands. 

The general income provision  
2.150 It is a sensible precaution for drafters to include in income tax 
legislation an omnibus provision that captures simply ‘income’ accord-
ing to the ordinary meaning of the word. In Australia, this provision has 
historically been section 25 of the Income Tax Assessment Act 1936, 
which simply says that taxpayers’ assessable income includes their gross 
income, without defining the term. The Australian section 25 may be 
thought of as an umbrella provision: underneath the umbrella, and often 
extending outside its coverage, later sections capture many other kinds 
of receipt as assessable income. But section 25 ensures that nothing that 
is ‘income’ according to the ordinary meaning of the word escapes tax. 

2.151 New Zealand has used the opposite structure: a safety net, rather 
than an umbrella. In the Income Tax Act 1976 section 65(2) there ap-
peared a list lettered from (a) to (ka) of receipts that were deemed to be 
included in assessable income. The final item in the list was ‘(l) Income 
derived from any other source whatsoever.’49 That is, if any receipt es-

49 (l) is the alphabetical letter that follows the letter k, and not the arabic numeral 1. 
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caped all of paragraphs (a) to (ka), paragraph (l) would catch it if it was 
income according to the ordinary meaning of the word. In the rewritten 
statute, the former section 65(2)(l) is replaced by section CD 5. The 
committee comments on both the drafting and the position of section 
CD 5. 

Drafting of section CD 5 
2.152 Section CD 5 reads: ‘The gross income of a person includes any 
amount that is included in gross income under ordinary concepts.’ This 
locution appears to have its origin in a dictum of Jordan CJ in Scott v CT 
(NSW),50 where the Chief Justice said: ‘The word ‘income’ is not a term 
of art, and what forms of receipts are comprehended within it … must be 
determined in accordance with the ordinary concepts and usages of man-
kind …’ That is, Jordan CJ was explaining how ‘income’ is to be inter-
preted in a tax statute. 

2.153 It is supererogatory for part of Jordan CJ’s explanation to be im-
ported into section CD 5: the purpose of the section is better served by 
using the word ‘income’ unadorned. In fact, if the adornment has any 
effect, it must be to qualify rather than to amplify the meaning of ‘in-
come’ when the term is used by itself. That is, logically, the addition of 
the words ‘under ordinary concepts’ mean that ‘income’ cannot extend 
to any meanings that it might bear over and above meanings that are 
‘under ordinary concepts’. 

2.154 A second problem is the word ‘under’. In the English language 
something can be ‘under’ a rule, but it cannot be ‘under’ a concept. No 
doubt, ‘under’ supplanted the more usual ‘according to’ by way of an 
exercise in plain language drafting. Curiously, the title to the section us-
es ‘according to’, as though the editor was not willing to follow the 
drafter into the uncharted territory of being under a concept. Good inten-
tions have led the drafting astray. 

2.155 For these reasons, the committee recommends that ‘under ordi-
nary concepts’ should be eliminated, and section CD 5 should be re-
phrased using the term ‘income’ without qualification. 
  

50 (1935) 35 SR (NSW) 215 at 219 
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Position of section CD 5 
2.156 In some senses, section CD 5 is the most important provision in 
the Act. It is, after all, the section that captures income in the most gen-
eral sense of the term. It is for this reason that the committee has devoted 
a long explanation to its recommendation about the drafting of section 
CD 5. 

2.157 For the position of section CD 5 in the statute, the committee fa-
vours the umbrella structure that is employed in Australia over the tradi-
tional New Zealand safety net formula. There are two reasons. First, it 
seems to the committee to be more intuitively reasonable to start with a 
general taxing provision and then to amplify it with specific rules, rather 
than to proceed from the particular to the general. 

2.158 Secondly, giving section CD 5 primacy of place as the most 
prominent and most general charging rule should help to minimise the 
number of occasions when the Commissioner loses a case as a result of 
relying on the wrong charging rule and discovering the mistake too late 
to be able to correct it. VH Farnsworth Ltd v CIR51 is an example. If the 
Act’s charging provisions begin with a general umbrella rule the Com-
missioner’s usual practice should become to rely first on this general rule 
and additionally on any relevant specific rule. The chances of taxable 
profits escaping through being charged with an incorrect, narrowly fo-
cused rule should be minimised. 

2.159 As it is currently placed in subpart CD, section CD 5 falls be-
tween being an umbrella and being a safety net. That is, some charging 
provisions precede it, and some (rather more) follow. The committee 
recommends that section CD 5 should be the first charging provision 
that places ‘income’ within ‘gross income’ and, as the calculations are 
worked through, ‘net income’ and ‘taxable income’. Another possibility 
would be to weave section CD 5 into section BC 4, where it could act as 
the core provision that initially captures gross income as annual gross 
income. 

Codification of judicially-formulated rules 
2.160 It is a common practice in the codification of laws for Parliament 
to adopt judicial formulations of rules and to arrange them into a system-
atic matrix. This approach has carried over into income tax legislation. 

51 (1982) 5 TRNZ 754; 5 NZTC 61,259 
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For example, for many years New Zealand’s test for corporate residence 
followed passages in The American Thread Co v Joyce52 and De Beers 
Consolidated Mines Ltd v Howe.53 Even now, as section OE 2 of the In-
come Tax Act 1994, the test continues to exhibit traces of that early in-
fluence. Another example is what is now section CD 4 third limb (the 
taxation of profit-making schemes), which follows Ruhamah Property 
Co Ltd v FCT.54 

2.161 When lawyers’ law on topics like the sale of goods or the law of 
partnership is codified, it often makes sense to adopt judicial statements 
from the cases. The reason is that judges have heard arguments on the 
relevant issues, and are in a good position to formulate legal principles 
that take account both of other relevant rules and of competing economic 
interests. 

2.162 These considerations carry over only imperfectly, if at all, to the 
tax area. Judges are ill-equipped to make fiscal policy, and disavow try-
ing to do so. As a result, judicial statements of tax law will typically be 
either interpretations of existing statutory rules, or an effort to make 
sense of what judges believe the law to be. Either way, judicial state-
ments may or may not reflect the law that tax policy makers would for-
mulate if they started from a basis of trying to put into effect the most 
appropriate fiscal policy for the transaction in question. 

2.163 It follows that tax policy makers should not uncritically adopt 
judicial statements of law as embodying appropriate fiscal policy.55 In 
the opinion of the committee, government tax policy makers and tax law 
drafters should first determine what the law should be from the point of 
view of economic policy. If drafters then want help in constructing an 
elegant formulation it makes sense to turn to judgments to see whether 
they help. But judgments should not be looked on as a source of eco-
nomic policy. 

2.164 There are sometimes suggestions that New Zealand should con-
tinue its former practice of moving judicial pronouncements straight into 
the Income Tax Act with little or no editing. Something of that nature 

52 (1913) 6 TC 163 at 165 HL 
53 [1906] AC 455 at 458 HL 
54 (1928) 41 CLR 148 at 151 
55 Contrast, again, judicial statements on lawyers’ law, which should be respected as likely to be of 

intrinsic merit. 
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may have happened with section CD 5, discussed in the preceding sec-
tions of this report. The committee cautions against that practice.56 

ASPECTS OF THE REWRITE PROJECT 

Ambulatory process 
2.165 The process of rewriting the Income Tax Act is expected to last 
some years. The Act in force today is a mixture of rewritten provisions 
(the core provisions) and provisions yet to be rewritten. Current plans are 
for the future results of the exercise to be enacted in two bills that are 
likely to be a year or more apart. During this time it is inevitable that 
some provisions will be rewritten or moved several times, as the impli-
cations and consequences of later decisions and of changes made to later 
rewritten provisions are worked through the core provisions and on other 
provisions enacted earlier. This situation involves an obvious cost to us-
ers. If the committee’s recommendation elsewhere in this report, that 
schedule 23 should be continually updated in the manner described in 
para 2.185 is implemented, that would go some way towards addressing 
that cost. 

2.166 The benefit of adopting this staged implementation of the rewrite 
is the earlier availability of portions of the Act showing the benefits of 
the rewriting. An alternative was for rewrite to proceed in parallel with 
the ordinary annual amendment process, but be enacted only when it was 
substantially finished. 

2.167 The choice between enactment in stages and enactment only on 
completion of the whole Act involves a difficult judgment, but the com-
mittee believes that the government was probably correct to opt for an 
ambulatory process. 

The tandem simplification/substantive improvement programme 
2.168 A distinctive feature of the New Zealand rewrite project, in con-
trast with approaches taken by concurrent rewrite projects in Australia 
and the UK, is the decision to include within the scope of the project the 
making of substantive changes in policy and to the the law, as opposed 
to limiting the project’s mandate to re-expressing the status quo. Rela-
tively minor changes, and the resolution of less contentious ambiguities, 
are able to be undertaken by an accelerated path, under the overview of 

56 Note the discussion earlier in this report at para 2.160. 
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an independent advisory panel which reports separately to government. 
Major changes for which a rewrite bill is expected to be the enactment 
vehicle are fed through the generic tax policy process in the same man-
ner as other policy initiatives. The broader scope of the New Zealand 
project, which includes the opportunity to address matters of substance, 
enhances the chances of the project succeeding in clarifying the legisla-
tion. The committee believes this approach is advantageous. 

Topics addressed in tandem with the rewrite 
2.169 Officials advised the committee that the following substantive 
topics are being addressed in tandem with rewrite of parts C, D, and E, 
timing issues, property transactions, death and deceased estates, and self-
assessment.  

2.170 In addition to matters dealt with as part of the rewrite, the enact-
ment of remedial legislation and government policy initiatives in non-
rewrite ‘business as usual’ bills is expected to continue while the rewrite 
is underway. Two such bills57 were introduced and Acts passed in 1998, 
and a third bill58 was introduced. Among topics conspicuous by their ab-
sence are apportionment, movement of assets in and out of the tax base, 
accounting for long-term contracts, and tax avoidance provisions. 

2.171 The committee recommends that the government should give a 
higher priority to these topics in the rewrite programme. 

Review of compliance-intensive regimes 
2.172  The tandem approach affords an opportunity to evaluate existing 
regimes to see whether the original reasons for the rules still obtain, and 
whether base-protecting elements can be removed, streamlined, or re-
placed with less compliance-intensive alternatives.  

2.173 Officials have advised that the rewrite process does in fact focus 
on this kind of issue. The committee notes with approval that as part of 
the generic tax policy process, the rewrite exercise will include an ele-
ment of cost/benefit analysis of the balance between compliance costs 
and the revenue expected to be raised, in respect of the portions of the 
rewrite exercise that must pass through the generic tax policy process. 

57  The Taxation (Simplification and other Remedial Matters) Bill; the Taxation (Tax Credits, Trading 
Stock, and other Remedial Matters) Bill 

58 The Taxation (Accrual Rules and other Remedial Matters) Bill 
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2.174 The committee commends the focus on compliance cost reduc-
tion and looks forward to seeing the results when the rewritten legisla-
tion is progressively released. 

2.175 In its Second Report, the Working Party in the Reorganisation of 
the Income Tax Act 197659 noted that it had tested the functional struc-
ture that it proposed for the Act. However, as reported by the working 
party, that testing established two things.   

2.176 First, every existing provision of the 1976 Act could be fitted 
into one of the fifteen strategy parts that the working party proposed, 
leaving no existing provision without a home. Secondly, all possible ad-
ditions to the Act would be found an appropriate place. Such possible 
additions included previous regimes that had been repealed, and regimes 
that are found in foreign systems but not in New Zealand. The fact that 
all such regimes that the committee knew about could be accommodated 
gave the working party confidence ‘that the parts are both robust and 
durable’.60 

2.177 The committee does not agree with the working party’s conclu-
sion as far as it goes. However, the committee has in mind deeper and 
more extensive testing than the working party reported. To pick up sev-
eral of the committee’s points, the exercise should have tested whether: 

It was likely that purpose provisions could usefully redrafted for 
parts and subparts. 
It was feasible to consolidate any significant numbers of simi-
larly worded rules into single omnibus rules. 
Eliminating inconsistencies in the use of word ‘income’ by 
adopting a uniform gross approach is worth the cost of creating 
the awkward concepts and rules that are a consequence.61 

Adoption of drafting policies without testing 
2.178 One of the initial approaches to the rewrite was to adopt firm 
policies and principles and to attempt to follow these principles rigor-
ously. Two such policies in the rewrite of the income tax legislation 
were to begin each part of the Act with a purpose subpart, and to collect 

59 Working Party on the Reorganisation of the Income Tax Act 1976, Second Report, Discussion Paper, 
September 1993, page 10 

60 See footnote 59 
61 See paras 2.111 to 2.114 of this report. 
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provisions that function in a similar manner (not necessarily that share a 
similar function) together, with a view to consolidation. 

2.179 As mentioned in para 2.45, it has now become apparent that it is 
unlikely that part-based purpose provisions can be drafted in any useful 
manner, assuming the functional structure of the legislation is retained. 
The Inland Revenue Drafting Unit has advised the committee that it has 
reviewed the original proposals for the use of purpose provisions in the 
rewrite, in the light of more recent New Zealand and United Kingdom62 
discussion of ‘purposive drafting’, and that it now intends to consider the 
merits of using such provisions on a case by case basis rather than as-
suming that a global or systematic application of them is appropriate. 
This development means that it is unlikely that the systematic function 
originally envisaged for subpart A of the various parts of the Act will be 
preserved. Secondly, it is far from clear that it will in the end prove pos-
sible to consolidate any significant numbers of provisions, even though 
the prospect of achieving that goal was the major driving force behind 
the Act’s functional organisation. 

2.180 Each of the policies described in the paragraphs above (starting 
each part of the Act with a purpose provision and gathering functionally 
similar rules together with a view to consolidation) appears logical and 
sensible when stated simply as a policy. In most areas of law, it is proba-
bly true that these policies could be put into effect when drafting exten-
sive codes. But these policies do not allow for the heterogeneous and 
often internally inconsistent nature of income tax law. 

2.181 The committee believes that before policies such as those de-
scribed are allowed to govern a major drafting exercise they should be 
tested empirically. Such testing would require first, the gathering to-
gether the component sections of two or three proposed statutory parts 
(redrafting would not be needed; the sections could be plucked straight 
from their former contexts). Secondly, drafters could attempt to compose 
meaningful purpose provisions and effective consolidated sections. Suc-
cess at these exercises would not establish that they would be successful 
throughout the Act; nor would failure in respect of any one possible 
statutory part establish the opposite. The exercise would be more reliable 

62 Tax Law Rewrite (UK) Responses to the Second Technical Discussion Document – A Purposive Ap-
proach to Rewriting Tax Legislation, August 1998, http://www.open.gov.uk/inrev/rewrite.htm 
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if repeated for several proposed parts. The results would give an indica-
tion of whether the proposed policies could usefully be put into effect. 

2.182 The committee notes that the drafting unit has advised that it sees 
the current drafting process as itself testing some of the detail of the 
drafting policies originally prescribed, and that it expects comments on 
the proposed exposure draft to provide it with independent views as to 
the success or otherwise of drafting policies that are adopted. However, 
at the same time officials advise that the kinds of relatively structural 
policies that the committee has discussed, such as the functional scheme 
of the Act, are unlikely to be subject to review. The committee notes that 
policies of the kind now under discussion did not originate within the 
Inland Revenue Department, but were approved by Ministers on the rec-
ommendation of consultants. If the Inland Revenue Department has a 
responsibility, it arises from embarking on the policies without testing 
them and advising Ministers of the results. Had tests been carried out, 
the difficulties which have been encountered in the rewrite process may 
have been avoided. 

2.183 The committee recommends that statute-wide drafting policies 
should not be adopted as a matter of principle without reasonably rigor-
ous practical testing. What appear to be significant difficulties in the re-
write process might have been avoided by pre-testing of this nature. 

ADDITIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS  

Two separate Acts 
2.184 The committee considers that there might be some advantage in 
splitting the Income Tax Act 1994 into two separate Acts. If feasible, 
such a division could produce an Act of more manageable size for provi-
sions of general application, and remove some relatively complex groups 
of provisions that concern only a limited number of taxpayers into a sec-
ond Act. Such a second Act might be used to carry the provisions relat-
ing to cross-border transactions and certain industry specific regimes, 
such as petroleum mining and life assurance. The committee has not 
worked out the detailed implications of this proposal, and makes no firm 
determination as to its ultimate feasibility. The committee recommends 
that the government should direct officials to evaluate whether such an 
approach should be taken. 

Schedule 23 
2.185 Schedule 23 of the Income Tax Act 1994 contains a series of ta-
bles to convert section numbers between 1970s and 1990s legislation. 
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The schedule is very useful, but its utility is progressively eroded as the 
rewrite process re-orders section numbers within the 1994 Act. The 
committee appreciates that as sections are moved from one place to an-
other in the Act it becomes increasingly difficult to compose a table that 
tracks their history. Designing tables with increasing numbers of col-
umns is only one problem. Nevertheless the committee recommends 
that schedule 23 should be kept under continuous review, and updated 
whenever there is renumbering, or, at least, whenever there is a reasona-
bly significant renumbering exercise, such as the currently foreshadowed 
adoption of reorganised parts C, D, and E of the Income Tax Act 1994. 
The ambulatory nature of the rewrite process has some advantages from 
the point of view of drafters, but regular changes make the statute diffi-
cult for users to follow. Good, up to date, conversion tables can mitigate 
the problem to some extent. 

2.186 The committee considers that it may also be useful if a schedule 
were to be added to the Act, that listed all the thresholds contained in 
various places in tax legislation. An example of the kinds of threshold 
that the committee has in mind is the threshold below which people 
qualify as cash basis holders under the qualified accruals rules. It would 
repeat information found in the tax Acts but its usefulness would lie in 
the collection of all thresholds in one place. If the information was out of 
step with the substantive provision for any reason, the latter would pre-
vail. 

Repairs and maintenance unit 
2.187 The committee regards it as inevitable that despite the care taken 
by officials, and the close scrutiny by tax professionals and taxpayers, 
the rewritten parts C, D and E (and subsequently, other parts of the Act) 
will at some stage reveal textual uncertainties and produce unintended 
outcomes. The committee believes it would be appropriate for the Inland 
Revenue Department to establish a special ‘repairs and maintenance’ 
unit to address promptly any queries raised as to the effect on established 
principles of the rewritten Income Tax Act, and to deal with any unin-
tended outcomes. Such a unit would provide an administrative mecha-
nism to ensure both that the general body of taxpayers and tax advisers 
are informed of issues as they arise, and that remedial legislation is de-
veloped and introduced at first opportunity. The committee recom-
mends the establishment of such a repairs and maintenance unit. 
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Valuation rules 
2.188 The formalistic design structure proposed for the rewritten Act 
requires that virtually all functional categories have their own part or 
subpart. As is apparent from this report, the committee favours the or-
ganisation of the Act on substantive lines rather than on formal lines. 
However, if the government determines to adhere to a formalistic or-
ganisational structure, the committee recommends that it should con-
sider allocating a specific part or subpart to rules about valuation, which 
at present are not gathered together in the manner that is standard for the 
rewritten Act. 

Apportionment rules 
2.189 In Tax Accounting Issues and in its Final Report,63 the Valabh 
committee addressed the issue of apportionment. Officials advise that 
they have not yet had the opportunity to address the Valabh committee’s 
recommendations in depth. That lack of opportunity is regrettable, be-
cause it is desirable that the intended policy approach to apportionment 
issues in general should be settled before or at the time of the release of 
the rewritten parts C, D, and E of the Act. The reason is that apportion-
ment questions figure largely in the matters that are covered by those 
parts. 

2.190 Even without the benefit of a policy review, the question of ap-
portionment raises a number of important issues that will have an impact 
on the rewriting of parts C, D, and E. The committee has discussed sev-
eral of these issues with members of the rewrite team. It is not necessary 
for the committee to form a view as to the most appropriate approach. 
Officials are aware of the issues in this area.  

Determinations under the qualified accruals rules 
2.191  ‘The qualified accruals rules’, as they are labelled in the Act, are 
more colloquially known as the ‘financial arrangements’ or ‘FA’ rules. 
They occupy subpart EH of the Act. Broadly speaking, their function is 
to prevent people accelerating expenses or deferring receipts in the con-
text of loans and transactions that from an economic point of view may 
be partly or wholly equivalent to loans. 
  

63 Consultative Committee on the Taxation of Income from Capital, Final Report, October 1992, page16 
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2.192  There is an infinite variety of transactions and business structures 
that have an economic similarity to loans. The qualified accruals rules do 
not attempt to address each of these possible forms of transactions indi-
vidually. Instead, the rules adopt a single general principle: for tax pur-
poses, income and deductions related to a financial arrangement must be 
spread across the duration of the arrangement according to the principle 
of yield to maturity, which is used in banking circles. 

2.193 The yield to maturity principle applies readily enough to a simple 
loan that lasts for a defined period, but it is not immediately obvious how 
the principle should apply to more complex transactions. For example, 
how does a New Zealand borrower take account of exchange rate gains 
and losses in respect of a loan or of a credit sale where the transaction 
covers several tax years? 

2.194  The solution adopted by the Act is for the Commissioner to issue 
rulings, in this context called ‘determinations’, that set out how the in-
come and expenditure of identified kinds of financial arrangements may 
be calculated. For example, for transactions that involve foreign ex-
change, a determination may sanction one or more of a number of speci-
fied exchange rates as allowable for calculation purposes. 

2.195  The idea of enacting a general principle in the statute (yield to 
maturity) and of concretising this general principle in a series of extra-
statutory determinations was attractive when the system was established 
in 1986, and even now retains some attractions. However, it has never 
worked well. The committee notes that the drafting of determinations 
has proved a difficult task; the resulting products are often opaque and 
occasionally almost unintelligible. Most need to be rewritten. The com-
mittee’s view is that this redrafting should take place as part of the re-
write of the Act itself. 

2.196 The committee recommends that in parallel with the rewrite of 
the Income Tax Act, the department should redraft the existing qualified 
accruals rules determinations, in an endeavour to publish fresh drafts at 
the same time as the proposed exposure draft of part E of the Act is pub-
lished. The committee further recommends that the procedure for issu-
ing determinations should take on the basic features of the generic tax 
policy process. In particular, proposed new determinations should be 
made available for public consultation as to both substance and clarity. 
Where possible, each determination should follow one of a limited num-
ber of standard templates. 
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The annual taxing Act 
2.197 New Zealand inherited from the United Kingdom the constitu-
tional rule, developed in the seventeenth century, that the Crown does 
not have the right of its own prerogative to levy taxes. Tax can be levied 
only by Parliament. Historically, this rule has been emphasised in two 
ways. First, Parliament confers taxing rights on the Crown only on a 
year-by-year basis. Secondly, until relatively recently the annual taxing 
Act has been a separate, readily identified statute, typically called ‘The 
Income Tax (Annual) Act’, which concisely confers power on the Crown 
to levy taxes pursuant to the continuing rules of the Income Tax Act. 

2.198 Under the Income Tax Act 1994 section OB 1, ‘‘annual taxing 
Act’ means the provisions of any Act by which the rates of income tax 
are determined for any year’. This definition was carried forward from 
section 2 of the 1976 Act, having been inserted in 1987. Before this 
amendment a separate Act was required each year to determine income 
tax rates. It is a sensible definition, in that it goes to the substance of the 
concept that is defined, and does not turn on a particular name for a par-
ticular statute. The definition means that the Crown’s annual authority to 
tax can be conferred simply by including a provision about tax rates for 
the next twelve months to any tax amendment bill that is before the 
House, and that there does not need to be a separate bill for this purpose. 
The committee understands that this amendment was made to save on 
the additional House time that is required for a separate bill. 

2.199 In substance, it is true that so long as Parliament annually passes 
an Act to empower the Crown to levy tax the name of the statute does 
not matter, nor does it matter whether the statute deals also with other 
things. However, the committee regrets that this change has occurred 
because a separate annual taxing Act reflects the important constitutional 
principle of parliamentary sovereignty in tax matters. 

2.200 The relationship between the Crown and Parliament in respect of 
taxing powers goes to the heart of New Zealand’s constitution. The 
committee, therefore, recommends that New Zealand should return to 
separate annual taxing Acts to symbolise this relationship. If there are 
concerns about the additional pressures on House time that a separate 
bill may entail, consideration should be given to including the annual 
taxing Act in a current part of the parliamentary timetable such as the 
Budget debate. This proposal may require an amendment to Standing 
Orders. 
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Relationship between Income Tax Act and rules of criminal law  
2.201 There is a belief in some quarters that when taxpayers strictly 
comply with the requirements of the Income Tax Act, including anti-
avoidance provisions, or believe that they have done so, they cannot be 
described as dishonest, and therefore cannot be guilty of fraud. This be-
lief is mistaken. Strictly speaking, there is no need for a provision in the 
Income Tax Act to make the point. However, because the belief is so 
common, and because it leads people astray, the committee recom-
mends that the rewrite should include a provision to state the law as to 
the relationship between the Income Tax Act and fraud, so that there can 
be no doubt. 

2.202 The statement should include specific reference to the relation-
ship between anti-avoidance provisions and criminal fraud. That is, 
whether a transaction is void by virtue of an anti-avoidance provision 
does not necessarily shed light on the question of whether the transaction 
is fraudulent. 

Relationship between Income Tax Act and other legislation 
2.203 A number of other statutes affect the operation of the Income 
Tax Act in one way or another. The Diplomatic Privileges and Immuni-
ties Act 1968 is an example. The committee considers that such legisla-
tion should be listed in a schedule. The objective is that the proposed 
schedule should not change the law, but that it should act as a useful tool 
for users of the Act, along similar lines to schedule 23, which contains 
conversion tables that compare the numbering of the 1994 Act with the 
numbering of the 1976 Act. The schedule should begin with a statement 
to the effect that the omission of any legislation does not mean that the 
omitted Act does not affect the operation of either that Act or the Income 
Tax Act. 

2.204 An additional schedule could list sections of the Crimes Act 
1961 that are potentially relevant to income tax fraud. Again, this sched-
ule would not purport to alter the law. Rather, it would bring home to 
users of the Income Tax Act that the Act is not an isolated edifice that 
has no relationship to the rest of New Zealand law. The schedule would 
help people to realise that the criminal law can be as relevant to the in-
come tax area as it can to other areas of economic life. The schedule 
should begin with a statement to the effect that the rules that it contains 
are not an exhaustive list of the forms of civil and criminal liability that 
may arise in connection with tax matters. 
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2.205 The committee recommends that schedules that list legislation 
which affects the operation of the Act, and relevant sections of the 
Crimes Act 1961 be added to the Income Tax Act 1994. 
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Introduction 
3.1 The history of tax reform, since the Land and Income Tax As-
sessment Act 1891, has been punctuated by legislation designed to frus-
trate attempts by taxpayers to take amounts that are essentially revenue 
in nature in a capital non-taxable form. 

3.2 In this chapter the committee considers certain payments that 
pose a significant risk to the tax base, because they allow otherwise tax-
able income to be characterised as non-taxable capital receipts. They are 
payments for restrictive covenants involving services, inducement pay-
ments and certain contributions to capital expenditure. Characterising 
these payments as capital operates against the government’s strategy for 
a broad-base, low-rate tax system, and creates a risk which is particularly 
acute in cases of personal exertion, as exemplified by the recent deci-
sions in Henwood v CIR64 and CIR v Fraser.65 Such cases seem to afford 
taxpayers the opportunity to characterise otherwise taxable income from 
services as tax-free capital receipts. In the government’s 1998 December 
Economic and Fiscal Update, the tax treatment of payments for restric-
tive covenants and lease inducement payments is included in the list of 
unquantified fiscal risks. It states that the government is considering 

64 (1995) 17 NZTC 12,271 
65 (1996) 17 NZTC 12,607 
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policy measures to ensure that these amounts are treated as taxable in-
come. 

3.3 It may not be possible to address the opportunities for characteri-
sation of these payments as capital without modifying the boundary be-
tween capital and revenue. This could entail a choice between two policy 
positions, that is, either maintaining the existing tax base, or maintaining 
the existing capital-revenue boundary. 

3.4 Another aspect of the capital-revenue distinction was raised in 
submissions by the Investment Savings and Insurance Association of 
New Zealand, that is, on which side of the capital-revenue boundary do 
investment gains of collective investment vehicles lie. The committee 
has had insufficient time to consider the issues raised in these submis-
sions fully, but because of their importance, the submissions themselves 
appear in appendix 8. The committee recommends that Ministers should 
ask officials to evaluate these submissions, and report on the policy and 
remedial implications of addressing the concerns raised and the meas-
ures that can be implemented to address such matters. The committee 
considers that the issues identified by the Association are serious. They 
cause distortions to New Zealand’s savings and investment practices, 
and should be addressed at an early date. 

Services-related payments  
3.5 This section deals primarily with payments for covenants in re-
straint of trade in cases involving personal exertion. Because they share 
some of the same characteristics, inducement payments that are related 
to status are also discussed in this section. 

3.6 People sometimes accept payment in consideration for a restric-
tion on their ability to perform services. The courts have often held that 
such payments are non-taxable as capital in the hands of the recipient. 

3.7 In Henwood v CIR, 66 the taxpayer appeared in two television ad-
vertisements for a biscuit manufacturer. He received two payments to-
talling $42,500 and did not return either of these payments as taxable 
income. Following an Inland Revenue Department audit, both payments 
were assessed as income from acting services. The taxpayer objected, 
stating that only $5,000 was income and the remaining $37,500 was a 
capital payment in consideration for his agreement to a restraint of trade. 

66 (1995) 17 NZTC 12,271 
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The restraint of trade prohibited the taxpayer from promoting any biscuit 
or confectionery products in competition with the manufacturer during a 
specified period. 

3.8 The Taxation Review Authority found that the taxpayer had re-
ceived $5,000 for acting services and $37,500 for the restraint of trade. 
On appeal to the High Court, McGechan J held that both payments were 
received for acting services and were not referable to the restraint of 
trade. The Court of Appeal, by a majority, restored the decision at first 
instance, confirming the taxpayer’s treatment of the payment. McKay J, 
dissenting, preferred the approach of the High Court, and considered that 
the restrictive covenant in the contract was properly to be seen as an es-
sential component of the taxpayer’s income-earning process. 

3.9 The issue in Henwood was whether $37,500 of the $42,500 
payment (that is, 88 per cent of the total remuneration) was a payment in 
restraint of trade and as such a non-assessable capital payment, or 
whether it was a payment for acting services and taxable income. Alt-
hough the taxpayer was effectively prevented only from making biscuit 
or sweet advertisements for one other manufacturer of such products in 
New Zealand, the court found ‘a sufficiently substantial intrusion on the 
future exercise of the appellant’s profession to constitute an affair of 
capital’. 

3.10 In CIR v Fraser,67 the taxpayer agreed to present a series of 
commercials for a bank. The taxpayer’s services were hired through his 
own company. A payment of $25,000 was made to induce the taxpayer 
to enter into the contract, and in addition, payments totalling $140,000 
over a three-year period were made restraining him from advertising or 
endorsing any other product during the term of the contract or its re-
newal. The taxpayer treated the inducement and restraint of trade pay-
ments as capital receipts. The Commissioner assessed these sums as in-
come and the taxpayer objected. 

3.11 The High Court found that the inducement offered and the pay-
ments in restraint had caused the taxpayer to leave his position as a cur-
rent affairs journalist and to take up the bank’s advertising campaign. It 
was imperative for the bank that the taxpayer should be restrained from 
offering his advertising services to others and from presenting other tele-

67 (1996) 17 NZTC 12,607 
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vision programmes during the advertising campaign. The payments were 
intended as compensation for the restraint on the taxpayer’s activities. 
The taxpayer had given up a substantial part of his potential income-
earning activities in return for the payments, which were classified on 
capital account and not assessable. This decision was upheld by the 
Court of Appeal. 

3.12 A status-related inducement payment is the consideration paid 
when a person gives up his or her previous status or position and enters a 
new contract of or for services. A line of United Kingdom case law holds 
that such payments are not assessable. For example, a payment made to a 
barrister to become an employee of a company was held not to be an as-
sessable emolument from employment. Instead, the payment was con-
sidered compensation for the barrister giving up his status and position 
as a practitioner at the Bar.68 

3.13 In Fraser, a payment was made to compensate the taxpayer for 
the loss of his career opportunities as a result of his entering into the 
agreement with the bank and for the risk he took in doing so. Such pay-
ments are perhaps the only employment-related inducement payments 
that are not covered by the definition of ‘monetary remuneration’ in sec-
tion OB 1 of the Income Tax Act 1994. 

3.14 Considerable potential exists for the decisions in Henwood and 
Fraser to be exploited to the detriment of the revenue. Some tax advisers 
have suggested that the decisions provide a precedent for taxpayers to 
characterise payments for services as non-taxable capital receipts. The 
payer may also be able to deduct these payments, if they are a regular 
incident of business, as could be the case with an advertising firm. 

3.15 In these cases, taxpayers receive a sum of money in return for 
entering into a contract that incorporates different elements, such as pro-
viding acting services and agreeing to a restraint of trade. Once the total 
fee for a contract containing both capital and revenue items has been 
struck, the apportionment of receipts between the different elements can 
be highly sensitive to tax considerations. Taxpayers will want to maxi-
mise tax-free capital receipts, and minimise taxable revenue receipts. At 
present, the Inland Revenue Department and the courts are poorly placed 
to respond, except in the most extreme cases. 

68 Vaughan-Neil v Inland Revenue Commissioners (1979) STC 644 
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3.16 This incentive highlights an issue of enforcement for the Inland 
Revenue Department. Payments in restraint are prevalent in the enter-
tainment, modelling, sports and advertising industries. If this practice 
were to spread to other industries, the resources required to determine 
whether a payment is correctly characterised as a payment in restraint or 
is merely part of the recipient’s ordinary remuneration would have to be 
increased.  

3.17 The decisions in Henwood and Fraser are likely to promote the 
use of payments in restraints of trade. This use would pose a significant 
risk to the tax base representing income from personal exertion, which 
comprises 75 per cent of the total income tax base. 

3.18 In the absence of legislative change, the courts would be left to 
develop principles through case law. Considering the risk to the income 
tax base, the committee prefers a legislative solution. This solution 
would necessarily involve bringing to tax some forms of capital receipts. 
It is not clear that a legislative response could be limited to restrictive 
covenants for personal services, because it would be possible to charac-
terise the payment as another form of capital receipt, for example, a 
payment for the sale of shares in a company which held the restrictive 
covenant over the taxpayer. Any legislation targeting services-related 
payments in restraint would need to be buttressed by anti-avoidance 
rules to prevent it being circumvented by such arrangements. 

3.19 A legislative solution would reduce compliance and administra-
tive costs, because taxpayers would have greater certainty in the taxation 
of income from services. Taxpayers would no longer expend resources 
on characterising income from services as tax-free capital receipts, and 
Inland Revenue Department investigators would not incur the costs of 
identifying such arrangements. 

3.20 In the United Kingdom, the legislation treats payments made un-
der restrictive covenants relating to employment contracts entered into 
after 8 June 1988 as taxable emoluments from employment.69 This prec-
edent could be considered for New Zealand, although in the United 
Kingdom the legislation is supported by the comprehensive taxation of 
capital gains. 

69 Section 313, Income and Corporation Taxes Act 1988 (UK) 
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3.21 In conclusion, the decisions in Henwood and Fraser illustrate the 
point that service contracts, both employment contracts and contracts for 
services, are particularly sensitive to tax considerations. There is an in-
centive for taxpayers to structure their remuneration so as to maximise 
tax-free capital receipts and minimise taxable revenue receipts. It is the 
element of substitutability in service contracts that gives rise to concerns 
about the protection of the tax base, because existing case law gives tax-
payers considerable latitude to characterise otherwise taxable income 
from services as tax-free capital receipts. Because a payment in restraint 
of trade and a payment for services are closely substitutable, the capital-
revenue boundary that distinguishes these payments, with very different 
tax consequences, is vulnerable to manipulation. From the perspective of 
tax policy, it is undesirable to have a boundary between close substitutes. 

3.22 The committee considers that in cases involving personal exer-
tion, all payments in restraint of trade and status-related inducement 
payments should be taxable and recommends that the government 
should consider legislation to ensure their assessability. These amend-
ments would need to include anti-avoidance rules to prevent their cir-
cumvention. 

Lease inducement payments 
3.23 Lease inducement payments are an example of payments re-
ceived in business for which claims of a capital character are made. In 
Wattie v CIR,70 the court considered whether lease inducement payments 
are taxable in New Zealand. The issue was whether a cash payment of $5 
million, made as an inducement to an accounting firm to enter into a 12-
year lease of new office premises in Auckland, was a capital receipt. 

3.24 In the High Court,71 the Commissioner argued that the receipt 
was assessable as income from a business on several grounds. First, the 
receipt was a subsidy against the non-market level of rental which the 
firm was committed to pay under the lease. Secondly, the receipt was 
assessable as a gain arising as an incident of the carrying on of the firm’s 
business, on the authority of a line of Australian Federal Court decisions 
beginning with the decision in FCT v Cooling.72 Thirdly, the receipt was 

70 (1997) 18 NZTC 13,297 
71 (1996) 17 NZTC 12,712 
72 (1990) 22 FCR 42 
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assessable as a profit-making scheme under the principle laid down by 
the High Court of Australia in FCT v Myer Emporium.73 

3.25 In the High Court, Fisher J held in favour of the Commissioner 
on the first ground. The rental provided for in the lease was purely 
nominal, and the ‘true’ rent payable under the composite arrangement 
represented by the lease and deed collateral documents could be arrived 
at only by taking into account the $5 million benefit provided by the les-
sor to the partnership. Fisher J found as a fact that a market rental for the 
leased premises was arrived at only if all benefits received by the firm, 
including the $5 million payment, were set off against the nominal 
rental. Applying the test in Hallstroms74 and BP Australia,75 Fisher J 
concluded that the $5 million was effectively a rent subsidy and, there-
fore, a revenue receipt. Fisher J did not accept the second of the Com-
missioner’s arguments, declining to follow the Federal Court of Austral-
ia in Cooling, and did not find it necessary to examine the Commis-
sioner’s third submission on Myer Emporium. 

3.26 By a majority, the Court of Appeal reversed the decision in the 
High Court.76 The Court of Appeal held that the receipt was derived on 
capital account because it had been received by the partnership in asso-
ciation with its entry into a long-term lease. The lease was on capital ac-
count and the receipt took a similar character. The court agreed with 
Fisher J that the gain did not arise as an incident of the carrying on of the 
firm’s business, and the Cooling line of cases, therefore, had no applica-
tion. The correctness of the decision in Cooling was doubted. Finally, the 
court held that the decision of the High Court of Australia in Myer Em-
porium was no more than a restatement of the principle applying to the 
assessability of a gain arising from an adventure in the nature of trade. 
On the facts in Wattie, the Court of Appeal held that it was impossible to 
say that any ‘gain’ had been derived by the firm. The payment amounted 
to a negative premium and was a capital item in the same way as a pay-
ment by a lessee to obtain surrender of its lease. 

3.27 Thomas J, dissenting, held that the sum was paid to the account-
ing firm to procure the firm’s agreement to pay rent at a figure substan-
tially in excess of the market rent. As no capital asset was disposed of by 

73 (1987) 163 CLR 199 
74 Hallstroms Pty Ltd v FCT (1946) 72 CLR 634 
75 BP Australia Ltd v FCT [1966] AC 224 
76 (1997) 18 NZTC 13,297 
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the firm in consideration for the receipt, he considered that any analogy 
between the receipt and a negative premium was ill-founded. 

3.28 On appeal to the Privy Council, the Commissioner sought to re-
verse the Court of Appeal judgment on two grounds; first, that the re-
ceipt represented a subsidy or offset against the above-market level of 
rental payable by the partnership under the lease and on that basis was 
assessable income derived from the carrying on of a business. Alterna-
tively, the Commissioner argued that the receipt was assessable as a gain 
arising from a venture entered into in part for the purpose of profit-
making. 

3.29 The taxpayer’s argument in Wattie can be expressed in one 
proposition, namely, that when a lease is a capital asset, lump sum pay-
ments made or received in relation to the acquisition, disposition or 
modification of that lease, are capital and are neither assessable nor de-
ductible. As the payment received by the taxpayer related to the acquisi-
tion of a capital asset of the business, the payment was, therefore, a 
capital receipt. 

3.30 The Privy Council upheld the decision of the Court of Appeal.77 
Although the payment was commercially, financially and mathematic-
cally linked to the rental payments, it was a premium, and premium 
payments have always been recognised as capital rather than revenue. 
The court followed the reasoning in British Insulated and Helsby Cables 
Ltd,78 that when an advantage for the enduring benefit of the trade is 
brought into existence, the expenditure is properly attributable to capital. 

3.31 As with services-related payments in restraint, the tax-free status 
of lease inducement payments poses a risk to the tax base. Accepting 
that lease inducement payments would be deductible to a commercial 
lessor, as in Wattie, there is an incentive for parties to leasing contracts 
to arbitrage the tax cash value of non-assessable but deductible lease in-
ducement payments. This arbitrage opportunity means that the appor-
tionment of receipts between different but readily substitutable elements, 
for example, between inducement payment and rent, can be highly sen-
sitive to tax considerations. 

77 (1998) 18 NZTC 13,991 
78 [1926] AC 205 at 213 
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3.32 The committee, therefore, recommends that the government 
should consider legislative reform to make lease inducement payments 
taxable. Canada has enacted legislation to make lease inducement pay-
ments assessable in section 12(1)(x) of its Income Tax Act. This legisla-
tion may provide a worthwhile model for New Zealand. 

Certain capital contribution payments 
3.33 Taxpayers incurring capital expenditure in their business some-
times receive a contribution to that expenditure from another person. 
Under existing case law, that contribution is not assessable to the recipi-
ent. Moreover, the recipient is entitled to full depreciation deductions for 
that expenditure. For example, say a utility company receives a payment 
from a major power consumer in return for which it removes an above-
ground transmission line supplying that consumer and replaces it with an 
underground transmission line. Under a separate power supply contract, 
the consumer is supplied power at a lower price than it would have been 
charged if it had not made the contribution to the utility company’s 
capital expenditure on the replacement transmission line. For the pur-
poses of the example, the utility company is in the business of supplying 
power and not in the business of dealing in transmission lines. 

3.34 The contribution from the power consumer has the character of 
capital in the hands of the utility company, and is not taxable under sec-
tion CD 5 of the Income Tax Act 1994. This treatment is based on the 
principle established in Boyce v Whitwick Colliery Company Ltd,79 that a 
receipt contractually required to be applied by the recipient to a capital 
purpose has a capital nature. In addition, as the utility company is not in 
the business of constructing or otherwise dealing in transmission lines, 
the contribution by the consumer is not taxable under section CD 3. 

3.35 In CIR v City Motor Services Ltd; CIR v Napier Motors Ltd,80 the 
Court of Appeal found the relevant contribution receipt to be capital. In 
City Motors, the oil company contributed to the cost of constructing the 
taxpayer’s new premises. The money was paid directly to the contractors 
doing the work. In Napier Motors, the oil company paid the taxpayer 
half the cost of moving petrol pumps inside the taxpayer’s premises as 
required by the city council. In both cases, having regard to the origin 
and purpose of the contributions voluntarily made by the oil companies 

79 (1934) 18 TC 655 
80 [1969] NZLR 1010 
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towards the cost of improving the capital assets of the taxpayers, the 
court found that the payments made were not profits or gains derived 
from the current operation of the taxpayers’ businesses and were, there-
fore, not assessable. Turner J noted that before an amount could be tax-
able as income from a business there must be something more than 
merely a receipt arising as a result of the fact that the company was car-
rying on business. He held that the statutory language ‘from the busi-
ness’ must mean ‘from the current operations of the business’. 

3.36 Case law, then, supports the view that receipts that are contractu-
ally required to be expended on capital assets, or which reimburse capital 
expenditure, are of a capital nature. The factors taken into account are 
that a benefit accrues to the payer, and that the expenditure incurred is at 
the request of the payer, even when a benefit also accrues to the recipi-
ent. Provided the benefit is not derived from the current operations of 
business, the receipt will not be on revenue account. With composite 
agreements, containing both revenue and capital elements, provided an 
amount can be attributed to the capital component, that amount will be 
of a capital nature. 

3.37 In the example used above, assuming first, that the utility com-
pany acquires the transmission lines for the dominant purpose of using 
them for transmissions as part of its principal business activity, and sec-
ondly, that the dominant purpose of devising or entering into the contract 
is not profit-making, the payment by the power consumer to the utility 
company will not be taxable under any of the three limbs of section 
CD 4. The cost price for depreciation purposes for the expenditure in-
curred by the utility company in relocating its transmission lines is not 
reduced by the amount of the contribution by the power consumer. 

3.38 As with services-related and lease inducement payments, the 
capital contribution and power supply payments received by the utility 
company are close substitutes. The fact that placement of these payments 
falls on either side of the capital-revenue boundary means that taxpayers 
may approach the issue of apportionment between these items bearing in 
mind the tax consequences. 

3.39 This is an example of what seems to be a general principle that 
payments for conducting a business in a certain manner are likely to be 
tax-free. The committee suggests that any legislative reform would need 
to consider issues in this context. 

3.40 The committee notes that contributions of this type would be 
taxable under section 12(1)(x) of the Canadian Income Tax Act, which 
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brings to tax all amounts received by a taxpayer in the course of earning 
income from a business or property as a contribution towards the cost of 
property or towards an outlay or expense. 

3.41 In conclusion, the committee believes that it is not possible to 
address tax base maintenance concerns without modifying the existing 
capital-revenue boundary. It could, therefore, be necessary for the gov-
ernment to choose between two positions, that is, either maintaining the 
existing tax base, or maintaining the existing capital-revenue boundary. 
The existing tax base is a matter of policy. The boundary between capital 
and revenue is more a matter of an historical accretion of judicial deci-
sions. 

3.42 The committee notes that the Income Tax Act 1994 already taxes 
a number of payments that are on the capital side of the judicially de-
lineated boundary, such as redundancy payments and consideration re-
ceived for the sale of patent rights. Reform along the lines proposed 
would complement the government’s commitment to a broad-base, low-
rate tax system. The committee, therefore, recommends that payments 
for restrictive covenants involving services, inducement payments, cer-
tain capital contribution payments, and other similar payments should be 
taxable. 
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Introduction 
4.1 The committee has some concerns regarding tax-exempt organi-
sations. These are first, the appropriateness of the current broad tax ex-
emption for charities and other non-profit organisations; secondly, the 
ability of tax-exempt organisations to earn business income free of tax, 
giving them a competitive advantage over other business operators; and 
finally, the exemption from taxation in certain circumstances of compen-
sation paid to employees of certain charities and tax-exempt organisa-
tions. There is a fourth concern: exploitation of the charitable exemption 
in order to create asymmetrical tax avoidance schemes that permit arbi-
trage between taxpayers and tax-exempt entities. The committee ad-
dresses this concern at para 6.115. 

4.2 The government assists some organisations that act for the bene-
fit of the public by exempting them from income tax. These organisa-
tions are generally charities under the common law definition, and pro-
vide services which would otherwise be under-supplied in a free market, 
and might need to be supplied directly by the government. Examples in-
clude health care and education. In some circumstances, this assistance 
has been achieved by exempting private sector suppliers from income 
tax. 

Scope of the tax exemption 
4.3 The exemption for charitable and other tax-exempt entities is 
provided largely by section CB 4 of the Income Tax Act 1994. This ex-
emption includes: 
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Non-business income derived by a trust, society or institution 
established exclusively for charitable purposes. 
Business income derived by such a charitable body, subject to 
certain exceptions. 
Income derived by an amateur sports body.  
Income derived by a veterinary club or a herd improvement soci-
ety. 
Income derived by any society or association established sub-
stantially or primarily for the purpose either of promoting or en-
couraging approved scientific or industrial research or for adver-
tising, beautifying, or developing any local areas so as to attract 
trade, tourists or population. 

4.4 The committee has some specific concerns with certain tax-
exempt entities, namely sports bodies, and sick, accident or death bene-
fits funds. 

Amateur sports bodies 
4.5 A principle of income tax law states that taxpayers cannot profit 
from trading with themselves. This concept, known as the mutuality 
principle, has been extended to clubs and other associations trading with 
their members. In keeping with this principle, the taxable income of such 
bodies should not include receipts from members, such as subscriptions 
and donations, or income from the sale of goods to members. 

4.6 The application of the mutuality principle is, however, affected 
by statute. Section HF 1 of the Income Tax Act 1994 abolishes this prin-
ciple unless rebates are provided to the members in proportion to their 
dealings with the relevant bodies. It is the impression of the committee 
that tax practice may at times be at variance with this statutory provision. 

4.7 Section CB 4(1)(h) provides a tax exemption for income derived 
by ‘any society or association … established substantially or primarily 
for the purpose of promoting any amateur game or sport if that game or 
sport is conducted for the recreation or entertainment of the general pub-
lic’. The committee is concerned that this exemption is being applied 
more widely than would appear to be allowed under the statute. 

4.8 Considering that private sporting bodies generally provide a 
service that benefits only their members rather than the general public as 
is required under the statute, and that sporting bodies that provide sport 
for public entertainment are generally commercial and profitable opera-
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tions, the committee questions whether the current application of this tax 
exemption is too wide. The committee notes that a better approach to 
amateur sports bodies may be to tax them on their net income, subject to 
the general de minimis rule in section DJ 17, which is designed to reduce 
compliance costs by providing that those non-profit bodies with net in-
come below $1,000 need not file a tax return. 

4.9 The committee recommends that the government should review 
the law and the practice of granting the exemption and determine 
whether the practice of granting the exemption is consistent with the law, 
and whether the law is consistent with the policy intent. If inconsistency 
is found, the government should rectify the law and the practice in ac-
cordance with the policy.  

4.10 In other words, if the policy is that the exemption should apply to 
private sports clubs, as it appears to apply in practice, the law should be 
redrafted appropriately. If the policy is that the exemption should apply 
only to organisations providing sport for the benefit of the public, as the 
law is drafted, the practice of granting the exemption should be applied 
consistently with that policy. 

4.11 The committee also recommends that the threshold in section 
DJ 17 should be reviewed to ascertain whether this threshold is suffi-
ciently high enough to meet its objective of reducing compliance costs.  

Sick, accident or death benefit funds 
4.12 The committee has concerns with another tax-exempt entity, the 
sick, accident or death benefit fund (SAD fund). Income derived by a 
SAD fund is exempt from tax under section CB 5(1)(i).81 SAD funds are 
defined in section CB 5(2) as funds established for the benefit of the em-
ployees of any employer, or the members of any incorporated society, 
and the surviving spouses and dependants of any such employees and 
members. 

4.13 The income tax exemption for SAD funds is anomalous in terms 
of current tax policy. In particular, it provides concessions that are not 
available for other forms of savings, such as superannuation funds and 
bank accounts, where tax must be paid on earnings from savings. The 
exemption for SAD funds is also inconsistent with the treatment of in-

81 Not being income derived from any business carried on by, or on behalf of, or for the benefit of the 
trustee. 
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surance policies for protection against sickness, accident or death. The 
earnings on contributions or premiums paid on these insurance policies 
are taxable.  

4.14 The exemption itself is surprisingly open-ended. There is, in fact, 
nothing requiring a SAD fund to be established for protection against 
sickness, accident or death. As noted above, the definition of a SAD 
fund simply refers to any fund established for the benefit of employees 
or members of an incorporated society including surviving spouses and 
dependants. The exemption effectively allows earnings on personal sav-
ings to be exempt from tax. An investment in a SAD fund, therefore, 
confers private benefits. There seems to be no public policy justification 
for the existing exemption of the investment earnings of a SAD fund. 

4.15 The committee recommends that the income tax exemption in 
section CB 5(1)(i) for trustees of SAD funds should be repealed. 

Business income derived by tax-exempt entities 
4.16 Business income derived by charities is exempt from tax under 
section CB 4(1)(e). However, some charities may engage in business 
activities unrelated to the charitable purpose for which they are provided 
a tax exemption. This exemption gives charities a competitive advantage 
over taxpaying business competitors.  

4.17 The committee recommends that the government should review 
the tax treatment of charities and other tax-exempt entities that engage in 
commercial activities unrelated to their purposes. No reason exists in 
principle why business income, unrelated to the core purpose, should not 
be taxed. An unrelated business could include the operation of a manu-
facturing business, but it would not include such business operations as 
hospitals, where the business of the charity is central to its purpose, un-
like business operations used to fund other charitable activities.  

4.18 Contributions, investment income, and income earned from oc-
casional fund-raising activities, even if they are commercial activities 
should not be affected. The proposal should apply only to continuous 
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and regular commercial activities that are not related to the charitable or 
exempt purpose of an entity.82 

4.19 The committee notes that the United States taxes ‘unrelated busi-
ness income’ of exempt organisations. The government may wish to re-
fer to the relevant United States legislation in designing rules for New 
Zealand.  

Compensation of employees of charities and tax-exempt organisations 
4.20 The committee notes that, in certain circumstances, the compen-
sation paid to employees of certain charities and tax-exempt organisa-
tions is not taxed. These instances are first, fringe benefits provided to 
the employees of charitable organisations,83 and secondly, the earnings 
of a superannuation scheme established for the benefit of the employees 
of certain charities.84 

4.21 Both circumstances involve tax exemptions for the income 
earned by, or for the benefit of, employees rather than the tax-exempt 
organisation itself. Employees of tax-exempt organisations are generally 
taxed on their monetary remuneration, as they should be, because that is 
income earned by an individual rather than a charitable organisation. At 
present, the law exempts benefits provided by a charitable organisation 
to its employees from fringe benefit tax. This treatment is unjustified 
because these benefits are a form of compensation to the employees, and 
fringe benefit tax is intended to be a substitute for the income tax that 
would otherwise be paid by the employee, if the fringe benefit were tax-
able as ordinary salary and wages. 

4.22 The committee recommends that the exemption from the fringe 
benefit tax in section CI 1(m) for benefits provided by charitable organi-
sations to their employees should be repealed. 

4.23 The committee notes that in Presbyterian Church of New Zea-
land Beneficiary Fund,85 it was held that income earned on the superan-
nuation scheme of employees of a charity should not be taxed because 

82 The boundary between what income is taxable and what income remains exempt would need to be 
carefully drawn to provide certainty and to achieve the policy objective of the reform. In principle, the 
committee envisages the boundary being drawn between active business income that is unrelated to 
the exempt purpose of an entity and other income. 

83 As defined in section OB 1 (exempt from fringe benefit tax (FBT) under section CI 1 (m)), Income 
Tax Act 1994 

84 Presbyterian Church of New Zealand Beneficiary Fund v CIR (1994) 16 NZTC 11,185 
85 (1994) 16 NZTC 11,185 
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the superannuation scheme furthered the charitable purpose of the em-
ployer. The committee considers that the more important consideration 
in the taxation of superannuation schemes is the fact that income earned 
by the scheme accrues for the benefit of individual employees, which in 
principle should be taxable, notwithstanding the tax-exempt status of the 
employer. As discussed earlier, the government moved some years ago 
to remove the tax benefit from investment in superannuation schemes to 
ensure that they are not favoured over other forms of investment or com-
pensation for the benefit of individuals. 

4.24 The committee recommends that superannuation schemes for 
the benefit of employees should not have charitable status, and therefore, 
the earnings of the superannuation scheme should not be exempt from 
tax. 

4.25 In summary, the committee recommends: 

The law and practice relating to the income tax exemption for 
amateur sports bodies should be reviewed.  
The threshold in section DJ 17 should be reviewed to ascertain 
whether this threshold is sufficiently high enough to meet its ob-
jective of reducing compliance costs. 
The income tax exemption in section CB 5(1)(i) for trustees of 
sick, accident and death benefit funds should be repealed. 
Charities and other tax-exempt entities that engage in commer-
cial activities unrelated to their exempt purpose should be taxed 
on the net income derived from those activities. 
The exemption from fringe benefit tax in section CI 1(m) for 
benefits provided by charitable organisations to their employees 
should be repealed. 
Superannuation schemes for the benefit of employees should not 
be eligible for charitable status. 

4.26 The committee envisages that any initiatives that the government 
may take would proceed through the generic tax policy process. In this 
way affected bodies would have the opportunity to comment. 
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Introduction 
5.1 In this chapter, the committee makes some recommendations for 
reducing compliance costs. The recommendations are not intended to be 
a package of measures, nor to address comprehensively the compliance 
costs associated with a particular tax regime, but are individual measures 
that can be undertaken to reduce compliance costs. Important simplifica-
tion measures, in areas such as tax collection and the issue of disclosure 
obligations, are dealt with in other chapters. Most of the measures noted 
here have arisen from submissions received by the committee.  

5.2 When the committee began to address tax simplification issues, it 
was frequently asked: ‘Why doesn’t the tax system just …’ It is impor-
tant, therefore, that taxpayers and their advisers have a good under-
standing of the reasons why some seemingly attractive propositions are 
unworkable. The answer is to be found in balancing the diverse require-
ments of a modern tax system, which focuses on more than simplicity 
alone. It strives also for equity, low deadweight costs of taxation and 
administrative feasibility. A robust tax system must balance all these 
considerations effectively. In addition, when compliance costs are re-
duced in one area, the costs in another area may increase. For example, 
the PAYE system reduces compliance costs for wage and salary earners, 
but increases the compliance costs for employers.  
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5.3 The committee recognises that compliance costs, even those vol-
untarily incurred, represent a loss of resources that society could employ 
elsewhere. So, for example, the introduction of complex rules for the 
valuation of motor vehicles would be welcomed by employers who 
would likely face a reduced tax bill, because the savings would outweigh 
the cost of asking a tax adviser to undertake the necessary calculations. 
But the dollar the employer considers that he or she is losing in this way 
is of real benefit to society. It is the money used to fund health, educa-
tion and other government services. Moreover, the amount the employer 
spends on increased compliance costs, say in hiring an adviser, repre-
sents a real loss to society. The employer spends money on an activity 
that would not have occurred but for the tax system, and moves re-
sources away from more productive activities. 

5.4 The need to balance such matters has meant that some sugges-
tions for simplification have had to be rejected. Some of these sugges-
tions are nevertheless considered by the committee in this chapter, as the 
reasons for their rejection are important, and the committee hopes that its 
explanation will increase understanding and acceptance of the principles 
underlying the tax system.  

5.5 In addressing concerns on compliance costs, the committee iden-
tified measures that could be justified only as part of a wider simplifica-
tion initiative, with the focus on the collective effect of an overall pack-
age of proposals. The committee has noted this point where relevant in 
this chapter.  

The tax treatment of expenditure on motor vehicles 
5.6 Taxpayers and their advisers spend considerable time and money 
trying to identify and implement the most tax efficient structure for the 
ownership and use of a motor vehicle that is used partly in business, and 
used, or available for use, partly by a proprietor or an employee for their 
personal needs. The outcome will be influenced by such factors as the 
structure used to conduct the business, and the relationship between the 
owner of the vehicle and the person using the vehicle. The treatment af-
fects the calculation of income tax, fringe benefit tax (FBT), goods and 
services tax (GST), and, indirectly, the accident compensation levy. 
Clearly, the fact that there are different ways of doing things adds to 
compliance costs and also represents a deadweight cost to the economy. 
The Inland Revenue Department is reviewing this situation at present, 
and the committee supports this work. 
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5.7 The committee recommends that the government should de-
velop a universal approach to the tax treatment of motor vehicles. The 
policy that is developed and enacted should balance fiscal needs, equity 
between taxpayers, and compliance costs. The aim should be to ensure 
that, regardless of legal structure and ownership, the tax outcome is the 
same. 

Fringe benefit tax 
5.8 An employer who provides a motor vehicle for an employee pays 
FBT on the annual taxable value of a motor vehicle that is used, or is 
available for use, by that employee. The benefits to the employee lie in 
both the availability and the use of that vehicle. The value of those bene-
fits is determined at 24 per cent of the GST-inclusive cost of the motor 
vehicle. When that rate was set,86 it reflected the average cost of owning 
and operating a vehicle. The calculation was based on 16,000 kilometres 
per annum of vehicle usage over a five-year period.87 A range of options 
was considered and was concluded that a formula-based approach was 
the most appropriate. The value of the benefits was intended to be based 
on the costs an employee would have incurred if the employee had 
bought and run the motor vehicle. 

5.9 The submissions made to the committee exemplify that the pri-
mary concern is not so much the percentage rate to be applied, although, 
on occasions, this rate is said to be too high, but the fact that the rate of 
24 per cent is applied each year to the original cost of the asset. This fact 
is perceived by many to be unfair. 

5.10 The concerns expressed are largely based on a lack of under-
standing of the assumptions made in setting the rate. The committee con-
siders that taxpayers need to understand why the present rate continues 
to apply, and why it remains appropriate to use the cost price of the mo-
tor vehicle as the base value each year.  

5.11 There are a range of circumstances that could be taken into ac-
count in determining the base value of a motor vehicle for FBT pur-
poses. Among these are the annual levels of total mileage, the proportion 
of business use to private use, the different ratios of vehicle annual oper-

86 The rate of 24 per cent was proposed in the Report of the Task Force on Tax Reform (the McCaw 
Report), April 1982, pages 152-160. 

87 This calculation assumes a depreciating motor vehicle value averaged over the five-year period. 
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ating costs to vehicle cost prices, the period of vehicle ownership, al-
teration in the level of expenditure through differing vehicle retention 
periods or higher or lower usage factors, and the different funding pat-
terns and funding cost structures. 

5.12 Taking all such factors into account would significantly increase 
compliance costs. The tax system would be chasing an increasing accu-
racy, relevant only to the group of taxpayers that sees the benefit from 
the additional complexity. Each marginal increase in accuracy achieved 
by incorporating one of these factors would increase compliance costs 
for all. While the FBT payable by some would be reduced, the change 
would increase the tax paid by others. 

5.13 The committee considers that a case in equity might possibly be 
made for a reduction in the value of employee-related benefits from the 
use of a motor vehicle when the employer could demonstrate that the 
incidence of private use on particular days, or over time was relatively 
minimal. However, the committee has noted that under present govern-
ment policy, ‘availability for private use’ is one of the criteria. The 
committee considers that this issue should be absorbed into the depart-
ment’s work on a universal treatment of the private benefits enjoyed by 
individuals in relation to business motor vehicles. 

5.14 Based on Table 3 as shown, the factor of 24 per cent is consid-
ered to be in the right order. Overall, the committee finds the global 
‘percentage of cost’ approach a satisfactory compromise, taking into ac-
count the fact that the motor vehicle may also be used for business pur-
poses. Table 3 includes an interest charge representing the opportunity 
cost of the capital committed to the motor vehicle. This charge is calcu-
lated on the basis of a capital outlay equivalent to the third year value of 
the motor vehicle, including charges such as insurance, and the interest 
the car owner would have received if that money had been invested in a 
bank. When an employer provides a motor vehicle, the new cost of the 
vehicle is the more appropriate measure of the capital outlay. This value 
continues to apply each year because the employee is not contributing to 
the reduction in the amount borrowed to purchase the motor vehicle. A 
more appropriate interest charge in this case would be the employee’s 
cost of borrowing to buy that motor vehicle. At present, 10 per cent per 
annum would not be inappropriate. The results of this approach are dis-
played in Table 4. Again the results confirm the 24 per cent factor is not 
excessive.  
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TABLE 3: CAR RUNNING COSTS  
(based on 12,000 kilometres) 

   (Based on figures from the March 1998 issue of the Automobile Association magazine Directions)88 

Vehicle engine size to 1300 cc 1300–1600 cc 1600–2000 cc over 2000 cc 

Original cost $21,193 $26,809 $35,063 $42,116 
Fixed costs per year (incl depreciation) $4,588 $5,639 $7,176 $8,484 
Running cost per kilometre ¢/l 16.0 17.1 18.9 22.1 
Cost per year 
 Annual kilometres plus fixed costs 
 8,000 $5,868 
 12,000 $6,508 
 16,000 $7,148 
 20,000 $7,788 

 24,000 $8,428 

 
 

$7,007 
$7,691 
$8,375 
$9,059 
$9,743 

 
 

$8,688 
$9,444 

$10,200 
$10,956 
$11,712 

 
 

$10,252 
$11,136 
$12,020 
$12,904 
$13,788 

Cost per year cost as a percentage of original cost 
 Annual kilometres 
 8,000 27.7 
 12,000 30.7 
 16,000 33.7 
 20,000 36.7 

 24,000 39.8 

 
 

26.1 
28.7 
31.2 
33.8 
36.3 

 
 

24.8 
26.9 
29.1 
31.2 
33.4 

 
 

24.3 
26.4 
28.5 
30.6 
32.7 

FBT rate 24% 24% 24% 24% 
 88 1982 equivalent summaried from McCaw Report 
    Annual kilometres 
     16,000 N/A 43.5 

 
 

40.9 

 
 

35.6 

TABLE 4: CAR RUNNING COSTS INCLUDING FULL FUNDING COST 
(Based on figures from the March 1998 issue of the Automobile Association magazine, Directions, modified 
to include full funding cost) 

Vehicle engine size to 1300 cc 1300–1600 cc 1600–2000 cc over 2000 cc 

Original cost $21,193 $26,809 $35,063 $42,116 
Fixed costs per year (incl depreciation) $5,558 $6,879 $8,813 $10,461 
Running cost per kilometre ¢/l 16.0 17.1 18.9 22.1 
Cost per year 
 Annual kilometres plus fixed costs 
 8,000 $6,838 
 12,000 $7,478 
 16,000 $8,118 
 20,000 $8,758 

 24,000 $9,398 

 
 

$8,247 
$8,931 
$9,615 

$10,299 
$10,983 

 
 

$10,325 
$11,081 
$11,837 
$12,593 
$13,349 

 
 

$12,229 
$13,113 
$13,997 
$14,881 
$15,765 

Cost per year cost as a percentage of original cost 
 Annual kilometres 
 8,000 32.3 
 12,000 35.3 
 16,000 38.3 
 20,000 41.3 

 24,000 44.3 

 
 

30.8 
33.3 
35.9 
38.4 
41.0 

 
 

29.4 
31.6 
33.8 
35.9 
38.1 

 
 

29.0 
31.1 
33.2 
35.3 
37.4 
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5.15 The committee undertook a number of other calculations based 
on motor vehicle use from 6,000 to 20,000 kilometres per annum to en-
sure the validity of the 24 per cent rate. These calculations also con-
firmed the committee’s position that the 24 per cent factor is broadly 
right. Some who made submissions to the committee identified matters 
for which they considered relief should be available. Even taking these 
into account, 24 per cent of the cost price remains an appropriate value 
for FBT purposes. 

5.16 The law at present necessarily takes a broad-brush approach, and 
although not accepted by some, it remains an effective compromise be-
tween compliance costs and accuracy. The committee is satisfied that, on 
the basis of present government policies, the rate of 24 per cent that is 
applied each year to the original cost of the motor vehicle should not be 
changed. The committee recommends that there should be no change in 
the present formula for calculating the value of the fringe benefit of a 
motor vehicle. 

5.17 The committee also recommends that the Inland Revenue De-
partment should publish in the Tax Information Bulletin a full and in-
formative explanation of the rationale underlying the use of the factor of 
24 per cent of the original GST-inclusive cost price as a method for de-
termining the base fringe benefit value of a motor vehicle.  

GST on fringe benefits 
5.18 A common omission made by small businesses is to forget to 
account for GST on certain fringe benefits, for example, subsidised 
goods provided to employees. This error is often identified only on audit 
and it can result in the imposition of penalties. While it may be the tax-
payer’s fault, the tax system should be designed to minimise the possibil-
ity of this type of omission. For this reason, the committee recom-
mends that GST on fringe benefits should be returned on the FBT return 
rather than the GST return.  

Use of money interest 
5.19 When the annual level of gross tax deductions and specified su-
perannuation contribution withholding tax deductions does not exceed 
$100,000, an employer may elect to account annually for FBT. When 
this measure was enacted the government considered it necessary that 
the cash flow advantage that had been provided along with the reduction 
in compliance costs should be balanced by an interest charge. However, 
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this charge caused many employers with a low annual level of fringe 
benefits to decline to adopt the option of annual returns.  

5.20 The committee considers that taxpayers who pay fringe benefit 
tax annually should be allowed to prepare an annual FBT return, and to 
make annual FBT payments without incurring an interest charge on de-
ferred payment. 

5.21 Research undertaken by the Inland Revenue Department indi-
cates that taxpayers see the use of money interest provisions as a disin-
centive to filing annual returns. Of those employers surveyed who were 
eligible to file annually and did not, 24 per cent indicated that they filed 
returns quarterly to avoid use of money consequences, 23 per cent said 
quarterly filing provided a better cash flow and 19 per cent found it suit-
ed their accounting system. This research suggests that annual filing 
would be more favourably regarded if interest were not charged. 

5.22 Officials advised the committee that the option to pay FBT annu-
ally without incurring an interest charge would reduce compliance costs 
by approximately $240,000, mainly through the completion of only one 
return instead of four returns. They also indicated that administrative 
savings of approximately $34,000 per annum would follow, through re-
ductions in the distribution and processing of FBT returns. 

5.23 The committee noted that removing the interest charge from an-
nual FBT returns is likely to create timing advantages for employers who 
file annually. It may also be an incentive to those employers to provide 
employees with fringe benefits rather than providing monetary remu-
neration, and could also indirectly affect the government’s income sup-
port measures. 

5.24 Balancing these concerns is the statutory ceiling, which limits the 
potential for abuse. The overall monetary cost to the government of the 
deferral associated with annualising FBT payments without interest rec-
ompense is, however, moderately significant. The Inland Revenue De-
partment estimates that the removal of the FBT interest charge would 
cost the revenue approximately $1.25 million per annum. This estimate 
is based on the assumption that all taxpayers who are eligible to file an-
nually will do so.  

5.25 The committee recommends that the matter should be pursued 
in the context of the comprehensive review of the obligations of business 
taxpayers being undertaken at present by the Inland Revenue Depart-
ment. If this review should not result in any reasonable simplification for 
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small taxpayers who pay FBT, the committee recommends that the use 
of money interest charge should not apply to fringe benefit taxpayers 
who pay annually. 

Provisional tax 
5.26 While broadly happy with the provisional tax rules, the commit-
tee identified one matter for consideration. Provisional taxpayers who 
elect to use the safe harbour rules are not charged use of money interest 
on any underpaid provisional tax. Correspondingly, they are not paid 
interest on overpaid provisional tax. However, if such taxpayers file an 
election to estimate their income, they may leave the safe harbour and 
receive use of money interest on overpaid tax. This election may be 
made at any time up to and including the third instalment date. 

5.27 In the committee’s view it is undesirable that the payment of in-
terest on overpaid provisional tax should be determined by such an elec-
tion. The committee considered the cause of this problem and possible 
solutions. 

5.28 Under the provisional tax rules, a safe harbour is provided for 
smaller, less sophisticated taxpayers in order to reduce their compliance 
costs. If the use of money interest provisions applied to them, these tax-
payers would probably incur greater compliance costs in estimating their 
income than the benefit both they and the government would gain from 
more accurate payment. Because the use of money interest rules do not 
apply to taxpayers in the safe harbour, prescriptive rules on the amount 
to be paid at each instalment date are required. Because these rules pro-
duce inaccurate results in some individual cases, taxpayers must have an 
option to leave the safe harbour and to estimate their provisional tax 
payments. 

5.29 One option to deal with this problem would be to restrict taxpay-
ers leaving the safe harbour. However, this restriction would be complex 
in legislative terms, and would also be administratively difficult. A sec-
ond option would be to ensure that interest accrued only from the time of 
making an election to leave the safe harbour. While this option is feasi-
ble, it would result in complex interest calculations, which would in turn 
carry their own administrative and compliance costs. 

5.30 A third option would be to pay interest on all overpaid provi-
sional tax. Interest would be paid whether the notice of election to esti-
mate income was filed or not. While this option would benefit taxpayers, 
it would entail a fiscal cost that would have to be recovered.  
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5.31 The different treatment of taxpayers who opt out of the safe har-
bour and those who remain in the safe harbour comes about through the 
use of two distinct approaches for ensuring payment by provisional tax-
payers. Any measures to integrate these approaches would increase 
compliance costs. Nevertheless, this result is a concern. The committee 
recommends that the government should monitor the number of elec-
tions made, and if most taxpayers are found to be opting out of the safe 
harbour, the government should consider paying interest in all cases of 
overpayment of provisional tax, thus obviating the need for an election. 

Resident withholding tax and back-to-back loans 
5.32 Tax issues arise when a taxpayer borrows funds from a financial 
institution to lend to his or her business or to another entity. The finan-
cial institution making the loan may prefer to lend to the individual 
rather than the company because of the credit risk involved, securing the 
loan over the individual’s private assets. Together, the loan from the 
bank to the individual and the loan from the individual to the company 
are known as a back-to-back loan. In these circumstances, resident with-
holding tax (RWT) can create a cash flow disadvantage for the individu-
al, because the individual is required, in effect, to withhold RWT from 
interest on the loan to the business, but to make gross interest payments 
to the financial institution. The individual must top-up the interest paid 
to the financial institution to the extent of the tax withheld. 

5.33 To address the problems arising from back-to-back loans, the 
legislation at present gives the Commissioner a discretion to provide an 
exemption from deducting RWT. This discretion imposes compliance 
costs and is not comprehensive in nature. For example, only taxpayers 
with RWT credits that are likely to exceed their tax liability by more 
than $500 may apply for a certificate of exemption. Moreover, those ap-
plying for certificates of exemption must provide comprehensive details 
on their circumstances and provide accounts. 

5.34 Considering this position, the committee was inclined towards 
some amendment. However, there are practical difficulties in designing 
such rules, which must at the same time provide the necessary revenue 
protection. The tax system relies on its withholding taxes, principally 
PAYE and RWT. Any measure entailing a risk to the integrity of the 
RWT system must be considered with caution.  

5.35 Weighing both the need to pursue reductions in compliance costs 
and the need to protect the tax base, the committee concludes that suffi-
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cient justification exists for retaining the present treatment of back-to-
back loans. The committee is unable to recommend a change. 

Payment and refunds 

Amalgamation of payment dates 
5.36 There is a proliferation of due dates for payment of taxes, which 
particularly affects small employers. The committee saw some merit in 
considering the amalgamation of due dates. 

5.37 PAYE is payable either monthly on the 20th of the month fol-
lowing the PAYE deduction or, if the aggregate of PAYE and specified 
superannuation contribution withholding tax deductions exceeds 
$100,000, on the 20th of the month and the 5th of the following month. 

5.38 GST is payable either monthly,89 two-monthly, or six monthly.90 
Payment is due on the last day of the month following the end of the tax-
able period.  

5.39 FBT is payable either quarterly or annually, or is aligned with the 
taxpayer’s balance date. Quarterly payments are due on the 20th of the 
month following the end of the quarter. Annual payments are due on 31 
May following the end of the income year. Taxpayers may also elect to 
pay by income year, in the case of a close company, in which case pay-
ment is due on their terminal tax date.  

5.40 Several submissions to the committee identified compliance cost 
benefits that would arise from amalgamating payments. These benefits 
would include taxpayers’ ability to address all tax obligations at one 
time, to write one cheque to cover all liabilities, and to exchange less 
mail with the Inland Revenue Department. Finally, the advantage of 
having one regular payment date would reduce the likelihood of a tax-
payer forgetting to pay and having a late payment penalty imposed. 

5.41 However, the committee has identified some disadvantages for 
businesses. Less frequent, but more significant, tax payments could 
cause cash flow problems with the possible result that businesses with 
poor financial management or accounting systems could experience fi-
nancial difficulties. 

89 Voluntarily, except in the case of registered persons with turnover exceeding $24 million. 
90 Turnover must be less than $250,000. 
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5.42 The degree of reduction in compliance costs that would be 
achieved is also questionable. The situation will differ from taxpayer to 
taxpayer. Compliance cost savings would be most likely for small, and 
small to medium businesses which rely heavily on external tax account-
ing support.  

5.43 Many tax calculations occur regardless of the due dates for pay-
ment of the tax. For example, employers must deduct PAYE each pay-
day from wage and salary payment, irrespective of the date on which it is 
paid to the Inland Revenue Department. Furthermore, if payment dates 
were amalgamated the number of tax returns would be reduced, but each 
return would be more complex. As an amalgamated return would cover 
more than one tax type, additional calculations would be required to en-
sure that the total tax liability equalled the tax payment. The work of 
preparing this amalgamated return, therefore, is peaked rather than 
spread.  

5.44 Additional complexity would result if different individuals were 
required to meet the liability, such as the taxpayer, the taxpayer’s adviser 
and a payroll company. Although, if tax accounting personnel are re-
quired repeatedly to access documents and files at different times over a 
period, some additional compliance costs are also incurred. 

5.45 Balancing these factors cannot be done on a theoretical basis. It 
is an exercise that requires consideration of the preferred approach by all 
those affected – fewer payments but possible cash flow problems against 
more frequent, smaller payments. The committee considers public con-
sultation is necessary. 

5.46 The extent to which the government can separate tax payments 
from the need for information from tax returns is also a matter for con-
sideration. This separation is easier with small, more stable payment pro-
files, such as FBT or duties, than with the larger more variable taxes, 
such as GST. 

5.47 The committee has concluded that it is not possible to make a 
firm recommendation, because of the conflicting factors, but considers 
that a review of existing payment dates and the separation of the flow of 
information from the payment of tax has merit. The committee considers 
that a better overall outcome may be reached by considering the reform 
of payment dates as part of the comprehensive review of the obligations 
of business taxpayers. The committee, therefore, recommends that the 
government should publish a discussion document that sets out the de-
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bate on amalgamating payment dates and the separation of the flow of 
information from the payment of tax to allow informed public consid-
eration of the issues and to provide for public submissions. The com-
mittee also recommends that the discussion document should clearly 
distinguish the needs and concerns of the small, small to medium, and 
large businesses.  

Treatment of payments that fall due on a non-working day 
5.48 Much uncertainty arises over the actual payment date when the 
payment day falls on a weekend. The exception is payment of GST, for 
which the legislation provides that the tax is due on the last working day 
of the month. The committee considers that compliance costs would be 
reduced if a universal statutory rule specifying the due date for payment 
of tax on those occasions when the actual due date occurs on a non-
business day were clearly expressed.  

5.49 The committee considered alternative proposals. First, that for all 
taxes, when the due date does not fall on a working day, the payment 
date should be the last working day before the due date for the tax. Sec-
ondly, that when the due date does not fall on a working day, the due 
date for the tax should move to the first working day after the due date.  

5.50 The first approach does not meet the objective of reducing com-
pliance costs. The confusion resulting from a rule requiring early pay-
ment in some cases could outweigh the benefit of a fixed rule. This ap-
proach is also not particularly intuitive: it assists taxpayers who know 
the legislation, while those unaware of the provision may find them-
selves liable to late payment penalties.  

5.51 The committee considers that the second approach of delayed 
payment has benefits. While it would raise some cash accounting issues 
in years when the GST due date for June moves into July, officials have 
advised the committee that the measure raises no accrual accounting is-
sues. As the government accounts are prepared on an accrual basis, the 
cash accounting issues are not significant. However, this measure would 
result in a revenue cost in terms of the time value of money, mostly ac-
counted for by delays in the government receiving GST payments. Offi-
cials have advised the committee that this cost would amount to ap-
proximately $1 million per annum. It is not possible to quantify the off-
setting compliance costs benefits.  

5.52 The committee believes that in the wider scheme of things, the 
net overall cost of this measure is outweighed by the benefits, and there-
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fore, considers that if the due date for any tax falls on a non-business day 
it should be moved to the next working day. 

5.53 One hurdle to implementation of such a change remains. The In-
land Revenue Department’s computer systems would require relatively 
complex amendment to reflect the date changes, coming at a time when 
the department is extensively involved in implementing the govern-
ment’s initiative to remove the need for wage and salary earners to file 
returns. The committee accordingly recommends that the measure 
should be implemented at the first practical opportunity after completion 
of the systems changes to accommodate the government’s return filing 
changes. This implementation may coincide with the changes arising 
from the initiatives focused on reducing compliance costs for businesses.  

5.54 In summary, therefore, the committee recommends that the gov-
ernment should consider introducing a universal rule that when the due 
date for the payment of tax falls on a non-business day, the due date 
moves to the next working day. The committee also recommends that 
this measure should be implemented at the first practical opportunity.  

Payment of refunds 
5.55 The Inland Revenue Department’s systems include a computer 
program to ensure that overpaid tax is not refunded to a taxpayer if the 
taxpayer has an outstanding debt in relation to another tax type. How-
ever, the transaction entries required by this program can result in com-
pliance costs for taxpayers with different tax types with little, if any, re-
duction in the risk faced by the Commissioner. This problem mainly af-
fects larger corporations. 

5.56 The committee considers that the Commissioner should use some 
discretion in the application of this policy. The committee understands 
that the relevant program is fundamental to the system, and that any 
modification allowing the use of discretion in individual cases would 
impose administrative costs. Although this may be the case, this system 
does place a burden on affected taxpayers.  

5.57 The committee recommends that the Inland Revenue Depart-
ment should consider this matter with a view to finding and implement-
ing a solution. The committee considers that the resolution of this prob-
lem should be addressed as part of the package of tax simplification 
measures at present under consideration.  
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5.58 The Commissioner is required by section 6(2)(c) of the Tax Ad-
ministration Act 1994 to extend equal treatment to all taxpayers. With 
this is mind, it may be appropriate to amend the law to allow the Com-
missioner to enter into arrangements with particular taxpayers. For ex-
ample, in cases where the Commissioner considers that there may be an 
unacceptable element of risk if the existing policy is not applied, and yet 
accepts that it makes good sense to address the issue administratively in 
the interest of reducing compliance and administrative costs, the Com-
missioner should be able to ask the particular taxpayer to provide an ap-
propriate insurance bond to cover the perceived revenue risk. 

5.59 The committee recommends that the routine practice of apply-
ing refunds to meet outstanding debts should be modified to allow dis-
cretion in its application. The committee accepts the recommendation of 
officials that this change should be considered during the review of the 
obligations of business taxpayers. 

Release of refunds 
5.60 The committee considered the issue of the release of a refund 
when part of that refund relates to an amount not under dispute. Section 
174A of the Tax Administration Act 1994, provides that part of a GST 
refund relating to a non-disputed matter is not held up pending resolution 
of the dispute. The committee considered expanding this provision to 
cover all taxes. 

5.61 The benefits to taxpayers from extending this approach to taxes 
other than GST would be significant. It would mean that when disputes 
arise over possibly minor matters, there would be no impact on a tax-
payer’s cash flow. Therefore, the committee recommends that the gov-
ernment should consider expanding this provision to provide a refund in 
relation to any tax if: 

the Commissioner considers that there is no risk to the revenue in 
making the refund; 
the taxpayer generally complies with all return and payment ob-
ligations under the relevant legislation; 
the taxpayer is not in material breach of any other tax obligation; 
there is likely to be more than a modest delay in resolving the 
elements of refund subject to dispute;  
the taxpayer is not in default in facilitating the resolution of the 
dispute; and 
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the taxpayer has paid to the Commissioner the amount which is 
subject to the dispute. 

5.62 Finally, to prevent undue administrative costs the committee 
considers that an appropriate minimum threshold should be set. In this 
way, the Commissioner will not be burdened with unwarranted and un-
deserving requests for an interim refund. 

5.63 While supporting the application of the partial refund provision 
to all taxes, the committee notes that there may be complications for in-
come tax. Typically with individuals, difficulties may arise with the pro-
gressive tax rates, varying rebate entitlements, and a range of other ele-
ments (perhaps linked to social policy initiatives) which may require 
separate consideration for any interim refund calculations. For compa-
nies, there are other factors that may be relevant, for example, the inci-
dence of group tax losses and foreign tax credits. There may also be con-
sequential impacts on the activities of other entities, such as partnerships, 
loss transfers from loss attributing qualifying companies and so on. 

5.64 Therefore, for income tax, the committee considers that when the 
other partial refund criteria are met, it would be necessary for the Com-
missioner to have a discretion to authorise a refund to the extent the 
Commissioner considers appropriate. 

5.65 The committee recommends that taxpayers should be able to 
request a refund of an amount of tax not subject to a dispute provided the 
criteria set out in para 5.61 are met. For income tax, a refund would be 
subject to the Commissioner’s discretion as to the calculation of the ap-
propriate amount of refund. 

Depreciation 
5.66 The depreciation rules allow an immediate deduction for prop-
erty acquired for $200 or less. However, the property must be capitalised 
if first, it is purchased from the same supplier at the same time as other 
property to which the same depreciation rate applies, that is a bulk pur-
chase, unless the entire purchase is less than $200 or, secondly, it forms 
part of property that is depreciable, such as refurbishment schemes and 
other capital improvements. 

Increase in low-value asset threshold 
5.67 The committee considered whether the threshold below which 
assets may be written off was too low. The benefit of any increase would 
be a reduction in compliance costs because taxpayers would not have to 
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capitalise and depreciate relatively low-value assets. Reducing the com-
pliance costs associated with the depreciation rules would simplify one 
of the more significant compliance costs associated with preparing an 
income tax return. 

5.68 Some costs would be associated with any increase. First, pro-
viding immediate deductibility for assets of some enduring benefit 
would cause economic distortions. It would result in income being con-
sidered too low in the year of purchase and too high in subsequent years. 
Officials provided the committee with a table, reproduced below, setting 
out the estimated revenue cost of increasing the present $200 threshold 
to $300 or $500. The calculations are approximate, having been com-
piled on the introduction of the present depreciation rules. They also in-
corporate some transitional effects. These costs represent accelerated 
deductions, and are equivalent to the government providing a loan at 
zero interest rate, diminishing in value as the asset should have been cor-
rectly depreciated. These fiscal costs are transitional. In the longer term, 
immediate deductibility would broadly be matched by reductions in de-
preciation claimed. The economic distortions, however, would continue, 
as each low-value asset which should be depreciated qualifies for imme-
diate deductibility. 

TABLE 5: ESTIMATED REVENUE COST 

Write-off  
threshold 

Fiscal  
year 1 

Fiscal  
year 2 

Fiscal  
year 3 

$300 $30m loss $95m loss $41m loss 
$500 $115m loss $405m loss $117m loss 

5.69 Secondly, an option already exists for assets valued between 
$200 and $2,000. This option is the pool method, which provides simpler 
depreciation rules and a compliance cost gain without a great revenue 
cost. However, this gain is less than might first appear, because the rate 
that is applied is the lowest depreciation rate for any asset in a pool. For 
this reason, the assistance of a pooling option may do little in some cases 
to ease the compliance cost burden for low-value items. 

5.70 Thirdly, an increase in the threshold means that a greater amount 
may be deducted immediately, increasing the possibility that the write-
off provision may be abused in some way. 
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5.71 Finally, compliance cost benefits from immediate deductibility 
would arise only if the taxpayer does not keep a detailed record of the 
assets for some other purpose. 

5.72 Taking into account the revenue cost, it is not clear that the com-
pliance cost savings would be equally significant. Moreover, a viable 
alternative, the pool account approach, exists. The committee, therefore, 
recommends that, at present, there should be no increase in the $200 
threshold.  

Assets purchased at the same time from the same supplier 
5.73 The committee considered a possible relaxation in the rules when 
goods are purchased from the same supplier at the same time as other 
property, while recognising that any recommendations might entail base 
maintenance consequences. In recent years, schemes have developed in 
Australia to exploit more lax write-off provisions than those operating in 
New Zealand.  

5.74 The difficulties the committee identified with the present thresh-
old were, first, when two items are bought at the same time, for example 
two chairs costing $135 each, the cost of these items must be capitalised. 
This rule imposes compliance costs out of proportion to the cost of each 
chair. Secondly, purchasing one item, and then a short while later, on the 
same day, purchasing a second item, means the cost of both items can be 
immediately written off. This position can make the present threshold 
appear silly, suggesting that amendment is necessary. 

5.75 The committee has already noted that an outright increase in the 
threshold from $200 to $300 or $500 created a large cost to government, 
and was thus unable to recommend any such increase (see para 5.68). 
The committee then considered a proposal to allow immediate deducti-
bility if more than two items were purchased, provided the purchase 
price of individual items did not exceed $500. 

5.76 This threshold is more complex than either the present threshold 
or a $500 threshold. However, it brings a degree of common sense to 
bear. Principally, it substantially reduces the likelihood that a low-value 
asset purchased at the same time as another more expensive asset which 
has the same depreciation rate would be required to be capitalised and 
depreciated. 

5.77 The revenue impact of any such change is impossible to quantify 
without a survey of taxpayers and purchased assets. Before proceeding 
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with such a change, a survey of this type would be required to allow of-
ficials to quantify the impact and the offsetting reductions in compliance 
costs. However, the committee makes its recommendation subject to the 
revenue costs of the initiative being sufficiently mirrored by a reduction 
in compliance costs. 

5.78 The committee recommends that the threshold should be in-
creased to allow up to $500 in assets purchased at the same time from 
the same supplier to be immediately deductible, providing no asset ex-
ceeds $200 in value. The committee considers the recommendation 
should be costed to ensure matching of the reduction in compliance costs 
and the foregone revenue. 

Safe harbour for assets of similar nature 
5.79 The concept of a safe harbour approach to calculating and 
claiming annual depreciation deductions was suggested to the commit-
tee. This proposal could save taxpayers working through complex proce-
dures to identify and apply correct depreciation rates through the crea-
tion of ‘same genus’ pools. The issue is whether the greater accuracy 
achieved would be in the wider economic interest of both the govern-
ment and taxpayers. 

5.80 The benefits of simplification are clear. At present, the rate and 
amount of annual depreciation deductions is determined on a line-by-line 
basis for each individual item of depreciable property, unless the tax-
payer has adopted the pool approach for the asset in question. To iden-
tify the rate of depreciation applying to each item of depreciable prop-
erty, taxpayers must work their way through a series of tests to identify 
which tables and what rate apply. This activity represents a compliance 
cost. 

5.81 Additional issues arise. For example, the application of an incor-
rect rate could expose a taxpayer to the risk of a shortfall penalty, and 
even with depreciable property of apparent similar genus, different de-
preciation rates may apply.91 A safe harbour for related assets, such a 
computer and allied equipment, office furniture and fittings, office 
equipment other than furniture, fittings and computer related items, and 
so on would seem to have merit.  

91 For example, desktop PC = 40%; printer = 33%; and so on. 
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5.82 While the benefits are clear, there are also disadvantages with 
this approach. The reason for the multiplicity of depreciation rates is that 
accuracy of depreciation is important in economic decision making. 
First, to the extent that rates are incorrect, they can cause significant 
distortions in economic behaviour. Lower than economic depreciation 
rates may lead to under-investment in capital assets, while higher than 
economic rates brings about the reverse situation.  

5.83 Secondly, a revenue issue arises for the government and a com-
pliance issue arises for taxpayers. Considering the significance of depre-
ciation, it is likely that most taxpayers would have considered both the 
safe harbour option and the specific depreciation rate for an asset before 
determining which to apply. In effect, then, this approach increases 
compliance costs.  

5.84 While compliance costs would decrease if taxpayers were re-
quired to use general depreciation rates rather than asset specific rates, 
the committee considers the resulting decrease in accuracy of deprecia-
tion rates could not be justified on economic or equitable grounds. Tax-
payers would not welcome a measure which provided for a lower than 
economic depreciation rate in some cases, with the sole resulting benefit 
being a single reduction in the compliance costs associated with identi-
fying a correct rate of depreciation for that asset.  

5.85 The committee considered whether the compliance cost saving 
objective of any such safe harbour initiative might be met by increasing 
the threshold for adoption of the ‘pooling approach’ to depreciation. The 
committee was mindful that the original reason underlying the adoption 
of a pooling approach was to address the depreciation issue attendant on 
ownership and use of multiple assets of relatively low value. The focus 
of the pooling approach had not been on providing a safe harbour in the 
context of the general depreciation provisions. However, the committee 
was not able to identify any reason why the role of the pooling provi-
sions could not be extended to perform much the same role as would 
safe harbour depreciation rates. 

5.86 The committee initially considered proposing a pooling provision 
threshold increase to, say, $8,000 to $10,000. However, it occurred to 
the committee to ask whether there was a need to have a threshold at all. 
Moreover, it was unclear if a change were to be made, whether the busi-
ness community, particularly small businesses, would actually make suf-
ficient use of the pooling rules to provide a depreciation rate safe har-
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bour. The committee considered that the matter deserved further analy-
sis, and encourages officials to pursue this matter further. 

5.87 The committee accepts that the line-by-line method of depreci-
ating specific assets should continue. The committee recognises that the 
rules represent a balance between efficiency costs and compliance costs, 
with an emphasis on minimising efficiency costs. This emphasis is con-
sidered appropriate. 

5.88 However, the committee recommends that the prospective bene-
fits of increasing or even removing the present cost ceiling that limits the 
application of the pooling approach to depreciation should be evaluated 
with a view to allowing the methodology to be used as a depreciation 
rate safe harbour. 

Goods and services tax 
Threshold for payments basis for accounting for GST 
5.89 An issue raised in submissions to the committee concerned the 
threshold for the automatic right to adopt the payments basis for ac-
counting for GST, and whether it is set too low. Once taxpayers who are 
registered for GST exceed the threshold, they are required to adopt more 
complex accounting systems. A consequence of this requirement is a 
general increase in compliance costs imposed by the GST system.  

5.90 The logical solution would seem to be an increase in the thresh-
old. However, an analysis prepared by officials shows that increasing the 
threshold from $1 million to $2 million in turnover would provide a 
benefit to only 13,000 registered taxpayers, or 3 per cent of those regis-
tered. The present threshold allows up to 414,000 registered persons, or 
92 per cent, to account for GST on a payments basis. In other words, 
while this measure would reduce compliance costs, the actual number of 
taxpayers who would benefit is small. An increase in the threshold 
would be warranted only with demonstrable compliance cost savings and 
no sufficient offsetting risk. There may also be a case for a small in-
crease to account for inflation.92  
  

92 The threshold was increased from $500,000 to $1 million with effect from 1 October 1990. Inflation 
adjusting the threshold based on September quarter Consumer Price Index information up to Septem-
ber 1998 would increase the threshold to $1.16 million. 
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5.91 The committee has identified some real risks associated with an 
increase in the threshold. Any increase would raise the potential for sig-
nificant revenue risk through deferred settlement arrangements, that is, 
when the person acquiring goods or services pays on an invoice basis 
and the supplier accounts on a payments basis. The risk would be par-
ticularly acute with land transactions. The committee has also recognised 
the availability and sophistication of accounting systems which reduce 
the compliance costs imposed on people who account on an invoice ba-
sis. 

5.92 Nevertheless, the committee inclines towards amendment in this 
area. One possible change that may not increase the risks identified, 
while still providing a benefit, would be to allow a longer time for the 
transition to the invoice basis for accounting.   

5.93 It is important that people who are registered for GST should not 
suddenly discover that they have exceeded the statutory threshold for the 
payments basis for accounting for GST. Once this level is exceeded, tax-
payers are no longer eligible to use the payments basis of accounting. 
Even an inadvertent breach leaves a registered person liable to shortfall 
penalties. The committee considered that such people should be eligible 
to continue to use the payments basis for at least a further year, thus rec-
ognising that exceeding the threshold might not be immediately obvious. 
Also, an opportunity should be provided for people to take whatever 
steps are necessary to decide on and implement the necessary systems 
changes. While this delay may mean that some people do not move di-
rectly to accounting on an invoice basis when they are able to do so, it 
would provide an appropriate breathing space for most.  

5.94 The committee recommends that a registered person who is no 
longer eligible to use the payments basis of accounting should be able to 
continue accounting in that way for a further year before being required 
to adopt the invoice basis of accounting. The committee also recom-
mends that the government should consider an increase in the threshold 
to account for inflation.  

GST tax invoices 
5.95 All small businesses incur compliance costs in ensuring that the 
documentation they hold to support a GST input tax claim is a tax in-
voice, as required by section 24 of the Goods and Services Tax Act 
1985.  
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5.96 Evidence shows that a high proportion of the documents held by 
small businesses which purport to be tax invoices do not meet the statu-
tory requirements. If the recipient of a supply does not take the time to 
get a proper tax invoice, or to get the supplier’s authority to make 
changes that will convert the existing documentation into a valid tax in-
voice, he or she risks penalties for making an input tax claim without 
valid supporting documentation.  

5.97 The committee considered ways to reduce this burden. The key 
constraint is that, for the GST system to work effectively, an audit trail is 
required. Relaxing the requirements could result in difficulties for the 
Inland Revenue Department in its audit activity.  

5.98 There is an overriding expectation that the issuer of a document 
purporting to be a tax invoice should ensure that the document meets the 
statutory criteria. However, the integrity of the system depends in part on 
the recipient of a supply checking the adequacy of the supplier’s docu-
mentation. In a self-assessment environment, taxpayers are considered to 
be responsible for their own affairs. Accordingly, it is appropriate that 
the responsibility for ensuring an invoice meets the required standard lies 
with the user of that invoice. 

5.99 However, the committee considers that some action is required 
and, therefore, recommends that the Inland Revenue Department should 
publish a statement on its operational policy on GST tax invoices, identi-
fying errors that are considered significant and errors that are not. This 
statement would provide recipients of supply with far greater certainty 
and should emphasise the underlying principle that tax invoices must 
provide a clear audit trail. A clear establishment of the principles in-
volved would reduce the risks associated with this proposal. 

5.100 The committee is also aware of the proposal under the present 
GST review that the threshold for accepting an abbreviated tax invoice 
for verifying an input tax credit should be raised to $1,000. The com-
mittee supports this initiative. 

Increase in the threshold for tax invoices  
5.101 The committee considered whether it should recommend an in-
crease in the $50 threshold for requiring tax invoices to reduce the com-
pliance costs associated with issuing, ensuring receipt of, and storing 
documents that meet the requirements for a tax invoice. 
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5.102 There is a risk to the government of exposure to falsified input 
tax credit claims. Because of this risk, some countries do not have 
thresholds at all. The committee considered the balance between reduc-
ing compliance costs and a possible increase in tax evasion through 
claims for fictitious deductions. The committee noted that the relatively 
low inflation over the last decade has meant little inflationary pressure to 
increase the threshold. Further, if there were to be an increase, the next 
logical step would be $100.  

5.103 In the end, the committee steered towards retaining the present 
threshold because of earlier recommendations on the increased threshold 
for simplified tax invoices, and because of the potential risk to the reve-
nue resulting from increasing the threshold to the next logical level. The 
committee recommends that there should be no increase in the $50 
threshold for tax invoices. 

Private use adjustments 
5.104 Many businesses, being GST registered activities, own and use 
assets which also are used in part by the proprietors for their own re-
quirements. Similarly, many proprietors use their own personal assets for 
business purposes. While GST adjustments for this secondary use are 
required in each taxable period, the level of adjustment is almost always 
minor. For accounting purposes, more often than not, the corresponding 
adjustments are calculated or implemented after year end, as part of the 
annual accounting wrap-up after balance date. Having two different ad-
justments, one during the year and one at year end, seems to impose un-
necessary compliance costs. 

5.105 The committee considered whether registered persons should be 
allowed to make private use adjustments on an annual basis in the GST 
return corresponding with the date of the annual income tax return.  

5.106 There is no question that secondary use adjustments should be 
part of the GST system, but the compliance costs that would be involved 
in monthly adjustments seems unduly high when compared with the re-
sulting benefit. A precedent is available for moving private use adjust-
ments to the period in which the annual income tax return is filed. The 
annual adjustment for GST on entertainment costs is made in this way. 

5.107 While the committee considers this measure would not be subject 
to abuse, the possibility does exist, and the committee considers that an 
appropriate limit could be introduced to apply in cases where the collec-
tive annual adjustment exceeded a threshold, say $5,000. 
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5.108 The committee recommends that GST secondary use adjust-
ments for private or exempt use should be moved to the period in which 
the annual income tax return is filed except when the adjustment in-
volves the procedures available for acquisitions of items under $10,000.  

Unit trusts 
5.109 Unit trusts are trusts, but are treated by the tax system as compa-
nies. While legally trusts in form, the relationship between unit trust and 
beneficiary is very similar to the relationship between company and 
shareholder, as the trust units are purchased from the trust in the same 
way as company shares are purchased from companies. Thus, the two 
entities are closely substitutable. 

5.110 In the case of ordinary trusts, the beneficial interests are created 
upon settlement, and the settlor and beneficiaries are different, that is, 
the trust corpus is contributed by someone other than the beneficiaries. 

5.111 Tax treatment favours ordinary trusts because trust income is on-
ly taxed at one level in either the trustee’s or the beneficiary’s hands.93 
Company income is generally taxed at two levels, first, to the company 
as it is earned and, secondly, to the shareholders when it is distributed, 
with the imputation system preventing double taxation. However, when 
the company has not paid tax, it cannot attach imputation credits, and tax 
is then imposed on the distribution. Ordinary trusts are not taxed on the 
foreign-sourced income of non-resident beneficiaries. The scope of this 
relief is greater than the conduit tax relief recently enacted for compa-
nies. 

5.112 It is because unit trusts have a commercial nature, and because 
they can generally be substituted for companies, that the government has 
chosen to apply the company tax rules to them to maintain the integrity 
of those rules, and to define exactly what tax treatment will apply when 
income interests, whether shareholder or beneficiary, are created by pur-
chase or by capital contribution. Nevertheless, this treatment has created 
problems for managed funds, which face practical difficulties in apply-
ing company tax rules. 

93 If trust income vests in a beneficiary in the income year in which it is earned by the trust or within six 
months after the end of the year, it is taxed to the beneficiary. All other trust income is taxed to the 
trustee. Subsequent distributions to beneficiaries of income which has been taxed to the trustee are 
generally not taxed. 
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Foreign unit trusts 
5.113 Difficulties arise in relation to foreign unit trusts. It may be sug-
gested that New Zealand should apply the trust rules to unit trusts that 
have all non-resident beneficiaries and earn only foreign-sourced in-
come. The trust income would not be taxed, as it should not be, because 
it is all foreign-sourced income earned on behalf of non-residents. Such 
treatment would act as an incentive for unit trusts to be managed in New 
Zealand. 

5.114 While this may be the case, the system would then be faced with 
the difficulty of having to differentiate between unit trusts and compa-
nies. The pure flow-through treatment could raise the concern of New 
Zealand’s tax treaty partners that New Zealand was being used as a tax 
haven, particularly if such unit trusts sought to use tax treaty benefits. 
This concern could affect New Zealand’s negotiating position in tax 
treaties. While the committee accepts there are some potential benefits in 
using trust tax treatment for unit trusts, it also recognises that a legiti-
mate concern arises with this approach in the terms of the integrity of the 
company tax rules and the reaction of tax treaty partners. 

Financial arrangements  
5.115 The qualified accruals rules are extremely important. However, 
for most people, they have proved very difficult to comprehend and ap-
ply. While changes to make the rules more accessible were included in 
the Taxation (Accrual Rules and other Remedial Matters) Bill, the com-
mittee considered two issues aimed at simplifying these rules. 

Alternative approach to valuing financial arrangements 
5.116 The committee was advised that work had been undertaken by 
officials on a year-end based valuation approach to accounting for finan-
cial arrangements, similar to the approach taken for trading stock. Under 
this approach, the valuation of financial arrangements would be based on 
the discounted value of future cash flows, with the income or expense 
for a given period based on the difference between opening and closing 
values adjusted for acquisitions and disposals. 

5.117 The analysis of this option by officials found that substantial 
changes would be required to the Income Tax Act to accommodate this 
approach. On this basis it was concluded that the costs outweighed the 
benefits of a possible change in approach to accounting for financial ar-
rangements. Officials were also concerned about the delays that any de-
tailed analysis of this option would cause. This concern among other 
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matters unfortunately meant that this issue could not be considered for 
inclusion in the Taxation (Accrual Rules and other Remedial Matters) 
Bill which was introduced in November 1998. 

5.118 The complexity of the issues involved and the time available to 
the committee restricted its consideration of this approach to valuing fi-
nancial arrangements. However, on the face of it, this approach may 
have merit. The committee recommends that this approach to valuing 
financial arrangements should be considered as part of the rewrite of 
subpart IH of Income Tax Act 1994. 

Priority for the rewriting of accrual rules determinations 
5.119 The committee in paras 2.191 to 2.196 considered the role of the 
accrual rules determinations under the qualified accrual rules. The com-
mittee concluded there that most determinations need to be rewritten. 

5.120 When considering possible simplification measures for inclusion 
in this chapter, the committee identified the fact that the recommended 
rewriting of the determinations would represent a significant simplifica-
tion measure. The committee therefore recommends that rewriting the 
accrual rules determinations should be given a high priority. While it 
recognises that the government must prioritise the use of its resources, 
the committee concludes that the determinations should be rewritten in 
the same style as the accruals legislation recently introduced into the 
House. 

Administrative issues 
Readability of customer assessments and statements 
5.121 To address an often-stated concern about the readability of In-
land Revenue forms, the committee sought information on taxpayers’ 
assessments of the readability and comprehensibility of statements and 
notices. The committee was particularly concerned about the quality of 
the existing statements of account. These statements can be confusing 
even for tax practitioners who frequently use them.  

5.122 The information provided by the Inland Revenue Department 
gave the committee some confidence that the department is actively 
working to improve its statements and notices. A guide to the prepara-
tion of Inland Revenue forms is attached at appendix 4. The committee 
considers the list in that guide has merits, and that the Inland Revenue 
Department should apply these principles to all statements as soon as 
possible. 
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5.123 The reverse page of the statement of account should provide 
meaningful information on what taxpayers can or should do if they do 
not understand or agree with the position disclosed. Although not all 
matters in dispute will necessarily come within the disputes resolution 
process, the information should include some cautionary note about the 
time frames required in that process.  

5.124 The committee recommends that priority should be given to the 
redesign of statements of account, the nature of the data disclosed, and 
the manner in which it is disclosed. 

Internet access to Inland Revenue Department forms 
5.125 The committee considered whether Inland Revenue forms should 
be made available on the department’s website. The benefits of being 
able to download the forms when required would be considerable. The 
Inland Revenue Department has begun work on this goal, and the com-
mittee supports this work. 

5.126 Some forms, however, such as the new employer monthly sched-
ule and the various tax returns, require an actual Inland Revenue form to 
be filed for smooth administrative processing. For these forms, special 
inks and pre-coded items are used to facilitate electronic processing.  

Taxpayer education 
5.127 The committee considers that the Inland Revenue Department 
should publish more tax booklets targeted at specific industries,94 and at 
specific common transactions.95 Under self-assessment, this detailed in-
formation must be provided to taxpayers if they are to meet the standards 
of behaviour required by the rules governing compliance and penalties. 

5.128 The committee recommends that Inland Revenue Department 
should publish booklets for specific industry groups, advising taxpayers 
of their tax obligations and the tax treatment of specific transactions. 

94 For example, the restaurant trade, the building industry, the publishing industry and the retail sector. 
95 Such as investing in a property offshore. 
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Introduction 
6.1 Two general points can be made about tax avoidance. First, tax 
avoidance occurs across the tax spectrum and is not peculiar to any tax 
type. Secondly, legislation that addresses avoidance must necessarily be 
imprecise. No prescriptive set of rules exists for determining when a 
particular arrangement amounts to tax avoidance. This lack of precision 
creates uncertainty and adds compliance costs. 

6.2 This chapter focuses primarily on income tax avoidance. How-
ever, this focus does not imply that the same concerns do not apply in 
the context of other taxes. Indeed, section 76 of the Goods and Services 
Act 1985 provides an anti-avoidance provision that was drafted broadly 
along the lines of section 99 of the Income Tax Act 1976. 

6.3 The committee did not have the time or resources to consider 
issues of tax avoidance outside those provisions applying to income tax. 
However, where the corresponding anti-avoidance provisions that relate 
to other taxes draw on similar principles, it may be taken that the com-
mittee’s views are likely to extend to that context. This statement, how-
ever, should not be understood to mean that the committee has reviewed 
section 76 of the Goods and Services Tax Act 1985, nor that it has 
reached any conclusions on its current drafting. 
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Income tax avoidance 
6.4 In the Income Tax Act 1994, tax avoidance is an imprecise and 
difficult concept. This chapter focuses on aspects of that concept, the 
way it is interpreted, and the way it is enforced. 

6.5 The first part of the chapter describes the distinctions drawn by 
the courts between tax mitigation, avoidance and evasion. The commit-
tee then presents a policy framework for considering issues relating to 
tax avoidance, and proposes some amendments clarifying the operation 
of the general anti-avoidance rule in sections BG 1 and GB 1 of the In-
come Tax Act 1994. The committee discusses the department’s policy 
statement (published in 1990) on the general anti-avoidance provision, 
and then turns to a more general consideration of departmental public 
statements, focusing on the exposure draft on form and substance in 
taxation law. In the next section, the committee looks at the use of the 
loss attributing qualifying companies rules for tax planning purposes. 
The intention of the rules was to eliminate tax considerations as an ele-
ment in determining the appropriate structure for closely held businesses, 
but their use appears to have been extended beyond this purpose. A par-
ticular type of scheme is then examined involving contrived depreciation 
deductions, which can take advantage of the loss attributing qualifying 
companies rules. The committee evaluates the scheme as it provides an 
excellent example of the general points made in the report.  

DEFINITIONS OF TAX MITIGATION, AVOIDANCE AND EVASION 
6.6 It is impossible to express a precise test as to whether taxpayers 
have avoided, evaded or merely mitigated their tax obligations. Tax 
avoidance is described in the Income Tax Act 1994 by reference to its 
intended fruits, but giving meaning to the terms of the description is ul-
timately a matter of judgment for the courts. As Baragwanath J said in 
Miller v CIR; McDougall v CIR: 

What is legitimate ‘mitigation’ and what is illegitimate 
‘avoidance’ is in the end to be decided by the Commission-
er, the Taxation Review Authority and ultimately the 
courts, as a matter of judgment.96 

96 (1997) 18 NZTC 13,001 
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Tax mitigation 
6.7 Taxpayers are entitled to mitigate their liability to tax and will 
not be vulnerable to the general anti-avoidance rule in section BG 1 if 
they do so. A description of tax mitigation was given by Lord Temple-
man in CIR v Challenge Corporate Ltd: 

Income tax is mitigated by a taxpayer who reduces his in-
come or incurs expenditure in circumstances which reduce 
his assessable income or entitle him to reduction in his tax 
liability. Section 99 [section BG 1] does not apply to tax 
mitigation because the taxpayer’s tax advantage is not de-
rived from an ‘arrangement’ but from the reduction of in-
come which he accepts or the expenditure which he in-
curs.97 

6.8 Tax mitigation is, therefore, behaviour which, without amounting 
to tax avoidance, serves to attract less liability than otherwise might have 
arisen.  

Tax avoidance 
6.9 The general anti-avoidance rule in section BG 1 provides that a 
tax avoidance arrangement is void for income tax purposes. Tax avoid-
ance, as Lord Templeman has pointed out, is not mere mitigation.98 

6.10 The term is described in section OB 1 as, directly or indirectly: 

1 altering the incidence of any income tax, 
2 relieving any person from liability to pay income tax, 
3 avoiding, reducing or postponing any liability to income tax. 

On an excessively literal interpretation, this approach could conceivably 
apply to mere mitigation, for example, to an individual’s decision not to 
work overtime, because the additional income would attract a higher rate 
of tax. However, a better way of approaching tax avoidance is to regard 
it as an arrangement that, unlike mitigation, yields results that Parliament 
did not intend, unless nullified by section BG 1. 
  

97 (1986) 8 NZTC 5,219 at 5,225 
98 CIR v Challenge Corporation Ltd (1986) 8 NZTC 5,219 
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6.11 In Challenge Corporation Ltd v CIR, Cooke J described the ef-
fect of the general anti-avoidance rules in sections BG 1 and GB 1 in 
these terms: 

[It] nullifies against the Commissioner for income tax pur-
poses any arrangement to the extent that it has a purpose or 
effect of tax avoidance, unless that purpose or effect is 
merely incidental… Where an arrangement is void… the 
Commissioner is given power to adjust the assessable in-
come of any person affected by it, so as to counteract any 
tax advantage obtained by that person.99 

6.12 As Baragwanath J noted in the Miller case, ‘Parliament has de-
liberately left [section BG 1] open textured’.100 Woodhouse J commented 
on the breadth of the general anti-avoidance rule in the Challenge Cor-
poration case, noting that Parliament had taken: 

The deliberate decision… that… because the problem of 
definition in this elusive field can not be met by expressly 
spelling out a series of detailed specifications in the statute 
itself, the interstices must be left for attention by the 
judges.101 

Tax evasion 
6.13 Mitigation and avoidance are concepts concerned with whether 
or not a tax liability has arisen. With evasion, the starting point is always 
that a liability has arisen. The question is whether that liability has been 
illegitimately, even criminally, left unsatisfied. In CIR v Challenge Cor-
poration Ltd, Lord Templeman said: 

Evasion occurs when the Commissioner is not informed of 
all the facts relevant to an assessment of tax. Innocent eva-
sion may lead to a re-assessment. Fraudulent evasion may 
lead to a criminal prosecution as well as re-assessment.102 

6.14 The elements which can attract the criminal label to evasion were 
elaborated by Dickson J in Denver Chemical Manufacturing v Commis-
sioner of Taxation (New South Wales): 

99 (1986) 8 NZTC 5,001 at 5,013 
100 (1997) 18 NZTC 13,001 
101 (1986) 8 NZTC 5,001 at 5,007 
102 (1986) 8 NZTC 5,219 at 5,225 
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An intention to withhold information lest the Commissioner 
should consider the taxpayer liable to a greater extent than 
the taxpayer is prepared to concede, is conduct which if the 
result is to avoid tax would justify finding evasion.103 

6.15 Not all evasion is fraudulent. It becomes fraudulent if it involves 
a deliberate attempt to cheat the revenue. On the other hand, evasion 
may exist, but may not be fraudulent, if it is the result of a genuine mis-
take. In order to prove the offence of evasion, the Commissioner must 
show an intent to evade by the taxpayer. As with other offences, this in-
tent may be inferred from the circumstances of the particular case.104 

6.16 Tax avoidance and tax mitigation are mutually exclusive. Tax 
avoidance and tax evasion are not: they may both arise out of the same 
situation. For example, a taxpayer files a tax return based on the effec-
tiveness of a transaction which is known to be void against the Commis-
sioner as a tax avoidance arrangement.  

6.17 A senior United Kingdom tax official recently referred to this 
issue: 

If an ‘avoidance’ scheme relies on misrepresentation, de-
ception and concealment of the full facts, then avoidance is 
a misnomer; the scheme would be more accurately de-
scribed as fraud, and would fall to be dealt with as such. 
Where fraud is involved, it cannot be recharacterised as 
avoidance by cloaking the behaviour with artificial struc-
tures, contrived transactions and esoteric arguments as to 
how the tax law should be applied to the structures and 
transactions.105 

TAX AVOIDANCE IN A POLICY FRAMEWORK 
6.18 This chapter now turns from the existing legal framework in the 
context of income tax to a possible policy framework for considering 
issues relating to tax avoidance generally. The questions considered 
relevant to a policy analysis of tax avoidance are: 
1 What is tax avoidance? 
2 Under what conditions is tax avoidance possible? 

103 (1949) 79 CLR 296 
104 As to using inference to prove intent, see paras 13.55 to 13.80. 
105 Gribbon J, Taxation, 13 November 1997, page 157 
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3 When is tax avoidance a ‘policy problem’? 
4 What is a sensible policy response to tax avoidance? 
5 What is the value of, and what are the limitations of, general anti-

avoidance rules? 

What is tax avoidance? 
6.19 Finance literature may offer some guidance to what is meant by 
tax avoidance in its definition of ‘arbitrage’. Arbitrage is a means of 
profiting from a mismatch in prices. An example is finding and exploit-
ing price differences between New Zealand and Australia in shares in the 
same listed company. A real value can be found in such arbitrage activ-
iity, since it spreads information about prices. Demand for the low-priced 
goods increases and demand for the high-priced goods decreases, ensur-
ing that goods and resources are put to their best use. Tax arbitrage is, 
therefore, a form of tax planning. It is an activity directed towards the 
reduction of tax.  

6.20 It is this concept of tax arbitrage that seems to constitute gener-
ally accepted notions of what is tax avoidance. Activities such as giving 
money to charity or investing in tax-preferred sectors, would not fall into 
this definition of tax arbitrage, and thus would not be tax avoidance even 
if the action were motivated by tax considerations.  

6.21 The committee has noted that financial arbitrage can have a use-
ful economic function. The same may be true of tax arbitrage, presuming 
that differences in taxation are deliberate government policy furthering 
economic efficiency. It is possible that tax arbitrage directs resources 
into activities with low tax rates, as intended by government policy. It is 
also likely to ensure that investors in tax-preferred areas are those who 
can benefit most from the tax concessions, namely, those facing the 
highest marginal tax rates. If government policy objectives are better 
achieved, tax arbitrage is in accordance with the government’s policy 
intent. Tax avoidance, then, can be viewed as a form of tax arbitrage that 
is contrary to legislative or policy intent. 

What makes tax avoidance possible? 
6.22 The basic ingredients of tax arbitrage are the notion of arbitrage, 
and the possibilities of profiting from differentials that the notion of ar-
bitrage implies. This definition leads to the view that three conditions 
need to be present for tax avoidance to exist. 
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1 A difference in the effective marginal tax rates on economic income 
is required. For arbitrage to exist, there must be a price differential 
and, in tax arbitrage, this is a tax differential. Such tax differences 
can arise because of a variable rate structure, such as a progressive 
rate scale, or rate differences applying to different taxpayers, such 
as tax-exempt bodies or tax loss companies. Alternatively it can 
arise because the tax base is less than comprehensive, for example, 
because not all economic income is subject to income tax.106 

2 An ability to exploit the difference in tax by converting high-tax 
activity into low-tax activity is required. If there are differences in 
tax rates, but no ability to move from high to low-tax, no arbitrage is 
possible. 

3 Even if these two conditions are met, this does not make tax 
arbitrage and avoidance possible. The tax system may mix high and 
low-rate taxpayers. The high-rate taxpayer may be able to divert 
income to a low-rate taxpayer or convert highly-taxed income into a 
lowly-taxed form. But this is pointless unless the high-rate taxpayer 
can be recompensed in a lowly-taxed form for diverting or 
converting his or her income into a low-tax category. The income 
must come back in a low-tax form. The benefit must also exceed the 
transaction costs.  This is the third necessary condition for tax 
arbitrage. 

6.23 Since all tax systems have bases that are less than comprehensive 
because of the impossibility of defining and measuring all economic in-
come, tax arbitrage and avoidance is inherent in tax systems. 

Examples of tax arbitrage/avoidance 
6.24 The simplest form of arbitrage involves a family unit or a single 
taxpayer. If that family unit or taxpayer faces differences in tax rates 
(condition 1 above), and condition 2 above applies, then the third condi-
tion automatically holds. This conclusion follows because people can 
always compensate themselves for converting or diverting income to a 
low tax rate. 

6.25 An example of such simple tax arbitrage involving a family unit 
is income splitting through, for example, the use of family trust. An ex-
ample of simple tax arbitrage involving a single taxpayer is a straddle 

106  Some forms of capital gain may escape, as is the case in New Zealand. 
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whereby a dealer in financial assets brings forward losses on, say shares, 
and defers gains while retaining an economic interest in the shares 
through use of options. Transfer pricing and thin capitalisation practices 
through which non-residents minimise their New Zealand tax liabilities 
are more sophisticated examples of the same principles. 

6.26 Multi-party arbitrage is more complex; the complexity is made 
necessary by the need to meet condition 3 above, that is, to ensure a net 
gain accrues to the high-rate taxpayer. In the simpler cases of multi-party 
income tax arbitrage, this process normally involves a tax-exempt (or 
tax-loss or tax-haven) entity and a taxpaying entity. Income is diverted to 
the tax-exempt entity and expenses are diverted to the taxpaying entity. 
Finally, the taxpaying entity is compensated for diverting income and 
assuming expenses by receiving non-taxable income or a non-taxable 
benefit, such as a capital gain. 

6.27 New Zealanders over the years have indulged in numerous ex-
amples of such tax arbitrage using elements in the legislation at the time. 
Examples are finance leasing, non-recourse lending, tax-haven ‘invest-
ments’, redeemable preference shares, assignments of income using sec-
tion FC 11, and lease inducements. 

Is tax arbitrage a policy problem? 
6.28 In theory, cases may arise where tax arbitrage is in accordance 
with the policy intent of tax rules. It might, for example, ensure that the 
desired high level of investment is diverted to a tax-preferred activity. 
However, in most cases, it is contrary to the policy intent, which is to 
provide favourable tax treatment to a specified class of taxpayer. Tax 
arbitrage gives access to this preference to a much larger class of tax-
payer. When taxpayers outside the specified class can access the tax 
preference in a way that is inconsistent with the policy intent, it is tax 
avoidance and thus a policy problem. 

6.29 Tax incentives, concessions and loopholes in tax legislation cre-
ate intended and unintended tax consequences for certain types of eco-
nomic activity. Initially, this result increases the after-tax rates of return 
from those activities above the ‘normal’ after-tax rates of return pro-
duced by other activities, increases the value of those assets that are used 
by those concessionally taxed activities, and introduces inequities into 
the tax system by conferring windfall gains on the existing owners of 
those assets. However, subsequent investors in concessionally taxed ac-
tivities will have to pay higher prices for those assets, and this result re-
duces the after-tax rates of return they earn from those activities.  
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6.30 This process of arbitrage will continue until the after-tax rate of 
return produced by the concessionally taxed activity is driven back down 
to the normal after-tax rates of return available from other activities. It is 
important to note, however, that this process of arbitrage may take some 
time to occur, during which taxpayers can earn higher than normal after-
tax rates of return. 

6.31 In other words, tax arbitrage continues until the value of the tax 
concession is capitalised into the price of those assets that produce the 
concessionally taxed income. Eventually, this process removes the initial 
inequities in the tax system created by those concessions. In so doing, 
however, it also results in a long-term over-investment in the assets re-
quired by the concessionally taxed activity. Tax arbitrage, therefore, re-
sults in inefficient patterns of investment. Ideally, anti-avoidance rules 
should act as a deterrent to tax avoidance arrangements. 

What is a sensible policy response to tax avoidance? 
6.32 The most sensible way to reduce tax avoidance is to target the 
conditions that make tax arbitrage possible. This approach means broad-
ening the tax base and lowering the variability of tax rates. A number of 
policy considerations may make variability of rates a continuing feature 
of aspects of New Zealand’s tax system. As the committee noted earlier, 
all taxes have less than comprehensive bases. The approach that has been 
adopted in New Zealand has been to move as far as possible towards a 
broad-base, low-rate system, in particular, targeting areas in which tax 
arbitrage is most evident. 

6.33 Examples of such measures and the tax avoidance activity they 
were designed to counter have been: 

Thin capitalisation rules – non-residents minimising their New 
Zealand tax liabilities through thin capitalisation practices. 
Transfer pricing rules – non-residents minimising their New 
Zealand tax liabilities through transfer pricing practices. 
Specified lease rules – finance leasing. 
Accrual rules – pre-paid interest schemes. 
Controlled foreign company and foreign investment fund rules – 
tax haven ‘investments’. 
Inter-corporate dividend exemption (removed) – redeemable 
preference share schemes. 
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Section FC 11 (repealed) – assignments of income using section 
FC 11 in conjunction with tax-exempt entities. 
Measures relating to films and petroleum mining in the Taxation 
(Accrual Rules and Other Remedial Matters) Bill introduced on 
17 November 1998 – film and petroleum mining investors re-
ceiving two tax deductions for, in effect, one amount of expen-
diture. 

6.34 This legislation is a relatively detailed response to tax arbitrage. 
An alternative response could be to rely instead on the general anti-
avoidance provisions, such as sections BG 1 and GB 1 of the Income 
Tax Act 1994 and section 76 of the Goods and Services Tax Act 1985. 
The New Zealand approach has been to rely upon the general anti-
avoidance rules only as a backstop to the substantive legislation. Some 
commentators have argued that there is no place for general anti-
avoidance provisions. 

The value and limitations of general anti-avoidance rules 
6.35 The argument sometimes advanced against adopting general anti-
avoidance rules is that, because tax bases are less than comprehensive, 
tax law does not apply to theoretical concepts, but applies to detailed 
prescriptions of what is taxable and what is not. Income tax, for exam-
ple, is not applied to ‘income’ in either an accounting or economic sense, 
but to what the Income Tax Act 1994 sets out to be income. If the Act 
does not bring something into taxable income, deriving non-taxable in-
come cannot be said to be tax avoidance. 

6.36 While this argument has a theoretical attractiveness about it, it 
assumes that tax policy makers can identify and deal with all the various 
arbitrage opportunities inherent in the tax system or live with the results 
of such opportunities. When this issue was previously considered,107 the 
response was to acknowledge the practical need for anti-avoidance pro-
visions. 

6.37 This approach is consistent with the government’s strategy of 
broadening the tax base and reducing the variability of rates. The com-
mittee recommends that the government should continue to restrict the 

107 By the Consultative Committee on the Taxation of Income from Capital in Key Reforms to the 
Scheme of Tax Legislation, Discussion Paper, October 1991 and Final Report, October 1992 
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conditions that make tax avoidance possible by continuing its broad-
base, low-rate tax policy. 

INCOME TAX: THE GENERAL ANTI-AVOIDANCE RULE 
6.38 In this part of the chapter, the committee proposes several 
amendments to the general anti-avoidance rule in sections BG 1 and 
GB 1 of the Income Tax Act 1994. The amendments generally clarify 
only and do not make any substantive changes to the ambit of the gen-
eral anti-avoidance rule. 

Nature of the general rule 
6.39 It is uncertain whether the general anti-avoidance rule in sections 
BG 1 and GB 1 can be regarded as a code, so ousting common law anti-
avoidance rules, such as the fiscal nullity doctrine. This doctrine has de-
veloped in the courts in the United Kingdom over the last two decades. 
In broad terms, it provides that any steps inserted in a related series of 
transactions for the purpose of avoiding tax can be disregarded by the 
revenue authorities, and the related transactions can be viewed as a 
whole. 

6.40 The doctrine was first expounded in the judgment of Lord Wil-
berforce in Ramsay v Commissioners of Inland Revenue.108 It is an ex-
ample of the court applying a purposive approach to construing tax leg-
islation, and allows the court and the Inland Revenue Department to ‘see 
through’ a preordained series of transactions. In Ramsay, Lord Wilber-
force identified three key features of avoidance schemes which ear-
marked them as such: their self-cancelling structure, their non-
commerciality, and the expectation that all the consecutive steps in the 
exercise would be performed even though there was no contract stipu-
lating that they would be.  

6.41 In a later case, Inland Revenue Commissioners v Burmah Oil Co 
Ltd, Lord Diplock said: 

It would be disingenuous to suggest, and dangerous on the 
part of those who advise on elaborate tax avoidance 
schemes to assume, that Ramsay’s case did not mark a sig-
nificant change in the approach adopted by this House in its 
judicial role to a preordained series of transactions (whether 

108 [1981] STC 174 
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or not they include the achievement of a legitimate com-
mercial end) into which there are inserted steps which have 
no commercial purpose apart from the avoidance of a liabil-
ity to tax which in the absence of those particular steps 
would have been payable.109 

6.42 The committee considers that the general anti-avoidance rule in 
sections BG 1 and GB 1 should not have the effect of ousting common 
law anti-avoidance rules, such as the fiscal nullity doctrine. The com-
mittee recommends an amendment to provide that the general anti-
avoidance rule in sections BG 1 and GB 1 does not affect the application 
of any principles of common law. The amendment would, therefore, en-
sure that the courts in New Zealand would not be precluded from apply-
ing common law anti-avoidance rules, such as the fiscal nullity doctrine. 
A precedent for this approach is contained in section 75 of the Defama-
tion Act 1992 which provides that nothing in the provisions dealing with 
absolute privilege affects any other rule of law relating to absolute 
privilege. 

Application of the rule 
6.43 The committee considers that the general anti-avoidance rule 
should apply automatically to any arrangement involving tax avoidance. 
In other words, the application of the rule should not depend on the 
Commissioner invoking it. The wording of the provisions makes this 
clear, and the judicial authority for this view is the Privy Council deci-
sion in Newton v FCT.110  

6.44 Nevertheless, it is a common belief among tax advisers that sec-
tion BG 1 is not self-actuating, and operates only if and when the Com-
missioner invokes it. In the committee’s opinion, people should be dis-
abused of this belief. Accordingly, the committee recommends an 
amendment to make the position absolutely clear.111  

6.45 The automatic application of the general anti-avoidance rule is 
also consistent with self-assessment of tax obligations. It would provide 

109 [1982] STC 30 at 32 
110 [1958] AC 450 at 469 
111 While the general anti-avoidance provisions operate of their own force, at a practical level an ar-

rangement will be treated as void only when the Commissioner so determines. In all cases, where the 
section applies, the arrangement is void for tax purposes from the outset. The Commissioner also 
needs to decide whether any reconstruction is required to counteract more appropriately the tax 
avoidance, and to issue an assessment accordingly. 
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an effective deterrent to taxpayers entering into tax avoidance arrange-
ments and therefore help to preserve the robustness of the tax system. 

Reconstruction  
6.46 The committee takes the view that when the reconstruction pro-
visions in section GB 1 are applied by the Commissioner, the effect of 
the section is that the reconstruction applies from the date of the original 
transaction that is void against the Commissioner for income tax pur-
poses under section BG 1. The committee again considers that this cur-
rent position should be made clear in the legislation, and recommends 
that an amendment to the legislation should be made. 

Scope of the rule  
6.47 If a general anti-avoidance provision is to be effective, it cannot 
be precise. Although this feature of an anti-avoidance provision means 
less certainty for taxpayers, the committee believes that this cost is out-
weighed by the benefit provided by the flexible wording of the general 
anti-avoidance rule, allowing the court to address new and different 
types of tax avoidance arrangements. Again, this helps to preserve the 
robustness of the tax system. 

6.48 There is a danger, then, in being overly precise in defining the 
term ‘tax avoidance’, as this precision could restrict the flexibility of the 
courts in addressing particular tax avoidance arrangements.  

6.49 The committee does not favour adopting the 1992 Valabh com-
mittee recommendations112 on the general anti-avoidance rule, which 
sought to define its scope more precisely. The committee considers that 
these recommendations would make the general anti-avoidance rule less 
effective and less robust. In particular, the committee considers it prefer-
able to keep the current objective nature of the general anti-avoidance 
rule, rather than making it more subjective as contemplated by the 
Valabh committee. A subjective test would make the provision too diffi-
cult for the Commissioner to apply. The committee does not endorse the 
benchmark criteria suggested by the Valabh committee for testing 
whether an arrangement constitutes tax avoidance, because this proposal 

112 Consultative Committee on the Taxation of Income from Capital, Final Report, October 1992, pages 
20-33 and Key Reforms to the Scheme of Tax Legislation, Discussion Paper, October 1991, pages 6-
53 
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could result in the courts having less flexibility to deal with particular 
cases, even if non-exclusive language were used in the enactment. 

6.50 The committee notes that the ‘incidental’ exception in the gen-
eral anti-avoidance rule did not mean minor in a quantum sense. 

6.51 The committee did not identify any readily apparent way of im-
proving the drafting of the general anti-avoidance rule apart from the 
clarification recommended earlier in this chapter. As discussed in para 
6.34, the general anti-avoidance rule is a necessary, but not a sufficient 
protection of the tax base. It will continue to be necessary to counter 
particular types of tax avoidance by enacting legislation to address the 
underlying conditions that make tax avoidance possible. For example, 
the repeal of the inter-corporate dividend exemption in 1992 put an end 
to schemes involving redeemable preference shares, which had effect-
tively allowed the trading of company tax losses between unrelated par-
ties. 

6.52 Other than amendments to clarify aspects of the present legisla-
tion, the committee favours keeping the drafting of the general anti-
avoidance in substantially its present form. The committee acknowl-
edges a trade-off in a lack of certainty for taxpayers in knowing when 
the boundary of acceptable tax behaviour has been crossed. However, 
the committee notes that this lack of certainty is partly addressed by the 
binding rulings system, which provides taxpayers the opportunity to ob-
tain certainty. 

6.53 In summary, therefore, the committee recommends that first, the 
general anti-avoidance rule in sections BG 1 and GB 1 should be clari-
fied to ensure that it is not interpreted to preclude the application of 
common law anti-avoidance rules, such as the fiscal nullity doctrine. 
Secondly, for the avoidance of doubt, the general anti-avoidance rule 
should be clarified to ensure that it applies automatically, and does not 
depend on action by the Commissioner. Finally, an amendment should 
be made to clarify that any reconstruction under section GB 1 applies 
from the date of the original arrangement. 

INTERPRETATION STATEMENTS, PUBLIC RULINGS,  
AND PRODUCT RULINGS 

Introduction 
6.54 The general anti-avoidance rule, among others in the Income Tax 
Act 1994, is broadly framed. As the committee has noted in para 6.47, it 
is a necessary feature of the rule that its precise scope is not clear. How-
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ever, the Inland Revenue Department must apply the legislation, and to 
this end, from time to time, the Commissioner issues interpretation 
statements, interpretation guidelines, and public rulings. Incidentally to 
its deliberations on another topic, the committee had occasion to con-
sider a group of several such statements of law, one of which is as yet 
only an exposure draft. The statements considered by the committee re-
lated broadly speaking to avoidance matters. The committee was con-
cerned about the quality of the analysis in the statements, analysis that 
no doubt has an impact on decisions made within the Inland Revenue 
Department. The committee explains its concerns about the statements 
that it examined in the paragraphs that follow. 

Policy statement on section 99 of the Income Tax Act 1976 
6.55 The committee begins with a departmental policy statement pub-
lished in 1990 on the application of section 99 of the Income Tax Act 
1976, the general anti-avoidance section. This statement seems to have 
governed much of the department’s approach to tax avoidance since it 
was published. 

6.56 Section 99 was last amended as to substance in 1974. The 1974 
wording was carried forward into the 1976 Act. The section was disag-
gregated into several components in the 1994 Act. It is now found in 
section BG 1, section GB 1, and in a number of definitions in section 
OB 1. However the essential terminology remains as it was in 1974, and 
the 1990 statement continues to apply to it. 

6.57 The committee understands that the department now intends to 
withdraw the statement. However, withdrawal depends on a substitute 
statement being completed; until that is done the statement remains ex-
tant. 

Objective/subjective test 
6.58 The committee was concerned about a number of passages in the 
policy statement, in particular passages that have the effect of imposing 
burdens on Inland Revenue officers who try to deploy section 99 where 
those burdens are not inherent in the text of the section itself. Correctly, 
the statement recognises that the section 99 test is objective. The test is: 
‘Does the impugned arrangement avoid tax?’ not, ‘Did the parties try to 
avoid tax?’ However, some of the text of the statement is framed in 
terms that could be interpreted as employing a subjective test. An exam-
ple is, ‘The evaluation will be with a view to concluding whether one 
can predicate whether the arrangement was implemented in its particular 
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way so as to achieve an income tax advantage.’ This passage is apt to 
take investigators’ attention away from arrangements themselves, and to 
encourage them to seek a tax avoidance purpose entertained by the peo-
ple responsible for implementation. However, the anti-avoidance section 
does not require the Commissioner to establish such a purpose. 

Four-step analysis 
6.59 Secondly, the statement sets out a four-step analytical framework 
that is said to be required by ‘the Commissioner’s approach’ to section 
99 cases. One problem with the four steps is that their phraseology 
seems to accept that the Commissioner has the burden of proof, which is 
not so. A second problem is that step (d) asks whether an arrangement 
that may already have been determined to involve more than merely in-
cidental tax avoidance at step (c)  ‘frustrates the underlying scheme and 
purpose of the legislation’. 

6.60 The underlying scheme and purpose of the legislation is not 
mentioned in section 99. That is not to say that underlying scheme and 
purpose are irrelevant to a section 99 inquiry. In fact, whether an ar-
rangement frustrates the underlying scheme and purpose of the legisla-
tion can be relevant to whether the arrangement entails tax avoidance, 
which is a question that the statement poses at an earlier step in its ana-
lytical framework. Tax inspectors accept too heavy a burden if they are 
required to elevate underlying scheme and purpose to an independent 
test, that is, to establish that an arrangement involves both tax avoidance 
and frustration of the Act’s scheme and purpose. 

Practical example 
6.61 Thirdly, the policy statement contains an annex that gives several 
examples of arrangements that might be avoidance, and blesses some of 
them. The committee will mention only one example of the arrange-
ments that the statement accepts as not involving avoidance. This is ex-
ample 4, an arbitrage scheme that contrives to grant a tax preference to 
foreigners when acquiring shares in petroleum mining companies, even 
though section 160A of the 1976 Act in terms awarded the preference to 
New Zealand residents only. Alternatively, depending on the price at 
which New Zealand residents sell their shares to foreigners, the scheme 
involves not arbitrage but New Zealand residents obtaining a preference 
for investing in petroleum mining shares that they own for only two 
weeks. 
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6.62 On the basis of a formalistic analysis, the policy statement de-
termines that the scheme in example 4 is not vulnerable to attack under 
section 99. The Commissioner may be correct, but the committee is 
doubtful. At any rate, if the example is correct it follows that section 
160A did not achieve its intended effect. If so, the section should have 
been amended. If section 160A was deficient in the manner that the 
Commissioner explains in the statement then, of course, the Commis-
sioner had no option but to assess people on the basis of section 160A’s 
correct, though deficient, meaning. However, the committee doubts the 
merits of publishing a statement that highlights this assumed deficiency 
and that invites taxpayers to exploit it. 

6.63 Since it was published, the 1990 policy statement seems to have 
had considerable influence. It may be part of the explanation for the in-
frequency with which the Commissioner has invoked section 99/BG 1 
from the time that it adopted its present terms in 1974. However, the 
committee is pleased to note the increased use of section 99/BG 1 that is 
recorded in para 13.51. 

Interpretation guideline exposure draft on form and substance in taxa-
tion law 
6.64 Issues of form and substance are different from questions of 
avoidance, but in practice they are often closely related. The committee 
discussed the Inland Revenue Department’s 1998 exposure draft of an 
interpretation guideline, Form and Substance in Taxation Law. As the 
draft explains: 

Interpretation guidelines are intended to clarify general 
points of interpretation that are causing, or may cause, dif-
ficulty for practitioners, taxpayers, and Inland Revenue. An 
interpretation guideline is Inland Revenue’s opinion as to 
the better view of the law. That view is developed from an 
appreciation and assessment of the law on a particular 
topic, as gleaned from the cases. 113 

6.65 The draft finishes with this warning: 

Draft items produced by the Adjudications and Rulings 
Business Group represent the preliminary, though consid-
ered, views of the Commissioner of Inland Revenue. 

113 New Zealand Inland Revenue Department document reference IG9703 (1998) 
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In draft form these items may not be relied on by taxation 
officers, taxpayers, and (sic, or?) practitioners. Only final-
ised items represent authoritative statements by Inland 
Revenue of its stance on the particular issues covered. 

6.66 Although the document is an exposure draft with the qualifica-
tions outlined above, the committee understands that the document de-
scribes the manner in which the department is interpreting the law. For 
the reasons given in paras 6.72 to 6.88, the committee disagrees with the 
approach that the exposure draft reveals. 

6.67 The exposure draft suffers from a shortcoming in that it employs 
an analytical framework that is not refined enough for the purposes of its 
subject matter. It says,  ‘The [courts’] only significant departure from [a 
formalistic] approach is when the essential genuineness of a transaction 
is challenged [by alleging that the transaction is a sham].’ However, 
when a transaction is challenged as a sham and not genuine, or as being 
in substance something different from what its form suggests, the courts 
have essentially one response. This response is to seek the true legal ob-
ligations and rights that the transaction imposes or confers on the parties 
to it. 

6.68 Courts often explain this exercise by adopting one of two bi-
partite frameworks. The first is the form/legal substance dichotomy. 
Where the form of a transaction, or the label that the parties give to the 
transaction, is different from the true legal substance of the transaction, 
then the courts construe the transaction according to the true legal rights 
and obligations that it creates, that is, according to its true legal sub-
stance. An example is Ensign Tankers (Leasing) Ltd v Stokes.114 In that 
case, the House of Lords held that a transaction that was constructed as a 
non-recourse loan was in legal substance a partnership, and that it should 
be treated as a partnership for tax purposes. 

6.69 The second bipartite framework entails distinguishing between a 
transaction’s true legal substance and its economic effect. A recent ex-
ample is Wattie v CIR.115 In that case, the Privy Council held that a pay-
ment that the Commissioner of Inland Revenue argued was a rent subsi-
dy was in legal substance a premium paid by a landlord to attract a ten-
ant, notwithstanding that in economic effect the payment was just the 

114 [1992] 1 AC 655 
115 (1998) 18 NZTC 13,991 
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same as a rent subsidy. Being a premium, the payment was a non-taxable 
capital receipt, whereas a rent subsidy would have been a revenue item. 

6.70 Two features of these alternative bipartite frameworks require 
noting. First, the concept of legal substance is common to each frame-
work. Secondly, whichever framework is appropriate to the case at hand, 
the correct answer is always the same: the court must analyse the trans-
action according to its legal substance and the true legal rights and obli-
gations that it creates. If the first framework is used, the courts reject 
form in favour of true legal substance. If the second framework is used, 
the courts reject economic substance in favour of legal substance. 

6.71 The result is that a conspectus of both types of case, that is, cases 
like Ensign Tankers and cases like Wattie, reveal three relevant catego-
ries: form, legal substance, and economic substance. The courts reject 
the first and third in favour of the second. This principle does not mean 
that the first and third categories are never correct. Rather, they are cor-
rect only if they happen to coincide with legal substance, with the par-
ties’ true rights and obligations. Thus, in Wattie legal form (a premium) 
did in fact coincide with legal substance (a premium) and the Privy 
Council rejected analysis according to economic substance that would 
have led to classifying the payment as a rent subsidy. In Ensign Tankers, 
economic substance (a partnership) did in fact coincide with legal sub-
stance (a partnership) and the House of Lords rejected form (a non-
recourse loan). 

6.72 It is an important shortcoming of the exposure draft that its ana-
lytical framework fails to identify the three categories of form, legal sub-
stance, and economic substance, and instead relies on a formulaic divi-
sion between form and substance. In the context of a particular case, that 
distinction can sometimes be enough. But in the context of an interpreta-
tion guideline about form and substance that attempts a comprehensive 
coverage of the relevant elements of the whole field this failure is mis-
leading. 

Discussion of judicial dicta in the exposure draft 
6.73 The exposure draft quotes two judicial statements of principle 
that are notoriously difficult to reconcile, without apparently recognising 
their inconsistency. The first is the ‘no taxation on substantial or eco-
nomic or business character of what was done’ statement from CIR v 
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Europa Oil (No 1), 116 and the second is Dixon J’s emphasis that tax 
analysis ‘depends on what the expenditure is calculated to effect from a 
practical and business point of view, rather than upon the juristic classi-
fication of the legal rights, if any, secured, employed, or exhausted in the 
process’ in Hallstroms Pty Ltd v Federal Commissioner of Taxation.117 

6.74 The draft cites Attorney-General v Barker Bros Ltd118 and other 
cases on contract formation (that is, on the question of whether or not a 
contract exists) as helpful cases for analysing contracts that, ex hy-
pothesi, do exist. The committee is not aware of tax cases, apart from 
cases of alleged shams, where there was any issue as to whether the 
contract in question existed. It is hard to see how the Barker Bros case 
can shed any light on the apparent conflict between Europa Oil and 
Hallstroms. 

6.75 The conflict between Europa Oil and Dixon J in Hallstroms is 
resolved, however, when one remembers that there are three relevant 
categories. When Dixon J rejects a ‘juristic classification of legal rights’ 
in favour of ‘what the expenditure is calculated to effect from a practical 
and business point of view’ he must not be interpreted as embracing 
taxation by economic substance. He must be taken as rejecting the pure 
juristic form of a transaction if this form does not reflect the true legal 
rights of the parties. He is not saying, as Europa Oil says he must not, 
that people should be taxed according to the economic substance of their 
transactions. 

Committee’s reservations 
6.76 The committee hesitated before recording its reservations about a 
document that is, as yet, only an exposure draft. At the same time, the 
draft has now been extant since 4 June 1997 and there have been only 
five submissions on it, none of which has made the points made by the 
committee. It may be unrealistic for the department to rely on voluntary 
public comment to correct this kind of document. The committee sus-
pects that, had the draft not come to its attention, the points that it makes 

116 [1971] NZLR 641 at 648 (PC) 
117 (1946) 72 CLR 634 at 648 
118 [1976] NZLR 495 (CA) 
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would never have come to light; nor are they the committee’s only reser-
vations about the draft.119 

6.77 The committee is concerned about the likely use of the draft. The 
document is in essence a text on how to approach transactions by using a 
form/substance analytical framework. But in status, and in some of its 
language, the document is a draft statement of the law as the Commis-
sioner understands it. There are several problems here. They stem from 
the fact that the form or substance question is more a tool of argument or 
analysis than it is a statement of law. Moreover, it is a deceptive tool, in 
that judges often state it in firm, almost dogmatic terms, whereas in fact 
it is infinitely flexible and elusive. In this respect, it has some similarity 
to the rules of statutory interpretation, which the committee discusses 
earlier in this report.120 

Assessment of the interpretation guideline 
6.78 The matters discussed in the last paragraph give cause for con-
cern about the users of the interpretation statement. If people are knowl-
edgeable about tax law, they will understand that, despite its form, the 
statement can in only a limited sense function as a statement of the 
Commissioner’s view of the law. But these people will already know 
enough about tax law that they will either not need to use the statement, 
or, worse, they will be able to use it against the Commissioner, picking 
on passages that can be deployed against him. 

6.79 If people’s knowledge of tax law is such that they need the 
statement to inform them about the form/substance distinction there is a 
risk that they may be misled. In difficult cases, the form/substance dis-
tinction is a matter of shadings of grey. The draft statement does not 
paint a picture that is purely black and white, but it does give an impres-
sion of much more certainty and logic than in fact exists. An Inland 
Revenue officer relying on the statement to help in analysing and catego-
rising a difficult transaction could well come to the wrong conclusion. 

6.80 Issuing the guideline in a form consistent with the committee’s 
views may not be the answer. The guideline is not really an interpreta-

119 Another is the draft’s discussion of a practical example formed by a pair of opposing transactions that 
balance one another in both legal and economic substance. The draft specifically denies the possibil-
ity of considering the transactions together as a self-cancelling matrix even though this is a standard 
analytical approach. See below paras 6.82 to 6.88. 

120 See paras 2.7 to 2.91 
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tion of a difficult or ambiguous rule of tax law, and hardly qualifies to be 
called an ‘interpretation’. As mentioned earlier, it is more in the nature 
of instruction in the use of a particular analytical technique. Because the 
technique is a tool, in close cases it can be used to argue for either side. 
Publishing an explanation of such a technique as a formal statement of 
the Commissioner’s view of the law can inadvertently give tax advisers 
in the private sector an argument that, in substance, does not exist. Fur-
ther, it can cause officers to reach incorrect conclusions. 

6.81 The committee bears in mind that there are many tax profession-
als who do not have a formal legal training. For them, guidelines can 
serve a very useful purpose. Indeed, the draft statement under discussion 
was developed with the encouragement of the accounting profession. If 
the requirements of such people are to be met, then there is a need for 
finalising and issuing the draft guideline in the respects outlined. 

Transactions that balance one another 
6.82 An example discussed in the exposure draft is a case in point. 
The example involves a pair of transactions that balance one another as 
to subject matter and parties. The example is:  

P purchases some assets from M for $100,000. P and M then en-
ter into a simultaneous put and call option agreement under 
which: 
-  M has the right to buy the assets back for for $110,000 (call 

option); 
-  P has the right to sell the assets to M, also for $110,000 (put 

option). 

6.83 The draft states that these options must necessarily be treated as 
separate transactions, even though they are part of a single agreement. It 
is possible that there are circumstances where the opinion in the draft 
would be correct. However, there are not enough secondary facts in the 
example to decide whether a court would consider each transaction sepa-
rately and give each transaction full effect, or whether it would conflate 
the transactions into a single, self-cancelling matrix. Indeed, there are no 
secondary facts given in the example. 

6.84 Inland Revenue officers faced with cases where the primary facts 
match the balancing transactions in the example could be forgiven for 
following the analysis in the draft and assuming that the law will inevi-
tably require each transaction to be given separate effect. 
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The Magnum case and balancing transactions 
6.85 Interestingly, some people seem to have adopted that approach in 
analysing the Magnum scheme in the Winebox papers. It may be re-
called that the core transactions in the Magnum scheme were an agree-
ment to sell a promissory note, and another agreement to buy the same 
note. The Magnum scheme’s pair of transactions were, if anything, less 
closely interrelated than the put and call options in the exposure draft’s 
example. The differences are first, that the Magnum transactions were 
not formally part of a single agreement, and secondly that, while one 
party was the same in both Magnum transactions, the second parties to 
the two transactions were not identical but were related companies in the 
same group. 

6.86 On their facts, and to put the matter at its lowest, there is a tena-
ble argument that the Magnum transactions were self-cancelling and did 
not have the effect that was purported by their authors. In fact, in Euro-
pean Pacific Banking Corporation v Television New Zealand,121 the 
Court of Appeal went further, and, taking into account the secondary 
facts of the Magnum scheme, held that Television New Zealand had es-
tablished a seriously arguable case that the whole scheme was iniquitous. 
In the recent case of Peters v Davison,122 the Court of Appeal confirmed 
its earlier opinion that the Magnum promissory note transaction could be 
ineffectual because of cancellation of one leg of the transaction by the 
other. 

Difficulties of form/substance analysis 
6.87 Comparing the exposure draft’s example with the Magnum 
scheme illustrates that form/substance analysis is much more subtle, elu-
sive and impressionistic than would appear to be the case to a reader of 
the draft. The committee is concerned that, although the draft purports to 
be no more than a draft, and is subject to correction, the ordinary course 
of events would not necessarily see the necessary corrections made. If 
there is reliance on the period of exposure of the draft to provoke profes-
sional comment that would identify errors, that reliance may well be 
misplaced. Frequently, the view that the draft espouses will suit the tax-
payer rather than the Commissioner. It would be a most altruistic practi-
tioner from the private sector who would seek to correct the draft. 

121 [1994] 3 NZLR 43 
122 Unreported, Court of Appeal, CA 72/98, 17 November 1998 
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6.88 A further cause of the committee’s concern is that, although the 
draft is subject to revision after exposure, at the moment it states the 
Commissioner’s current ‘considered views’. Have those views affected 
any private binding rulings that have been issued in the last few years? 
Have they influenced decisions about completed transactions that have 
come to the attention of Inland Revenue investigators? The committee 
cannot answer these questions, because private rulings are not published, 
and because decisions about individual taxpayers are confidential. 

Interpretation guideline on shams 
6.89 Like issues as to form and substance, questions of sham are in 
practice closely related to questions of avoidance, often arising in the 
same case. The committee considered an interpretation guideline entitled 
Sham – Meaning of the Term, that was published in 1997 in the Tax In-
formation Bulletin,123 and that remains in force. The guideline is an item 
of three or four pages much along the lines of a short expository article 
that one might find in a professional or scholarly journal or as part of a 
chapter in a text book. 

6.90 The guideline mentions relevant law, draws certain conclusions, 
and gives some examples. However, it suffers from the same analytical 
shortcoming as the exposure draft on form and substance that the com-
mittee has discussed, in that the discussion takes place within an analyti-
cal framework that is not adequate. The guideline adopts a simplistic 
form/substance dichotomy. It does not make the point that in order to 
discover the true legal rights and obligations that a transaction creates 
courts may ask two, separate, questions, each apt for a different kind of 
case: form/legal substance, relevant in cases like Ensign Tankers Ltd v 
Stokes,124 and legal substance/economic substance, relevant in cases like 
Wattie v CIR. 125 

‘No half-way house’ 
6.91 A second difficulty is that the guideline keeps to the framework, 
‘There is no half-way house between a sham and an effective transac-
tion.’ There are plenty of dicta in the cases that appear to support this 
principle, and it is accurate as far as it goes. But the principle must be 
understood within a wider context. That context is that, above and be-

123 Volume 9, No 11, page 7 
124 [1992] 1 AC 655, discussed in para 6.68 
125 (1998) 18 NZTC 13,911, discussed in para 6.69 
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yond the doctrine of sham, the courts do in fact decline to accord to cer-
tain categories of genuine, non-sham, transactions the effect that those 
transactions purport to have. In strict logic, these impugnable transac-
tions are sub-categories of genuine transactions. However, their legal 
effect is such that they are no more effective in achieving their hoped-for 
tax result than if they were shams. For practical purposes, these transac-
tions do constitute a quasi-half-way house between sham and genuine 
transactions. 

6.92 The main inhabitants of this quasi-half-way house are: misla-
belled transactions, self-cancelling transactions, and transactions that, 
when interpreted in context, have an effect different from the initial im-
pression that the reader gains from one or more of the documents.126 

6.93 The difficulty with the department’s interpretation guideline is 
that most readers would take it to be comprehensive in scope, (in the 
sense of covering or referring to the whole relevant field, rather than in 
the sense of being a fully detailed analysis). The guideline reinforces this 
impression by quoting the ‘no half-way house’ principle, which has 
misled a good many readers of judicial judgments in the past. The prob-
lem is compounded by the fact that the guideline appears to be a general, 
authoritative statement. In contrast, reported judgments can be mislead-
ing enough, but at least most readers of law reports appreciate that 
statements of principle in judgments can be taken as generally authorita-
tive only within limits. 

Interpretation guidelines about legal reasoning 
6.94 The committee concludes its discussion of the section 99 state-
ment, the draft interpretation guideline on form and substance, and the 
guideline on shams, by reflecting on the purpose of guidelines and 
statements that set out not interpretations of law but, in effect, instruc-
tions or information on how to go about methods of legal reasoning. To 
the extent that users are Inland Revenue Department staff, the purpose is 
commendable and necessary: it is most important for staff to be educated 
in methods of legal reasoning. But interpretation statements are an awk-
ward vehicle for such education. 

126 See Prebble J, ‘Criminal Law, Tax Evasion, Shams, and Tax Avoidance: Part II – Criminal Law 
Consequences of Categories of Evasion and Avoidance’ (1996) 2 New Zealand Journal of Taxation 
Law and Policy, 59, pages 63-66. The interpretation guideline mentions this third category by impli-
cation in its discussion of Richardson J’s judgment in Re Securitibank (No 2) [1978] 2 NZLR 136, 
but it does not explore the implications of the category in a manner that is sufficiently informative.    
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6.95 If interpretation statements and guidelines are to fulfil the func-
tion that their name implies, they must be reasonably concise and dog-
matic. Legal reasoning has many characteristics, but concise dogmatism 
is not one of them. Where it is a question of education or instruction of 
officials on methods of legal reasoning, the conventional vehicles of text 
books, articles, and class instruction may be more appropriate. However, 
as the committee discusses below, resource constraints make this strate-
gy not altogether practical. 

6.96 The committee is also concerned about directing interpretation 
statements of the kind under discussion to taxpayers and practitioners. 
Non-specialists who do not know how this kind of statement fits into the 
total context of the law may be misled. Specialists do not need them, and 
are apt to turn them against the Commissioner. 

Merits of interpretation statements and guidelines 
6.97 As is apparent from the foregoing paragraphs, the committee’s 
discussion reflected grave misgivings about interpretation statements and 
guidelines that involve approaches to lines of legal reasoning rather than 
statements of law. The committee considered a recommendation that the 
Commissioner should not issue such statements and guidelines. In the 
end, the committee did not follow this course, for three reasons. 

6.98 First, there is the question of Inland Revenue officers. The 
Commissioner will always have to rely on officers who do not have a 
deep knowledge of tax law and of legal analysis. It will never be practi-
cal or economical wholly to remedy this problem by providing enough 
education to train all, or even most, staff of the Inland Revenue Depart-
ment as tax specialists. In the end, the committee was persuaded that 
non-specialists are better off with guidelines, even over-simplified and 
sometimes misleading guidelines, than with no guidelines at all. 

6.99 Secondly, in modern public administration, New Zealanders’ ex-
pectations are such if such guidelines are published they must be made 
available to the public, and not kept within the department, as was the 
case until the enactment of the Official Information Act in 1982. If 
guidelines are available, particularly if they contain examples, tax advis-
ers will sometimes rely on them to make arguments detrimental to the 
tax system. 

6.100 Thirdly, tax law, particularly income tax law, will always have 
areas of uncertainty. This is particularly so for cases that depend on the 
application of a somewhat flexible form of reasoning rather than on 
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relatively black letter law. Examples of such flexible forms of reasoning 
include: applying the principles of statutory interpretation; analysing 
facts according to the form/substance distinction; drawing the line be-
tween capital and revenue items; and applying the statutory anti-
avoidance rule. Both taxpayers and tax advisers welcome succinct 
guidelines that try to reduce this uncertainty, even (or especially, de-
pending on one’s point of view) if the reduction of uncertainty is at the 
expense of some erosion of the tax base.  

6.101 Bearing in mind the difficulties with the interpretation statements 
and guidelines that it has studied, the committee recommends that the 
government draws to the Commissioner’s attention the committee’s view 
that the department should: 

Review existing interpretation statements, interpretation guide-
lines and public rulings that depend on high-level legal analysis 
in order to determine whether these statements should be revised. 
Immediately withdraw any such statements that are found to be 
deficient, without waiting until replacement drafts are available. 
In particular, immediately withdraw the 1990 policy statement on 
section 99 of the Income Tax Act 1976. 
Where appropriate, and especially for issues involving complex 
reasoning, seek external expert input into interpretation guide-
lines and interpretation statements before they are released for 
public consultation. 
Take particular care when including in such statements generic 
examples that do not incorporate contextual facts, and, in gen-
eral, incorporate contextual facts in examples so that examples 
do not inadvertently apply to wider areas than officials intend. 
Reconsider and refine the department’s apparent view on how 
form/substance and sham/genuine analysis should be ap-
proached. 

LOSS-ATTRIBUTING QUALIFYING COMPANIES 
Introduction 
6.102 Having examined the general anti-avoidance rule and the de-
partment’s approach to problems of interpretation, the committee now 
turns to the use of some particular rules, the loss attributing qualifying 
companies rules, for tax planning purposes. 
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6.103 The qualifying companies rules form a subset of the company tax 
regime. The rules address a problem faced by small businesses: if they 
wish to obtain the benefits of limited liability and perpetual succession 
that are afforded by the corporate form, they lose the tax benefits of sole 
traders and partnerships. The qualifying companies rules allow closely 
held companies to be treated more or less as partnerships for tax pur-
poses. That is, profits may be attributed directly to shareholders, without 
the need to go through the imputation system. In order to prevent avoid-
ance, the qualifying companies rules are hedged around with certain 
formalities and anti-avoidance rules. 

6.104 Loss-attributing qualifying companies are a further subset of 
qualifying companies. Standard qualifying companies permit profits to 
pass through directly to shareholders, but carry losses forward within the 
company. Loss attributing qualifying companies permit losses to be 
passed into shareholders’ personal accounts. Because of the potential for 
abuse, there are additional formal and anti-avoidance rules associated 
with loss attributing qualifying companies. 

Loss attributing qualifying companies as tax planning vehicles 
6.105 Tax planning structures that are marketed to the public tend to 
take one of a relatively small number of basic forms. One of these con-
stitutes structures that offer clients an opportunity to take advantage of 
accelerated deductions. Many such structures are efficient only if there 
can be a number of participants. They therefore require a scheme with 
two characteristics: first, people can combine in groups for investment 
purposes; secondly, the combination can pass losses through to individ-
ual members of the group. Companies have the first characteristic, but 
not the second. Partnerships have the second, but, because of joint and 
several liability, have limited appeal for people who need to combine 
with strangers to join together for investment. 

6.106 In the past, New Zealand taxpayers turned to the special partner-
ship, which offered the best of both worlds: limited liability, and the 
ability to pass losses through to members. During the 1980s, special 
partnerships were popular structures for investors in films, livestock, and 
other investments that appeared to offer opportunities from accelerated 
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deductions. People’s ability to use special partnerships in this manner 
was foreclosed from the start of the 1986-87 income year.127 
6.107 Nowadays, partnerships formed of numbers of loss attributing 
qualifying companies fill the gap left since the demise of special partner-
ships. This structure can offer investors both limited liability and the 
pass-through of losses. They can also be large enough to gather together 
enough investors to obtain sufficient economies of scale to make loss-
generating investments worthwhile. Two areas where they are used are 
forestry and intangible property depreciation schemes. There may be 
other areas. 

6.108 Towards the end of its term, the committee became aware of an 
aggressive tax shelter scheme that involved the depreciation of intangi-
ble property. The marketers of the scheme recommend that customers 
should invest via loss attributing qualifying companies. This structure is 
not essential to the scheme’s operation, but there is little doubt that in-
vesting via a loss attributing qualifying company makes the scheme 
more attractive to participants.  

Forestry 
6.109 At present, in New Zealand, forestry investment enjoys a tax pre-
ferred status. That status is a matter of government policy and specific 
Parliamentary enactment and not an accident. The tax-preferred status is 
unusual, and perhaps close to unique in the current New Zealand tax 
system. Loss attributing qualifying companies enable middle-income 
people to pool funds to invest in forestry, and to take advantage of the 
tax preference. Without pooling funds, middle income people would find 
it hard to attain the economies of scale that are needed before one goes 
into forestry. 

6.110 It may be, therefore, that, in the field of forestry, loss attributing 
qualifying companies are promoting government policy, though if this is 
so the situation has evolved rather than come about by design. The posi-
tion is almost certainly otherwise in any other areas where loss attrib-
uting qualifying companies are being used to gain access to tax benefits. 
That is particularly so in respect of schemes that rely on claiming depre-
ciation in respect of intangible property. 

127 By the Income Tax Amendment Act (No 4) 1986 
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The intended role 
6.111 Officials were not able to tell the committee the extent of the use 
of loss attributing qualifying companies for conventional, non-tax shelter 
purposes. However, the committee is aware that loss attributing qualify-
ing companies do play a useful role, particularly for start-up ventures. In 
this context, they permit initial year losses to be transferred to business 
proprietors, which is an example of the reason for establishing this cate-
gory of taxpayer in the first place. 

Simplicity 
6.112 In chapter 1 of this report, the committee explained the phe-
nomenon that it has called the ‘fiscal paradox’. This paradox is that the 
more people try to make tax systems equitable, the more they make them 
complex. Loss attributing qualifying companies are an excellent illustra-
tion. Their objective is to eliminate tax considerations as an element in 
determining the appropriate structure for closely held businesses, 
whether company, partnership, or sole tradership. 

6.113 The cost in statutory terms is a whole subpart of the Income Tax 
Act 1994, subpart HG, which occupies 25 pages in the 1998 reprint, not 
including definitions. The provisions of subpart HG show an instructive 
contrast to the Act’s next subpart, HH, which covers the taxation of 
trusts, conceptually a more complex topic, in only 15 pages. From the 
point of view of simplicity alone, eliminating loss attributing qualifying 
companies would clearly be a positive step. 

6.114 The committee recommends that the government should exam-
ine loss attributing qualifying companies to determine: 

whether the use of loss attributing qualifying companies as tax 
avoidance vehicles is a threat to the tax base; 
whether the use of loss attributing qualifying companies pro-
motes a government policy of preferring forestry investment, as-
suming that there is such a policy; 
whether, taking into account the factors listed and any other mat-
ters that appear to be relevant, the provisions as to loss attrib-
uting qualifying companies should be amended in order to pre-
vent these companies being used as vehicles for tax shelters or, if 
necessary, be repealed. 
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CONTRIVED DEPRECIATION SCHEMES 
6.115 The committee is aware of a tax shelter scheme that offers gen-
erous depreciation deductions to participants for a modest price. The 
scheme depends for its effect on three elements: claiming depreciation 
on fixed life intangible property; an asymmetry between participants, 
being on the one hand ordinary taxpayers and on the other hand a tax-
exempt charity; and the use of a syndicate of loss attributing qualifying 
companies as the investment vehicle. Loss attributing qualifying compa-
nies are not essential to the operation of the scheme, but make it more 
attractive for participants. 

6.116 The scheme provides an excellent illustration of several of the 
general points made in this report. First, it shows how loss attributing 
qualifying companies, a concept created to promote equity as to tax be-
tween sole traders and closely held companies, can be employed to fa-
cilitate the marketing of tax shelters.  

6.117 Secondly, it illustrates both in this respect and in respect of fixed 
life intangible property the operation of the fiscal paradox.128 In 1993, 
Parliament amended the Income Tax Act to enable people to claim de-
preciation allowances for fixed life intangible property in order to pro-
mote equity between businesses that use tangible (and thus depreciable, 
assets) and businesses that use intangible assets, which were formerly 
non-depreciable. Parliament’s well-intentioned measure forms the ful-
crum for achieving arbitrage between the charity and scheme partici-
pants. 

6.118 Thirdly, the scheme illustrates how standard approaches to 
statutory interpretation allow a measure that is enacted for one purpose 
(here, to promote horizontal equity between taxpayers) to be used for 
another purpose (in this scheme, to create a tax shelter). The committee 
discusses officials’ concern about such unintended effects in para 2.38.  

6.119 Fourthly, the scheme illustrates the way in which people can take 
advantage of the tax exemption that is enjoyed by charities.129 Indeed, 
the scheme constitutes a more dramatic illustration of this point than the 
committee had in mind when writing the part of this report that relates to 
tax-exempt institutions. The committee is not aware of schemes that turn 

128 See paras 1.3 to 1.5 
129 See para 4.1  
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on arbitrage between charities and taxpayers being marketed in New 
Zealand in the past, though this activity has occurred in Australia.130 

6.120 Fifthly, the scheme may illustrate an unexpected problem with 
the rewrite’s adoption of the gross receipts approach, discussed by the 
committee in para 2.110 to 2.119. The problem is that section EG 1(1) 
allows a deduction for depreciation of ‘depreciable property’. Section 
OB 1 relevantly defines ‘depreciable property’ to include property that 
people use ‘in deriving gross income’.  

6.121 Before the gross income approach was adopted, arguably enti-
tlement to deduct depreciation allowances turned on at least an intention 
to derive net assessable income, even though the intention might have 
been unrealistic from an objective point of view. Now, it seems that an 
intention to derive gross income is sufficient, even though the taxpayer 
never expected the venture in question to result in net income that is tax-
able. 

6.122 Sixthly, the scheme is a good example of the archetypal form of 
tax arbitrage between taxpaying and tax-exempt entities that is men-
tioned in para 4.1. 

6.123 The committee was informed that the department is aware of ar-
rangements of this type and that they are already under investigation. 

130 See, for example, Prebble J, Criminal Law, Tax Evasion, Shams, and Tax Avoidance: Part II–
Criminal Law Consequences of Categories of Evasion and Avoidance (1996) 2 NZ Journal of Taxa-
tion Law and Policy for a discussion of an Australian scheme. 
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Introduction 
7.1 New Zealand, like many other jurisdictions, relies on a tax sys-
tem based on voluntary compliance. Taxpayers are expected to under-
stand and comply with their tax obligations. 

7.2 Under such a tax system, it is inevitable that some taxpayers will 
fail to comply with their tax obligations. For example, some people will 
seek to evade tax by submitting false tax returns that conceal taxable ac-
tivities from the Inland Revenue Department. Other taxpayers will evade 
tax unintentionally because they do not understand their obligations. In 
this case, the taxpayer does not deliberately set out to submit a false re-
turn. However, such taxpayers will still file a false return if they are not 
reminded of their tax obligations either in their tax return, or in supple-
mentary information provided by the Inland Revenue Department. 
7.3 Although it is not feasible to eliminate tax evasion completely, it 
is important to keep the level of evasion under control. Increases in the 
level of evasion can threaten the integrity of the tax system. In particular, 
tax evasion undermines the ability of the government to raise revenue in 
an equitable and efficient manner. Individuals and businesses that evade 
tax in effect shift their tax burden onto those taxpayers who comply with 
their tax obligations. This shift results in an inequitable distribution of 
the tax burden, and disadvantages those businesses that choose to com-
ply with their tax obligations. 

7.4 In  practice it is extremely difficult to monitor the level of tax 
evasion in New Zealand. This difficulty arises because tax evasion in-
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volves economic activities that are part of what is usually referred to as 
the ‘hidden’ economy. 
7.5 This chapter begins with a discussion of what is meant by the 
hidden economy and explains how estimates of the size of the hidden 
economy in New Zealand have been used to obtain an indication of the 
overall level of tax evasion. This introduction is followed by a discussion 
of what is being done to reduce the level of tax evasion. The chapter 
concludes with a description of the committee’s recommended approach 
to reducing tax evasion. 
What is meant by the hidden economy?  
7.6 As noted above, tax evasion involves economic activities that are 
hidden from Inland Revenue. In the course of evading tax, taxpayers ei-
ther intentionally or unintentionally fail to take into account certain taxa-
ble activities when completing their tax returns. These hidden economic 
activities comprise part of what is usually referred to as the hidden or 
black economy. 

7.7 The hidden or black economy comprises economic activities that 
are not measured in official statistics, including both legal and illegal 
activities. 

7.8 For example, national statistics exclude certain legal market 
transactions that have deliberately hidden from authorities, such as the 
income that taxpayers have failed to declare to the Inland Revenue De-
partment. Certain legal non-market activities, such as the unpaid house-
work, are also excluded because they are difficult to measure. 

7.9 National statistics also exclude certain unreported illegal market 
activities, such the trade in illegal drugs, as well as illegal non-market 
activities, such as drugs produced for personal consumption.  

7.10 Tax evasion typically involves a range of hidden economic ac-
tivities, including both legal and illegal transactions, as well as market 
and non-market transactions. For example, the total level of tax evaded 
in New Zealand includes the tax evaded on income from unreported le-
gal activities such as income earned from cash jobs, as well as income 
from unreported illegal activities such as prostitution, illegal gambling, 
and trade in illicit drugs. 

7.11 Not all of the economic activities that comprise the hidden econ-
omy involve taxable transactions. For example, unpaid housework does 
not give rise to assessable income.  
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7.12 As a result, the total value of taxable economic activity on which 
tax is evaded will be less than the total size of the hidden economy. This 
feature means that estimates of the size of the hidden economy need to 
be adjusted in order to obtain estimates of the level of tax evasion. This 
result can be achieved either by excluding the value of non-taxable ac-
tivities from estimates of the size of the hidden economy, or by adopting 
a narrower definition of the hidden economy that excludes non-taxable 
transactions. 
Research on the estimated size of the hidden economy 
7.13 The Inland Revenue Department commissioned three papers on 
the hidden economy from Professor DE Giles of the University of Victo-
ria in British Columbia. The papers comprise the first serious attempt to 
estimate the size of the hidden economy in New Zealand and its interac-
tion with the tax system.131 The study covered the years 1968 to 1994.  

7.14 The commissioned work estimated the economy-wide level of 
unmeasured market activity. This measure excluded non-market activi-
ties such as housework that are not subject to tax. 

7.15 Officials advised the committee that the estimated long-run aver-
age size of the hidden economy was 8.8 per cent of GDP, while in 1994 
it was 11.3 per cent. For 1994 the level of tax evasion was estimated to 
be $3.2 billion. A casual examination of the time series reveals that the 
size of the hidden economy fluctuates over time with a rising trend, as 
shown in figure 1. The research established a positive correlation be-
tween the business cycle and the hidden economy, so it is not surprising 
that the hidden economy was large in 1994 when the business cycle was 
near its peak, as it was in 1987. 

7.16 No estimates exist of the size of the hidden economy or the level 
of tax evasion in New Zealand after 1994. Providing a reliable estimate 
would entail re-estimating the model using data for the years after 1994. 
Any attempts to estimate the size of the hidden economy after 1994 
without re-estimating the model would require an assumption as to the 
proportionate size of the hidden economy. This assumption would affect 
the reliability of the figures, given the fluctuations shown in figure 1. 

131 The most recent available information on Professor Giles’ research on the hidden economy can be 
found on his website http://web.uvic.ca/econ/economet_he.html. 
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FIGURE 1: HIDDEN ECONOMY AS PERCENTAGE OF GDP 

 

SOURCE: INLAND REVENUE (NZ) 

7.17 Professor Giles also investigated the relationship between the 
level and mix of taxation (that is, direct and indirect taxation as a share 
of total taxation) and the size of the hidden economy. The studies found 
that: 

A decrease in the tax/GDP ratio from its current level slightly re-
duces the hidden economy/GDP ratio. 
An increase in the proportion of indirect tax to direct tax from its 
current proportion reduces the hidden economy.  
The introduction of GST in 1986 had a noticeable impact in re-
ducing the size of the hidden economy relative to GDP. 
If the government were to reduce tax rates to zero, the hidden 
economy would still remain at 4 per cent – 4.5 per cent of 
GDP.132 
The rate of economic growth, unemployment, inflation and gov-
ernment regulation were found to be significant contributors to 
the size of the hidden economy. 

7.18 These results point to some interesting conclusions. First, on its 
own, reducing the tax/GDP ratio is not particularly effective as a means 
of minimising the hidden economy given the substantial tax revenue 
foregone for only slight gains in reducing the hidden economy. Several 

132 See para 7.19 
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reasons exist for modifying the statutory tax rates and the tax bases to 
which they are applied. These reasons include lessening the economic 
distortions caused by taxes and redistributing income. It follows that re-
ductions in the size of the hidden economy caused by lower tax levels 
are best seen as a beneficial side effect of such a policy, rather than a 
prime reason for their introduction. 

7.19 Secondly, getting rid of taxation does not get rid of the hidden 
economy. This finding implies that a significant proportion of income is 
unreported for reasons other than taxation, such as criminal activity or 
avoiding other forms of government regulation.  

7.20 Finally, many other influences on the size of the hidden economy 
proved significant in the research. Aside from the rate of economic 
growth, unemployment, inflation and government regulation were found 
to be significant contributors to the size of the hidden economy. The 
government addresses these issues as part of its wider economic policy. 

7.21 Internationally, New Zealand’s hidden economy is in line with 
most OECD countries in terms of both the 1994 estimate of 11.3 per cent 
of GDP and the long-run average of 8.8 per cent of GDP. The estimates 
range from approximately 27 per cent of GDP for Italy to 6 per cent of 
GDP for Switzerland for 1994. Generally, the hidden economy has been 
growing in most OECD countries. 

FIGURE 2: SIZE OF HIDDEN ECONOMY AS PERCENTAGE OF  
GDP IN VARIOUS COUNTRIES 

 

SOURCE: GILES, D 1998 ‘THE UNDERGROUND ECONOMY: MINIMIZING THE SIZE OF GOVERNMENT’ IN 
GRUBEL H, ED, HOW TO SPEND THE FISCAL DIVIDEND: THE OPTIMAL SIZE OF GOVERNMENT, FRASER 
INSTITUTE, VANCOUVER (FORTHCOMING). 
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7.22 Officials cautioned the committee about comparisons between 
studies and across countries. There is wide variation in estimates of size 
of the hidden economy depending upon the country concerned, the 
availability of data and the method employed in estimating it. Park 
(1979) and Feige (1982), for example, estimated the size of the hidden 
economy in the United States at 4 per cent and 33 per cent of GDP re-
spectively for 1978.133  These results show, as noted by Professor Giles 
in his paper, that not only does the evidence ‘suggest variation over time 
and across countries for the relative size of the hidden economy, but it is 
also rather imprecise’.134  

What is being done to reduce the level of tax evasion? 
7.23 Since 1984, successive governments have introduced a range of 
initiatives that have reduced the scope for tax evasion in New Zealand.  

7.24 For example, reductions in the rates of income tax, in combina-
tion with the introduction of the GST regime, significantly reduced both 
the incentive and opportunities for many taxpayers to evade tax. In par-
ticular, these changes discouraged the willingness of businesses regis-
tered for GST purposes to pay cash to suppliers of their inputs, as this 
would result in the loss of their input tax credits. 

7.25 The broadening of the tax base, and reduction in tax rates, also 
enabled a significant extension of withholding tax regimes. This exten-
sion included the introduction of the dividend imputation regime, and the 
subsequent introduction of a resident withholding tax on interest and 
dividend income. These measures significantly reduced the scope for 
individuals to evade tax on their interest and dividend income. 

7.26 More recently, the Inland Revenue Department has been seeking 
to encourage compliance by simplifying the tax system. This process 
involves a range of activities including: 

The implementation of phase one of the project, Directions: 
Customer Requirements. This project improved the accuracy of 

133 Feige E, 1982 “A New Perspective on Macroeconomic Phenomena: The Theory and Measurement of 
the Unobserved Economy in the United States: Causes, Consequences and Implications”, in Walker 
M, (ed) International Burden of Government, Vancouver, pages 112-136. Park T, 1979 “Reconcilia-
tion Between Personal Income and Taxable Income 1947-77” mimeo, Bureau of Economic Analysis, 
Washington DC. 

134 Giles D, 1996 “Measuring the Size of the Hidden Economy and the Tax Gap in New Zealand: an 
Econometric Analysis”, Working Paper 5a, Inland Revenue Department (NZ). 
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the resident withholding tax system in order to reduce the num-
ber of taxpayers required to file tax returns. 
The beginning of phase two of the project, which is directed at 
reducing compliance costs for businesses, especially small busi-
nesses. 
The rewriting of the Income Tax Act to improve the ability of 
taxpayers to determine, calculate and satisfy their income tax 
obligations. 
The introduction of a system of binding rulings to help taxpayers 
determine how the tax system applies in particular circum-
stances. 
The planned introduction of legislation to codify the practice of 
self-assessment. 

7.27 In addition, the Inland Revenue Department has been pursuing a 
range of initiatives aimed at discouraging non-compliance. These initia-
tives include: 

introducing more effective penalty provisions; 
making more effective use of information provided through the 
binding rulings system to identify potential threats to the tax 
base; 
implementing legislation to ensure that stolen money is taxable; 
implementing a wide range of compliance improvement initia-
tives. 

7.28 The department’s compliance improvement strategy is designed 
to identify key risks and compliance improvement opportunities and to 
maximise net revenue over time. The factors considered in the assess-
ment of risk include the revenue at risk, the number of taxpayers in-
volved, the opportunity for non-compliance, and the likelihood of the 
risk continuing. 

7.29 Under the compliance improvement strategy, the Inland Revenue 
Department has planned the following initiatives. 

Improving society’s compliance attitudes toward tax compliance 
by promoting to the community the consequences to the evader 
and to society generally of people cheating on their tax obliga-
tions. The nature of such community awareness programmes is 
discussed in more detail in the committee’s recommendations at 
the end of this chapter, as well as in chapter 16.  
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Improving Inland Revenue presence by, for example, co-locating 
staff with other agencies and enabling staff to work from home in 
areas where there is no office presence by the department. 
Improving detection capability and investigating the effective-
ness of conducting random audits. 
Utilising intelligence collected from the several customer seg-
ments of the department. 
Conducting research into the compliance of immigrants who 
have English as their second language by testing the extent to 
which their businesses are included in the tax system. 
Improving staff capability by training new staff and retaining 
those audit staff with existing experience and by being more 
competitive in the employment market for these skills.  

7.30 The audit selection process complements the compliance im-
provement strategy by a continuous review of large corporations and by 
individually selecting taxpayers for audit. The selection criteria include 
abnormal financial ratios or trading results, prior audit results and se-
lected industry audits based on risk. 

7.31 The Special Audit section of the department audits illegal activi-
ties, such as drug dealing and white-collar crime. This work is difficult 
and often dangerous. The committee commends the work done by the 
Special Audit staff and recognises the valuable contribution they make. 
The committee notes that the resources of Special Audit doubled in 1996 
and a review of those resources is being conducted at present with a 
view to an increase. 

7.32 As shown in Table 6, the Inland Revenue Department collects 
considerable revenue from its audit activities. Officials advised the 
committee that much of the revenue identified by Special Audit in the 
1997-98 period was deferred for assessment pending the introduction of 
legislation making stolen money assessable. 

TABLE 6: REVENUE FROM AUDIT ACTIVITIES  

 Special Audit 
 

($NZ million) 

All Other Audit 
areas 

($NZ million) 

Total Audit 
 

($NZ million) 

Total Audit as a % of Total 
Tax Revenue collected by 

Inland Revenue 

1995/96  $17.6 $436.8 $454.4 1.7 
1996/97  $35.3 $528.6 $563.9 2.1 
1997/98  $15.2 $569.6 $584.8 2.1 

NB: ‘All Other Audit Areas’ is all audit functions except Special Audit. The Special Audit figure is for additional tax 
assessed, measured on a cash basis, while the figure for all other audit areas is for non-compliance detected, which is 
measured on an accruals basis, and omits taxpayer errors, voluntary disclosures and objections and cases stated.  
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Committee’s recommended approach to reducing tax evasion 
7.33 Although the estimated size of the hidden economy in New Zea-
land is around the lower to middle level for OECD countries, this is not a 
reason to be complacent. There is little doubt that the level of tax evasion 
in New Zealand would have been much higher now had previous gov-
ernments not decided to broaden the tax base, reduce tax rates, and ex-
tend withholding tax regimes to cover a wider range of income.  

7.34 These measures were implemented as part of the programme of 
tax reform that New Zealand has pursued since the mid-1980s. It seems 
likely that an inadvertent by-product of this major programme, and of the 
restructuring of the Inland Revenue Department that followed, may have 
been that the department was left with insufficient resources to tackle 
residual areas of tax evasion, particularly where the essential problem is 
non-declaration of income. In this connection, there are two factors to 
bear in mind. 

7.35 First, measures to reduce tax rates, to broaden the tax base and to 
introduce withholding taxes chiefly involve changes in the law, followed 
by appropriate systemic changes to the department’s administration. At-
tacking non-declaration of cash receipts or, say, discovering undeclared 
income kept in bank accounts in foreign countries, require other tech-
niques: skilful auditing, careful detective work, and so on. 

7.36 Secondly, tax evasion in the form of simple non-declaration of 
income appears nowadays to be concentrated in some relatively specific 
areas of the economy. The committee reaches this conclusion by setting 
to one side areas of the economy and types of transaction that do not 
lend themselves to evasion. Wages and salaries are the prime example. 
The PAYE system means that it is likely to be rare for wage and salary 
earners to evade tax simply by means of suppressing receipts. The same 
consideration applies to taxpayers who derive interest or dividends. 
Withholding tax that is now applied at source makes the non-declaration 
of interest or dividends an unpromising evasion strategy. 

7.37 Different considerations that lead to a similar conclusion apply to 
large businesses that must entrust the preparation of accounts and tax 
returns to employees, and to businesses whose main sales are to other 
businesses, and not to retail customers. Tax evasion needs secrecy, 
which cannot be guaranteed if a firm’s tax affairs must be known to em-
ployees, or if customers or suppliers are themselves in business and, 
therefore, have a duty to keep records of transactions for tax purposes. 
On the other hand, undertakings where evasion is a practical proposition 
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include owner-operated businesses, businesses whose customers buy on 
private or capital account, and businesses that take some or all of their 
receipts in cash. The problem is exacerbated in such businesses by the 
factor of competition. If a few businesses evade tax, they are able to re-
duce prices. Often, competitors will feel obliged to follow suit in order to 
meet the market. Tax evasion by one can thus breed tax evasion by oth-
ers. 

7.38 Several conclusions follow from these considerations. First, al-
though, like a number of other countries, New Zealand has a hidden 
economy estimated at about 10 per cent of GDP, in specific sectors it is 
likely that the proportion of receipts that are suppressed, and of tax that 
is evaded, is very much higher. Secondly, there are few, if any, broad-
brush legislative responses. Rather, the Commissioner must rely on ad-
ministrative measures, such as better taxpayer intelligence and better 
audit techniques. Like any tax authority, the New Zealand Inland Reve-
nue Department keeps these matters in mind. However, as mentioned, it 
may be that in recent years the department has not kept evasion as much 
in mind as desirable. 

7.39 One reason is that the attack on tax aspects of the hidden econo-
my must differ from other fiscal measures. Major reforms, such as 
adopting a company imputation system or enacting withholding taxes, 
take a long time to plan; once in place, however, they can often be left to 
carry out their tasks. For the hidden economy, major systemic reforms 
are seldom feasible. Each improvement of audit technique or accretion to 
information about taxpayers is relatively small in the total scheme of the 
tax system. It follows that to be effective, such improvements must be 
regular and inexorable; Inland Revenue management should not imple-
ment some reforms to combat evasion and then turn its attention else-
where, intending to return to evasion in some years’ time. Rather, anti-
evasion strategy should follow the “Kaizen” theories pioneered by the 
American philosopher of management, Edwards Deming.135 This strat-
egy is the committee’s major recommendation for tax evasion. Below, 
the committee considers a number of more specific measures. 

135 See, for example, Deming, W Edwards, 1982, 1986, Out of the Crisis, Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology; Kaizen, M I, 1986, The Key to Japan’s Competitive Success, Random House. Of Dem-
ing’s celebrated, if somewhat ponderous, ‘14 Points for Management’, the most relevant in the pre-
sent context is number 5: ‘Improve constantly and forever the system of production and service, to 
improve quality and productivity…’ (at page 23). 
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7.40 Deming argued that good management requires businesses to 
strive constantly for improvements in systems and techniques. Deming 
deplored the spasmodic improvements that he saw in many American 
businesses, which would invest heavily in planning and implementing 
new systems or plant, but then leave those systems or plant to operate 
unrefined for some years before circumstances forced another review. 
Deming advocated keeping systems constantly under review and making 
small regular improvements as opportunities offered. In the committee’s 
opinion, this approach should be used in attacking the hidden economy. 
Major systemic successes are elusive, though they are most welcome 
when they occur. The committee recommends that an appropriate goal 
should be a sustained accretion of improvements, that steadily whittle 
away at the amount of tax that is evaded and that enable the department 
to respond quickly to new business techniques or to new systems of con-
cealment that offer opportunities for new methods of evasion. 

7.41 In order to maintain a strategy of a sustained, always improving 
attack on tax evasion, there is a need to ensure that the Inland Revenue 
Department keeps up to date with recent literature on anti-evasion mea-
sures, gathers and exchanges information about administration from and 
with foreign tax departments, and gathers information from the field in 
New Zealand. The objective must be to move smoothly to the next stage 
of the process, namely, to deploy this information in an anti-evasion 
strategy that is continually reviewed, tested, and updated. Tax depart-
ments need a formalised and regular means of bringing international ex-
perience and scholarly writings to bear on their attack on tax evasion. 
The committee understands that the activities that it has in mind are di-
vided between the department’s Policy Advice and Operations divisions. 
However, the committee does not have a grip on the methods that the 
New Zealand Inland Revenue Department employs for planning and 
executing anti-evasion strategies, nor, in particular, whether there is a 
unit dedicated to the task or whether this work is shared by a number of 
units. The committee leaves it to the Commissioner to decide whether 
policy formation and strategic planning as to the hidden economy and 
tax evasion should take place within the Policy Advice division or the 
Operations division or within a unit that draws personnel from each divi-
sion. But the committee has no doubt that there should be a rationalisa-
tion and coordination of departmental expertise and focus in this area. 

7.42 In addition, the committee recommends that the targeting of au-
dits should not be based solely on the amount of tax being evaded by a 
particular taxpayer. Rather, the Inland Revenue Department should also 
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target types of tax evasion that involve many taxpayers evading tax on 
small amounts of income. This approach would provide a more effective 
deterrent to tax evasion by drawing the attention of a wider range of tax 
evaders to Inland Revenue’s audit activities.  

7.43 Exactly what level of resources should be devoted to audit activi-
ty is not a straightforward matter. At first sight, it appears that the solu-
tion is to keep increasing the amount spent on audit until the marginal 
increase in revenue raised equals the marginal cost to the Inland Reve-
nue Department associated with conducting that audit.  

7.44 On closer inspection, however, this approach may result in an 
over-investment in audit activity because the benefits of increased audit 
activity are not equal to the amount of revenue raised. That revenue is 
simply a transfer from one group in the community (those not previously 
paying tax) to another (the recipients of government spending financed 
by that revenue). By reducing the expected rewards that taxpayers gain 
from investing resources in evasion activities, auditing lessens the extent 
to which taxation distorts taxpayers’ decisions. The real benefits of audit 
activity are the reductions in those distortions to economic decision 
making and the more equitable distribution of income that results from 
improved compliance.  

7.45 As outlined below, the committee also recommends that the In-
land Revenue Department should: 

continually identify opportunities for tax evasion; 
continually look for new opportunities for the efficient operation 
of withholding tax methodologies, whether of existing or new 
design; 
develop a strong community awareness of the cost to the com-
munity of tax evasion in terms of facilities, benefits and opportu-
nities foregone, and the increased cost of existing services and 
facilities; 
review the law relating to non-cash transactions, and effectively 
communicate the law to those sectors of the community where 
non-cash transactions are prevalent. 

Identifying opportunities for tax evasion 
7.46 By focusing on situations that provide opportunities for tax eva-
sion, the Inland Revenue Department can more effectively target its au-
dit activities. The department needs formally to evaluate the range of 
opportunities that taxpayers have for non-compliance with the tax sys-
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tem, and the circumstances in which the reporting of income may be 
avoided. 

7.47 The incentive to evade taxation arises, for example, when the 
payer incurs a cost on a private account, such that the service provider is 
taxable and has to account for GST on the consideration for supply, and 
the payer obtains no relief for income tax or GST on the outgoing pay-
ment.  

7.48 Tax evasion, however, is not solely the province of those in-
volved in cash transactions. The Inland Revenue Department has in 
place methodologies for drawing its attention to tax evasion in many 
sectors of the economy. It is also improving both the way and speed with 
which it makes use of that information. However, the department must 
continue to focus on the opportunities for accessing and analysing useful 
information, to make the information available to those who are respon-
sible for remedial and investigative actions, and to encourage the expec-
tation that such actions be done promptly. 

Withholding tax systems 
7.49 The Inland Revenue Department should continue to look for new 
areas to apply withholding tax systems, taking into account their effec-
tiveness in reducing the scope for tax evasion. This approach implies not 
only applying existing withholding tax systems to other areas, but also 
developing new systems. Such withholding systems should not, how-
ever, impose additional costs on those people who are responsible for 
making deductions, or who must disclose their income to the Inland 
Revenue Department. The committee discusses withholding tax systems 
in more detail in chapter 11.136  
Community awareness programmes 
7.50 The committee supports the Inland Revenue’s decision to inves-
tigate the development of an integrated programme to alter community 
perceptions of the acceptability of tax evasion, and to promote voluntary 
compliance. Such community awareness programmes are also discussed 
in chapter 16 of this report.137 
  

136 See paras 11.1 to 11.28 
137 See paras 16.32 to 16.36 
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7.51 To this end, the committee recommends that the department 
should work closely with community groups, tax practitioners and par-
ticularly with specialists in public awareness campaigns to develop in-
dustry profiles and more effective compliance at all levels. In developing 
a community awareness programme, the focus should be on: 

the costs of the cash economy to the community; 
the fact that there is no excuse for the non-declaration of income; 
the introduction of an awareness programme of tax obligations 
and moral attitude in school education curricula; 
the seriousness of the consequences of detection; 
the details of the department’s initiatives on the cash economy, 
including community presence; 
the publication of instances of evasion that have been identified 
and, where appropriate, the actions taken. 

7.52 Other community initiatives might include the development, im-
plementation and promotion of a programme about keeping good records 
and getting professional advice, and the development of ‘industry tool-
kits’ to enhance tax agents’ attention to tax matters of relevance for in-
dustry clients. The Inland Revenue Department could also introduce 
non-financial sanctions, such as educational measures, when a default is 
the result of lack of understanding rather than an intentional default. 

7.53 The department could also consider the programmes recom-
mended by the Australian Task Force on the Cash Economy, such as the 
community communication programme and the government agency co-
ordination. 

Review of the law relating to non-cash transactions 
7.54 The law in relation to bartered goods and services is somewhat 
unclear. The courts have at times relied on the convertibility principle, 
which says that goods supplied to another person constitute income only 
if they can be converted into money.138  

7.55 While benefits in kind to employees are taxed under the fringe 
benefit tax rules, uncertainty remains when people who are not in an 
employment relationship exchange goods and services. The committee 

138 See, for example, Tennant v Smith (1892) 3 TC 158 
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recommends that the law should be clarified so that such transactions do 
give rise to taxable income even when they cannot be converted into 
cash. This clarification still leaves the issue of how to value these goods 
and services. The only practical measure appears to be the market value 
of the goods or services supplied. The committee recommends that the 
government should review the law surrounding barter transactions.  

7.56 The committee also recommends that the department should 
effectively communicate a suitable explanation of the tax law relating to 
barter transactions to those sectors of the community where barter trans-
actions are prevalent. 
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Introduction 
8.1 In this chapter, the committee looks at the role of disclosure in a 
self-assessment environment. Self-assessment relies on taxpayers vol-
untarily meeting their tax obligations. This concept is recognised in sec-
tion 15B of the Tax Administration Act 1994, which sets out taxpayers’ 
primary obligations, and clearly spells out that taxpayers are required to 
determine the amount of tax payable correctly and to pay it on time. 

8.2 Disclosure in this context serves two main purposes. First, it is 
necessary to provide information for audit selection. Secondly, disclo-
sure is relevant to the issue of the abatement of penalties. 

8.3 Taxpayers have a statutory obligation to disclose to the Commis-
sioner in a timely and useful way all information required to be disclosed 
under the tax laws.139 Disclosure here covers items specifically required 
to be disclosed by statute,140 and items for which disclosure is required 
by the Inland Revenue Department. For income tax, under section 33 of 
the Tax Administration Act 1994, the department requires a complete 
statement of the taxable income of the taxpayer for the preceding year, 
together with such other particulars as may be prescribed. The depart-
ment’s disclosure expectations cover any requirements set out in a par-
ticular tax return, in the guide accompanying a particular tax return, or 

139 Section 15B(e), Tax Administration Act 1994 
140 For example, statutory elections required to be disclosed and details of subvention payments. 
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matters for which a specific disclosure form is prescribed. The Commis-
sioner can also require specific taxpayers to disclose particular informa-
tion under provisions such as section 17 of the Tax Administration Act 
1994. These categories are referred to below as required disclosures. 

8.4 The committee recommends that section 15B(e) of the Tax Ad-
ministration Act 1994, which states that taxpayers must disclose to the 
Commissioner in a timely and useful way all information required to be 
disclosed under the tax laws, should be amended to identify the different 
categories of required disclosures: information specifically required by 
statute, information required by the department in a prescribed form, and 
information requested by the department from specific taxpayers. 

8.5 Generally, apart from required disclosures, taxpayers are not 
obliged to disclose information, but anything that is disclosed must not 
be misleading. Sanctions may be imposed for deliberately misleading 
disclosures, and taxpayers open themselves up to the risk that a deliber-
ately misleading disclosure could suggest tax evasion on their part.  

8.6 An intent to evade may also be inferred from a failure to disclose 
relevant information to the Commissioner.141 The risk also arises that 
defaults of this nature may preclude the application of a time bar.  

8.7 Even for required disclosures, some real issues arise, including 
the way in which the obligations to disclose are affected by e-filing pro-
cedures, and the use of e-filing under self-assessment. In practice, under 
e-filing, it appears that the Inland Revenue Department accepts that if the 
approved software does not ask for the information, it is sufficient that 
the information is on the taxpayer’s own files and available for exami-
nation by the department. 

8.8 This acceptance leaves open, however, whether, and to what ex-
tent, availability must be within a reasonable proximity to the taxpayer’s 
own tax-file. Many advisers insist on forwarding to the Inland Revenue 
Department hard copies of documents making any required disclosures 
not accommodated by the e-filing software, to avoid any risk the de-
partment will state later that disclosure was not made as required. 
Clearly, that taxpayers and their advisers consider they may have to act 

141 An intent to withhold information lest the Commissioner should consider the taxpayer liable to a 
greater extent than the taxpayer is prepared to concede may constitute evasion: Denver Chemical 
Manufacturing v Commissioner of Taxation (New South Wales) (1949) 79 CLR 296. 
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in this way is unsatisfactory, as it defeats the benefits in efficiency con-
templated by e-filing. 

Disclosure in the self-assessment environment 
8.9 Disclosure requirements must be consistent with self-assessment. 
Generally, at the time the return is filed, the Commissioner will be given 
only information that is necessary for the Inland Revenue Department’s 
audit selection process. The committee recognises, therefore, that busi-
ness taxpayers should keep information on file to assist Inland Revenue 
Department investigators if they are selected for audit. 

8.10 The requirement for disclosure differs between groups of taxpay-
ers. For example, before the recent reforms, only minimal disclosure was 
necessary for wage and salary earners, because the department already 
had the necessary information about this group from their employers. 
Audits of large corporations are ongoing and, therefore, for the purposes 
of audit selection, disclosure is not necessary. Disclosure mainly affects 
small and medium-sized business enterprises. 

8.11 The committee has no doubt that with the introduction of full 
self-assessment procedures the government will address issues of disclo-
sure. However, the committee would encourage the department to focus 
not only on the information that it needs to process tax assessments, but 
also on ways in which the department can be kept informed of issues 
relating to individual taxpayers that may be relevant to its audit selec-
tion, and on ways in which the department might assist taxpayers in 
suitably recording all key information on tax positions taken. 

8.12 The committee considers that the government should recognise, 
when developing new disclosure requirements, that the move to self-
assessment places significant obligations on taxpayers, the importance of 
which are reinforced by the penalties provisions. The government should 
also recognise that if the Inland Revenue Department wishes to be in-
formed of particular situations, arrangements, or matters affecting the tax 
position of a taxpayer, under modern assessment processing procedures 
the department must use specific disclosure requests or pursue specific 
initiatives. 

The tax return 
8.13 The Organisational Review of the Inland Revenue Department in 
1994 identified that the tax system in New Zealand already operated 
substantially by means of self-assessment by which individual taxpayers 
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are required to determine their own tax liabilities and account for them to 
the Commissioner.  

8.14 In many situations, however, the law is drafted in such a way as 
to require the Commissioner to make the assessment. This system re-
quires taxpayers to provide information that is then used to assess their 
liability. The key difference under self-assessment is that taxpayers are 
required to interpret the law, apply that law to their circumstances, and 
assess their own liability.  

8.15 The government is considering the introduction of a comprehen-
sive self-assessment system. As a result, it is timely to consider the pur-
pose of the tax return in a self-assessment environment. 

8.16 An annual tax return can be viewed as having one main purpose 
– it is the method by which taxpayers inform the Commissioner how 
much tax they are required to pay. This return allows the Commissioner 
to check that that stated amount of tax has been paid and, if not, to im-
pose a late payment penalty. 

8.17 Beyond this, a tax return can be a method of communicating with 
taxpayers, allowing taxpayers to update their personal details, and col-
lecting information for forecasting and audit purposes. Also, tax returns, 
as they are designed at present, may educate taxpayers by leading them 
through the steps required to determine their tax liability. 

8.18 A final indirect purpose of the tax return is to provide informa-
tion for statistical purposes. This purpose is likely to become increas-
ingly important as the emphasis on reducing compliance costs across the 
public sector places pressure for information to be collected only once. 

8.19 The committee recommends that the department should consider 
reviewing each of the purposes of the tax return to decide whether the 
return remains the most appropriate vehicle for these functions. It may 
be that the tax return could simply be a pay-in slip, with the other pur-
poses of a tax return being dealt with independently. 

8.20 The committee looked at whether different levels of disclosure 
could be applied to different classes of taxpayer. For example, for large 
taxpayers with more sophisticated systems, disclosure of accounting in-
formation may involve little more in compliance costs than limited dis-
closure. Therefore, the committee considers that the review suggested 
should be coupled with a consideration of the application of increased 
use of technology. Technology provides many opportunities for low-cost 
high-volume transfer of information. The committee recommends that 
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the Inland Revenue Department should examine the application of tech-
nology to its disclosure requirements. 

Information retention under self-assessment 
8.21 If the government adopts the recommendation to review each of 
the purposes of the tax return, this review should be undertaken in con-
junction with a consideration of the records that taxpayers must keep 
under self-assessment. Otherwise the risk arises that the information re-
quired by the Commissioner to verify an assessment made by a taxpayer 
will not be available. The committee recommends that such a review 
should be undertaken at the same time as the review of return filing obli-
gations. 

8.22 The committee also considers that if record-keeping require-
ments are increased, taxpayers should receive some education on the ne-
cessity for those requirements. To help in this matter, the committee 
notes that it would be eminently worthwhile to encourage taxpayers on 
their own initiative to record relevant information considered by them in 
adopting a particular tax position. 

8.23 The committee suggests that the Inland Revenue Department 
should prepare forms designed to help taxpayers focus on the right is-
sues, thereby reducing the risk of inadvertent error or omission. It re-
mains for the Inland Revenue Department to identify the areas of tax 
compliance where the use of prescribed forms may yield the greatest 
dividends both for taxpayers and government. However, three areas 
which immediately suggest themselves as candidates for prescribed in-
formation forms include the approaches taken to tax aspects of the 
valuation of trading stock, the disposal of real property, and the disposal 
of shares. The committee considers the benefits of this concept apply 
more broadly and similar forms should be developed for all taxes, where 
such a need arises. 

8.24 The committee envisages that these forms would be used by 
small taxpayers, mainly those without a tax agent. These forms would 
both guide taxpayers through the activities outlined above and would, if 
retained as the committee hopes, provide a permanent record, should the 
taxpayer be audited. Many tax agents may also find it prudent to com-
plete and retain these forms as part of their evidence of having taken rea-
sonable care. The committee considered recommending legislating for 
the preparation and retention of these forms, but taking into account the 
diversity of taxpayers’ accounting systems and approaches, the commit-
tee concluded that the best approach was to consider methods of encour-
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aging the use of the forms. The committee notes that failure to maintain 
on file either prescribed information forms or forms setting out tax posi-
tions would not imply lack of reasonable care of any other tax default. 
Retaining these records would reduce uncertainty, which might other-
wise arise as to taxpayers’ actions. 

8.25 The committee, therefore, recommends that the Inland Revenue 
Department should prepare and send out to taxpayers, or where appro-
priate their agents, forms which guide them through their key annual in-
come tax activities, and also act as a record for audit purposes. In for-
warding the forms to taxpayers, the Inland Revenue Department should 
inform recipients of the benefits of completing and retaining the forms in 
fulfilment of expectations as to the exercise of reasonable care and other 
taxpayer performance standards. 

Reduction of penalties for disclosure 
8.26 As the committee has noted, proper disclosure is fundamental to 
the tax system. Limitations on the time and resources available to the 
committee precluded it making a detailed examination of this area. 
However, the disclosure expectations required by the tax system have to 
be married with the features and needs of the self-assessment process. 

8.27 The whole issue of disclosure is of sufficient importance to be a 
matter for informed public debate. As the matter is one which is all-
pervasive, the committee recommends that the issue should be consid-
ered as part of the review of penalties to be conducted in 1999. This re-
view will involve public consultation. 

8.28 The committee notes that under the law at present, different lev-
els of culpability lead to different penalties. Significant reductions in 
penalties occur where taxpayers disclose their tax positions to the Com-
missioner before the tax shortfall is identified on audit or otherwise. 
Shortfall penalties are reduced by 75 per cent for voluntary disclosure 
before notification of an audit, and by 40 per cent for voluntary disclo-
sure after notification of an audit but before the audit starts.142 A shortfall 
penalty payable by a taxpayer for having an unacceptable interpretation 
or having taken an abusive tax position is reduced by 75 per cent if ade-
quate disclosure is made at the time of filing the tax return.143 

142 Section 141G, Tax Administration Act 1994 
143 Section 141H, Tax Administration Act 1994 
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8.29 The committee favours increasing the incentives in the penalties 
provisions for taxpayers to disclose information as this seems the best 
way to encourage taxpayers to disclose doubtful positions before they 
are audited. This proposal may involve both greater reductions in penal-
ties and increased levels of penalties in certain cases, for example, when 
a taxpayer takes an abusive position. The committee concluded that the 
best way to encourage taxpayers to be open about their tax affairs would 
be to develop the penalties provisions further by providing relief from 
shortfall penalties when appropriate disclosures are made by taxpayers. 

8.30 In principle, a self-assessment system focuses on taxpayers 
making their own decisions on the tax positions they take. An objective 
is to avoid deluging the Inland Revenue Department with information 
which it does not need in order to carry out its functions. However, it 
remains appropriate that taxpayers are open about the tax positions that 
they take, particularly when they may be uncertain. 

8.31 A compromise appears necessary. That compromise must focus 
on the need for the Inland Revenue Department to be made aware of 
matters of real potential significance, and for other information to be 
held on file for ready examination by the Inland Revenue Department 
during any audit or inquiry. The catalyst for achieving the objective 
would be the provision of further relief from penalties in situations 
where the taxpayer has taken all steps reasonably required in a self-
assessment system. 

Public discussion on disclosure 
8.32 As the committee has noted, proper disclosure is fundamental to 
the tax system. The issue is of sufficient importance to be a matter for 
informed public debate. The committee has not had the opportunity to 
develop its ideas to the extent it would have liked. However, the com-
mittee believes that the principles it has outlined form the basis for de-
veloping a workable solution to the important matter of disclosure by 
taxpayers. The issues should be considered as part of the planned penal-
ties review in 1999. 

8.33 The committee recommends that, among other issues, the penal-
ties review should include consideration of: 

The concept of encouraging the retention on file of particulars of 
tax situations and their rationale if some uncertainty is involved. 
The issue of requiring disclosure if the tax at risk in a tax posi-
tion exceeds a specified threshold. Such disclosure would be re-
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quired to be accompanied by sufficiently informative statements 
on the tax situation at issue and the tax position taken. 
The role of record-keeping versus disclosure to the Commis-
sioner and the appropriate treatment of such disclosure. 
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ACCESS TO PREMISES AND REQUISITIONS FOR INFORMATION 

Introduction 
9.1 Sections 16 and 17 of the Tax Administration Act 1994, relating 
to access to premises and requisitions for information, constitute the 
Commissioner’s main information-gathering powers. In this chapter, the 
committee identifies a number of deficiencies in these provisions and 
recommends remedial amendments.  
9.2 In a self-assessment environment, the provision of accurate and 
timely information in response to the Commissioner’s requisitions be-
comes very important, as the Inland Revenue Department places in-
creased emphasis on the post-assessment phase of tax collection. 
9.3 In order to achieve an equitable levying of taxes, the Inland Rev-
enue Department should, in principle, possess or have access to all in-
formation which might affect a taxpayer’s liability to tax. The depart-
ment’s resources should be focused on ensuring that all taxpayers pay 
the correct amount of tax on time. Its resources or energy should not be 
dissipated in disputes over whether or not it is entitled to have access to a 
particular item of information. 
9.4 Information is the lifeblood of the department’s taxpayer audit 
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activity. The Privy Council in New Zealand Stock Exchange and Nation-
al Bank of New Zealand v CIR,144 confirmed the wide ambit of the 
Commissioner’s information-gathering powers and related those powers 
to the Commissioner’s public duty of correctly assessing the taxable in-
come of all taxpayers.  

By accident or design, a taxpayer may default in his obli-
gation to furnish a return or to disclose all his assessable in-
come. In order to discharge his duty of assessing and re-
covering tax on all taxable income, the Commissioner must 
discover the names of the taxpayers and the respective 
sources and amounts of their assessable income.145 

Information-gathering powers 
9.5 The Commissioner’s main information-gathering powers are 
contained in sections 16 and 17 of the Tax Administration Act 1994, and 
relate generally to access to premises and to requisitions for information. 
The major exception to these powers is legal professional privilege 
which is the subject of the next part of this chapter.146 

9.6 Under section 16, the Commissioner, or an authorised officer, 
has at all times full and free access to all places to inspect any books, 
documents or any matter which the Commissioner considers necessary 
or relevant for tax purposes. The words ‘books’ and ‘documents’ are de-
fined very widely to include records stored electronically and any other 
type of record. The owner or manager of any property or business which 
is being investigated may be required to give all reasonable assistance 
when the Commissioner is exercising his right of access, and to answer 
all proper questions relating to the investigation either orally, in writing, 
or by statutory declaration. The Commissioner may also make extracts 
from or copies of any books or documents which are inspected. 

9.7 This general right of access to premises is subject to specific 
provisions governing access to private dwellings. Entry to private 
dwellings is not permitted unless the departmental officer has obtained 
the consent of the occupier, or a judicial warrant has been obtained 
authorising such entry; the judicial officer issuing such a warrant must 
be satisfied that it is necessary or relevant for tax purposes.  

144 (1991) 13 NZTC 8,147 
145 (1991) 13 NZTC 8,147 at 8,148 
146 Section 20, Tax Administration Act 1994 
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9.8 Under section 143H of the Tax Administration Act 1994, it is an 
offence for anyone to obstruct an officer of the department in the exer-
cise of his or her statutory powers. Therefore, it is an offence to refuse an 
officer access to premises contrary to section 16, including access to pri-
vate premises when the officer has a judicial warrant authorising entry. 
The penalty on conviction for such an offence is a fine of up to $25,000 
on the first occasion, and up to $50,000 on any subsequent occasion. 

9.9 Under section 17, the Commissioner can require anyone to fur-
nish in writing any information, or produce for inspection any books or 
documents in their knowledge, possession, or control, which the Com-
missioner considers necessary or relevant for tax purposes. Written in-
formation may have to be verified by statutory declaration. The Com-
missioner may also remove and retain any books or documents produced 
for inspection for so long as is necessary for a full and complete inspec-
tion of them. 

9.10 The Commissioner is not required to identify particular taxpayers 
when requisitioning information under section 17, and is entitled to req-
uisition information about a class of unidentified taxpayers from third 
parties, such as banks. This interpretation was confirmed by the Privy 
Council in New Zealand Stock Exchange. 147 With the exception of legal 
professional privilege, section 17 overrides any contractual duty of con-
fidence, such as that arising from the relationship of banker and cus-
tomer. The Privy Council in New Zealand Stock Exchange said: 

The whole rationale of taxation would break down and the 
whole burden of taxation would fall only on diligent and 
honest taxpayers if the Commissioner had no power to ob-
tain confidential information about taxpayers who may be 
negligent or dishonest.148 

9.11 It has been held that section 17, by necessary implication, abro-
gates the right not to answer questions that tend to incriminate: Singh v 
CIR;149 Commissioner of Customs v Ingram.150 No one can, therefore,  

147 New Zealand Stock Exchange and National Bank of New Zealand v CIR (1991) 13 NZTC 8,147 
148 (1991) 13 NZTC 8,147 at 8,149 
149 (1996) 17 NZTC 12,471 
150 [1949] 1 All ER 896 
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refuse to provide information under a section 17 requisition on the 
ground of self-incrimination. In Singh, the court stated: 

The purpose of the enquiry is to further an investigation 
initiated because of suspected breaches of the Inland Reve-
nue Department Act. That purpose would be defeated if a 
taxpayer or other person to whom the request were directed 
were able to decline to answer on the grounds that the in-
formation or material may do exactly what the Commis-
sioner is seeking to do, namely to find evidence relating to 
possible enforcement proceedings.151 

9.12 Under section 143 of the Tax Administration Act 1994, it is an 
offence to fail to provide information to the Commissioner when re-
quired to do so by a tax law. The penalty on conviction for such an of-
fence is a fine of up to $4,000 on the first occasion, $8,000 on the second 
occasion and $12,000 on any subsequent occasion. 

9.13 The importance attached to the Commissioner’s power to obtain 
information under section 17 is reflected in the statement of taxpayers’ 
primary obligations in section 15B of the Tax Administration Act 1994. 
Disclosure of all information that the tax laws require the taxpayer to 
disclose must be made to the Commissioner in a timely and useful way. 

Remedial amendments to sections 16 and 17 
9.14 In this chapter, the committee recommends some remedial 
amendments to correct deficiencies identified in sections 16 and 17. 
Several of these deficiencies were highlighted in the evidence given on 
specific investigations by the Inland Revenue Department to the Davison 
Commission.152 In its evidence, the department also outlined the barriers 
frequently encountered in investigations, providing examples of the way 
in which Inland Revenue Department investigators were hindered in ob-
taining information. 

Records of offshore entities controlled by New Zealand residents 
9.15 Under section 17, the Commissioner can require a person to pro-
duce for inspection any records in the possession or under the control of 
that person. Can the section be used to require New Zealand residents 

151 Singh v CIR (1996) 17 NZTC 12,471 at 12,477 
152 For a brief outline of the work of the Davison Commission, see appendix 2. 
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who control offshore entities to produce for inspection the records of 
such entities which are held offshore? 

9.16 The answer turns on the meaning of ‘control’, in particular, 
whether documents can be regarded as being under the control of a per-
son because that person controls a company which controls those docu-
ments. In substance, a New Zealand parent company does have ultimate 
control over the records of its offshore subsidiaries. However, the rec-
ords of an offshore subsidiary of a New Zealand company are strictly 
under the legal and direct control of the offshore subsidiary and its board 
of directors. 

9.17 The Davison Commission considered this issue. Some compa-
nies responded to section 17 requisitions for the records of their offshore 
subsidiaries by saying that the information was the property of the sub-
sidiary company, and it was the decision of the directors of that company 
either to provide or withhold the information. In its evidence to the Da-
vison Commission, the Inland Revenue Department stated that such re-
sponses were an example of the way in which its auditors were often 
hindered in obtaining all relevant records. The department also cited the 
delay in obtaining access to such offshore information, which took 
months, and sometimes years. In principle, section 17 should apply to 
the records of offshore subsidiaries. The corporate veil can be used too 
readily to frustrate legitimate investigations of entities which are, in sub-
stance, under the control of New Zealand taxpayers. 

9.18 The committee favours an amendment to section 17 to ensure 
that the section can be used to require New Zealand resident individuals 
and companies to produce for inspection in New Zealand the records of 
their offshore subsidiaries, which are held offshore. The amendment 
could involve deeming such records to be under the control of the New 
Zealand resident. 

9.19 For the purposes of determining whether an offshore entity is 
under the control of a New Zealand resident, any voting interests in that 
offshore entity held by persons associated with that New Zealand resi-
dent should be aggregated with the voting interests held by the New 
Zealand resident. Such an aggregation rule,153 would be necessary to 
prevent taxpayers circumventing the provision by fragmenting their in-

153 Similar to that used in the controlled foreign company regime. 
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terests among associated parties. Also, any nominal shareholding held 
for the purposes of compliance with company law requirements should 
be disregarded. 

9.20 The amendment could provide that any foreign secrecy laws that 
purportedly restrict the production of any records should be ignored. 
This measure would preclude any defence of foreign state compulsion, 
and would be appropriate because an important reason for companies 
establishing subsidiaries in certain countries in the first place is to take 
advantage of their secrecy laws. The Australian provision, section 
264A(12) of the Income Tax Assessment Act 1936, which relates to req-
uisitions for information held offshore, provides that no account is to be 
taken of foreign secrecy laws. The United States also has several provi-
sions which provide that the fact that a foreign jurisdiction may impose a 
civil or criminal penalty for disclosing the information sought, is not rea-
sonable cause for failure to comply with the request. Such a provision 
would be declaratory of the existing legal position, following the deci-
sion of the Privy Council in Brannigan v Sir Ronald Davison.154 

9.21 Apart from imposing penalties for non-compliance with a section 
17 requisition, the Commissioner can make assessments based on the 
information available to him, including drawing reasonable inferences 
from a taxpayer’s failure to provide evidence.155 

‘Necessary or relevant’ 
9.22 Information can be sought under section 17 only if the Commis-
sioner considers it is ‘necessary or relevant for any purposes relating to 
the administration or enforcement of any of the Inland Revenue Acts’. 
This requirement has in practice been used by some taxpayers to frus-
trate legitimate investigations by the Inland Revenue Department. The 
problem was highlighted in evidence given by the department to the 
Davison Commission. Some aggressive taxpayers, often acting on pro-
fessional advice, tested the department on every section 17 requisition, 
requiring reasons why the department considered the information sought 
was necessary or relevant. Investigations were slowed down as a result. 
The Inland Revenue Department also gave evidence that some corpora-
tions took the approach first, that an item of requisitioned information 

154 [1997] 1 NZLR 140 
155 See paras 13.54 to 13.80 
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was not necessary or relevant in terms of section 17, then subsequently 
stated that they did not have that information.  

9.23 The committee considers that the words ‘necessary or relevant’ 
in section 17 encourage taxpayers to raise spurious arguments and re-
commends that these words should be removed from this section. Be-
cause the Commissioner must always act in good faith, removing the 
phrase from the section would not alter this requirement. As long as the 
Commissioner has, in good faith,156 reached the view that an item of in-
formation is necessary or relevant for tax purposes, it is a valid requisi-
tion.  

Sending documents to an Inland Revenue office 
9.24 A minor deficiency in section 17 appears in the requirement that 
a person produce documents for inspection at the person’s premises. The 
section does not allow the Commissioner to require that the documents 
are sent to an Inland Revenue office: Green v Housden.157 The commit-
tee recommends that an amendment should be made to section 17 to 
give the Commissioner a discretion to require documents requisitioned 
under the section to be sent to an Inland Revenue office. The discretion 
could be exercised if the taxpayer’s records were in a remote location 
and it would be more convenient for any requisitioned documents to be 
sent to the department. Such an amendment might be achieved by 
amending the phrase ‘when required’ in section 17(1) to ‘when and 
where required’.  

Removing documents for copying 
9.25 Section 16 confers on the Commissioner full and free access to 
all premises to inspect any books, documents or anything else which the 
Commissioner considers necessary or relevant for tax purposes. While 
officers can make extracts from or copies of any books or documents, 
the Commissioner has no power to remove any books or documents 
from the premises for the purpose of making copies. The absence of such 
authority could be problematical in cases where it is not possible or 
practicable to make copies of documents on the taxpayer’s premises, and 
a risk arises that the documents might be altered or destroyed if a requi-
sition under section 17 were to be made. This shortcoming seems to be a 

156 Which may include an honest mistake. 
157 (1993) 15 NZTC 10,053 
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gap in the legislation and the committee, therefore, recommends that an 
amendment should be made to give the Commissioner this authority un-
der section 16. 

9.26 Any power to remove and retain books or documents for the pur-
pose of copying them should be accompanied by a requirement for the 
documents to be returned as soon as practicable to ensure that the exer-
cise of the power does not unduly disrupt a taxpayer’s business or activ-
ity. This objective should be expressed in the amending legislation so 
that the positions under section 16 and 17 are the same. 

9.27 A precedent for such an amendment is contained in section 165 
of the Customs and Excise Act 1996, which authorises a Customs officer 
to remove from any place any documents for the purpose of making 
copies. The documents must be returned as soon as practicable after 
copies of them have been taken. Similarly, section 206 of the Fisheries 
Act 1996 enables a fishery officer, in the exercise of the officer’s other 
powers under that Act, to remove for a reasonable time any documents 
for the purpose of taking copies.  

Assistance from third parties 
9.28 Section 16(2) confers on the Commissioner the power to require 
the owner or manager of any property or business which is being inves-
tigated under section 16, or anyone employed or previously employed in 
connection with the property or business, to give reasonable assistance in 
the investigation, and to answer questions relating to the investigation 
either orally, in writing, or by statutory declaration. 

9.29 Exactly who may be required to give reasonable assistance or 
answer questions under section 16(2) is uncertain. This uncertainty ap-
plies particularly to third parties. For example, take the case where an 
Inland Revenue Department investigator exercises his or her right of ac-
cess to the records of a bank of which the taxpayer who is being audited 
is a customer. Some doubt arises whether the bank manager can be re-
quired to give the investigator assistance. On one hand, the taxpayer, and 
not the bank, is the subject of the investigation, so arguably the bank 
manager cannot be required to give assistance. On the other hand, the 
right of access to the bank is given to the investigator under section 
16(1), so that, for the purposes of section 16(2), it is the bank that is be-
ing ‘investigated’, and the bank manager can be required to give the in-
vestigator assistance. 
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9.30 In principle, third parties should be required to give reasonable 
assistance to an investigator or to answer an investigator’s questions 
during an inspection of premises under section 16 because the informa-
tion can be requisitioned under section 17. For example, if an investiga-
tor can have access to a bank, he or she should be able to require the 
bank manager to identify the safety deposit box of the taxpayer who is 
being audited. A statutory requirement for third parties to give assistance 
or to answer questions would also protect them from actions for breach 
of confidence or infringement of the Privacy Act 1993. The committee, 
therefore, recommends that the uncertainty over the ambit of section 
16(2) should be resolved by clarifying that it does apply to third parties. 

9.31 Ensuring that section 16(2) can apply to third parties could be 
achieved by replacing the references to ‘investigation’ and ‘investigated’ 
with the words ‘inspection or investigation’ and ‘inspected or investi-
gated’ respectively. This amendment would remove any doubt that a 
third party could be subject to section 16(2).  

9.32 An alternative approach would be to adopt the terminology of 
section 263 of the Australian Income Tax Assessment Act 1936, the 
equivalent provision to section 16. The relevant parts of this provision 
are set out below: 

(1) The Commissioner, or any officer authorised by him in 
that behalf, shall at all times have full and free access to all 
buildings, places, books, documents and other papers for 
any of the purposes of this Act, and for that purpose may 
make extracts from or copies of any such books, documents 
or papers. 

(3) The occupier of a building or place entered or proposed 
to be entered by the Commissioner, or by an officer, under 
subsection (1) shall provide the Commissioner or the offi-
cer with all reasonable facilities and assistance for the ef-
fective exercise of powers under this section. 

9.33 It is immediately apparent that the Australian provision is more 
concise than its New Zealand equivalent. It undoubtedly applies to third 
parties. The main difference between section 16(2) and the section 263 is 
that the latter does not require that the investigator’s questions are an-
swered. However, it is arguable that the requirement to answer questions 
set out in section 16(2) is redundant, because the Commissioner must be 
given all reasonable assistance and has other information-gathering pow-
ers. Answering questions orally would generally come within the ambit 
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of the requirement to give the investigator all reasonable assistance. As 
well as not obstructing the investigator and providing such things as suf-
ficient light, air, and space for an inspection, reasonable assistance 
would extend to answering questions on the precise location of an item. 
For example, a bank manager would be required to identify the tax-
payer’s safety deposit box in a vault. The committee notes that in prac-
tice, the Commissioner would not rely on section 17 for answers to such 
questions, because that section requires information to be furnished only 
in writing and not orally. Such an approach would not be practical when 
conducting a search of premises for particular items. Section 17, of 
course, could be relied on if the investigator wanted written answers to 
any questions. 

9.34 The Australian section 263 also differs in that it applies only to 
the current occupier of the place being inspected, whereas section 16(2) 
can apply to former employees, for example, a former bank employee 
who handled the taxpayer’s transactions with the bank. If investigators 
had to rely on the wording in the Australian provision, they would need 
to use section 17 to extract written answers from the ex-employee. If in-
vestigators wanted oral answers from the ex-employee, they could use 
section 19 of the Tax Administration Act 1994, which gives the Com-
missioner the power to conduct an inquiry for the purpose of obtaining 
information by requiring people to attend before the Commissioner and 
answer questions.  

9.35 In summary, then, the committee recommends that the follow-
ing amendments should be made to sections 16 and 17 of the Tax Ad-
ministration Act 1994: 

Section 17 should be amended to deem the records of an offshore 
entity controlled by a New Zealand resident to be under the con-
trol of that New Zealand resident. 
Section 17 should be amended to remove the words ‘necessary 
or relevant’. 
Section 17 should be amended to give the Commissioner the dis-
cretion to require that documents requisitioned under that section 
should be sent to an Inland Revenue office. 
Section 16 should be amended to allow documents to be re-
moved from premises for copying and to be returned as soon as 
practicable. 
Section 16(2) should be amended to clarify that it applies to third 
parties. 
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LEGAL PROFESSIONAL PRIVILEGE 
Introduction 
9.36 The main limitation on the Commissioner’s information-
gathering powers is legal professional privilege. Legal professional 
privilege can attach to both communications in which legal advice is 
sought and given, and also to communications in the context of litiga-
tion. This common law doctrine is embodied in section 20 of the Tax 
Administration Act 1994. 

9.37 In this chapter, the committee considers whether the ambit of 
legal professional privilege preventing disclosure of information to the 
Commissioner is too wide, and makes some recommendations limiting 
the scope of legal professional privilege and its abuse. Two distinct is-
sues arise: first, the abuse of the privilege, and secondly, the Inland 
Revenue Department’s challenges of that abuse. 

9.38 Section 20 was originally enacted in 1958 as section 16A of the 
Inland Revenue Department Act 1952 in response to the Court of Ap-
peal’s decision in CIR v West-Walker.158 The enactment was an attempt 
to express that decision in statutory form, while preventing its applica-
tion to certain financial records, such as trust accounts. In West-Walker, 
the court held that a solicitor was entitled to decline to furnish to the 
Commissioner information protected from disclosure by legal profes-
sional privilege without the prior consent of the client. 

9.39 Section 20 provides that any information or book or document is 
privileged from disclosure in the following circumstances: 

If it is a confidential communication passing directly or indi-
rectly between a legal practitioner in his or her professional ca-
pacity and a client, or between legal practitioners in their profes-
sional capacity; and 
If it is made for the purpose of obtaining or giving legal advice; 
and 
If it is not made for the purpose of committing some illegal or 
wrongful act. 

9.40 Section 20 probably constitutes a code for legal professional 
privilege to the extent that it applies to communications between a law-

158 [1954] NZLR 191 
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yer and a client. A claim for privilege in relation to such communica-
tions does not lie apart from the privilege permitted by the section. How-
ever, the section is silent on the application of legal professional privi-
lege to protect communications with third parties relating to actual or 
contemplated litigation. If anyone refuses to disclose information to the 
Commissioner on the ground that it is privileged under section 20, an 
application can be made to a District Court Judge to determine whether 
the claim of privilege is valid. 

9.41 The New Zealand courts have followed the approach taken in the 
United Kingdom and have held that privilege applies if the dominant 
purpose of the communication relates to the provision of legal advice: 
Guardian Royal Exchange v Stewart.159 In contrast, the High Court of 
Australia has adopted a sole purpose test: Grant v Downs.160 However, in 
practice this approach, as illustrated in FCT v Citibank Ltd,161 has not 
significantly assisted the Australian Tax Office in preventing its investi-
gations being hindered by privilege claims. 

9.42 If documents are merely lodged with a lawyer for safe custody, 
they are not privileged from disclosure: CIR v West Walker.162 

9.43 In Leary v Federal Commissioner of Taxation,163 a decision of 
the Australian Federal Court, it was held that a lawyer acting primarily 
in the role of a promoter of a scheme was unable to rely on legal profes-
sional privilege. Brennan J explained that: 

[The] activities of an entrepreneur in the promotion of a 
scheme in which taxpayers would be encouraged to partici-
pate fall outside the field of professional activities; those 
activities are not pursued in discharge of some antecedent 
professional activity. Entrepreneurial activity does not at-
tract the same privilege nor the same protection as profes-
sional activity; and the promotion of a scheme in which 
particular clients may be advised to participate is pregnant 

159 [1985] 1 NZLR 596 
160 [1976] 135 CLR 674 
161 (1989) 89 ATC 4268 
162 [1954] NZLR 191 
163 (1980) 80 ATC 4438 
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with the possibility of conflict of entrepreneurial interest 
with professional duty.164 

9.44 In Miller v CIR,165 the High Court held that legal professional 
privilege extends to communications between salaried solicitors and 
their employer clients, if the solicitor is acting in his or her capacity as a 
legal adviser, and not in some other capacity, such as an executive ca-
pacity. The case involved discovery of legal opinions prepared by Inland 
Revenue solicitors. Baragwanath J applied the main Commonwealth 
precedent of Alfred Crompton v Customs and Excise Commissioners 
(No 2).166 

9.45 In Dinsdale v CIR,167 the High Court has also recently held that 
legal professional privilege does not extend to the notes of interviews 
conducted with a number of third parties by auditors of a bank on in-
struction from the bank’s solicitors. The notes were not communications 
between a lawyer and client, so section 20 did not apply. The High 
Court’s decision was upheld by the Court of Appeal.168 

Hindrance of investigations 
9.46 There is ground for arguing that legal professional privilege is 
being used to obstruct the Inland Revenue Department whose auditors 
are obliged at present to allow taxpayers the opportunity to claim privi-
lege for any requisitioned documents: FCT v Citibank Ltd.169 In evidence 
before the Davison Commission, legal professional privilege was cited 
by the Inland Revenue Department as: 

… one of the biggest obstacles to the Inland Revenue De-
partment when it is conducting large corporate investiga-
tions. … The veil of privilege weakens the department’s 
ability to carry out its [revenue collection] duty because of 
the opportunity it provides for exploitation.170 

9.47 The following examples of where the Inland Revenue Depart-
ment considers that its investigations have been hindered, and which 

164 (1980) 80 ATC 4438 at 4452 
165 (1997) 18 NZTC 13,001 
166 [1972] 2 QB 102 
167 (1997) 18 NZTC 13,244 
168 (1998) 18 NZTC 13,583 
169 (1989) 89 ATC 4268 
170 Nash, July 1995, Supplementary Brief of Evidence, page 19 
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mainly concern privilege claims, were given by the department in its 
evidence to the Davison Commission: 

Claiming privilege for materials held on a solicitor’s file but 
clearly not involving matters of legal advisory nature. 
Taking a restrictive interpretation of the word ‘control’ over in-
formation held by a corporation’s solicitors, when faced with a 
wide-ranging Inland Revenue Department information request. 
Removing documents from files made available for inspection 
and not informing the Inland Revenue Department that legal pro-
fessional privilege has been claimed. 
Mixing documents relating to transactions with, or not separating 
them from legal advisory papers, and claiming a blanket privi-
lege for all documents. 
Including transaction details in the document containing legal 
advice to hide them from the Inland Revenue Department. 
Preventing access to offices where important records may be re-
tained without giving the owner sufficient notice that a claim of 
legal professional privilege can be made. 
Claiming privilege through accountants and officers of compa-
nies holding legal practising certificates. 

9.48 Some of these practices seem to the committee so clearly outside 
the scope of any valid claim to privilege that they are clearly beyond the 
limits of acceptable professional behaviour.  

9.49 As well as severely limiting the Inland Revenue Department’s 
powers to obtain information, such broad claims for legal professional 
privilege provide lawyers with a competitive advantage vis-à-vis other 
tax advisers. Privilege may be claimed for tax advice from a lawyer 
when advice of exactly the same nature provided by an accountant, 
would not be privileged. Accounting professionals have expressed their 
concern, although their preference is to widen professional privilege to 
include advice from accountants. 

9.50 It is well established that no privilege exists against self-
incrimination in relation to the Commissioner’s information-gathering 
powers: Singh v CIR;171 Commissioners of Customs and Excise v In-

171 (1996) 17 NZTC 12,471 
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gram.172 Lord Goddard CJ stated that such privilege would ‘stultify the 
whole purpose’ of the revenue’s information-gathering powers.  

9.51 It seems to the committee that the existence of legal professional 
privilege in tax matters, other than litigation-related privilege, is incon-
sistent with the absence of any privilege against self-incrimination on tax 
matters. In his dissenting judgment in CIR v West-Walker173 which led to 
the original enactment of section 20, Stanton J wrote: 

I cannot think that the rules of evidence relating to the pro-
tection of privileged communications is of any higher status 
than the similar rule against requiring a witness to incrimi-
nate himself. 

9.52 The committee regards the privilege against self-incrimination as 
more fundamental than legal professional privilege. Considering the 
former privilege no longer applies in tax cases, there is a strong argu-
ment that the latter privilege should also not apply in tax cases. There-
fore, on the issue of the application of legal professional privilege, other 
than litigation-related privilege, tax cases can be distinguished from 
other cases. 

Future of privilege in tax matters 
9.53 The Organisational Review Committee considered the issue of 
legal professional privilege.174 It stated that it might be appropriate to 
reconsider legal professional privilege generally in relation to tax mat-
ters, noting a growing trend in litigation to place all cards on the table. 
This statement was made following submissions by the New Zealand 
Society of Accountants that privilege should be extended to tax advice 
given by its members.175  

9.54 The committee notes that it was the view of the Davison Com-
mission176 that legal professional privilege in all tax matters should be 

172 [1948] 1 ALL ER 927 
173 [1954] NZLR 191 
174 Organisational Review Committee, Report on the Organisational Review of the Inland Revenue 

Department, April 1994, para 9.52 
175 Arguments for extension are mainly based on accountants achieving horizontal equity with lawyers 

in the area of tax advice. 
176 Commission of Inquiry into Certain Matters Relating to Taxation, Report of the Winebox Inquiry, 

August 1997 
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abolished. The Commission itself experienced considerable difficulties 
with privilege claims during the course of its investigations.177 

9.55 The Law Commission has also considered the issue of legal pro-
fessional privilege in tax matters. If the Commission proceeds in the way 
the committee understands is likely, its approach will solve a number of 
the problems that have arisen in the tax area. 

9.56 The committee understands that the Law Commission is to rec-
ommend the abolition of privilege for tax advice. The proposal is in-
tended to allow the Commissioner to have access to all communications 
between a lawyer and client which are generated before the filing of the 
taxpayer’s return. The New Zealand Law Society has opposed this 
change. The Law Commission’s rationale for the exclusion of tax advice 
from privilege is based on a strong public interest in keeping the Com-
missioner fully informed. It considers that because tax collection is de-
pendent on disclosure, there must be full disclosure. 

9.57 The Law Commission proposes an amendment to section 
20(1)(b) of the Tax Administration Act 1994, so that privilege would be 
available only for confidential communications with legal advisers when 
those communications are brought into existence for the purpose of ob-
taining or giving legal advice or assistance in relation to the subject 
matter of an income tax return that at the time of obtaining the legal ad-
vice or assistance, has been or ought to have been furnished. 

9.58 The Law Commission’s proposals remain in draft form and have 
not been published. The committee would have no quarrel with what the 
Law Commission is proposing. 

9.59 The committee does not make any final recommendation on the 
scope of the existing legal professional privilege rule applying in tax 
matters, because it would prefer the government to refer to the more de-
tailed work undertaken by the Law Commission, which has had more 
time to consider this issue than has the committee. 

9.60 However, apart from any consideration of the wider issue of 
whether the rules of privilege applying in tax matters should be relaxed, 
the committee recommends that two specific amendments should be 
made to section 20. The committee supports an amendment to ensure the 
physical protection of documents once a claim for privilege is made, and 

177 See pages 1:5:26-1:5:31 
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pending the determination of its validity by a District Court Judge under 
section 20(5) of the Tax Administration Act 1994. If claims for privilege 
are made, procedural rules would be necessary to safeguard documents 
by, say, ensuring they are placed in a package which is sealed and deliv-
ered to the nearest District Court registrar for safe custody. Such rules 
would be necessary to protect documents from abusive practices such as 
removal, destruction or tampering. A precedent for such protective pro-
cedures is contained in section 232 of the Canadian Income Tax Act. 

9.61 The committee also favours an amendment to section 20 to make 
conditions of privilege the identification of the document and the ground 
on which privilege is claimed. At present, section 20 contains no such 
requirement. This deficiency was reflected in the evidence of the Inland 
Revenue Department to the Davison Commission which referred to the 
practice of documents being removed from files made available for in-
spection and Inland Revenue Department not being informed that privi-
lege had been claimed for them. 

9.62 The rules used for identifying documents for which privilege has 
been claimed for discovery purposes in civil litigation proceedings could 
form the basis of such an amendment. Those claiming privilege would 
be required to identify the documents and state the grounds for privilege 
by affidavit.  

9.63 In summary, the committee recommends that the government 
should await the outcome of the Law Commission’s study of legal pro-
fessional privilege before making any decisions on the scope of this 
privilege. In the interim, the committee recommends two specific 
amendments to section 20: 

An amendment should be made to ensure the physical protection 
of documents for which legal professional privilege is claimed 
pending judicial determination of the claim’s validity. 
An amendment should be made to require the identification of 
documents for which privilege is being claimed as a condition of 
obtaining privilege. 
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SUSPENSION OF TIME BAR 

Introduction 
10.1 In this section, the committee considers whether the time bar in 
section 108 of the Tax Administration Act 1994 for the amendment of 
assessments by the Commissioner should be suspended when a section 
17 notice has been issued, or when judicial review proceedings have 
been instigated. Moreover, when the time bar is suspended, whether the 
period for retaining records should be extended. 

10.2 Section 108 provides that when a taxpayer has provided a tax 
return and has been assessed, the Commissioner may not amend the as-
sessment to increase the tax liability once four years have passed from 
the end of the year in which the tax return was provided. However, this 
time bar does not apply if the Commissioner considers that a tax return 
provided by a taxpayer is fraudulent, or wilfully misleading, or omits 
mention of gross income of a particular nature, or from a particular 
source. Section 108 represents a compromise between the correct deter-
mination of tax liabilities, and the desirability of achieving finality in the 
tax affairs of honest taxpayers. 

10.3 Clause 30 of the Taxpayer Compliance, Penalties, and Disputes 
Resolution Bill introduced in 1995 would have suspended the time bar 
for amendment of assessments for the period between the issue of a sec-
tion 17 notice and the taxpayer’s compliance with it, and for the period 
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of any judicial review proceedings. This amendment was deferred 
pending release of the Davison Commission’s report. 

Suspension of time bar for requisitions under section 17 
10.4 Although the committee generally supports the compromise be-
tween accuracy of assessment and certainty for honest taxpayers, it con-
siders that it would be desirable to suspend the time bar when the Com-
missioner issues a section 17 notice in which the taxpayer is advised that 
non-compliance will result in such suspension. The committee favours 
the suspension of the time bar for the period between one month after the 
issue of a section 17 notice and the taxpayer’s compliance with the no-
tice. Any reassessment made during the period following the normal 
time bar, which is equal to the period of suspension, should affect only 
matters based on or related to the information sought in the section 17 
notice. Such a suspension would provide an additional incentive for tax-
payers to comply with section 17 requisitions in a timely manner. 

10.5 The committee does not consider it necessary for the time bar to 
be suspended for the period of any judicial review proceedings. Gener-
ally, the instigation of judicial review proceedings should not prevent the 
Inland Revenue Department from continuing its normal investigative 
activities. If the department has any doubts on this matter, it should seek 
directions from the court. If problems arise because time is running out, 
the proper approach is for the department to make sure the court is aware 
of the time bar. Although interim injunctions affecting the department 
can be granted ex parte, motions to rescind them can be heard by the 
courts very quickly. 

Extending period for record-keeping 
10.6 Associated with the Commissioner’s powers to obtain informa-
tion under section 17 is the statutory requirement for taxpayers to retain 
information about their income tax affairs for a specified period. The 
importance placed on this requirement is shown in the statement of tax-
payers’ primary tax obligations in section 15B of the Tax Administration 
Act 1994: taxpayers must keep all necessary information and maintain 
all the necessary records required under the tax laws. The main record-
keeping requirement for business taxpayers is contained in section 22 of 
the Tax Administration Act 1994, that business records must be kept for 
seven years after the end of the income year to which they relate. 

10.7 The committee considers that any statutory minimum record-
keeping period should be extended by any period for which the time bar 
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is suspended. If not, any suspension of the time bar could be futile, if the 
records that the Commissioner needed for reassessment had been dis-
posed of because the period for retaining records had expired during the 
course of obtaining information by requisition under section 17. 

10.8 The committee recommends that the time bar for amending as-
sessments should be suspended for the period between one month after 
the issue of a section 17 notice in which the taxpayer is advised that non-
compliance will result in such suspension, and the taxpayer’s compliance 
with the notice. Any reassessment made during the period following the 
normal time bar, which is equal to the suspension period, would affect 
only matters based on or related to the information sought in the section 
17 notice. The committee also recommends that the statutory minimum 
periods for keeping records should be extended by the period the time 
bar is suspended. 

ONUS OF PROOF IN CIVIL PROCEEDINGS 
10.9 Section 149A of the Tax Administration Act 1994 places the 
onus of proof in all civil proceedings on the taxpayer.178 This section cor-
responds to section 18 of the Taxation Review Authorities Act 1994 
which relates to the former objection procedures. If a taxpayer disputes 
an assessment, the taxpayer must prove on the balance of probabilities 
that the assessment concerned is incorrect. 

10.10 The main justification for placing the onus of proof on the tax-
payer is that matters concerning the tax position taken by a taxpayer are 
primarily within the knowledge of the taxpayer. It would be very diffi-
cult and costly for the Commissioner to discharge the onus of proof. This 
approach is consistent with the rationale for self-assessment, that is, tax-
payers have more information about their tax liabilities and are, there-
fore, in a better position to assess their own tax liability than the Com-
missioner. In Buckley & Young v CIR, the court said: 

The Commissioner could not sensibly be expected to bear 
the onus of proof of matters which originate with the tax-
payer and which usually are peculiarly within his knowl-
edge and power. Thus there are sound if not compelling 
practical reasons why the legislation requires him to pro-

178 Except for civil penalties for evasion under section 141E. 
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vide satisfactory evidence to support his calculation of his 
assessable income.179 

10.11 Placing the onus of proof on taxpayers is also consistent with the 
primary obligation of taxpayers to determine correctly the amount of tax 
payable.180 The committee agrees with these reasons and considers that 
the onus of proof in all civil proceedings, except for civil penalties for 
evasion, should lie with the taxpayer.181 

10.12 A taxpayer who wishes to challenge an assessment made by the 
Commissioner is required to prove not only that the Commissioner’s as-
sessment is wrong, but by how much it is wrong.182 The committee con-
siders that if a taxpayer is able to prove on the balance of probabilities 
that the Commissioner’s assessment is excessive by at least a certain 
amount, the court should be able to reduce the Commissioner’s assess-
ment by that amount. This point has not been tested in the courts, and the 
law is not clear on it. As the committee considers that, in principle, a 
taxpayer should succeed with this argument, it considers that the law 
should be clarified. 

10.13 The committee, therefore, recommends that first, the onus of 
proof in civil proceedings, except for civil penalties for evasion, should 
continue to lie with the taxpayer, and secondly, that the law should be 
clarified expressly to provide that if a taxpayer is able to prove on the 
balance of probabilities that the Commissioner’s assessment is excessive 
by at least a certain amount, the court should reduce the Commissioner’s 
assessment by that amount. 

JUDICIAL REVIEW 
10.14 Taxpayers may instigate judicial review proceedings either to 
restrain the Commissioner from taking certain action, or to have the 
court declare invalid an action that has been taken. However, section 109 
of the Tax Administration Act 1994 is a major obstacle to such pro-

179 (1978) 3 NZTC 61,271 at 61,283 
180 Section 15B(a), Tax Administration Act 1994 
181 The committee is aware of the reform enacted this year in the United States which has reversed the 

onus of proof in relation to small taxpayers in certain circumstances so that it now lies on the tax ad-
ministration. However, for the reasons given above, the committee has declined to recommend this 
approach for New Zealand. 

182 Aspro Ltd v C of T [1932] AC 683; C of T v McCoard [1952] NZLR 263; Babington v CIR [1957] 
NZLR 861; Europa Oil (NZ) Ltd (No 2) v CIR (1974) 1 NZTC 61,169; Buckley & Young Ltd v CIR 
(1978) 3 NZTC 61,271 
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ceedings. The section expressly precludes taxpayers disputing an as-
sessment outside the objection or challenge procedures contained in 
Parts VIII and VIIIA of the Tax Administration Act 1994. Section 109 
also deems an assessment to be correct for all purposes except in relation 
to a challenge to the assessment under the statutory appeal procedures. 

10.15 Recent cases show that judicial review is appropriate in only lim-
ited cases in challenging the conduct and decisions of the Commis-
sioner. Section 109 has been held not to preclude the court from enter-
taining judicial review applications, but recourse to such proceedings is 
generally available only in exceptional circumstances, such as cases al-
leging an abuse of process. 

10.16 In Golden Bay Cement Company Ltd v CIR,183 the Court of Ap-
peal held that section 109 precluded any challenge to the correctness of 
an assessment outside the specific statutory appeal procedures in the Tax 
Administration Act 1994, but did not preclude judicial review proceed-
ings challenging the process followed by the Commissioner in the exer-
cise of the statutory power to make assessments. McKay J, delivering the 
judgment of the court, stated: 

Once an assessment has been made, then whether or not it 
is correct it can only be challenged in proceedings on ob-
jection. Where the issue is not the correctness of an assess-
ment, but the very existence of the power to make it, [sec-
tion 109] will not prevent the court from determining 
whether the purported assessment is in fact an assessment 
in terms of the Act. As was pointed out by Richardson J in 
this court in CIR v Canterbury Frozen Meat Co Ltd (1994) 
16 NZTC 11,150, there is a distinction between challenging 
the correctness of an assessment on the one hand, and the 
process followed and the character of the resulting decision 
on the other.184 

10.17 The court reviewed Commonwealth authority and, following the 
reasoning of the Privy Council in Harley Development v CIR,185 com-
mented that when specific statutory appeal procedures are already avail-
able, such as those under the Tax Administration Act 1994, it will only 

183 (1996) 17 NZTC 12,580 
184 At page 12,584 
185 [1996] STC 440 
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be in exceptional cases, typically involving an abuse of powers, that the 
courts will entertain an application for judicial review of a decision that 
has not been appealed through those specific statutory procedures. The 
court rejected the argument that the ‘validity’ of an assessment was dis-
tinct from its ‘correctness’ (which counsel for the taxpayer conceded 
could be challenged only under the specific statutory appeal procedures) 
and that matters going to ‘validity’ were properly amenable to challenge 
through judicial review proceedings. McKay J stated: 

Once the taxpayer has been notified in proper form that an 
assessment has been made in purported exercise of the 
Commissioner’s powers, that assessment will be treated as 
valid until a court rules otherwise. Until then it has at least 
a de facto operation, and cannot be treated as if non-
existent: Love v Porirua City Council [1984] 2 NZLR 308 
(CA) at p 311. Section 30 [Income Tax Act 1976] is in-
tended to provide the primary means by which an assess-
ment or apparent assessment can be challenged. If the tax-
payer wishes to challenge it, whether as to its correctness or 
as to its validity, he is able to do so by the objection proce-
dure.186 

10.18 If the courts did not adopt a presumption of validity of assess-
ments made by the Commissioner, every assessment could be open to 
attack by way of judicial review. The reasoning of the Court of Appeal 
on this aspect is consistent with case authority on judicial review pro-
ceedings outside the tax arena: official decisions must be presumed to be 
valid and legitimate until declared invalid by a court. 

10.19 The approach taken by the Court of Appeal in Golden Bay was 
endorsed by the court in its subsequent decisions in BNZ Finance Ltd v 
Holland187 and New Zealand Wool Board v CIR.188 When an assessment 
has been made and notified in proper form to a taxpayer, both ‘validity’ 
and ‘correctness’ can be challenged only under the specific statutory ap-
peal procedures, unless exceptional circumstances exist. 

10.20 However, in BNZ Finance, the court noted that the restriction 
imposed by section 109 on judicial review proceedings is triggered only 

186 (1996) 17 NZTC 12,580 at 12,585 
187 (1996) 17 NZTC 12,658 
188 (1997) 18 NZTC 13,113 
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when an assessment has been made. Judicial review proceedings there-
fore, could be more easily undertaken in the pre-assessment stage. 
Golden Bay involved an assessment that in the opinion of the Court of 
Appeal could and should have been pursued under the specific statutory 
appeal procedures. But in BNZ Finance, the Commissioner had not yet 
purported to make an assessment. The statutory appeal procedure was, 
therefore, not available. Consequently, nothing in the Golden Bay deci-
sion, and nothing in the income tax legislation, in particular, section 109, 
precluded an application for judicial review. 

10.21 The Court of Appeal in BNZ Finance noted that under section 4 
of the Judicature Amendment Act 1972, an application for judicial re-
view may be made in relation to the proposed or purported exercise of a 
statutory power, as well as to the actual exercise of such power. It is not 
necessary for an applicant to wait until a body or person does something 
outside its jurisdiction before seeking relief. Richardson P, delivering the 
judgment of the court, stated that: 

The intention to make an assessment does not have the pre-
sumption of validity which attaches to an apparent assess-
ment until such time as the apparent assessment is declared 
invalid.189 

10.22 The court, therefore, held that the general immunity from judicial 
review for assessments does not extend to the proposed exercise of the 
Commissioner’s statutory power to make assessments. 

10.23 The committee understands that recently the number of judicial 
review proceedings brought against the Commissioner has decreased. 
This reduction could be due to two factors. First, recent Court of Appeal 
decisions indicate that judicial review is available only in a limited num-
ber of cases. Secondly, the use of money interest provisions apply from 
the original due date. Before the 1996-97 income year, in the absence of 
use of money interest, taxpayers had an incentive to apply for judicial 
review, because even if the application were unsuccessful, the taxpayer 
had the use of the Crown’s money during the period of the proceedings. 
This incentive has now been removed.  

10.24 The committee considers that the present availability of judicial 
review generally represents a proper equilibrium between the taxpayer 

189 (1996) 17 NZTC 12,658 at 12,660 
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and the Commissioner, and is sensible and rational, considering the spe-
cific statutory appeal procedures in the tax legislation. 
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WITHHOLDING PAYMENT REGULATIONS 
Introduction 
11.1 New Zealand operates a tax system based on voluntary compli-
ance. A key component of this system is the removal, where possible, of 
opportunities for non-compliance through the use of a comprehensive 
system of withholding taxes. Withholding systems play an important role 
in the tax system, ensuring that tax is paid on income that might other-
wise not be reported. 

11.2 The Income Tax (Withholding Payments) Regulations were in-
troduced in 1957 as part of the PAYE legislation. They were intended to 
complement the PAYE system for income from salary and wages by ap-
plying withholding taxes to certain classes of payments which were nei-
ther business income nor salary or wages. The regulations generally cov-
er situations where no true master-servant relationship exists. 

11.3 Although the scope of the regulations and the tax rates have been 
reviewed from time to time, the regulations have evolved through 
piecemeal extension, rather than as a result of a fundamental review of 
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the type of tax deduction system needed to complement the PAYE sys-
tem. The regulations were last reviewed in 1979. 

11.4 The regulations apply to payments for a defined list of activities, 
for example, certain labour-only services, game hunting and sphagnum 
moss collection. Some payments are excluded from the regulations, in-
cluding salary and wages, payments to a Maori authority, a public 
authority, or a company (not being a non-resident entertainer or a non-
resident contractor), and any payments exempted by certificate. 

11.5 The person making the withholding payment (the payer) is re-
quired to deduct tax from the gross GST-exclusive amount of the pay-
ment, if the payee is GST registered and provides a tax invoice. If the 
payee is not GST registered, tax must be deducted from the amount paid. 
Deductions must be made at the set rates at the time the payment is 
made, the rates varying between categories of payments. The payee gen-
erally receives no allowance for expenses in calculating the amount of 
tax deduction, but can claim for expenditure incurred during the year in 
their annual return. Failure to deduct withholding tax and to pay it to the 
Inland Revenue Department by the due date renders the payer liable to 
penalties and prosecution. 

Key principles underlying withholding systems 
11.6 The increasing use of and reliance on withholding systems in the 
tax collection process recognises several advantages of these systems. 
The first is that collecting tax at the source of the income reduces the 
scope for tax evasion and reduces debt recovery work for the Inland 
Revenue Department. Secondly, if there are a small number of payers 
and a large number of payees, it is more efficient to impose a withhold-
ing obligation on payers rather than collecting tax directly from payees. 
Finally, the tax system can be greatly simplified by reducing the number 
of provisional taxpayers. 

11.7 The committee believes that the ideal withholding tax system 
should, as far as possible, eliminate the scope for tax evasion while not 
imposing additional costs on people who are responsible for making de-
ductions, or who must disclose their income to the Inland Revenue De-
partment. Such a system provides an efficient means of collecting in-
come tax by ensuring that some tax is collected at the point of transac-
tion. 

11.8 The committee recognises that in practice, however, this ideal is 
impossible to achieve because it is necessary to take into account com-
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pliance and administrative costs, and to consider the incentives that must 
be provided to those who are being asked to withhold tax. 

11.9 In terms of compliance costs, even the simplest withholding tax 
system imposes costs on both payers and payees. But at the same time, 
withholding taxes permit a reduction in other compliance costs, such as 
those arising from the provisional tax system. High administrative costs 
are incurred by the Inland Revenue Department in running a withholding 
tax system. However, other possible sources of administrative costs, 
such as audit and recovery costs, may be reduced. As a third considera-
tion, if those who are being asked to withhold have no incentive to de-
duct payments, both compliance and administrative costs tend to in-
crease. Designing a withholding tax system requires the careful balanc-
ing of these considerations to achieve the greatest possible reduction in 
tax evasion at the lowest possible cost. 

A withholding tax for services 
11.10 A comprehensive withholding payments system for resident con-
tractors was proposed in the government’s economic statement of 17 
December 1987, and the proposal was revisited in 1991. However, the 
proposal did not proceed because of the compliance costs that would be 
imposed. 

11.11 The committee has identified that introducing a withholding tax 
on the labour income received by resident contractors could reduce the 
scope for resident contractors to evade income tax by failing to declare 
the income they received. It would also provide a more efficient means 
of collecting tax on that income, and by reducing the number of provi-
sional taxpayers, it would simplify the tax system. 

11.12 However, the committee acknowledges that extending the with-
holding system to payments made to resident contractors would be likely 
to increase the compliance costs incurred by both the people who would 
be required to deduct the withholding tax, and the resident contractors 
from whom tax would be withheld. In addition, implementing this sys-
tem would entail considerable administrative costs for the Inland Reve-
nue Department. The committee, therefore, does not support this ap-
proach unless or until technological advances are available to reduce 
these costs so as to make this option viable.  

A reporting system 
11.13 The committee considered the suggestion that regulations should 
be geared towards reporting of recipient details by the payer, and conse-
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quent disallowance of deductions for unreported payments. Payers 
would not be required to deduct withholding tax, but would be required 
to report the recipient’s name, the amount of the payment and other de-
tails. The reporting requirement would apply only in relation to pay-
ments over a specified threshold. If payers did not comply with this re-
quirement, they would be denied a deduction for their payments. 

11.14 The main advantages of this approach would be first, lower over-
all compliance costs in comparison with the costs of withholding sys-
tems. The costs of collecting and accounting for withholding tax would 
be eliminated. Secondly, there would be better integration with normal 
business practices. Because of this integration, reporting systems would 
generally be more acceptable. Thirdly, in terms of flexibility, reporting 
systems are more easily introduced or removed as required for particular 
industries and classes of payers and payees. 

11.15 There are, however, some disadvantages with this approach. The 
first and main disadvantage would be the risk that income might not be 
reported to the Inland Revenue Department. Although denying deduc-
tions for expenses associated with withholding payments would provide 
sufficient incentive for business taxpayers to report their payments, it 
generally would not work for the household sector, because deductions 
in that sector are not permitted. Withholding systems ensure that at least 
some tax is paid, even if comprehensive matching is not undertaken. A 
further disadvantage would be that additional administrative costs would 
be incurred by the Inland Revenue Department in ensuring that taxpayers 
declared the income they received. Debt recovery work would also in-
crease. 

11.16 The committee believes that the current withholding system 
should continue to apply if, and to the extent, there is a risk that the 
business to which the withholding system applies may not be in a posi-
tion to meet its income tax liability. Smaller businesses, irregular activi-
ties, or infrequent activities, such as sphagnum moss collection, game 
hunting and certain labour-only services, which are activities specifically 
covered by the regulations, are more likely to run this risk. Therefore, 
subject to the committee’s comments on exemptions from withholding 
tax in paras 11.18 to 11.28, the committee recommends the continued 
application of a withholding tax system in these cases. 

Deficiencies 
11.17 The committee noted the concern in submissions that the impact 
of the new compliance and penalty provisions has caused taxpayers and 
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their advisers to take a fresh look at some long-standing practices that 
developed in the absence of an effective system of enforcement and, as a 
result, appear to be inconsistent with the law. The principal submission 
to the committee asked it to address several deficiencies in the existing 
regulations, in particular, in relation to payments made to GST registered 
contractors, and to payments made by the household sector. 

Payments made to GST registered contractors 
11.18 Some businesses pay GST registered contractors without de-
ducting the required withholding tax and, as a result, they may be liable 
for penalties. It is assumed that because the contractors are GST regis-
tered, they also have a certificate of exemption from withholding tax, but 
this is not always the case. The committee is aware of the practice of 
GST registered contractors presenting tax invoices to contracting busi-
nesses, indicating that on that basis they are not subject to the withhold-
ing requirements. Administratively, on occasions the Inland Revenue 
Department has accepted this practice. Although it may be expedient, it 
appears to be inconsistent with the law. 

11.19 This problem could be addressed by amending the regulations to 
exclude from the definition of ‘withholding payment’, payments made to 
GST registered contractors for their taxable activities. Such payments 
then would not be subject to withholding tax. Restricting the exclusion to 
payments made for a person’s taxable activity would ensure that hob-
bies, which are not taxable activities under the GST legislation, would 
not be excluded from the regulations. Contracting businesses would be 
required only to hold a tax invoice disclosing the GST-inclusive value of 
the supply of services. 

11.20 The committee considers that this amendment would simplify the 
obligations for contracting businesses, and would reduce their compli-
ance costs. The amendment would also reduce administrative costs for 
the Inland Revenue Department by removing the need for annual appli-
cations for exemption certificates for this class of payee. 

11.21 It is possible that removing these payments from the scope of the 
regulations might have the effect of undermining the withholding system 
and increasing the risk of non-reporting of income. The committee con-
siders, however, that if the contractors are GST registered, then bearing 
in mind both the penalties provisions and Inland Revenue’s audit pro-
gramme, it is most unlikely that these contractors would not return the 
income they receive. Requiring a tax invoice also creates an audit trail 
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which the Inland Revenue Department could use as a cross-check against 
the contractors’ receipts. 

11.22 The committee therefore recommends that payments to a GST 
registered person for a supply services should be excluded from the defi-
nition of ‘withholding payment’, if the payer holds at the time a GST tax 
invoice disclosing the GST-inclusive value of that supply, except in are-
as of revenue risk. 

Payments made by the household sector 
11.23 Whether the household sector is required to deduct withholding 
tax from payments made for services carried out for their private resi-
dences is uncertain. At present, householders do not have to deduct 
withholding tax from payments they make to private domestic workers, 
such as nannies, gardeners and other home-helpers.190 Private domestic 
workers are required to account for their own tax. 

11.24 The definition of ‘private domestic worker’ seems to include 
some people who are covered by the regulations. For example, a house-
holder would be required to deduct withholding tax from payments to 
freelance musicians hired to play for a private party at a private house. In 
such cases, deductions are not in fact made, and it would be idle to insist 
on their being made. 

11.25 To provide greater certainty in this matter, the committee re-
commends that the regulations should be amended to exclude payments 
made by people in the household sector from the requirement to with-
hold tax to the extent that the payments relate to their private residences, 
or otherwise are of a private nature.  

11.26 The committee believes that both measures, if adopted, would 
improve the consistency and efficiency of the regulations, while at the 
same time minimising opportunities for non-compliance. Both measures 
highlight the trade-off between encouraging compliance by taxpayers 
and minimising compliance costs. 

11.27 The effect of the double amendment would be that only pay-
ments made by GST registered persons to the extent that those payments 
relate to a taxable activity, or payments made by non-registered persons 

190 Section OB 1, Income Tax Act 1994 defines ‘private domestic worker’ as being a person who is 
employed by another person to perform part-time work in or about that person’s private residence. 
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if the payments are not of a private nature, would be subject to the de-
duction of withholding tax. 

11.28 In summary, then, the committee recommends that the regula-
tions should be amended to exclude from the definition of ‘withholding 
payment’: 

payments made to a GST registered person for the supply of 
services when the payer holds at the time a GST tax invoice dis-
closing the GST-inclusive value of that supply, except in specific 
areas of revenue risk; and 
payments made by people in the household sector to the extent 
that the payments are of a private nature. 

INTEREST ON UNDERPAYMENTS 

Introduction 
11.29 Part VII of the Tax Administration Act 1994 provides for the 
payment of interest on underpayments and overpayments of tax. This 
payment is generally known as ‘use of money interest’. It applies to both 
overpaid and underpaid tax from the due date for payment of that tax 
until the day that the tax is paid. Different rates of interest are paid on 
overpaid and underpaid tax. 

11.30 Submissions to the committee raised concerns about both the 
levels of interest charged and the disparity between the overpayment and 
underpayment rates for use of money interest. In addressing these con-
cerns, the committee believes it is important that taxpayers understand 
how these rates are set. The twin objectives of the rates are first, to com-
pensate fairly the party (either the Crown or the taxpayer) who has lost 
the use of their money, and secondly, to encourage taxpayers to pay the 
right amount at the right time. 

Rates 
11.31 To some extent these objectives conflict. No single interest rate 
can both compensate the ‘lender’ fully, and also ensure that overpay-
ments of tax are minimised. The government wants to minimise over-
payments of tax by setting the interest slightly lower than the rate tax-
payers would normally receive on short-term deposits for two reasons. 
First, because the government’s procedure for changing rates in response 
to changes in market interest rates is relatively slow, the government 
does not want inadvertently to be in the position of being the best source 
of short-term finance if market rates were to fall quickly. Secondly, the 
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government wants to avoid introducing additional uncertainty in its 
revenue forecasts. Uncertainty would occur if the overpayment rate was 
more generous than that offered by financial institutions, so encouraging 
overpayments of tax. In practice, the rates must recognise that the tax-
payer and not the department ultimately chooses whether taxes are un-
derpaid or overpaid. Further, the rates need to be set having regard to the 
borrowing rates for taxpayers in general, and not the circumstances of 
individual taxpayers. This broad-brush approach means that the rates 
may result in some inequities for individual taxpayers. 

11.32 Taking these objectives into consideration then, the rates must 
be, for underpayments, close to, but more than what taxpayers generally 
would pay for unsecured borrowing from another source; and, for over-
payments, close to, but less than what taxpayers generally would receive 
on short-term deposits of similar risk. 

11.33 The criteria to be considered for changing the rates are as fol-
lows: 
1 Both rates should be adjusted following: 

(a) an increase or decrease of 2 per cent in the Reserve Bank 
business base lending rate, the base rate for the underpayment 
rate; or 

(b) an increase or decrease of 1 per cent in the Reserve Bank 90 
day bank bill rate, the base rate for the overpayment rate. 

2 Adjustments in the underlying market interest rates should be 
measured from the date the rates were last set. 

3 The rates should be reset to underlying market interest rates if the 
rates have not been adjusted during any 12-month period, with 
consultation on whether the misalignment of rates is sufficient to 
require a change. 

4 When an adjustment is proposed, the government should consult 
with interested parties concerning timing, on the basis that: 
(a) as a general principle, adjustments should apply from the next 

standard provisional tax payment date (7 March, 7 July or 
7 November), but 

(b) if consultation suggests an earlier change is required, the ad-
justment should take effect from the 7th of the next month, 
which would be a non-standard provisional tax payment date. 
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11.34 The use of money interest rules are generally well understood 
and are operating efficiently. The committee considers that the process 
of setting rates is efficient, and that the existing consideration of the 
compliance cost impact of any change in the interest rates is appropriate. 

11.35 However, the committee considers that even though a rational 
basis for setting the use of money interest rates exist, and even though an 
efficient administrative system calculates taxpayer liabilities, it does not 
necessarily follow that the rules are seen by taxpayers as operating eq-
uitably. There are many circumstances when it may reasonably be ar-
gued that there is inequality in the imposition of interest, or in the level 
of interest. Some examples of perceived inequities occur to the commit-
tee, and others have been suggested in submissions, including the fol-
lowing cases. 

If the department issues a non-binding ruling on an expected tax 
treatment, no interest or penalties should result for any tax posi-
tion subsequently assessed because of a changed departmental 
stance. 
If no shortfall penalty has been attracted by the taxpayer’s ac-
tions, use of money interest should perhaps be wholly or partly 
relieved. 
If the taxpayer had no reasonable expectation of having to pay 
interest at the time of making provisional tax payments, an unex-
pected breach of the interest thresholds should perhaps find relief 
from use of money interest. 

The examples are illustrative only. The committee notes that other situa-
tions may deserve consideration for possible relief. 

11.36 The use of money interest rules compensate both taxpayers and 
the government when incorrect payments of tax are made, regardless of 
the reason. Without the use of money interest provisions, a taxpayer who 
pays tax correctly would be in a worse position than a taxpayer who de-
fers a payment by taking an incorrect tax position but one which does 
not incur a shortfall penalty. Taxpayers who accurately forecast their 
income and paid tax accordingly would be treated less favourably than 
taxpayers who made no effort to forecast their income. 

11.37 This most important topic – one which generates considerable 
dissatisfaction with the tax system – should be investigated further. The 
committee is aware that the penalties provisions are scheduled for a full 
review in 1999 and, therefore, the committee recommends that ques-
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tions about relief from the use of money interest rules should be fully 
addressed then. 

Late payment penalty and use of money interest 
11.38 The late payment penalty comprises an automatic 5 per cent pen-
alty on underpayments not paid by the due date, and an additional 2 per 
cent penalty charged for each month until the tax is paid. Use of money 
interest also applies to outstanding balances (not including penalties) 
until such amounts are paid. The combined impost is intended to rein-
force a fundamental obligation of the tax system – the requirement to 
pay taxes by the due date. The committee considers that the late payment 
penalty appears to be overly punitive, when combined with use of money 
interest on underpayments. 

11.39 The committee accepts that the due date would be meaningless if 
some sort of penalty did not apply for late payments. The initial 5 per 
cent penalty is intended to provide sufficient incentive to pay on time, 
without being overly punitive. Previously, the penalty was 10 per cent. 

11.40 The committee considers that the government should consider 
reducing the 5 per cent penalty for taxpayers who fail to pay on time, but 
who correct that error within a few days of the due date for payment of 
the tax. In these cases, the late payment penalty is significant, even if the 
taxpayer did not have a reasonable cause for failing to pay on time. 

11.41 The additional 2 per cent monthly penalty combined with use of 
money interest ensures a continual incentive to pay, or to apply to the 
Inland Revenue Department either for remission or to pay by instalment. 
If the penalty were a single occurrence, without an additional incre-
mental penalty, taxpayers would lack any incentive to pay once the ini-
tial late payment penalty was incurred. Interest would be charged, but 
this charge is intended to be neutral in effect, approximately equalling 
the benefit to the taxpayer of retaining the tax. The incremental penalty 
provides a continuing incentive for the taxpayer to pay the tax as soon as 
possible. 

11.42 The committee endorses the reasons for the late payment penalty, 
and considers it inappropriate to depart from giving taxpayers incentives 
to pay their tax on time. However, the penalty should have less of an im-
pact. Although previously, the late payment penalty on income tax 
amounted to 10 per cent every six months, and also a lesser overall pen-
alty is now imposed in the cases of short-term failure to pay, the new 
rules provide a more significant penalty after the first two months. The 
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committee notes that the combined late payment penalty and use of 
money interest could impose an overall impost in excess of 50 per cent 
over a 12-month period. 

11.43 In summary, therefore, the committee recommends that the 5 
per cent penalty should not apply to taxpayers who fail to pay on time, 
but who correct that error within a few days of the due date for payment. 
The committee also recommends that the government should consider 
reducing the incremental late payment penalty of 2 per cent per month to 
1 per cent per month. 

TAX RECOVERY 
Introduction 
11.44 This part of the chapter considers the effectiveness of the tax re-
covery provision, section HK 11 of the Income Tax Act 1994. The sec-
tion provides that directors and shareholders of a company are liable in 
certain circumstances for tax payable by the company if it is left with 
insufficient assets to meet its tax liability. 

11.45 Section HK 11 is directed at arrangements which deplete a com-
pany’s assets so that it is unable to meet its tax liabilities. The company 
itself is often liquidated as part of the arrangement, or simply because 
after a transaction is completed, the company serves no useful purpose. 
Such arrangements were a feature of transactions considered by the 
Davison Commission. 

Operation of the section 
11.46 The tax recovery provisions in section HK 11 apply when an ar-
rangement has the effect of leaving a company unable to satisfy an ex-
isting or future tax liability, and it is reasonable to conclude that if a di-
rector of the company had made all reasonable inquiries into the affairs 
of the company at the time it entered into the arrangement, the director 
would have anticipated that the tax liability would be required to be met 
by the company, and that a purpose of the arrangement was to avoid 
meeting the tax liability. 

11.47 Directors or controlling shareholders at the time the arrangement 
was entered into, or non-controlling shareholders at that time, if it was 
reasonable to conclude, having regard to any benefit derived by the 
shareholder, that the shareholder was a party to the arrangement, may be 
liable as agents of the company under section HK 11. 
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11.48 Certain statutory defences are provided. For example, directors 
are not liable if they can satisfy the Commissioner that they were not 
involved in the executive management of the company, and had no 
knowledge of the arrangement at the material time. If none of the statu-
tory defences applies, the directors of the company are jointly and sever-
ally liable for the full amount of the tax liability. Shareholders who come 
within the ambit of section HK 11 are liable for the recovery of tax to the 
extent of the greater of the market value of their direct and indirect 
shareholding in the company, and the value of the benefit they derived 
from the arrangement, and the relevant proportion of any late payment 
penalty or interest. 

Purpose of tax avoidance 
11.49 The committee is concerned with one aspect of subsection (1) of 
section HK 11, namely, its requirement that a purpose of the arrange-
ment must be to avoid tax. This provision is set out below: 

This section shall apply where – 

(a) Any arrangement has been entered into in relation to a 
company; and 

(b) An effect of that arrangement is that the company is unable 
to satisfy under this Act a liability for income tax (referred 
to in this subsection as the ‘tax liability’) of the company, 
whether the tax liability exists at the time of entry into the 
arrangement or arises subsequently; and 

(c) It can reasonably be concluded that – 

(i) A director of the company at the time of entry into 
the arrangement who had made all reasonable in-
quiries into the affairs of the company would have 
anticipated at that time that the tax liability would 
be, or would be likely to be, required to be satisfied 
by the company under this Act; and 

(ii) A purpose of the arrangement was to have the effect 
specified in paragraph (b). 

11.50 The committee considers that the requirement in subsection 
(1)(c)(ii), that a purpose of the arrangement was to have the effect of tax 
avoidance, makes the tax recovery provision too difficult to apply be-
cause it requires the Commissioner to show subjective intent. A court 
would be unlikely in all but the most blatant circumstances to conclude 
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that a purpose of the impugned arrangement was to avoid payment of 
tax. This purpose would have to be a foreseen and intended consequence 
or a goal of the arrangement. 

11.51 In addition, the second limb of paragraph (c) seems to frustrate 
the objective component of the first limb, which sets out the test of a di-
rector who had made all reasonable enquiries into the company’s affairs 
and what he or she would have anticipated as likely. This first limb 
seems to be designed to target recklessness, negligence or oversight on 
the directors’ part. However, if the directors have not made all reasona-
ble enquiries, and therefore do not know of the looming tax liability, 
how can they be said to have a purpose of avoiding tax under subsection 
(1)(c)(ii)? It follows that the second limb would always rule out reck-
lessness, negligence, or oversight. 

11.52 The committee recommends that the government should amend 
section HK 11 to make the tax recovery provisions more effective by 
changing the requirement for an avoidance purpose in subsection 
(1)(c)(ii) so that it is an alternative or disjunctive requirement only. The 
effect of such an amendment would be to make the requirement for rea-
sonable enquiries by a director the main test for determining the applica-
tion of section HK 11. The committee does not propose any amendment 
to subsection (4), which lists classes of shareholders who can be made 
liable for the unpaid tax of a company. Section HK 11 will continue to 
apply primarily to controlling shareholders. It will apply to non-
controlling shareholders only when it is reasonable to conclude, having 
regard to the materiality of any benefit derived by such shareholders, that 
they were a party to the arrangement which left the company unable to 
satisfy its tax liability. 
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Role of the penalties provisions in a self-assessment environment 
12.1 The tax system involves the participation of hundreds of thou-
sands of taxpayers, their agents and advisers. It is not practical for tax 
administrators to scrutinise and assess every individual tax return re-
ceived each year and, like other modern tax administrations, the Inland 
Revenue Department has begun to rely increasingly on self-assessment 
to administer tax collection. The movement towards self-assessment of 
tax liabilities reflects the view that taxpayers are in a much better posi-
tion than tax administrators to assess their tax liabilities, so long as they 
are given sufficient assistance and incentives to comply. 

12.2 A self-assessment system relies heavily on taxpayers, who must 
take their obligations seriously and perform the various tasks required of 
them honestly and with reasonable care. Although most people do their 
best to comply voluntarily with their tax obligations, some do not. Tax-
payers may fail to meet their obligations in many ways, ranging from 
honest mistakes through to negligence, tax avoidance and tax evasion. 

12.3 Some administrative measures have improved compliance. New 
disputes resolution procedures aim to provide prompt and efficient 
resolution of disputes and to avoid expensive litigation. The design of 
withholding systems is intended to limit the potential for non-
compliance. There is an increased Inland Revenue focus on education of 
taxpayers. Clear laws should help ensure that obligations are well under-
stood. Improved audit strategies aim to increase the likelihood of de-
tecting non-compliance. 

12.4 Although the committee accepts that these measures all contrib-
ute to the success of a system based on voluntary compliance, the com-
mittee does not consider that they are sufficient by themselves. They 
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must be reinforced by an effective statutory system of penalties, which 
provides taxpayers with the appropriate incentives.  

12.5 The committee has reviewed the findings of the penalties study 
commissioned by the United States Internal Revenue Service in 1989.191 
The key findings of the study highlight the importance of penalties in a 
self-assessment environment. The study found that penalties can encour-
age those taxpayers who do not comply to do so, and can encourage 
those taxpayers who do comply to continue to do so, first, by setting and 
validating ‘standards of behaviour’ expected of taxpayers, secondly, by 
deterring departures from these standards, and, finally, by providing tax-
payers who depart from these standards with their just deserts. 

Evaluation of the current penalties provisions 
12.6 The committee received a number of submissions on the penal-
ties provisions. One submission suggested that the new penalties provi-
sions should be allowed to operate for some time before consideration is 
given to changing them. As the government intends to undertake a post-
implementation review of the penalties provisions in 1999, after they 
have been sufficiently tested in practice, the committee considers that it 
should not make any major recommendations for change. The review 
will be of great interest and importance to taxpayers and their advisers. 
The committee would, therefore, like to take this opportunity to raise a 
number of issues which it believes should be considered by the govern-
ment as part of the proposed review. 

12.7 The committee recommends that the government should specifi-
cally require the review team to report on: 

whether the government’s performance expectations of taxpayers 
are reasonable; 
whether, and to what extent, a past record of ‘good behaviour’ 
should be taken into account in deciding to impose penalties or to 
escalate enforcement; 
whether the fairness of the penalties provisions is apparent to all 
taxpayers, and whether taxpayers who comply can see that those 
who do not comply are adequately punished. 

191 United Sates Internal Revenue Service, Report of the Commissioner’s Executive Task Force on Civil 
Penalties, February 1990 
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12.8 The committee envisages that the review team’s report will be 
backed up by substantive evidence from behavioural scientists on the 
expected impact of alternative approaches. The report should canvas the 
views across the spectrum of taxpayers, and tax and accounting profes-
sionals. The committee also encourages the government to invite one or 
more tax professionals from the private sector to join the review team. 

12.9 In the light of the government’s intention to review the operation 
of the penalties provisions in 1999, after it has been sufficiently tested in 
practice, the committee recommends that no major changes should be 
made to the penalties provisions before this review. The committee 
hopes that the discussion in this chapter will raise public awareness of 
the penalties provisions and its importance in a self-assessment envi-
ronment. For this purpose, an outline of the penalties provisions is in-
cluded at appendix 6. 
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Introduction 
13.1 A central focus of the committee’s terms of reference is to report 
on the robustness of the tax system. A robust tax system requires, in ad-
dition to robust tax laws, robust administration by the revenue authority 
– in New Zealand’s case, the Inland Revenue Department. This chapter 
considers the robustness of New Zealand’s tax administration, where it 
may have been deficient, and where it can be improved. 

13.2 Maintaining a robust tax administration is not just an obviously 
desirable objective of a revenue authority. In New Zealand, it is a statu-
tory duty imposed on the Commissioner of Inland Revenue and all de-
partmental staff. Under sections 6 and 6A of the Tax Administration Act 
1994, the Commissioner and his staff are charged with the task of care 
and management of the tax system and upholding the integrity of that 
system. 

13.3 Encouraging voluntary compliance with tax laws is the strategy 
adopted by Inland Revenue to maintain the integrity of the tax system. 
This approach is an orthodox one that has also been adopted by compa-
rable overseas tax authorities – the Australian Tax Office, the United 
Kingdom Board of Inland Revenue, Revenue Canada and the United 
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States Internal Revenue Service. Encouragement of voluntary compli-
ance involves a number of aspects. One is that those who set out not to 
comply with the tax laws must be brought to account in an appropriate 
way. If people see some sections of society being able to escape their 
legal tax obligations, the tax system will be seen to be unfair and volun-
tary compliance will be undermined. 

13.4 Taxpayers are entitled to consider the tax consequences when 
deciding whether and how to act or to refrain from acting, so that no 
more tax is paid than the law requires.192 Moreover, it can be the duty of 
company officers and directors to ensure that no more tax is paid than 
the law requires. 

13.5 The incentive to create schemes intended to test the boundaries 
of the legislation is high. So also is the temptation to devise schemes, 
often deliberately complex, in an attempt to confuse the department and 
so, to fail to meet legal obligations. The tax system needs to be robust if 
it is to cope. 

13.6 In these circumstances, proper enforcement of the law requires 
the Inland Revenue Department to: 

invoke general anti-avoidance laws where they apply; 
invoke the criminal law where fraud and not just avoidance is in-
volved; 

use other legal means available to it, including the use of injunctions and 
declaratory judgments, to ensure that the tax system is not undermined 
for the benefit of a few. 

13.7 This chapter sets out the committee’s views on these issues for 
the future guidance of the department, tax advisers and taxpayers. 

Background 
13.8 Until the 1970s the tax scene in New Zealand was relatively 
peaceful. After that time, however, a number of New Zealand companies 
and advisers took a more aggressive approach to reducing their tax lia-
bilities. In the committee’s view, the Inland Revenue Department 

192 Re George Inglefield Ltd [1993] Ch 1 at 26: ‘ If a man so conducts his affairs that he places himself 
outside the operation of an Act of Parliament, he cannot be said to be either evading it or defeating it.  
He has done nothing that is unlawful, and he has done nothing that calls for adverse comment from 
the court.’ 
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seemed slow to react to the possibility of harm to the system. It fell be-
hind this more aggressive approach to the law by elements in the busi-
ness and tax community. 

13.9 The department, realising its operational deficiencies, has since 
restructured to become more responsive to taxpayers, and as part of this 
restructuring, has ensured that more legal advice is available to it. 

13.10 The committee has found much to admire in the way the depart-
ment is handling the challenges facing it in the present economic and 
social environment. Although the task is far from over, determined and, 
in many ways already successful, efforts are being made to produce a 
streamlined, coherent, comprehensible and efficient system with the 
lowest economic costs. These steps include the restructuring of the de-
partment and the development of the generic tax policy process to enable 
consultation on proposed legislation. The changes the Inland Revenue 
Department is making places very heavy demands on it. The standards 
expected by the Tax Administration Act 1994 are very high, and al-
though the committee considers that the department should aspire to the 
highest standards, it recognises that this aspiration needs to be balanced 
by practical hindrances to the achievement of those standards. 

13.11 There are, nevertheless, some core requirements that the Inland 
Revenue Department must always meet. The department should never: 

fail to assess the revenue that is lawfully due otherwise than in 
accordance with the care and management requirements set out 
in the Tax Administration Act 1994;193 
yield to pressure for favourable treatment;194 or 
grant amnesties from prosecution that could and should be 
brought.195 

13.12 The committee notes a related requirement: that officials must be 
alert not to overlook the possibility that an arrangement may be fraudu-
lent, and the possible need to obtain the appropriate legal advice.  

13.13 In general, maintaining the robustness and integrity of the tax 
system requires the Inland Revenue Department to apply the law without 

193 For example, W & A McArthur Ltd v Federal Commissioner of Taxation (1930) 45 CLR 1 at 9, 
Isaacs CJ 

194 [1994] 1 All ER 769 at 790 
195 Declared in cases such as Czarnikow v Roth Schmidt & Co [1992] 2 KB 478 at 488, Scrutton LJ 
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fear or favour. This principle was laid down by the Court of Appeal in 
Reckitt & Colman (NZ) Ltd v Taxation Board of Review and the Com-
missioner of Inland Revenue where it stated: 

Every taxpayer shall be treated exactly alike, no concession 
being made to one to which another is not equally enti-
tled… Where there is no express provision for discretion… 
and none can be properly implied from the tenor of the 
statute, the Commissioner can have none; he must with 
Olympian impartiality hold the scales between the taxpayer 
and the Crown giving to no one any latitude not given to 
others?196 

13.14 The committee understands that the department accepts this ap-
proach. An example of the implementation of this approach is the de-
partment’s new Adjudication & Rulings unit, the mandate of which is to 
use its best endeavours to reach a conclusion that it consider the courts 
would reach on technical issues before it. 

13.15 The committee considers that in carrying out its responsibilities 
the department has taken too restrictive a view of the secrecy provisions. 
The department should follow the more liberal interpretation recently 
adopted by the courts.197 In addition, the legislation should be amended 
to clarify that the secrecy provisions are not intended to, and do not in 
fact prevent the department from taking action, such as providing infor-
mation leading to criminal prosecutions, to protect the integrity of the tax 
system. 

13.16 Finally, the committee recognises that the onerous duties placed 
on department also fall on its individual officers. In any large organisa-
tion disagreements over how particular matters should be handled will 
inevitably arise. In the department’s case, these disagreements can go to 
the heart of how best to protect the integrity of the tax system. That be-
ing the case, and considering the need to protect the confidentiality of 
individual taxpayer affairs, the department needs to be especially vigilant 
in establishing satisfactory procedures for resolving internal disagree-
ments over the handling of individual taxpayer’s cases. 

196 [1996] NZLR 1032 at 1042  
197 See the Court of Appeal decisions in Knight v Barnett (1991) 12 NZTC 8,014; CIR v ER Squibb & 

Sons Ltd (1992) 14 NZTC 9,146; Fay Richwhite & Co Ltd v Davison (1995) 17 NZTC 12,011 
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Historical perspective 
13.17 In the Commissioner’s Comment column in the department’s 
newspaper, Revenews, the present Commissioner said:  

There is no denying that public attitudes towards the integ-
rity of the tax system and the fairness of the department 
have suffered during the course of the [Winebox] hear-
ings… The perception that customers hold concerns us all 
because, if it is negative, it can harm voluntary compliance 
and make it more difficult for us to achieve our overall ob-
jective of maximising revenue.198 

13.18 The committee agrees with this conclusion. Every New Zealander 
has a real interest in the proper and impartial administration of the tax 
laws.199 The damage to public attitudes towards the integrity of the tax 
system, and towards perceptions of fairness of the department, must be 
cured, and must be seen to have been cured, before the tax system can be 
considered fully robust. The committee believes that that damage will be 
cured only when it has become apparent to all citizens of New Zealand 
that the department is able to match the ingenuity of the most powerful. 
Two examples from the past illustrate this point. 

Certain tax loss schemes 
13.19 Since the late 1970s, one New Zealand tax agent has been offering 
a ‘service’ involving the use of tax loss companies. In Miller v CIR; Man-
aged Fashions Ltd v CIR,200 the Court of Appeal has held that the schemes 
were void as tax avoidance. Considering the ubiquity of these schemes, 
the department should have been aware of them from an early stage. 

13.20 Although this scheme is now a matter of history, the proliferation 
of such schemes was such that their cumulative effect on the revenue of 
New Zealand apparently reached tens of millions of dollars of tax. It has 
been only since the 1990s that cases involving those schemes have been 
brought before the courts, which have consistently held that they were 
void as tax avoidance. 

198 Issue 15, September 1997 
199 In New Zealand Insurance Company v Commissioner of Stamp Duties [1954] NZLR 1011 at 1018, 

Barrowclough CJ declared that:  ‘Every person in New Zealand is interested in seeing that all taxation 
which Parliament has authorised is, in fact, levied and collected.’ 

200 (1998) 18 NZTC 13,961 
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13.21 It appears that this episode is now being brought to a satisfactory 
conclusion. However, this result was not achieved without a significant 
delay and cost. It is imperative that in the future such aggressiveness 
should be dealt with swiftly and efficiently. 

Tax shelter schemes 
13.22 Film tax shelters offer another example from the past where the 
Inland Revenue Department seemed to struggle with a change to a more 
aggressive environment.  

13.23 Although, over the past decade, a concerted and successful effort 
has been made to achieve neutrality in the tax system and to prevent tax 
preferences driving investment and commercial decisions (see para 6.21), 
calls are sometimes made for the restoration of some such preferences 
with a view to both encouraging businesses and offsetting preferences said 
to be enjoyed by trading competitors of New Zealand enterprises. Some 
arbitrage opportunities, which caused the department problems during the 
1980s,201 seemed to enable, in some cases, multiple approaches to the pad-
ding of allegedly deductible expenses claimed for schemes involving goat 
raising, apricot growing, film making, bloodstock breeding, garlic pro-
duction, game bird breeding, and other schemes.  

13.24 Many advisers had no doubt that there was substance to the notion 
that some schemes were illegal and fraudulent. They raised three particu-
lar concerns, first, that the schemes were starkly uncommercial; secondly, 
that the purported costs of goods and services were falsely inflated; and 
finally that, in so far as they had been falsely inflated, costs simply could 
not have been deductible for tax purposes, even though, on the advice of 
the promoters of the schemes, taxpayers were claiming that they had been 
incurred. 

13.25 The decision of the House of Lords in Ensign Tankers (Leasing) 
Ltd v Stokes,202 shows the English judges dismissing claims for deductions 
for expenditure on a film-making scheme not essentially different from 
dozens of New Zealand schemes, some relating to films and some focused 
on other investments. In the course of reported judgments on various pro-

201 The report of the Davison Commission pointed out ‘the Commission not having investigated many of 
the allegations made… which are outside the scope of its inquiry, it is not to be taken as in any way 
saying that there is or is not any substance in them’. 

202 [1994] 1 All ER 769 
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cedural matters arising from an inquiry into certain New Zealand films, 
Judge Barber held those schemes to have been frauds on the revenue.203  

13.26 A civil suit against a promoter, by investors who claimed to have 
been defrauded, was settled this year for a payment of the investors’ entire 
losses together with all their legal costs. 

13.27 The healthy scepticism required to deal with such schemes can be 
illustrated by the workings of a typical film scheme. When any such 
scheme is considered, it is unsurprising that they can have seemed 
fraudulent. The schemes were usually touted to investors on the basis that 
the investors would be required to put up only, perhaps, one third of the 
alleged costs of making the film. The remaining ‘costs’ were supposed to 
be met from ‘advances’ made by companies which were located in juris-
dictions not noted for welcoming inquiries from tax authorities, or indeed 
from investors. 

13.28 On the strength of the proposition that these additional ‘costs’ 
were genuine, and were being genuinely borrowed by the investors, the 
promoters advised the investors to claim the whole of the ‘costs’, and not 
just the one-third which they were paying with their own real money. The 
tax relief that they stood to obtain often exceeded the amount they were 
putting at risk. So even if the film made nothing at all, the investors would 
have been much better off than if they had never invested and lost their 
money in the film in the first place. 

13.29 But the genuineness of the ‘costs’ which were being ‘funded’ by 
the offshore ‘borrowing’ was far from apparent. For one thing, the off-
shore ‘lenders’ generally had little capital and lacked any visible means of 
support, let alone the resources to ‘lend’ millions of dollars for film mak-
ing. 

13.30 Another reason for doubting the genuineness of the claims was 
that the sums being ‘funded’ by the offshore companies were to be repay-
able only out of the profits of the films. In its judgment in Mirage Enter-
tainment Corp Ltd (In Receivership) v Arthur Young,204 the High Court 
found that it was well known, at that time, in the film industry in New 
Zealand, Australia and the United States ‘that only one in ten films covers 
its costs ... [and that] on average New Zealand films have only recovered 

203 See Re an Inquiry into [A] Films Limited (No 1) [1993] DCR 686, and Re an Inquiry into [A] Films 
Limited (No 2) [1993] DCR 970. 

204 (1992) 6 NZCLC 68,213 
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30 to 40 per cent of their costs.’ In a number of films scrutinised in that 
case, only four films recovered any of their cost. That there were almost 
never any profits made it essential to view with the greatest scepticism any 
claim that offshore ‘financiers’ were intent on throwing away millions of 
dollars just so that investors in New Zealand could claim tax deductions in 
New Zealand in excess of true costs. 

13.31 The committee is aware that, in April 1987, the Minister of Reve-
nue published an estimate of the tax loss that related only to the film 
schemes. That estimate was $56 million. 

13.32 To the extent that revenue loss was due to inflated expenses, the 
deductions should have been disallowed. Provided it had reasonable 
grounds for challenging the deductions, the department did not have to 
prove that they were not legitimate. The law places the burden of proof 
on those who wish to dispute the correctness of the department’s deci-
sion in such cases to prove that the expenses were costs incurred within 
the principle laid down by the House of Lords in Ensign Tankers.  

13.33 From the evidence, it seems that the Inland Revenue Department 
in common with many advisers and investors had difficulties in under-
standing some of the film transactions. While not all film investments 
were of the type described, and many that were of this type were suc-
cessfully challenged by the department, it appears that the department 
was unable to take the swift and decisive action that could have been 
taken. The issue is whether this situation persists. 

Improvements in the Inland Revenue Department 
13.34 In the light of events of the past, the committee sought information 
from the department to help it form a view on whether the public is now 
entitled to take a more positive view of the integrity and robustness of the 
system. 

13.35 The committee has been advised that the department has taken 
steps since the time these schemes were developed. Along with the re-
structuring of the department, and the introduction of the generic tax pol-
icy process, a new disputes resolution procedure has been put in place. 
Under parts IVA and VIIIA of the Tax Administration Act 1994, inspec-
tors faced with similar situations to those described above, would now is-
sue a notice of proposed adjustment, and the disputes procedure involving 
the department’s Adjudication unit then would proceed. 

13.36 The department clearly is resolute that such questions will not be 
permitted to arise again. In August 1998 it issued Standard Practice 
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Statement INV-350 on Finalising Agreements in Tax Investigations. 
Among the many valuable points it made, the department said:  

There are circumstances or situations where Inland Reve-
nue will not enter into negotiations. These [include] not as-
sessing an amount which is clearly assessable, or allowing 
a deduction… that is clearly not allowable. 

13.37 The committee is pleased to record this approach. However, those 
new procedures, of themselves, do not overcome any past inadequacies in 
the quality of the legal advice relied on by the department. The committee 
has been informed that an objective of departmental restructuring has been 
to ensure that appropriate legal skills are available at all stages of the proc-
ess involving audit, investigation, assessment, dispute resolution and liti-
gation. Barristers and solicitors are employed in the technical and legal 
support groups in service centres throughout the country (20), by Corpo-
rates segment (10), by Adjudication & Rulings unit (27), by Litigation 
Management (12). In addition, the department has access to the Solicitor-
General and barristers and solicitors employed as Crown counsel or As-
sistant Crown counsel by the Crown Law Office and by Crown Solicitors 
offices throughout the country, and by barristers who are instructed pre-
litigation by the department, or post litigation by the Crown Law Office. 

13.38 The committee has found it very difficult to assess the quality of 
legal knowledge and analysis within the Inland Revenue Department. A 
major impediment is that most Inland Revenue decisions are confidential 
between the department and the taxpayers. This consideration applies in 
particular to almost all decisions in favour of the taxpayer, because a tax-
payer who has the benefit of a favourable decision has no reason to appeal 
to the courts. Moreover, even if the committee had had access to files 
within the Operations group of the department, it did not have time or re-
sources to assess decisions recorded in those files. As a second best op-
tion, the committee has examined a number of Inland Revenue Depart-
ment decisions of recent years that are public knowledge. 
13.39 This chapter mentions decisions that relate to Winebox transac-
tions and to certain widely marketed tax shelters. Chapter 6 discusses three 
interpretation statements where departmental legal decision making has 
been set out and published. The committee found shortcomings there and 
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in the other legal analyses that it examined.205 The committee put to offi-
cials a number of questions that the committee hoped would discover 
whether past shortcomings had been rectified. Officials answered these 
questions by reference to the systemic changes that the committee records 
in paras 13.35 to 13.37 of this report. 
13.40 The committee cannot say whether these systemic changes have 
had the necessary effect. The committee is concerned that of necessity it 
has been left in this state of uncertainty. Very many Inland Revenue offic-
ers make essentially legal decisions every week. Often, the transactions 
in question require the decision maker to have a basic knowledge of the 
legal system, some grasp of the rules of evidence, and some knowledge of 
criminal law, to say nothing of the knowledge of tax and business law that 
people expect of Inland Revenue officers in any event. The committee is 
not in a position to say whether New Zealand officers in general have 
these skills at the levels that are necessary for the complexities of the tasks 
that they severally face. 
13.41 The skills of Inland Revenue Department staff are crucial to the 
integrity of the tax system. The committee cannot assure the government 
that the Inland Revenue staff as a body have the expertise that they need. 
Further, the committee has the impression that at the moment the govern-
ment is not certain about the level of competence that it should require of 
the department, nor, which must follow, whether the department meets 
that level. The committee recommends that the government should ensure 
that the Inland Revenue Department reviews staff skill levels, and further, 
that the department should ensure that recruitment, retention, and con-
tinuing education policies are fully adequate to establish and maintain the 
staff skill levels that are necessary.  
Applying the general anti-avoidance provisions 
13.42 In order to match aggressive tax behaviour, it is essential that the 
department should invoke the general anti-avoidance provisions when ap-
propriate. Some of the film investment schemes considered in the first part 
of this chapter were ineffective because, once properly analysed and un-
derstood, they often did not meet the statutory criteria upon which tax re-
lief depended.  

205 See the discussion that follows in paras 13.47 and 13.48 
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13.43 In some cases, taxpayers might find ways in which to structure 
arrangements which apparently or actually comply with the detailed provi-
sions of the Act, but in so doing, they cause the law to operate in a way 
which Parliament could not possibly have intended. As the committee has 
pointed out in chapter 7, the common law can neutralise that result in 
many cases of apparent compliance. If the common law fails to have that 
effect, sections BG 1 and GB 1 act as a backstop to protect the integrity of 
the tax system. When the arrangement is of the type contemplated by the 
anti-avoidance provisions, the arrangement is void for tax purposes from 
the outset (see the discussion in paras 6.38 to 6.53). 

13.44 When confronted by ingenious schemes that otherwise appear to 
comply with the Act and with the common law, but which appear to do so 
in a way that is likely to undermine the integrity of the tax system, the first 
resort of the Inland Revenue Department, therefore, must be to a compe-
tent analysis and application of these backstop provisions. The depart-
ment’s task is not to consider whether to apply the provisions. They apply 
of their own force. The duty is to consider whether they do apply, and, if 
so, to assess accordingly. 

13.45 Mr David Russell QC, of Queensland, in his paper on Substance v 
Form – the ATO Approach,206 prefaced his remarks with this comment: 

The necessity for some form of protection of the Revenue 
from artificial, blatant and contrived tax avoidance schemes 
will be self-evident. No objection could be taken to legisla-
tion whose effect was that identified in [those passages 
from the reasons of the majority in] Challenge. 

13.46 In his address, he said that ‘you could have no complaint with a 
provision like s 99 [now s BG 1] as construed by the Privy Council in 
Challenge’. 

13.47 The committee believes that the issue is not so much the deficien-
cies in the anti-avoidance provisions, as in the Commissioner’s past un-
derstanding and application of those provisions. This view is echoed in the 
report of the Davison Commission,207 where the observation was made 
that the Inland Revenue Department had adopted a ‘conservative inter-

206 To the 13th National Convention of the Taxation Institute of Australia in Melbourne on 21 March 1997. 
At pages 9-10 he set out the views of the majority of their Lordships in CIR v Challenge Corporation 
Ltd (1986) 8 NZTC 5,219. 

207 At page 3:1:50 
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pretation’ of the general anti-avoidance provision on the tax avoidance 
issue,208 and that ‘the weakness exposed by the Winebox deals is not the 
legislation itself ... but the use of it by the Commissioner’. 

13.48 The department has published a statement on the approach to be 
taken to the interpretation of the anti-avoidance legislation.209 The com-
mittee considers the statement to be unsatisfactory and inaccurate. The 
committee understands that the department finds the statement inadequate, 
and intends to withdraw it. As outlined in para 6.101, the committee con-
siders that the statement should be withdrawn immediately without wait-
ing for a replacement. 

13.49 As the committee observed in para 6.43, section BG 1 of the In-
come Tax Act 1994 applies by force of the statute. It is not intended by 
Parliament to be applied at the discretion of the Commissioner. This in-
tention makes it imperative that this provision must not be undermined. 
The committee believes that the department should move quickly to apply 
section BG 1 to any scheme that displays an evident tax avoidance pur-
pose or effect, to disallow any challenge that is not compelling, and, rely-
ing on the taxpayer bearing the onus of proof, to attempt to obtain a 
speedy judgment on the case.  

13.50 During that process, the committee expects that the department 
would use its powers to inquire of the responsible advisers whether the 
scheme was being applied or recommended in other cases. If it were, the 
committee would expect that the revenue also would move swiftly to halt 
any proliferation of the scheme.210 The department should never act so 
slowly or indecisively so as to expose the revenue to any unnecessary risk 
or shortfall.  

13.51 The committee was advised by the Inland Revenue Department 
that it has, in recent years, been making assessments on the basis of sec-
tion BG 1 a great deal more frequently, and that, since January 1994, it 
has done so in 352 cases. In 223 of these cases, the person assessed has 
conceded, or the court has ruled in favour of the department. In 45 cases, 
the department has either lost or conceded to some extent. The remaining 

208 At page 3:1:41 
209 Tax Information Bulletin, volume 1, No 8, February 1990. 
210 By appropriate public statements, concerted investigation and fast-tracking dispute resolution proce-

dures. 
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84 cases remain unresolved at this time. These figures emphasise the 
value of section BG 1 to the tax system.  

13.52 Officials also advised the committee that there is a process for 
identifying schemes that pose a potential threat to the tax base and quan-
tifying the associated fiscal risk. This process means that Ministers are 
advised periodically of those fiscal risks so that they can be incorporated 
in the government’s fiscal forecasts. This in turn means that as well as 
investigating these schemes, the need for a policy response is considered. 
This consideration has resulted in base protection measures being in-
cluded in three recent tax Acts and a current tax bill.211 

13.53 The committee recommends that, in addition to the recommenda-
tions in chapter 6, the department should remove from its internal practic-
es and procedures and from public statements any suggestions that sec-
tion BG 1, as interpreted by the Privy Council in Challenge,212 should be 
read restrictively rather than liberally.  

Applying the criminal law 
13.54 In some cases, the aggressiveness of taxpayers can lead them to go 
beyond avoidance and commit fraud on the revenue. In such cases, it is 
important that the department brings criminal charges against those in-
volved, including those who promote such activities. In the past, it seems 
that some officers of the Inland Revenue Department were under the mis-
taken belief that fraud could be proved only by direct evidence. While it is 
true that the onus of proof is on the prosecution in criminal cases, it is also 
true that this burden can be met in some cases by circumstantial evidence, 
that is, by inference from the facts. 

13.55 Inference is the standard means of proof of intentional acts. Some 
examples may assist. In his closing argument on 27 August 1971, in the 
trial of Lieutenant William Calley for murder at My Lai in Vietnam, coun-
sel for the United States told the Court Martial and the jury: 

Now we have an additional element that we must satisfy as 
to all of the specifications: did the accused have the re-
quired criminal state of mind at the time he killed these in-
dividuals. To be guilty of premeditated murder, gentlemen, 

211 1998 No 7, 1998 No 101, 1998 No 107 and Bill 1998 No 241 
212 (1986) 8 NZTC 5,219 
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you have to intend to kill the victim. You have to intend 
that he die… 

How does the government perceive what a man is 
thinking? What Lieutenant Calley was thinking on the day 
in question? How do we show you that? First of all, we rely 
on your own common sense and understanding and recog-
nition of the way the human mind functions, recognition of 
the way people think and act. We rely upon the fact that 
you can take these facts, you can take his acts, his conduct, 
the observations of others, and find what he was thinking. 
We can prove it to you. We have proved it to you, because 
what is the evidence of a man’s intent, what he intends to 
do? A man’s actions are the mirror of a man’s mind. You 
can prove intent two ways, just as you can any other ele-
ment of an offense, or any other fact. You can prove it by 
direct evidence, and what is that? When a man tells you 
what he’s thinking. You can prove it by circumstantial evi-
dence; even though he doesn’t tell you, you know by what 
he does what he intended.213 

13.56 By way of further recent example, the summing up in May 1995 
of Williamson J, in the trial in Dunedin of David Bain for murder included 
this passage: 

As a jury you are entitled to draw inferences. Inferences are 
not guesses. They are logical, reasonable, fair deductions 
from facts which have been proved. It is important in this 
case, as in most criminal cases, because the Crown is ask-
ing you to draw the inference from the combination of a 
number of different circumstances that the accused did 
shoot each of the victims, although he may now be blank-
ing it out of his mind. It is for you to decide whether that is 
the appropriate and reasonable conclusion to come to from 
all the evidence that you have heard. Evidence by way of 
inference is often referred to as circumstantial evidence. It 
is evidence of facts from which the jury may infer the ex-
istence of the vital fact in issue. Circumstantial evidence is 
often contrasted with direct evidence such as eye-witness 

213 Lief et al, 1998, Ladies and Gentlemen of the Jury, pages 368-369 
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evidence. Usually circumstantial evidence derives its force 
from the fact that it consists of a number of items all 
pointing to the same conclusion. It is really a process of 
reasoning. Because crimes, if premeditated, are usually 
committed by stealth or in secrecy, it is not uncommon that 
there is no direct evidence. Sometimes when facts are just 
taken one by one, item by item, they don’t have a strong 
probative value but when they are considered together, they 
do. So you must weigh the combined effect of all the cir-
cumstances which have been proved in this case to decide 
whether you are satisfied beyond reasonable doubt of the 
accused’s guilt.214 

13.57 When no signed confession or incriminating document that admits 
the offence is available, so that a fraud cannot be proved by direct evi-
dence, there are well-settled circumstantial elements that can justify the 
inference of fraud nonetheless. For example, there may be a lack of rea-
sonable ground for taking a particular course of act or omission. In R v 
Waterfall, the English Court of Appeal ruled that ‘the absence of reasona-
ble ground may point strongly to the fact that the belief is not genuine’.215 

13.58 In R v Mackinnon, another English judge put it in this way: 

Often in the case of alleged fraudulent statements the only 
evidence of dishonesty consists of evidence that no grounds 
exist on which any reasonable man could have believed in 
the truth of the statement. In my experience, juries are not 
slow in a proper case to draw the inference of fraud.216  

13.59 In Westminster City Council v Croyalgrange Ltd, the House of 
Lords made the following findings: 

Such [guilty] knowledge may be proved either by proving 
actual knowledge or by showing that the defendant had de-
liberately shut his eyes to the obvious or refrained from in-
quiry because he suspected the truth but did not want to 
have his suspicions confirmed; furthermore [per Lord 
Brightman], if all the other ingredients of the offence are 
proved, if the defendant chooses not to give evidence of his 

214 McNeish J, 1997, The Mask of Sanity: The Bain Murders, page  262 
215 [1970] 1 QB 148 at 151 
216 [1959] QB 150 
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absence of knowledge, the court may infer that the defen-
dant did have the requisite knowledge.217 

13.60 In the Equiticorp criminal trial in 1992, R v Adams,218 some of the 
counts revealed offshore company structures of what Tompkins J de-
scribed as ‘impressive complexity’. One structure comprised 50 compa-
nies in Hong Kong, five companies in the Turks and Caicos Islands and 
one in Vanuatu, all purchased at once. Every one of these companies had a 
bank account opened for it. ‘The whole edifice was in reality an elaborate 
facade, set up to pass Equiticorp funds’ to another company in loans each 
of which would be below the limit at which board approval would have 
been required. 

13.61 Another loop of companies in three offshore jurisdictions was set 
up in order to make transactions in three currencies, and in order that the 
owners of the structure could not be able to be detected.219 In the circum-
stances before him, Tompkins J found that the purpose of the setting up 
and use of the loop was clear beyond reasonable doubt. 

It was expensive to set up and use. A clear example of this 
is transaction 4 where the money travelled from [the so-
licitors’] trust account, through the Yeoman Loop, back to 
[the solicitors’] trust account at a cost of $37,000. When 
regard is had to those costs, if the use were legitimate, an 
explanation of that legitimate use could be expected … 

It was set up and used in order to conceal the payments 
that were intended to be, and were, made, and to make it 
difficult for any person who had cause to inquire, to find 
out what they were, and their source. The cumulative effect 
of [the complexity of the scheme and the absence of any le-
gitimate tax or other explanation] leads to the clear conclu-
sion that the only reasonable inference that can be drawn is 
that the concealment was dishonest – that is, with intent to 
defraud. Concealment for innocent purposes is not a rea-
sonably possible inference. 

Was anyone defrauded? 

217 [1986] 2 All ER 353 
218 Unreported, High Court, Auckland, T240/91, 18 December 1992 
219 Maxwell v Commissioner of Inland Revenue [1959] NZLR 708 is another New Zealand case in which 

attention was drawn to the centrality of any explanation which may be given by the defendant. 
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If the purpose of the structure were dishonest concealment, 
the question answers itself. The persons the conspirators 
intended to defraud were those from whom it was intended 
to conceal. It is not necessary that these be specifically 
identified. But it is easy to see that they would embrace… 
the Revenue, and enforcement agencies.  

13.62 References in documents to avoiding possible ‘detection’ by the 
Commissioner, to attempts being made to ‘confuse the enemy’ [apparently 
the Commissioner], to an arrangement by the taker of a put option that 
‘should the structure ever be contested by the New Zealand Inland Reve-
nue that we run with the objection procedure for as long as possible’, al-
though only ‘until the issue becomes too hot to handle’ were found by the 
Court of Appeal, in European Pacific Banking Corp v TVNZ, to justify it 
finding that: 

There may also be room for the inference that those trans-
actions were conceived and documented as they were in or-
der to conceal any connection with the contemporaneous 
payment of tax in the Cook Islands.220 

13.63 On the basis of that inferred intent, the court was able to find that 
the TVNZ had made out an arguable case that European Pacific Banking 
Corporation were guilty of iniquity. That finding justified the court de-
claring that the company could run a programme based on those docu-
ments notwithstanding the otherwise confidential nature, and notwith-
standing the fact that it was claimed that the documents had been stolen. 
‘Why conceal?’ the court effectively asked, ‘unless because one knows 
that the tax credit claim at least ‘may be’ in contravention of the law.’   

13.64 As the House of Lords held, in Wai Yu-tsang v R:  

‘intent to defraud’ [can] exist where there was no other in-
tention than to deceive a person responsible for a public 
duty from doing something, or failing to do something, 
which he would not have done, or failed to have done, but 
for the deceit.221 

13.65 In other words, when it lacks the convenience of a signed confes-
sion, the Crown sets out to prove all the known circumstances. It then in-

220 [1994] 3 NZLR 43 at 46 
221 [1991] 4 All ER 664 at 668 
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vites the court to draw from them the necessary inference that wilful fraud 
has been committed by the taxpayer. In Spies v United States, the United 
States Supreme Court made an expressly non-exhaustive list of the badges 
of fraud: 

[W]e would think affirmative wilful attempt may be in-
ferred from conduct such as keeping a double set of 
books,222 making false entries or alterations, or false in-
voices or documents, destruction of books or records, con-
cealment of assets or covering up sources of income, han-
dling of one’s affairs to avoid making the records usual in 
transactions of the kind, and any conduct, the likely effect 
of which would be to mislead or to conceal.223 

13.66 Another circumstance that can point strongly to wilfulness is the 
sheer size of deficiencies, which can be such that the court will infer that 
the taxpayer did not believe that his return was honest.224  Repetition of 
substantial deficiencies year in year out is another circumstance from 
which such an inference can be drawn in appropriate cases.225 The use of 
dummy names is yet another example.226 So, also, is lying to the revenue 
about why one has not filed past due returns.227 

13.67 If breaches of penal provisions of the taxation laws, which the 
taxpayer claims were not wilful, were to have arisen in the course of trans-
actions or arrangements which included deliberate breaches of other stat-
utes or of the general law, the taxpayer’s claim that the taxation breaches 
were unintentional or inadvertent may meet a sceptical reception from the 
court. 

13.68 Thus, during the 1980s, section 62 of the Companies Act 1955 
was regarded as an irritating obstacle to corporate takeovers and to the 
accessing – often as part of tax schemes which relied on deception – of 
corporate assets. It forbade the provision by a company of financial assis-
tance for the purpose of purchases of shares in its capital. Because the 

222 As in Petera Pty Ltd v Federal Commissioner of Taxation (1985) ATPR 46,884, where a restaurateur 
who kept one set of books for his own purposes, and one for his tax accountant, understated his income 
in one year alone by $90,000.  

223 317 US 492 (1943) 
224 McGovern v Galt [1948] VLR 285, O’Brien J; Commissioner of Inland Revenue v Parisienne Gown Co 

Ltd [1956] NZLR 442, McGregor J 
225 Commissioner of Inland Revenue v Frethey [1961] NZLR 245, McCarthy J 
226 McGovern v Carra [1950] VLR 454, Sholl J 
227 United States v Goodyear 649 F 2d 226 (1981) [4th cir] 
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sanction was a fine of only $200, there were those who were prepared to 
disregard the prohibition, and treat the fine as, in effect, a licence fee.  

13.69 Such an argument was run and rejected in the prosecution of the 
former chief executive officer of the Australasian Investments Corporation 
Group. Temm J held:  

While the penalty is minimal, the purpose of the section is 
plain. Any person who deliberately embarks upon a course 
of conduct, whether in the market place or anywhere else, 
in deliberate defiance of the provisions of the section must 
take the consequences. Where a person breaks the law 
knowingly and deliberately, that can be strong evidence of 
dishonest intention.228 

13.70 Some transactions may be so large, so questionable, so complex, 
or so adverse in their potential effect on the revenue, that failure to obtain 
expert advice, or expert advice independent of the in-house advice, also 
may be a factor assisting the court to infer a dishonest intention.  

Dealing with schemes hard to find 
13.71 In Inland Revenue Commissioners v Stype Investments (Jersey) 
Ltd the English Court of Appeal said of a transfer by executors of £20 
million out of the United Kingdom to Jersey within two months of the 
death of the deceased: 

It does not seem credible that no discussion took place or 
that no investigation was made of the capital transfer tax 
position. Despite the magnitude of the sum involved, no 
evidence has been produced that the advice of English 
counsel was sought after the death of Sir Charles. In these 
circumstances there is a grave possibility that the object of 
directing the Prudential to pay £20m in Jersey was to evade 
tax on £20m. If this was in fact the object, it may have been 
the product of a criminal conspiracy to defraud the Reve-
nue. This court feels very strongly that the Inland Revenue 
should ask the Director of Public Prosecutions to investi-
gate.229 

228 In R v Rodney Hamish Worn (unreported, T135/91) page 11 
229 [1982] 3 All ER 419 at 430 
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13.72 Running tax driven transactions offshore can be undertaken to dis-
able the revenue authorities from doing their duty, namely, considering 
whether, on all the true facts, there is any matter requiring consideration in 
connection with the liability to tax of anyone who is resident in, or who is 
deemed to be resident in, New Zealand; or with the liability to tax of any-
one who may have derived income from New Zealand. The Commissioner 
has the right to know, and the duty to find out.  

13.73 The operations of tax haven entities, which are bona fide, are not 
concealed from the revenue. Examples are the Netherlands Antilles sub-
sidiary of the New Zealand company which figured in New Zealand For-
est Products Finance NV v CIR,230 and Pan Eastern Refining Company 
Ltd, the Bahamas subsidiary of the objector in Europa Oil (NZ) Ltd v 
CIR.231  

13.74 As a percentage of the total company registrations in tax havens, 
the number of non-puppet companies would be very small. In most tax 
haven companies, there will be the usual puppet structure, and the whole 
object of the exercise is to see that the Commissioner does not get the nec-
essary full disclosure.  

13.75 Credible reasons for legitimate use of secrecy in this context will 
rarely, if ever, suggest themselves. In the absence of a credible alternative 
explanation, the secrecy will point to illegitimate obstruction of the Reve-
nue authorities. At first instance in Agip (Africa) Ltd v Jackson,232 Sir Pe-
ter Millet observed that ‘secrecy is the badge of fraud’. 

13.76 The following year, reviewing a book on money laundering, Sir 
Peter wrote: 

Giving evidence before me in the course of civil proceed-
ings last year, a Swiss fiduciary agent who had actively as-
sisted his clients to launder their funds was indignant at the 
suggestion that he had done anything wrong. ‘I never sus-
pected for a moment’, he told me. ‘that the money repre-
sented the profits of drug-trafficking’ (which it did not) ‘or 
the proceeds of fraud’ (which it did). When asked what he 
thought the money was, he told me that he assumed that it 
was ‘merely’ the proceeds of tax evasion or breaches of ex-

230 (1995) 19 TRNZ 452 
231 [1970] NZLR 321 
232 [1992] 4 All ER 385 (affd ibid 451) 
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change control, or a bribe. ‘It is usually a bribe’, he ex-
plained, in tones which suggested that that made everything 
above board. When asked what steps he had taken to satisfy 
himself that the money did not represent the proceeds of 
criminal activities, whether drug-trafficking or fraud, he 
admitted that he had taken none; it was simply not practi-
cable to do so. 

International fraud is a huge and growing business. 
Electronic transfer of funds, the widespread use of nominee 
companies and offshore funds and the existence of havens 
like Panama and D’jibouti, where investigation is impossi-
ble, all contribute to the ease with which fraudsters can 
transfer substantial sums instantaneously from one country 
to another and conceal their source and ownership. They 
are significantly assisted by the reluctance of banks and 
professional men to enquire into their clients’ affairs, and 
by the attitude of mind displayed by the Swiss fiduciary 
agent. In his case, wilful blindness was a positive virtue; it 
was part of his job description.233  

13.77 In R v Jones,234 the defendant was found guilty of a number of 
counts of fraud, including the use of a document to obtain a pecuniary ad-
vantage, which had cost the Revenue more than $800,000. He was sen-
tenced to four years’ imprisonment. While it was the jury that decided 
guilt, one of the important indicia undoubtedly would have been the factor 
noted by Judge Deobhakta in his sentencing, namely that the defendant 
had utilised: 

several companies in order to avert any attention by the In-
land Revenue as to what was happening in connection with 
these series of transactions that were entered into. ... 
[T]hese are serious offences. They are calculated offences 
and they occurred over a period. The scheme involved was 
such that it would have been pretty difficult for an ordinary 
investigator to notice them on the face of it. 

13.78 When matters which could be consistent with wilful concealment 
are nonetheless claimed to have been legitimate and bona fide, it is rea-

233 In Lloyd’s Maritime and Commercial Law Quarterly, 1993, page 415 
234 Unreported, District Court, Auckland, T 65/94 
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sonable to expect that those responsible for the arrangements will explain 
to the court the bona fide use of the complex web of offshore companies. 
In R v Adams, Tompkins J held on this issue: 

Nominee companies and off-shore companies are com-
monly used for reasons, amongst others, of secrecy. Such 
uses may not of themselves be dishonest. They only be-
come dishonest if it can be shown that their use was known 
to those setting up and using them to be for a dishonest 
purpose, such as dishonest concealment. However, when 
they are legitimately used, those responsible should be able 
to give credible reasons for the secrecy.235 

13.79 In the absence of credible and honest commercial explanation, 
concealment generally leaves little room for doubt that the schemes are 
fraudulent. The committee considers it important to highlight the possible 
criminal consequences of concealment from the Commissioner as these 
may not be fully appreciated by taxpayers and their advisers. A taxpayer 
who is confident that an arrangement is effective for tax purposes but who 
takes active steps to conceal the arrangement from the Commissioner may 
be guilty of conspiracy to defraud, even if the arrangement is in fact effec-
tive: O’Donovan v Vereker,236 and R v Forsyth.237  In the former case, 
Northrop J said that even ‘an honest belief that the scheme is effective… 
does not prevent the finding of a criminal intent’.238 

13.80 A robustly-managed tax system would not permit those involved 
in the promotion of fraudulent schemes to escape investigation and 
prosecution simply because they were so well-masked that it took years 
to expose them. For a tax system to permit that possibility would be for 
it to send all the wrong signals to those intent on such fraud. 

Delay in prosecution 
13.81 Section 10B of the Crimes Act 1961 provides that, after 10 years 
from the date of commission, certain offences cannot be prosecuted under 
that Act without the prior consent of the Attorney-General. The justifica-
tion for that is readily apparent. The relevant offences are only those pun-
ishable by maxima of less than $2,000 in fines or 3 year’s jail. The provi-

235 Unreported, High Court, Auckland, T 240/91, 18 December 1992 
236 (1987) 76 ALR 97, Full Fed Ct 
237 (1990) 20 ATR 1818 
238 At page 116 
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sion is a way of preventing the relatively trivial from accumulating and 
threatening the investigation of the very serious.  

13.82 That is the only statutory limitation period relating to the prosecu-
tion of offences under the Crimes Act 1961. It cannot, for example, apply 
to provisions such as section 257 of the Crimes Act 1961, which creates 
the offence of conspiracy to defraud the revenue. There is also a 10-year 
limitation on some, but not all, tax offences under section 150A of the Tax 
Administration Act 1994.239  

13.83 Apart from those express statutory limitations the principles are 
set out in Halsbury’s Laws of England: 

Except where there are statutory provisions to the contrary, 
criminal prosecutions may be commenced at any time after 
the commission of the offence. 

Prolonged delay in starting or conducting criminal 
proceedings may be an abuse of process as, for example, 
where substantial delay has been caused by some improper 
use of procedure by, or inefficiency on the part of, the pros-
ecution and the accused has not himself caused or con-
tributed to it and has been prejudiced by it. The jurisdiction 
to decline to allow criminal proceedings to continue should 
be used sparingly.240 

13.84 In the Equiticorp criminal trial, having found that a complex off-
shore structure had been used in that case to conceal from legitimate in-
quiry transactions known to be unlawful, the judge ruled that: 

A person who conceals a dishonesty to avoid it being de-
tected has an intent to defraud. An intention to obstruct 
anyone who might be called upon to investigate a transac-
tion if dishonesty can be shown is itself a fraud.241 

13.85 Tax fraud is an area in which the courts speak always with a 
strong voice. It is ‘a very grave offence’ said Lord Salmon in Inland 

239 The form of this legislation creating, and dealing with, offences is unhelpful and unfriendly. It is, for 
example, not user friendly in its extensive cross-referencing without each cross-reference carrying with 
it an indication of its subject matter. There is thus required a great deal of cross-referencing in order to 
see just what the applicable provisions might be. 

240 Volume 11(1) Halsbury’s Laws of England, 4ed, para 786 
241 R v Adams, (unreported, High Court, Auckland, T 240/91, 18 December 1992, pages 37-40) 
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Revenue Commissioners v Rossminster Ltd,242 echoing Lord Denning in 
the same case who held tax evaders to be ‘parasites who suck out the life-
blood of society’.243 

13.86 The New Zealand courts, likewise, treat tax fraud with the greatest 
seriousness. In its decision in R v Petherick,244 the Court of Appeal en-
dorsed the views that, where large tax fraud is concerned: Prosecution un-
der the Crimes Act 1961 is the proper approach. Imprisonment is the nor-
mal punishment. This echoed a similar finding by that court in R v 
Fuller.245  

13.87 In Maxwell v CIR, tax fraud was described as: 

a deliberate evasion of one’s duties as a citizen, while at the 
same time advantage is taken of the rights of citizenship. 
Through such action added burdens are thrown on those 
members of the community who with integrity face their 
proper obligations, obligations which at no time are light. 
This class of offence is usually born of greed and should be 
seen in that light. ...[I]n those cases where the offence is 
deliberate and substantial as to amount there is much to be 
said for the view that imprisonment is the punishment 
which really fits.246 

13.88 The message the courts are sending is not restricted to taxpayers. It 
is applicable with equal force to the Inland Revenue Department. If the 
department fails to recognise the need for, and the bases of, prosecution, it 
will undermine the robustness of the tax system. It also will undermine the 
express intent of section 6(1) of the Tax Administration Act 1994. 
13.89 The court has expressed its views strongly that tax fraud is very 
serious and is appropriate to be dealt with by the Crimes Act 1961. The 
committee is concerned that officers in the department may not be suffi-
ciently aware of this view, nor of the established principles of evidence. 
The committee recommends that the department should be always alert to 
the possibility of criminal fraud by taxpayers. When fraudulent activity is 

242 [1980] 2 WLR 1 at 52 
243 At page 19 
244 (1994) 18 TRNZ 662 at 666 
245 [1991] 1 NZLR 323 
246 [1959] NZLR 708 at 714 
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detected, the department should ensure that its officers are aware that the 
Crimes Act 1961 is the appropriate vehicle for prosecution. 

Corporates segment 
13.90 The committee notes that the perception of the public is that big 
corporations do not run the same risk of prosecution as smaller enterprises 
and individuals. While fraud may be rare in this area, such businesses are 
not immune from charges of fraudulent activity. 

13.91 Officials provided a table showing penal action undertaken by the 
Corporates segment from 1994 to 1997. 

TABLE 7: NUMBER OF PENAL ACTIONS UNDERTAKEN 

Year 1994-95 1995-96 1996-97 

Asked for a letter of explanation 1 3 0 
Issues with a warning/obligation letter 1 2 0 
Prosecuted, convicted, and or charged 
with penal tax 0 0 0  
Charged with penal tax 0 1 0 
Amount of penal tax charged $0 $7,330 $0 

13.92 Outside the corporate sector shown in table 4, the average num-
ber of cases where penal tax was charged between 1994 and 1997 was 
128 per annum. The committee was concerned that the comparison be-
tween this figure and that in the table showed a low level of evasion and 
fraud being detected in the corporate sector. However, officials informed 
the committee that Corporates segment handles only 1,900 head files, 
and the group comprises mainly large companies for which the normal 
penal offences such as GST fraud, non-accounting for PAYE and sup-
pressed sales would be uncommon. 

13.93 In addition, the department has advised that there is a large in-
crease in proportional terms expected in the 1998-99 year, with requests 
for letters of explanation sent to, and other penal action expected to be 
taken against five companies and five individuals. It was pointed out that 
with such a small sample, statistical variation of this magnitude can be 
expected. The committee was also advised by officials that data from the 
new penalties regime shows that the likelihood of penalties being im-
posed increased with the size of the organisation. This point is illustrated 
in Table 8. This shows, for example, that 1 per cent of business taxpay-
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ers have a turnover exceeding $10M, while 2 per cent of taxpayers on 
whom shortfall penalties were imposed fell into this category.  

TABLE 8: NUMBER OF PENALTIES IMPOSED 

Annual turnover % of total business % of cases of shortfall 
 taxpayers penalties imposed 

$0–$100,000 60 35 
$100,001–$250,000 19 21 
$250,001–$500,000 10 15 
$500,001–$1M 5 13 
$1M–$10M 5 14 
Over $10M 1 2 
Total 100 100  

Injunctions and declaratory judgments 
13.94 The committee also considers that the department should make 
greater use of injunctions and declaratory judgments than it seems to have 
done in the past. If the evidence establishes a risk that a scheme may be 
applied in other cases as well, and if there is great potential for damage, 
other measures are available to the department. For example, it may be 
open to the department to apply for an injunction to limit the proliferation 
of a tax avoidance scheme.  

13.95 In the recent past, in the United States of America, a firm of ac-
countants was allegedly operating a scheme which it described as ‘ex-
panding’ the use of a statutory tax credit for property used in manufactur-
ing. The ‘expansion’ comprised misdescribing247 various items so that the 
credit would be claimed, and, in the absence of a building inspection by 
the revenue, would be allowed unchecked. This activity was not tax 
avoidance but tax fraud. The accountants were touting for business on the 
basis that they offered this ‘service’. They were advising prospective cli-
ents that they could help them claim more of a credit than allowed under 
‘traditional methods’. 

13.96 The United States Internal Revenue Service sought an injunction 
to prevent the accountants from any further promotion of their ‘service’, 
from advising clients to use deceptive terminology, from creating false 

247 For example, the firm would describe ineligible concrete-block walls as ‘knock-out panels’; fixed walls 
as ‘moveable partitions’; and doors as ‘moveable partitions-wood’. 
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documentation to support improper claims to the tax credit, and from hin-
dering the efforts of the revenue to discover the identities of all taxpayers 
who had used the ‘service’. The injunction was granted by the Eleventh 
Circuit Court of Appeals United States v Ernst & Whinney.248 While it re-
lied on various express provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of the 
United States, which conferred injunctive power on the District [ie trial] 
Court, the Court of Appeals made clear that those provisions were subject 
to the usual rules of equity. 

13.97 The inherent jurisdiction of the High Court of New Zealand, and 
the tenor of the Commonwealth authorities,249 mean that such relief is ar-
guably available in New Zealand, and an application for it should be seri-
ously considered in an appropriate case. 

13.98 In addition, the court can declare whether, on a true construction, a 
statute applies to the facts of a particular case. Section 3 of the Declaratory 
Judgments Act 1908 provides that: 

Where any person… desires to do any act, the… legality… 
of which depends on the construction… of any statute,… 
such person may apply to the High Court… for a declarato-
ry order determining any question as to the construction… 
of such statute.  

13.99 The committee considers that the department should make greater 
use of the resources that exist in the legal system to enhance its position 
when it is confronted by aggressive tax planning. 

The requirement of secrecy  
13.100 As the committee has discussed above, prosecution under the 
Crimes Act 1961 is the proper way to deal with major tax fraud. In the 
past, the Inland Revenue Department staff seem to have viewed the statu-
tory secrecy obligation imposed on them by section 81(1)(a) of the Tax 
Administration Act 1994 as an obstacle to prosecution of income tax de-
linquency under the Crimes Act 1961. The department construes the ex-
emptions in the section narrowly. 

248 735 F 2d 1296 (1984) 
249 Referred to in, for example, Meagher et al, 1992, Equity, 3d ed, para [2135] pages 562-563 
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13.101 As recorded by the Court of Appeal, counsel for the Crown in R v 
Petherick gave as a reason for prosecution delays in that case, that: 

It is the department’s view that the secrecy requirements of 
s 13 of the Inland Revenue Department Act 1974 preclude 
it from instituting prosecutions under the Crimes Act, and 
that this may be done only by the Serious Fraud Office.250 

Even as late as July 1998, the department seemed to be adopting the same 
approach.251  

13.102 The committee believes that this provision is not the obstacle the 
department perceives it to be. By its very terms, the statutory obligation is 
subject to an express exception for disclosure that is required ‘for the pur-
pose of carrying into effect’ the Inland Revenue Acts. 

13.103 The possibility of prosecution under a provision of the Crimes Act 
1961, aimed at securing a conviction and a possible sentence of impris-
onment, is likely be a very effective means of securing compliance with, 
and therefore ‘carrying into effect’, the Income Tax Act 1994. In this re-
spect, the committee cannot see any requirement in section 81 that the 
‘carrying into effect’ cannot occur when the prosecution is brought by an-
other agency of the Crown rather than the Inland Revenue Department 
itself. 

Effect of the exceptions 
13.104 If the committee’s view is correct, then disclosure to the police, or 
to a court, for the purpose of prosecuting, say, a charge of conspiracy to 
defraud the revenue contrary to section 257 of the Crimes Act 1961, 
would fall squarely within the express exception of disclosure for the pur-
pose of ‘carrying into effect’ the Inland Revenue Acts. 

13.105 It is true that, in subsection (4) of section 81, Parliament has en-
acted a number of specific instances in which ‘nothing in’ the enactments 
requiring secrecy save for the purpose of ‘carrying into effect the Inland 
Revenue Acts’ shall be ‘deemed to prohibit’ the Commissioner from dis-
closure in specified circumstances. 

250 (1994) 18 TRNZ 662 at 665 
251 Police v van der Bosch (unreported, District Court, Dunedin, Judge Saunders, 6 July 1998) where, in 

a prosecution for GST fraud, a departmental officer refused to testify on the question of GST registra-
tion because the prosecution, being a police prosecution, was considered not to be for the purposes of 
carrying into effect the Inland Revenue legislation. 
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13.106 But whatever the scope of subsection (4), the primary focus of 
section 81 is clear. It is subsection (1), and only that subsection, which 
enacts the requirement of secrecy. The important feature of this require-
ment of secrecy in subsection (1) is that it is not absolute. The secrecy 
requirement is a qualified one only. That is to say, it is a requirement to 
maintain ‘the secrecy of all matters relating to… the Inland Revenue 
Acts… except for the purpose of carrying [them] into effect’. The sec-
tion contains within itself a critical exception that appears to the com-
mittee to be all the authority the department needs in order lawfully to 
lay an information with the police for a charge under the Crimes Act 
1961 relating to the Income Tax Act 1994. 

13.107 The President of the Court of Appeal appears to have read it that 
way in Knight v Commissioner of Inland Revenue: 

Parliament has also provided that the basic principle is it-
self subject to the ‘carrying into effect’ exception. The list 
in section 13(4) does not help in determining the true scope 
of that exception. It may well be that some of the matters 
specifically listed could also fall within the exception but 
have been included in the list to avoid doubts.252 

13.108 The committee is aware that section 143 of the Tax Administra-
tion Act 1994 imposes a liability to fine and imprisonment for ‘knowing 
contravention’ of section 81. For that reason alone, its officers must take 
care. But by section 6(1), officers must take care also to ‘protect the in-
tegrity of the tax system’. 

Maintaining the integrity of individual departmental officials 
13.109 As mentioned previously, section 6(1) of the Tax Administration 
Act 1994 imposes on all officers of the Inland Revenue Department the 
duty ‘at all times to use their best endeavours to protect the integrity of the 
tax system.’ 

13.110 Officers of the Inland Revenue Department who are solicitors are 
also officers of the High Court. As such they are under the professional 
obligation identified by Temm J in an address to newly-admitted solicitors 
in June 1993: 

252 [1991] 2 NZLR 30 at 36 
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Sometimes lawyers think that their duty to their clients is 
their first responsibility. That is not right… The desire to do 
one’s best for one’s client is commendable, but there are 
limits… [The lawyer] has an overriding duty to the court, to 
the standards of his profession, and to the public, which 
may and often does lead to a conflict with his client’s 
wishes or with what the client thinks are his personal inter-
ests…. You will prosper wherever you be if you give good 
service, tell your client what the law says he should know 
and never, never, tell a client only what he wants to hear.253 

13.111 These dual professional and statutory obligations at times may 
require officers of the Inland Revenue Department to express reasoned 
disagreement with views they see being relied on if they think those 
views to be contrary to the law. This is an issue that creates difficulties 
for all large organisations. In all such organisations differences of views 
will inevitably occur. The problem is that any large organisation, espe-
cially a law enforcement agency, needs to be able to reach consistent 
views on important issues. It would not be acceptable, for example, for 
different officers of the department to apply tax law differently accord-
ing to their own personal views. On the other hand, individual officers 
can be placed in an invidious position if they see decisions being taken 
in relation to individual taxpayers that do not appear to accord with the 
tax law enacted by Parliament. 

13.112 As noted above, the need to resolve internal disagreements is 
common to all large organisations. In the Inland Revenue Department’s 
case, such disagreements can go to the heart of the integrity of the tax 
system. While this indicates that the issue is a fundamental one for the 
department, it is also worth bearing in mind that it can be equally fun-
damental to the core functions of other organisations, especially gov-
ernment bodies in areas such as health care and education. 

13.113 The best way to resolve this issue is to have appropriate proce-
dures in place to ensure that Inland Revenue officers can raise these is-
sues in full confidence that any concerns will be seriously considered 
without fear of recrimination or victimisation. In fact, the reporting of 
any such issues should be considered the duty of Inland Revenue em-

253 Law Talk, June 1993, page 3 
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ployees. Inland Revenue’s Code of Conduct for employees reflects this. 
It states: 

If you believe in good faith that you have evidence of 
wrongdoing or misadministration in the department, your 
first step would be to take the matter up with a senior man-
ager. If it is a serious wrongdoing, or you feel unable to 
discuss the matter with senior management, or that the 
matter has not progressed, you may report it directly to the 
Commissioner by notifying the National Advisor Fraud 
Prevention and Investigations within Internal Audit, Na-
tional Office. The wrongdoing will then be investigated in 
terms of the Internal Audit investigations procedures.254  

13.114 In normal circumstances, this procedure should ensure that de-
partmental employees feel able to raise issues of concern to them. How-
ever, it still leaves open the possibility that an employee could identify 
wrongdoing without recourse if senior management of the department do 
not take action. The common law principle of iniquity would protect an 
employee who makes disclosure to the proper authority of any fraud or 
criminal activity within the department. This gap in procedures would 
also be covered by the Protected Disclosures Bill, which is before Par-
liament, sponsored by the Minister of State Services. 

Protected Disclosures Bill 
13.115 In summary, provided they are made in accordance with the pro-
visions of the Bill, disclosures of information of serious wrongdoing in 
an organisation are protected and anyone making such a disclosure is 
granted immunity from civil and criminal proceedings. If any retaliatory 
action is taken against anyone disclosing such information, a personal 
grievance action under the Employment Contracts Act 1991 is available, 
and protection is also given under the Human Rights Act 1993.   

13.116 Serious wrongdoing is defined to include the unlawful, corrupt or 
irregular use of public funds or public resources, acts constituting either 
an offence or maladministration by a public official, or constituting a 
serious risk to public health or safety, to the environment, or to the 
maintenance of law. ‘Maladministration’ is ‘an act, omission, or course 

254 At page 22 
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of conduct that is unlawful, oppressive, improperly discriminatory, or 
grossly negligent’.  
13.117 Under the Bill, public sector organisations are required to set up 
internal procedures for receiving and dealing with information about se-
rious wrongdoing. Disclosures follow these procedures unless the person 
to whom the disclosure is to be reported is, or may be, involved in the 
wrongdoing, or is associated with someone who is. Disclosure may then 
be made to the head of the organisation or to an appropriate authority in 
certain circumstances.255  

13.118 An ‘appropriate authority’ is a defined term. As well as public 
sector organisations, it includes ‘a private sector body which comprises 
members of a particular profession or calling and which has power to 
discipline its members’. The Bill also provides for a second level of dis-
closure, to a Minister of the Crown or the Chief Ombudsman, if the 
matter has not been investigated or if no action has been taken. The Om-
budsman is not given any additional powers. 
13.119 Although nothing in the Bill explicitly sets out the action that the 
person or organisation receiving the disclosure is required to take, it is 
implicit that an investigation, and appropriate action, is to be undertaken. 
It seems to the committee that any concerns it has in this area would be 
met by the enactment of this Bill. 

Summary 
13.120 In summary, the committee noted its concerns that, in the past, 
officers of the department may not have been sufficiently alert to the 
possibility that particular arrangements may have been fraudulent, and 
may not have obtained the appropriate legal advice. It also noted that in 
carrying out its responsibilities, the department may have taken too re-
strictive a view of the secrecy provisions of the Tax Administration Act 
1994. A mistaken view of the secrecy provisions seems sometimes to 
have led the department to fail to initiate prosecutions under the Crimes 
Act 1961. Officials informed the committee that since the time of the 
events that led to the committee’s concern, the department has been re-
structured, and the generic tax policy process and the new disputes 

255 Where the person making the disclosure has reasonable grounds for believing the head of the organi-
sation is, or may be, involved in the wrongdoing, or that urgency, or some other exceptional circum-
stances, justifies that action or that, despite two written requests for information on a disclosure, no 
action has been taken on that disclosure within a reasonable timeframe. 
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resolution procedures have been introduced. Along with these changes, 
officials advised that the attitude of the department has altered. 

13.121 However, some concerns remain as to the quality of legal know-
ledge and analysis within the department, and the committee recom-
mends: 

The government should ensure that the department reviews the 
skill levels of its employees to determine their adequacy, and 
should ensure that recruitment, retention and continuing educa-
tion policies are adequate. 
The department should remove from its internal practices and 
procedures and from public statements any suggestion that sec-
tion BG 1 should be read restrictively. 
The department should be always alert to the possibility of 
criminal fraud activity by taxpayers, and should ensure that offi-
cers are aware that the Crimes Act 1961 is the appropriate vehi-
cle for prosecution, and that the secrecy provisions of the Tax 
Administration Act 1994 are not an obstacle to such prosecution. 
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Introduction 
14.1 Electronic commerce is a generic term used to describe a variety 
of new forms of commerce, such as smart cards, electronic cash, elec-
tronic banking and the internet.  

14.2 Electronic commerce is not a new phenomenon. It has existed 
since the use of telegraphic transfers by financial institutions. However, 
the rapid growth in technological developments in the communication 
industry over the last two decades has been facilitated by the following 
factors: 

The deregulation of telecommunications sectors by approxi-
mately one third of OECD member countries. 
The improvements of telecommunication infrastructures such as 
high speed modems, satellite and terrestrial broadcast. 
A fall in the price of accessing the internet. 

14.3 The main concerns raised by the growth of electronic commerce 
are first, whether existing tax policy is sufficiently robust to address any 
new and existing issues, and secondly, whether such activities pose a 
threat to the revenue base through avoidance and evasion. 

14.4 Many of the tax policy issues concerning electronic commerce 
can be split into two groups – issues for the taxation of income and is-

246    
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sues that affect the taxation of consumption. Some alarmist comments 
have been made to the effect that electronic commerce will remove the 
ability of countries to levy tax. The committee considers that such com-
ments are too extreme. Electronic commerce does not require immediate 
fundamental changes to tax policy. The conclusion drawn by the com-
mittee is that this issue needs to be followed and reacted to, but it does 
not raise new tax policy issues. However, it does make more acute many 
existing problems faced by those designing tax policy. For tax admin-
istrations the growth of electronic commerce creates both opportunities 
and problems.256  

Implications for the taxation of income 
14.5 The communications revolution undoubtedly makes it easier for 
non-residents to conduct substantial business activities and derive sub-
stantial income without having a fixed place of business in New Zealand. 
This ability has implications for many of the concepts embodied in in-
ternational tax rules, which were developed at a time when operating a 
business commonly required a physical presence. For example, under 
many double taxation agreements, a resident of one state is required to 
have a permanent establishment in the other (source) state, before that 
source state is able to impose tax on the non-resident’s business profits. 
A permanent establishment requires a physical presence if it is to exist. 
With telepresence technologies,257 a physical presence is no longer 
needed in many jurisdictions to conduct business. However, even if a 
physical presence were to be established in New Zealand, modern tech-
nology has made it relatively straightforward to ensure that the bulk of 
the value-adding activities is left outside New Zealand. In that case, New 
Zealand would not be able to sustain the attribution of any significant 
share of the overall profits to that physical presence. 

14.6 The communications revolution poses two important questions in 
relation to the taxation of income. First, do governments need to redefine 
existing terms to accommodate the change to business practices caused 
by the communications revolution? Perhaps more fundamentally, how-
ever, the question arises on the extent to which source-based taxation is 
the appropriate policy strategy for governments in the future. 

256 This approach has been endorsed at a recent OECD ministerial conference: A Borderless World – 
Realising the Potential of Global Electronic Commerce, Ottawa, October 1998. 

257 Use of computer based synthesis of remote sensor input to give the user the appropriate sound/sight 
cues, as if they were present. 
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New Zealand’s application of residence and source principles 
14.7 New Zealand imposes tax on the worldwide income of its tax 
residents. This approach is referred to as the residence principle of taxa-
tion. However, New Zealand also imposes tax on all income sourced in 
New Zealand, whether it is derived by resident or non-resident taxpayers 
(the source principle). The application of these principles can be modi-
fied by New Zealand’s double tax agreements. 

14.8 Both the residence and source principles have difficulties in defi-
nition that may be exacerbated by the communications revolution. The 
discussion below focuses on the implications of the communications 
revolution for the source and permanent establishment definitions (af-
fecting the source principle) and for the centre of management concept 
(affecting the residence principle). 

14.9 The main challenge of the communications revolution is to the 
source rules, that is, the statutory provisions defining income that is 
sourced in New Zealand, especially business income. From a New Zea-
land perspective, the provisions are mainly relevant to the New Zealand 
taxation of non-residents, particularly residents of double tax agreement 
countries, as the requirement for a permanent establishment for source 
country taxation presents a higher threshold for business income than 
New Zealand’s normal legislative source rules. Consider an analyst liv-
ing in Switzerland who is contracted to design a database for a New 
Zealand bank, and conducts all of his or her development from a termi-
nal in Switzerland. Under New Zealand’s double tax agreements with 
Switzerland, the definition of permanent establishment would require the 
Swiss analyst to have an actual place of business in New Zealand before 
New Zealand could tax the income. New Zealand could not, therefore, 
tax the business income of the analyst. Similar protection would apply to 
most non-residents engaging in electronic commerce with New Zealand 
from a double tax agreement country. 

14.10 In the case of non-residents from non-double tax agreement 
countries engaging in electronic commerce with New Zealand, their 
business profits would not have tax treaty protection. It is arguable that if 
the analyst in the example above were from a non-double tax agreement 
country, he or she would be deriving New Zealand-sourced business in-
come, by virtue of the fact that business is being partly carried on in 
New Zealand. 

14.11 It may be appropriate to consider whether the concept of a per-
manent establishment enshrined in double tax agreements needs to be 
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updated to reflect developments in the global trading environment. How-
ever, regardless of the definitions of source and permanent establish-
ments, the committee notes that the government should not lose sight of 
the basic policy debate on the extent to which it is appropriate to tax 
non-residents under the source principle. This policy debate is discussed 
further below. 

Central management as basis for corporate residence 
14.12 The communications revolution does not present the same chal-
lenge for the residence rules. It is not as easy to change residence as it is 
to change the jurisdictional source of income, particularly in New Zea-
land, where individual residence is determined primarily by reference to 
a person’s permanent place of abode, rather than by a test of length of 
presence alone. The communications revolution should not, therefore, 
make it any easier for individuals to circumvent this definition. What it 
means, in practice, is that if a New Zealand resident does not return in-
come from electronic commerce, the issue is essentially one of evasion, 
rather than one of a deficiency in New Zealand tax rules. 

14.13 Electronic commerce may, however, affect the determination of 
corporate residence. A company will be resident in New Zealand if it is 
incorporated or has its head office in New Zealand. A company will also 
be resident in New Zealand if it has its centre of management in New 
Zealand, or if control of the company by its directors is exercised in New 
Zealand. It is these latter tests to which the communications revolution 
presents a challenge. 

14.14 The centre of management test is one of the primary international 
tests of corporate residence. The international norm appears to be that 
the centre of management is where the directors’ meetings are held. If 
directors hold their meetings using telepresence technologies, the ques-
tion arises whether there is no centre of management, or alternatively 
whether the company could be argued to have a centre of management in 
each of the countries in which the directors are present. The committee 
considers, therefore, that the concept of a centre of management and the 
tie-breaker rules for dual residence in double tax agreements should be 
reviewed as a result of the electronic revolution. 

14.15 The committee considers that perhaps the trend should be to-
wards tax systems that treat companies purely as agents for shareholders. 
To some extent, New Zealand has already put this policy into effect. For 
example, even if a company that is owned by New Zealand residents is 
non-resident, New Zealand’s comprehensive controlled foreign company 
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and foreign investment fund rules require the company’s income to be 
attributed back to its New Zealand resident shareholders on a current 
basis. 

Source-based taxation 
14.16 Many of the specific tax issues the committee has discussed 
above, such as the concepts of source and permanent establishment, 
would be superseded by a shift to a residence-only basis for taxation. 
The committee considers that it is worth noting in this regard that double 
tax agreements commonly trade away source rights of non-residents for 
lower taxation of foreign-sourced income of residents. Put another way, 
source rights are often traded for more effective residence taxing rights. 

14.17 The globalisation of world trade may lead to continuing pressure 
to minimise source-based taxation, because it presents some difficulties 
in enforcement. Unless a non-resident has a physical presence in the 
source country, it can be difficult to collect the prescribed tax liability. 
This feature is a primary reason for the existence of non-resident with-
holding tax systems, which permit tax to be deducted at source, and re-
covery of the same to be sought from the resident payer of the income. 

14.18 However, economic theory suggests that the minimisation of 
source-based taxation may not actually be bad for two reasons. First, it is 
not clear where the incidence of source taxation is actually borne, but 
there is some suggestion that it is often borne by the country imposing 
the tax, rather than the entity on which the tax is imposed. For example, 
before New Zealand introduced the approved issuer levy regime in 1991, 
it was common for non-residents to gross-up the amount of interest pay-
able by the amount of non-resident withholding tax imposed. Thus, if the 
world rate of interest was 8.5 per cent, New Zealand companies would 
be charged 10 per cent (assuming a 15 per cent rate of non-resident 
withholding tax). The effect was that the full incidence of the tax was 
borne by the New Zealand borrower, rather than the non-resident on 
whom the tax was formally imposed. Many other countries have also 
eliminated non-resident withholding tax imposed on interest, in response 
to the increased mobility of capital and responsiveness to interest rates 
over the last decade. 
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14.19 Secondly, economic literature suggests that the optimal tax sys-
tem for a small country is one applying a pure residence-based system,258 
with income earned by non-residents being exempt from tax. The re-
quirement under various double tax agreements and unilateral decisions 
made by many countries to provide a credit for foreign taxes means that 
this optimal solution cannot be achieved in the present global environ-
ment.  

14.20 The difficulties in applying source-based taxation are not re-
stricted to the communications revolution, and are a broader conse-
quence of the increasing globalisation of world trade. Some of the taxa-
tion issues raised by electronic commerce are not really new. Rather, 
they represent an extension of existing problems. The committee be-
lieves that perhaps the key consideration here is that governments should 
not be rushed into taking piecemeal measures in response to the effects 
of the communications revolution on existing international tax concepts.  

Implications for goods and services tax 
14.21 The aim of a value added tax is to impose a tax on final con-
sumption. The issue for tax policy makers around the world is whether to 
place the economic incidence upon the consumer or the supplier. An im-
portant consideration is the practicality of the options.  

14.22 The aim of New Zealand’s GST is to impose a uniform tax on 
final consumption in New Zealand. GST is based on the ‘destination’ 
principle, that is, tax is charged according to the destination of goods and 
services, as opposed to the ‘origin’ principle, that is, the supply of goods 
and services is taxed according to the source of that supply. GST is im-
posed on what New Zealand consumes, rather than what it produces. 

14.23 The European Union has adopted a reverse charge mechanism, 
which requires domestic taxpayers to pay value-added tax on receipt of 
imported services in their jurisdiction. The reverse charge ensures that 
services, like goods, are taxed when they are consumed in the relevant 
jurisdiction. A reverse charge in New Zealand’s GST would impose an 
obligation on a New Zealand recipient of an imported service to levy 
GST. In the development stages of the GST system, it was considered 
that the administration and compliance costs associated with a reverse 

258 With a deduction, rather than a credit, for foreign taxes. 
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charge were too high in comparison with the expected revenue that 
would result. 

Place of supply rules 
14.24 The Goods and Services Tax Act 1985 imposes tax on the supply 
of services in New Zealand. Relying on the notion of physical perform-
ance creates economic distortions for imported services. If the service is 
physically performed outside New Zealand, it is not subject to GST. 
Electronic commerce has aggravated these distortions by simplifying the 
means by which suppliers may locate themselves offshore. 

14.25 If the rules did not rely on physical performance, it would be 
necessary to prescribe particular tax treatments for particular supplies. 
This method of determining the impost of GST is used in the European 
Union, where the basic place of supply for services is the place where 
the supplier is established. However, in the context of electronic com-
merce where the service suppliers are often non-resident, this method for 
determining the place of supply would accentuate the extent to which 
supply is treated as taking place outside New Zealand. 

Imported goods and services 
14.26 Another issue that concerns the committee is the treatment of the 
growing volume of goods that are purchased and supplied electronically 
from the internet.259 This problem is just a variant of the existing ‘mail 
order’ problem. That is, such imported goods are subject to GST, but 
administrative difficulties are associated with levying and collecting that 
tax. To reduce those costs, New Zealand Customs Service at present, 
does not collect duties and GST, unless they are amounts above $50. 

14.27 It is important to note, however, that services traded over the 
internet are not physically cleared by New Zealand Customs Service as 
they are delivered straight to the consumer’s personal computer. Because 
no adequate audit methodologies exist, even if a reverse charge did ap-
ply, the Inland Revenue Department could find it difficult to collect GST 
from individual consumers. 

The post-implementation review of GST 
14.28 As part of the post-implementation review of GST, an analysis is 
to be undertaken of the current treatment of internationally traded goods 

259 For example, software, music, books, information services. 
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and services. That analysis will consider the existing policy framework 
against the changing market for these supplies. This review may also 
involve a reconsideration of the place of supply rules upon which the 
GST regime is based. The original policy decision not to implement a 
reverse charge on imported services will also be considered.  

Implications for tax administration 
14.29 The growth in usage of the internet creates challenges for tax 
administrations. The committee considers that, although many of these 
challenges are not new to tax authorities, the rate of technological prog-
ress to date suggests that these issues should be considered sooner rather 
than later. Some of the emerging issues resulting from the increase in 
electronic transactions are listed below. 

Audit trails – The lack of any central control of the internet and 
the ease of cross-jurisdiction transactions will make tracing com-
plex arrangements difficult. 
Verification of identity and residence – Taxpayers can establish 
and operate from an internet address in any jurisdiction, even 
though they effectively reside elsewhere. 
Documentation – The growth in internet commerce will make 
obtaining information necessary for enforcement difficult, par-
ticularly when transactions involve jurisdictions with which no 
tax treaty exists and, therefore, no exchange of information be-
tween the tax authorities is possible.  
Removal of convenient taxing points – With fewer intermediaries 
in the distribution of goods and services, and producers selling 
directly to consumers, some consumption taxes may become less 
viable sources of revenue. 
Accessibility of offshore banking – The increasing ease of shift-
ing funds offshore to tax havens, together with secrecy laws in 
tax havens providing anonymity, and low transaction costs, will 
make countering international tax evasion difficult. 

14.30 Electronic commerce does, however, offer tax administrations an 
opportunity to make tax collection more efficient through lower admin-
istration and compliance costs. Electronic technology can provide more 
accurate tax data, and faster processing of returns at a lower cost to the 
tax authority and the public. Ways of achieving this include: 

electronic filing – allowing taxpayers to file encrypted returns 
themselves or through a tax professional; 
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direct deposit programs – providing opportunities for prompt and 
time-saving means to pay and refund; 
automated deductions of taxes – allowing employers required to 
withhold PAYE deductions to file them directly with any other 
required deductions; 
automatic matching of data; and 
improved technology – facilitating and accelerating the exchange 
of information between tax authorities.  

OECD initiatives 
14.31 The growth in internet transactions has not so much created new 
problems for taxation, as caused a significant increase in the size of ex-
isting problems. The growth in the volume of sales of goods and services 
over the internet has prompted the OECD to re-examine how effectively 
current tax policy is at taking into account such commerce. 

14.32 Many tax jurisdictions are looking for solutions that can be im-
plemented unilaterally. History is full of examples where the ill-
considered implementation of a tax by one jurisdiction has resulted in 
the departure of an industry from that jurisdiction. Indeed, it is this fear 
of capital flight that appears to have prevented some countries from im-
plementing new technology based taxes.260 

14.33 The OECD has become a key forum for countries to discuss and 
consider the tax implications of commerce through the internet. Four 
OECD committees are addressing the problems posed by the internet. 
Briefly: 

Working Party 1 is looking at whether a vendor trading through 
the internet falls within the existing international framework 
concerning source and income allocation. The Working Party is 
also considering whether the principle of ‘permanent establish-
ment’ should be revised. 
Working Party 6 is looking at the impact that electronic com-
merce will have on the transfer pricing rules. 
Working Party 8 is looking at developing audit-orientated solu-
tions to electronic transactions and making recommendations on 

260 Commonly referred to as ‘bit’ taxes. 
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issues such as compliance, audit, encryption, and tax evasion and 
avoidance. 
The Special Sessions on Consumption Taxes Committee is dis-
cussing a variety of VAT/GST issues, including the appropriate-
ness of the existing place of supply rules and the appropriate 
treatment of commodities acquired directly from the internet, 
such as software and digitised music, literature and video.  

The Inland Revenue Department is often represented on Working Party 1 
and meetings held by the Special Sessions on Consumption Taxes. 

14.34 The Commissioner of Inland Revenue recently attended, as part 
of a New Zealand delegation led by the Hon John Luxton, an OECD 
conference in Ottawa ‘A Borderless World – Realising the Potential of 
Global Electronic Commerce’. Specifically, the Commissioner partici-
pated in a roundtable discussion on taxation and electronic commerce. 
The principle conclusions from the discussion were: 

that the existing principles of neutrality, efficiency, certainty, 
simplicity, fairness and flexibility should apply to the taxation of 
electronic commerce; 
that the framework for the taxation of electronic commerce 
should be guided by the existing principles that guide govern-
ments in relation to conventional commerce; 
that electronic commerce offers tax administrations the potential 
to simplify tax systems and enhance service. 

14.35 The committee recommends that the government should moni-
tor and continue to participate in the efforts of the OECD in developing 
tax policy on electronic commerce, and should seriously consider any 
recommendations that are proposed. This recommendation recognises 
that any changes to tax policy as a result of the growth in electronic 
commerce will require international co-ordination. 
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Introduction 
15.1 Tax advisers have an important role in the tax system. Profes-
sional assistance with tax matters is required except in the most straight-
forward situations because of the complexity of the tax system. As tax 
advisers generally assist taxpayers in preparing tax returns and represent 
and advise taxpayers in their communications with the Inland Revenue 
Department, they are, in effect, intermediaries between the taxpayers and 
the department. The quality of their advice, their professionalism and 
ethics play a central role in the tax system. 

Is there a problem? 
15.2 The assistance provided by professional tax advisers ought to 
result in better quality of the tax return and tax compliance generally. 
However, empirical studies in the United States have found that while 
professional tax advisers have increased compliance with unambiguous 
law, they have decreased compliance with ambiguous law.261 In other 
words, if the law can be interpreted in various ways, professional tax ad-
visers will encourage their clients to adopt tax positions which they 
would not otherwise take to minimise their declared tax liabilities. 
  

261 Steven and Nagin, ‘The Role of Tax Preparers in Tax Compliance,’  Policy Sciences, vol 22(2), May 
1989, pages 167-194 
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15.3 Tax advisers are duty bound to advise their clients on how to pay 
no more than the law requires. But their behaviour causes concern if they 
advise their clients to engage in transactions that purport to be effective 
to avoid tax, but in fact are not. In these cases, the proper assessment of 
their client depends on detection by the Inland Revenue Department. It is 
also a matter of concern if they advise their clients to engage in tax eva-
sion, or otherwise not to comply with their obligations, or if they hinder, 
delay or obstruct tax investigations. The committee is aware of instances 
in which tax advisers in New Zealand appear to have behaved in such 
ways. The evidence given in the Davison Commission inquiry suggested 
this behaviour.  

Registration of tax advisers 
15.4 Some countries require registration of tax agents. The rules vary 
in scope, as the following instances show. In Germany, only those peo-
ple are allowed to engage in commercial tax practice. Australia allows a 
taxpayer to deduct fees paid for tax advice or preparation of returns only 
if the fees are paid to an authorised person. In the United States, anyone 
may prepare returns and represent taxpayers in audit. However, only 
lawyers, accountants and registered agents may represent the taxpayer 
before the Internal Revenue Service in more substantial proceedings, 
such as appeals against assessments and tax court proceedings. The 
Service may prohibit anyone from representing a taxpayer in audit if that 
person engaged in conduct that, had he or she been an enrolled agent, 
would have meant disbarment. 

15.5 New Zealand does not require registration of tax advisers. Tax 
practitioners often choose to register with the Inland Revenue Depart-
ment as tax agents, which allows them an extension of time for filing 
their clients’ tax returns and to receive standard communications from 
Inland Revenue. However, people do not have to register in order to 
practice as a tax agent in New Zealand. 

15.6 Three general reasons are given for registration. First, protection 
of the public: registration may be desirable if the benefit of maintaining 
competency standards outweighs the costs of administering the system 
and restricting membership in the profession. Secondly, administrative 
efficiency: the tax administration may operate more efficiently if tax of-
ficials are dealing with people of a certain level of competency. Thirdly, 
the integrity of the tax system: people who engage in unethical conduct 
should not be allowed to practice, and allowing them to continue to 
practice harms the integrity of the system. 
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15.7 Disadvantages of registration are said to be, first, restriction of 
competition: if only a limited number of practitioners are authorised to 
engage in an activity, that will reduce consumer choice and competition 
and increase the cost of the service. This concern is greater for the full 
registration model, as exemplified by Australia and Germany, than the 
partial registration model used in the United States. Secondly, capture by 
the profession: if tax agents must be registered and the profession regu-
lates itself, tax agents may create barriers to entry and exacerbate the 
problem of restriction of competition. Thirdly, administrative costs: the 
costs of administering the system by the tax authority are high.  

Regulation by professional societies 
15.8 In New Zealand, most professional tax advisers are either ac-
countants or lawyers, and are members of their respective professional 
societies. Those societies are responsible for regulating the professional 
behaviour of their members. Both the New Zealand Law Society and the 
Institute of Chartered Accountants of New Zealand (ICANZ) have codes 
of professional responsibility which apply to all of their professional 
services, including tax work. ICANZ is at present finalising tax practice 
guidelines which are intended to provide guidance on the application of 
the ethical guidelines to tax practice. 

15.9 While professional bodies have the power to discipline members 
for breaching ethical standards, the committee is not aware of this power 
being used in relation to tax services. This fact may simply reflect the 
emergence of issues arising from ‘aggressive’ tax advising, which in 
some circumstances would, more appropriately, be called fraud, and is a 
relatively recent phenomenon in New Zealand. Whatever the reason, it is 
clear to the committee that the professional bodies have statutory obliga-
tions. These obligations exist when councillors and executives become 
aware of possible impropriety, irrespective of whether formal complaints 
have been made. Failure by those bodies to discharge those obligations 
diligently can damage society and the economy, and could require the 
introduction of rules to subject the members of those bodies to external 
regulation.  

15.10 In the case of the legal profession, every member of the New 
Zealand Law Society has an obligation to make a formal complaint to 
the society on any matters of possible misconduct which come to their 
attention. Failure to discharge that obligation may itself be professional 
misconduct by the person in default. The ICANZ code of ethics does not 
at present contain a similar requirement, except in relation to defalca-
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tions. The committee understands that the Institute’s code of ethics is 
scheduled for a thorough review in 1999. The committee expresses the 
hope that ICANZ will recognise the requirement that all instances of 
fraud, dishonesty and similar disreputable behaviour give rise to the need 
for members to report it to ICANZ executive. Further, the committee 
expresses the hope that the executive would take reported breaches seri-
ously and initiate appropriate actions in the protection of its reputation. 

15.11 Whether or not they are members of either body, officers of the 
Inland Revenue Department who encounter misconduct by tax advisers 
should be able to have it drawn to the attention of the appropriate profes-
sional body. Because of the secrecy requirements in section 81 of the 
Tax Administration Act 1994, the first step should be internal to the de-
partment. Section 81 would need to be amended to allow the department 
then to report such misconduct. The committee recommends that the 
government should consider such an amendment.  

15.12 If the adviser’s conduct amounts to criminal misconduct, then it 
should in any event be reported to the police or the Serious Fraud Office 
in the ordinary way.  

Civil penalties 
15.13 Another arm of regulation is the possible sanction of civil penal-
ties for misconduct. The penalties provisions in the Tax Administration 
Act 1994 provide for civil penalties when taxpayers fail to meet their tax 
obligations. Some countries, such as the United States, have a system of 
penalties that apply specifically to tax advisers. When New Zealand was 
developing its current penalties rules, such a system was considered, but 
the government chose not to adopt it. It noted that standard civil law 
principles would allow the amount of the penalty to be recovered from a 
tax adviser when the adviser’s wrongful conduct had caused the penalty 
to be imposed. For example, suppose a tax adviser negligently advised a 
client to take a tax position that was not ‘reasonably arguable’, and did 
not inform the taxpayer of the risk of penalty. If the taxpayer was subse-
quently penalised by the Inland Revenue Department, the taxpayer could 
seek recovery from the tax adviser on the grounds of professional negli-
gence. While this may occur in some cases, the committee notes that at-
tempting to recover the penalty in this way would be very costly, and 
could be used only in a few cases when the amount of the penalty is very 
high.  
15.14 The committee is aware that the new penalties provisions have 
been in place for only a short period of time. The committee recom-
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mends that the provisions should be allowed to operate for some time to 
gauge their effect in practice with a later review, if necessary, to consider 
the desirability of having penalties apply directly to tax advisers. The 
committee hopes that the standards of performance of tax professionals 
and the vigilance and the enforcement rates of the key professional bod-
ies will render it unnecessary to enact specific penalties for tax agents. 

Criminal penalties 
15.15 Section 148 of the Tax Administration Act 1994 provides that it 
is an offence to aid and abet a person to commit an offence, such as 
evading tax or obstructing officers of the Inland Revenue Department. 
This provision could obviously apply to a tax adviser who assists a tax-
payer to commit such an offence. The penalty is the same as that which 
may apply for the principal offence, for example, up to five years im-
prisonment for tax evasion.  

15.16 Section 66 of the Crimes Act 1961 provides that people who aid 
or abet anyone to commit an offence under that Act are themselves a 
party to that offence. Some examples of offences under the Crimes Act 
1961 are destroying and fabricating evidence, attempts to commit of-
fences, and conspiracy to defraud the revenue, both in New Zealand and 
elsewhere. These offences are set out in appendix 7. In the recent United 
Kingdom case of R v Charlton,262 several tax advisers who devised a 
‘dishonest avoidance scheme’ were jailed after being convicted of 
cheating the public revenue. It is, therefore, apparent that the aiding and 
abetting provisions in the Tax Administration Act 1994 are not the only 
penalties that can be imposed on defaulting tax advisers.  

Administrative disbarment 
15.17 Another option for regulating repeated or serious misconduct is 
administrative disbarment, where the tax administration permanently or 
temporarily prohibits certain tax advisers from representing their clients 
in official matters, such as audits, before the tax department. The United 
States Internal Revenue Service provides for such regulation in Circular 
230. Disbarment can result from behaviour such as facilitating fraud or 
evasion, repeatedly being rude and abusive to tax administration offi-
cials, and delaying or obstructing tax investigations. This sanction is se-
rious, and administrative procedures would be necessary to implement it 

262 (1996) STC 1418 
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fairly. Judicial review proceedings would be available if a tax adviser 
thought a decision to disbar was unfair. 

15.18 If New Zealand were to adopt a system of administrative disbar-
ment, the United States provides a format for its design. The system 
there provides that the hearings to determine the facts and make an order 
of suspension or disbarment are before an administrative law judge. A 
tax administration official, called the Director of Practice, is responsible 
for acting on complaints and investigating misconduct of which he or 
she becomes aware. As with a court proceeding, a formal hearing for 
suspension or disbarment begins with a complaint issued by the Director 
to the person who is the subject of the complaint detailing the allegations 
of misconduct. 

15.19 Once an adviser has been disbarred or suspended, the revenue is 
not able to accept tax returns or objections prepared by the adviser; nor 
is the adviser allowed to represent a client in audits, objection proceed-
ings or tax court proceedings. Taxpayers may recover from the disbarred 
adviser any additional costs that they incur as a result of using the advis-
er, if the adviser did not disclose the disbarment. If this system were 
adopted in New Zealand, it would be possible to have as an additional 
consequence, that it would be an offence if such a person practised as a 
tax adviser. 

15.20 This procedure would be costly and time-consuming. Because it 
would place a major administrative obligation on the Inland Revenue 
Department, the committee does not recommend that it be adopted un-
less future cases of undisciplined misconduct of tax advisers makes such 
a system desirable. 

15.21 For the present, the committee considers that professional bodies 
should continue to have the responsibility for regulating the ethical con-
duct of their members. The Inland Revenue Department should assist in 
this process by referring cases of misconduct to the bodies when appro-
priate. 

15.22 However, the committee considers that the matter should be kept 
under review. If the professional bodies should be found wanting in dili-
gence, then consideration of a possible administrative disbarment system 
will become essential. 
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Introduction 
16.1 During its deliberations and while considering submissions made 
to it, the committee studied several matters that relate to the part of the 
relationship between the Inland Revenue Department and taxpayers that 
could loosely be called ‘public relations’. For convenience, the commit-
tee has gathered its comments on those matters into this chapter. 

16.2 Two corporate communications specialists, Mesdames Carole 
Hartney and Catherine Judd, both of Jacques Martin Consulting, a divi-
sion of Jacques Martin New Zealand Ltd, kindly advised the committee 
and assisted with its research for this chapter. The committee very much 
appreciates receiving this help in what is a rather specialised area. The 
committee records its grateful thanks to Mesdames Judd and Hartney. 

BRANDING AND SLOGANS 
16.3 Since 1995, proceeding from the Organisational Review of the 
Inland Revenue Department that took place between 1993 and 1994, the 
department has tried to alter the way in which staff interact with taxpay-
ers. A core aspect of this change has been an instruction to refer to tax-
payers as ‘customers’ with ‘needs’ rather than as taxpayers with duties. 

267 
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16.4 The object is to improve the department’s service to taxpayers 
and its relationship with taxpayers. It is hoped that the best-practice pri-
vate-sector processes and standards that the term ‘customer’ implies will 
encourage staff to achieve this improvement. In turn, it is anticipated that 
improved levels of service to ‘customers’ will lead to better levels of 
voluntary taxpayer compliance. The committee sympathises with the 
department’s aspirations, but has some concerns about the process. 

Re-branding 
16.5 A change from ‘taxpayers’ to ‘customers’ entails a significant 
psychological shift, on the part both of departmental staff and of taxpay-
ers. In commercial terms, the closest analogy involved in the process of 
moving to a customer focus is perhaps the re-branding of a product or 
service. It is not inapt to use the term ‘re-branding’ for the department’s 
change from taxpayers to ‘customers’ because of the implication of pri-
vate-sector service levels and relationships that ‘customer’ conveys. 

16.6 From its own knowledge, which has been confirmed by advice 
from private sector corporate communications consultants, the commit-
tee would expect that such a significant re-branding of its service deliv-
ery methods by an organisation as large as the Inland Revenue Depart-
ment would have been preceded by extensive research. In the private 
sector, this research is conducted in the relevant market. For the depart-
ment, the research would be both among taxpayers and among its own 
staff. 

16.7 The research would try to answer questions such as these: Does 
the term ‘customer’ appeal to taxpayers? Does the re-branding proposal 
seem genuine and sincere, considering that in the end the department’s 
‘customers’ first, cannot take their business elsewhere, and secondly, 
must disgorge cash rather than receive benefits? If despite the very inex-
act parallel between a true commercial customer and a taxpayer the 
change of nomenclature is or could be fundamentally sound, how should 
it be put into effect to achieve maximum benefits? 

16.8 Officials told the committee that this re-branding was a result of 
the Organisational Review and that the department did not undertake 
preliminary ‘market’ research before the re-branding exercise, nor has 
there been research into the effectiveness of the re-branding or into tax-
payers’ reactions since. This omission is a matter for regret for two rea-
sons. First, as mentioned, the department has not had the benefit of ad-
vice on how best to proceed with the re-branding exercise. Secondly, the 
department has foreclosed the possibility of measuring the results of the 
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change. A commercial organisation engaging in a comparable exercise 
would ordinarily conduct before and after surveys to determine whether 
the change had been beneficial. 

16.9 Be that as it may, the kind of research that the committee has in 
mind remains worthwhile now, if less so than if it had been carried out 
earlier. The department’s re-branding is still continuing, and as depart-
mental processes are changed during the implementation of, for exam-
ple, self-assessment, the department will need to examine the implica-
tions of its customer service focus in new circumstances. Research into 
taxpayers’ responses would be worthwhile. 

Consideration of the ‘customer needs’ model 
16.10 There appears to be a growing, but still slight, literature on the 
merits and practicalities of government departments adopting a customer 
needs model for their relations with citizens. The most penetrating study 
that the committee has found is an article by Mr Ron Hikel, director and 
partner in charge of the KPMG Centre for Government, Toronto, Can-
ada, with the title ‘Real Customer Service in Government: is it Possi-
ble?’263 

16.11 Hikel points out the contradictions between the concept of a 
customer of a private enterprise firm, and the concept of a citizen with 
rights vis-à-vis a government department. The committee notes that 
these contradictions intensify when the primary relationship of the citi-
zen to the department in question is one of duties (such as the duties of a 
taxpayer) rather than of rights. 

16.12 As Hikel explains, great problems arise in transferring the ideal 
of customer service to the public sector. In most public sector areas, 
there neither is nor can there be a true equivalent to such fundamentals 
of customer relations as ‘satisfaction or your money back’ or ‘the cus-
tomer is always right’. In the private sector, true customers are always 
individuals, but in the public sector, governments must deal with people 
as categories, according to the stipulations of the law. 

16.13 Private sector concerns make large and continuing investments in 
reading (as Hikel puts it) potential and actual customers, and then re-
designing their products to make them more appealing. The ability of 

263 Available at http://www.kpmg.ca/centre/vl/cg_view.htm, originally published in the KPMG periodi-
cal Executive’s Digest. See also Will Hutton, The State We’re In, Vintage, 1996. 
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public sector organisations to conduct the same exercise is severely con-
strained, because major modifications of operating systems require 
changes in policy, regulations, or legislation. Hikel explains:  

No one doubts the need for governments to improve service 
delivery. But the central trouble with this ‘citizen as cus-
tomer’ image is that it rests on a fundamental misunder-
standing of the present role of government in society. The 
customer image implies that, in effect, governments wish to 
please – much as any private retail business. But this is ob-
viously wrong. At their most fundamental, governments 
exist to use the authority ceded to them by each citizen, to 
establish and enforce rules of conduct. Further, these rules 
are backed – at least in Canada [and we would add New 
Zealand] – by a more or less exclusive monopoly on the use 
of armed force and other sanctions. 

To equate the concepts of ‘citizen’ and ‘customer’, is 
to both diminish and misunderstand the obligations of citi-
zenship and the role of government. 

Many government ‘consumers’ come to be across the 
counter from public servants because they are compelled by 
laws, backed by the threat of retribution. For example, they 
are required to obtain a license before driving, register any 
motor vehicle they own, and pay a variety of related taxes. 
Failure to comply with these laws can result in legal pun-
ishment. This compulsion exists because citizens have 
permanent obligations. Customers shop in a more or less 
free market. Citizens do not. Few of our relationships with 
government are purely voluntary, contrary to the norm be-
tween consumers and private sector services. …. 

[M]any public servants do not in any sense serve 
‘customers.’ Standing before a … Customs Inspector, you 
are in no sense a customer. The purpose of the encounter is 
to ensure that you are paying tax or duties on any taxable 
items being brought into the country. Government is not a 
business. It may go bankrupt, but it won’t hold a fire sale, 
cancel the lease, take down the sign, and shove off for Palm 
Springs.  

Government claims of concern for ‘clients’ often aren’t 
credible because, as long as their mandate lasts, we cannot 
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withhold our patronage. Customers by definition have no 
permanent obligations – except to pay for what they wish to 
use or own. Satisfying them is the key because otherwise 
their business is lost. Mostly, as a recent study has shown, 
customers don’t complain; they go elsewhere. But in much 
of our dealings with government, we cannot go to another 
provider. …. 

There is, in short, a severe limit on the use of the cus-
tomer model to define the actual nature of the relationship 
between government and citizen. ‘Customer’ is an incom-
plete, faulty and essentially deceptive description of the 
typical transaction between governed and government. 

16.14 Hikel’s article concludes: 

Eventually the preferences of citizens as individual ‘cus-
tomers’ coming to government for services will clash with 
routinized and authorized responses, sanctioned by Parlia-
ment, Legislature or Council. How far can the public sector 
go using customer preference data to reform delivery sys-
tems, without running into constitutional issues about the 
relative importance of satisfying individuals, as against 
compliance with collective norms and rules set by legisla-
tion? The answer is that no one knows because no one has 
yet taken the notion of customer service far enough to find 
out. 

The ‘customer needs’ model in action 
16.15 Hikel’s article is not wholly pessimistic. He allows that if gov-
ernments are able to bring the customer paradigm into their delivery of 
services, citizens’ satisfaction with the government certainly should im-
prove. He points out, however, that in order to make this change effec-
tive, major institutional changes are required within government depart-
ments. Depending on their functions, some departments are better placed 
to make these changes than others. For example, a postal service can 
more readily adapt to the customer mode than a tax department. The list 
below of necessary changes adapts and paraphrases Hikel’s article: 

Real customer service needs local autonomy, shorter deci-
sion lines, and reorganized delivery units set up for the 
convenience of customers, if necessary with changed hours 
of operation and office lay-out. 
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Better backup to support the front line.  

Good monitoring to enforce service standards.  

Quicker response times to resolve issues.  

Direct supervision of those dealing with customers.  

Better training by people who know something about serv-
ice.  

Local budgets and some autonomy in spending them. 

Rewards/compensation for those who are the better service 
providers. 

All of which will ordinarily entail major departmental reor-
ganisation and reconceptualising of the department’s rela-
tionship with citizens. 

16.16 It is fair to say that following its Organisational Review in 1994, 
the New Zealand Inland Revenue Department has adopted, at least in 
part, most of this list. However, there are several sticking points. First, 
the department’s duty is to collect tax that is lawfully owing. Rewarding 
officials for being effective tax collectors is not an unreasonable pro-
posal, but could taxpayers be persuaded to see such rewards as ‘compen-
sation for those who are the better service providers’? Secondly, the de-
partment is subject to budgetary constraints that are imposed on the civil 
service as a whole, which limit scope for local budgetary autonomy. The 
committee considers these constraints later in this report.264 

16.17 Thirdly, as Hikel points out, the whole customer needs paradigm 
makes sense only when there really are customers, that is, people who 
themselves can initiate a request for some service, perhaps pay a fee, are 
able to express some judgment over the quality of what they receive and 
exercise some action if they do not like it. It is true that within the op-
erations of the Inland Revenue Department there are a number of situa-
tions that, taken in isolation, exhibit some or, at a stretch, all of these 
features. But they are hardly endemic to the role of a tax collecting 
agency. Although retailers can hope that their customers will be com-
pletely satisfied, this complete satisfaction is an improbable state of 
mind for a taxpayer. 

264 See chapter 18 
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The committee’s concern 
16.18 The committee’s major concern with the customer needs model 
is that the Inland Revenue Department’s excellent intentions could re-
bound. Indeed, in the absence of something in the nature of market re-
search we cannot know whether taxpayers’ reactions are favourable or 
unfavourable. 

16.19 The inherent contradictions between the status of customer and 
the status of taxpayer are unlikely to be lost on taxpayers. In claiming to 
treat taxpayers as customers, tax inspectors risk encouraging expecta-
tions that cannot be fulfilled. They risk seeming to be insincere. Who 
would not look sideways at a ‘provider of customer needs’ who points 
out that if taxes are not paid by the due date, there is an automatic pen-
alty, followed by non-negotiable interest, no matter how politely and 
sympathetically this message is communicated? 

16.20 The committee cannot emphasise too strongly that it sees great 
merit in the department’s efforts to minimise taxpayer compliance costs, 
to eliminate as much frustration and unpleasantness as possible from the 
experience of being a taxpayer, to make telephoning for information 
easier and more rewarding, to train front-line officers so that they can 
increasingly operate as one-stop suppliers of information, and so on. 
What the committee does question is the merit of using the terms ‘cus-
tomer’ and ‘needs’ to refer to a process that is ultimately coercive. A 
velvet glove on an iron hand is commendable, but calling the iron hand 
by another name is not so clearly a good idea. 

16.21 Among Inland Revenue staff, too, the customer needs model 
could lead to an uncertainty of role. How can an official deal firmly with 
a taxpayer who is reluctant to pay tax or to disclose relevant information 
while at the same time trying to satisfy the ‘needs’ of that taxpayer as a 
‘customer’? 

16.22 For both taxpayers and Inland Revenue staff, is it desirable or 
possible to achieve the improvements of relationships and methods of 
working that the department seeks without using the term ‘customer’? 
Intuitively, the answer should be yes. At least theoretically, it is possible 
to treat the taxpaying public with care and solicitude without calling 
them customers, useful shorthand though the word may be. 

16.23 The logical consequence of the committee’s concerns is to rec-
ommend that the department discontinue the use of ‘customer’ to mean 
‘taxpayer’. However, the committee is not sufficiently informed to make 
that recommendation. As mentioned, no marketing-like studies have 
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been done among either taxpayers or Inland Revenue staff to identify 
and evaluate the merits and demerits of the customer needs model. Ac-
cordingly, the committee recommends that thorough surveys should 
take place, to determine whether the department should continue to use 
the model and, if so, whether any measures are necessary to deal with 
the contradictions between the roles of taxpayer and customer that the 
committee has identified. 

INLAND REVENUE DEPARTMENT MOTTO 
‘It’s our job to be fair’ 
16.24 Some years ago, the Inland Revenue Department adopted the 
motto ‘It’s our job to be fair’. On the face of it the motto is unexception-
able. In practice, it creates difficulties. The problem is that the motto is 
inevitably understood differently by two groups of people: on the one 
hand lawyers and officials who act under the law, and on the other hand 
taxpayers in general. 

16.25 To a lawyer, the motto means: ‘The department must observe 
and enforce the law, and must not allow personal or other non-legal con-
siderations to interfere.’ The committee agrees with this point of view. 
Many people, on the other hand, would take the motto to mean some-
thing else. Although they might not formulate it in this way, they would 
take the motto to mean that if the result of applying the Income Tax Act 
is to impose a burden on a taxpayer that appears to be harsh from the 
viewpoint of a bystander (or, possibly, even from the subjective view-
point of the taxpayer in question), then it is the job of the department to 
reduce that burden. 

16.26 This conception of the task of the Inland Revenue Department is 
incorrect. Moreover, it should never be correct. The general principle 
that government administration should operate according to the rule of 
law is nowhere more important than in the tax system. The Commis-
sioner’s discretion to make allowances for hardship is appropriately lim-
ited. It is true that the rigidities of tax law lead to complaints, but these 
complaints are nothing to the dissatisfaction and disaffection that would 
be the result of a flexible system with discretionary adjustments accord-
ing to taxpayers’ personal circumstances. 

Reason for misconception 
16.27 Taxpayers’ misconception of the meaning of ‘it’s our job to be 
fair’ is an example of a common error that comes about from mixing the 
relative certainty of legal norms with the subjective flexibility that is 
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characteristic of people’s attitudes to morality. Law is heavily influenced 
by morality, but non-lawyers often fail to appreciate that while both are 
normative systems they are separate normative systems. The leading 
American jurist, Richard A Posner, explained the problem in his Oliver 
Wendell Holmes Lectures in 1997. Judge Posner said: 

A potent source of confusion is the law’s frequent borrow-
ing of moral terminology, of such terms as ‘fair’ and ‘un-
just’ and ‘inequitable’ and ‘unconscionable,’ a borrowing 
that reflects in part the ecclesiastical origins of the equity 
jurisdiction, and that [misleads people] into believing that 
law is suffused with moral theory. Holmes warned long ago 
of the pitfalls of misunderstanding law by taking its moral 
vocabulary too seriously; it is the major theme of his great 
essay The Path of the Law.265 ... The law uses moral terms 
in part because of its origins, in part to be impressive, in 
part to speak a language that the laity, to whom the com-
mands of law are addressed, is more likely to understand – 
and in part, I admit, because there is considerable overlap 
between law and morality.266 

16.28 Posner’s remarks are addressed to lawyers who are trying to 
grapple with the vexed question of the degree to which law embodies 
morality. But at least that debate takes place, as it were, within the pa-
rameters of law as a discipline. The New Zealand Inland Revenue motto, 
‘It’s our job to be fair,’ gives rise to a much more frustrating discussion, 
where the participants cannot even engage one another in a sensible 
dialogue, because officials must speak of legal duties while taxpayers 
understandably believe that the motto shifts the dialectic into some over-
arching realm of fairness. To a lay person, the motto brings into play a 
whole matrix (albeit an ill-defined matrix) of norms that are not neces-
sarily legal at all. 

16.29 In practice, as the officials advised the committee, ‘it’s our job to 
be fair’ is often a focus of taxpayer complaint. How, taxpayers ask, is the 
department acting fairly when the application of the law to their circum-
stances is so manifestly unfair? People use the motto to give complaints 
a legitimacy that is spurious. The situation is further inflamed because 

265 (1897) 19 Harvard Law Review 447 at 457-464 
266 Posner R A, ‘The Problematics of Moral and Legal Theory’ (1998) 111 Harvard Law Review 1637 at 

1695 
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complainants are ignorant of this spuriousness. As Posner reminds us, 
Holmes warned 100 years ago against lawyers taking the moral vocabu-
lary of law too seriously. How much more seriously does the aggrieved 
non-lawyer taxpayer take the moral vocabulary of the Inland Revenue 
motto. 

Conclusion on the motto 
16.30 Having inherited ‘it’s our job to be fair,’ the Commissioner is in 
a cleft stick. Although the motto misleads taxpayers and although it is 
more apt to inflame than to satisfy complainants, the department can 
hardly be criticised for adhering to it. This kind of motto is much easier 
to adopt than to abandon. It is for this reason that the committee has ex-
plained the motto’s logical and philosophical problems at some length. 

16.31 The committee emphasises that the motto is simply not appropri-
ate for a tax department that has the task of applying the law. This inap-
propriateness cannot be remedied by operational adjustments here or 
there. It is dangerous to encourage officials to take the motto more seri-
ously, in case they interpret the encouragement as licence to exercise 
unauthorised discretions. It is impractical and would no doubt be coun-
ter-productive to try to explain to disgruntled taxpayers the true jurispru-
dential meaning of ‘it’s our job to be fair’ in the context of a modern 
government that is administered according to the rule of law. The only 
solution, albeit a difficult one, is to abandon the motto. The committee 
so recommends. If consideration is given to adopting a replacement 
motto, the committee recommends that it should be tested carefully, not 
only by research to discover taxpayers’ reactions, but also by measuring 
the motto against the legal and administrative duties of the Inland Reve-
nue Department. 

ATTITUDE-FORMING MEDIA CAMPAIGNS 
16.32 A number of New Zealand government agencies engage exten-
sively in media campaigns that are designed to influence the behaviour 
of citizens. Campaigns against dangerous driving and the misuse of 
drugs come to mind. The Accident Rehabilitation and Compensation In-
surance Corporation runs safety campaigns on a lesser scale. The com-
mittee raised with officials the question of whether such campaigns 
would be useful for the Inland Revenue Department. 

16.33 The department already conducts some campaigning, notably to 
encourage people to file their returns and to pay due tax on significant 
dates. However, the committee had in mind deeper campaigns designed 
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to encourage overall taxpayer compliance and to engender a sense of 
responsibility and duty when it comes to paying taxes. 

16.34 The committee understands that the department has done pre-
liminary work in this area, but has not yet made a decision whether atti-
tude-forming campaigns in the tax area are a good idea. One difficulty is 
that promoting positive attitudes by this kind of campaigning is a rela-
tively difficult exercise, with the risk that even a well-planned campaign 
can inadvertently intensify existing negative attitudes. 

16.35 Officials advise that the department is at present collating infor-
mation about attitude-forming media campaigns from other tax admin-
istrations, and is finding what it can from other New Zealand government 
agencies about their knowledge and experience in the area. In due 
course, the department will decide whether to embark on this activity. 

16.36 The committee endorses the department’s decision to investigate 
the possibility of attitude-forming campaigns, and believes that the de-
partment is correct to approach the idea cautiously. However, the com-
mittee recommends that the department should make progress in the 
area more rapidly than is currently proposed. If attitude-forming cam-
paigns prove to be feasible, even minor changes in taxpayer attitudes and 
behaviour could have significant impacts on tax collections and on the 
department’s workload, impacts that will be increasingly important with 
New Zealand’s move to self-assessment. Secondly, the committee re-
commends that the department obtain consultants’ advice. Attitude for-
mation is a difficult art, and one would not expect the necessary know-
ledge or experience to reside permanently within the government sector. 
It is a task where engaging consultants is not only justifiable but advis-
able. 

RESPONSE TO PUBLICITY 
16.37 During the term of the committee, several cases arose involving 
complaints about the Inland Revenue Department that received extensive 
media coverage. Much of this media coverage tended to be highly criti-
cal of the department and presented only one side’s view because the 
secrecy requirements in the Tax Administration Act 1994 place con-
straints on the department responding publicly. 
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16.38 If the Commissioner cannot respond publicly in cases where the 
taxpayer goes to the media with complaints about the department, the 
public perception of what occurred in the particular case may not neces-
sarily be correct.267 It seemed to be a common feature in these highly 
publicised cases that they were initiated by the taxpayer going to the me-
dia with complaints about the department. 

16.39 Highly publicised complaints about the department which are not 
in fact correct can adversely impact upon the integrity of the tax system, 
because public perceptions play an important role in maintaining the in-
tegrity of the tax system. To allow unfounded allegations to go without 
response could adversely affect taxpayers’ perceptions about the tax 
system, and thereby undermine the system’s integrity. 

16.40 The committee considers that the Commissioner should be enti-
tled to respond publicly in serious cases when publicity threatens the in-
tegrity of the tax system in terms of section 6 of the Tax Administration 
Act 1994, which requires that the best endeavours of the Commissioner 
must be used to protect that integrity. Importantly in this regard, this 
concept includes taxpayers’ perceptions of that integrity. Section 6 
should allow the administration exception in the secrecy provisions in 
section 81(1) of the Tax Administration Act 1994 to apply, because ‘car-
rying into effect the Inland Revenue Acts’, which is the formulation of 
the administration exception in section 81(1), should include the Com-
missioner protecting the integrity of the tax system under section 6 of the 
Tax Administration Act 1994. Obviously, any decision of the Commis-
sioner to respond publicly requires a careful balancing of the need to 
protect the integrity of the tax system against unfounded allegations, and 
maintaining confidentiality of taxpayers’ affairs, an important value in 
New Zealand’s tax system, and one included in the definition of the in-
tegrity of the tax system in section 6(2) of the Tax Administration Act 
1994. 

267 The main secrecy provision is contained in section 81(1), Tax Administration Act 1994 which im-
poses an obligation on officers of the department (including former officers) to maintain and aid in 
the secrecy of all matters which come to their knowledge relating to the Inland Revenue Acts (and 
certain other Acts). Section 81(3) gives officers of the department immunity from having to disclose 
in any judicial proceedings any matters that come to their notice in the performance of their duties. 
Section 81(1) and (3) are subject to what is commonly termed the ‘administration exception’, which 
allows disclosure by officers of the department when it is necessary for the purpose of carrying into 
effect the Inland Revenue Acts (and certain other Acts). 
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16.41 The committee recommends that section 81(1) of the Tax Ad-
ministration Act 1994 should be amended to clarify that the administra-
tion exception in that provision permits the Commissioner to disclose 
taxpayer affairs for the purpose of responding to publicity about the de-
partment’s activities when the Commissioner considers in good faith that 
such disclosure is necessary to safeguard the integrity of the tax system. 
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Introduction 
17.1 Part VA of the Tax Administration Act 1994268 provides for the 
Commissioner to issue binding rulings. There are three types of binding 
rulings, namely public rulings,269 private rulings270 and product rulings.271 
Each states how the Commissioner considers that a taxation law applies 
in relation to a particular ‘arrangement’ or (in the case of product rul-
ings) type of ‘arrangement’. 

17.2 A public ruling binds the Commissioner to assess in accordance 
with its terms if the ruling reflects a taxpayer’s circumstances and the 
taxpayer applies the taxation law in the way stated in the ruling. Simi-
larly, a private ruling binds the Commissioner to assess a taxpayer in 
accordance with the terms of the ruling if that ruling is strictly applicable 
and the taxpayer applies the taxation law in the way stated in the ruling. 
The same is true for product rulings, where the Commissioner is required 
to follow the ruling if it applies in a particular taxpayer’s circumstances 
and that taxpayer adopts the approach set out in the ruling. 

268 Sections 91A to 91I 
269 Sections 91D to 91DE 
270 Sections 91E to 91EJ 
271 Sections 91F to 91FJ 
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17.3 Public rulings are published by the Commissioner, and are freely 
available. Private rulings are confidential between applicants and the de-
partment. Product rulings are confidential until they are issued, but the 
legislation then requires the Commissioner to notify the making of a 
product ruling in the Gazette and to make a copy of the ruling available 
to anyone who may request it. 

17.4 Because the system of binding rulings is limited to ruling upon 
‘arrangements’, and because many of the topics upon which clarification 
is sought are broader or raise factual variations, the department fre-
quently issues other public statements which are not formally binding 
rulings. Usually these are described as ‘interpretation statements’, al-
though where they cover a general area of taxation or related law they 
may be termed  ‘interpretation guidelines’. These are not formally bind-
ing on the Commissioner, but they will generally be followed adminis-
tratively. The processes for research, analysis and consultation adopted 
for interpretation statements and interpretation guidelines are identical to 
those followed for public binding rulings. Over and above the rulings, 
statements, and guidelines mentioned so far, the Inland Revenue Opera-
tions business group produces ‘standard practice statements’, which are 
public statements regarding the administrative practices of the depart-
ment or exercises of particular discretions vested in the Commissioner. 
The committee did not have time to review standard practice statements 
as to quality or coverage. 

17.5 When the Rulings unit begins work on any ruling, three people 
are identified in relation to the project – the analyst (who is the principal 
researcher and author for the project), the manager (whose role is to as-
sist the analyst and provide guidance throughout the research and analy-
sis), and the sign-off (whose function is to challenge and be satisfied as 
to the robustness of the technical reasoning and logic contained in the 
background issues report). A directions meeting is held at the beginning 
of a project to identify issues, suggest relevant research sources and 
(when required by the legislation) to set recommended timeframes and 
fee estimates. Subsequent meetings will be held between the three offi-
cials during the project. Before a ruling or statement is produced, a de-
tailed issues report will be prepared by the analyst. The process provides 
for conclusions to be agreed by the manager and approved by the sign-
off. In some projects where specialised issues arise, an additional mem-
ber of the Adjudication and Rulings business group may be nominated as 
‘adviser’ in relation to the project where he or she has relevant expertise 
or background. 
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17.6 All public rulings, interpretation statements and interpretation 
guidelines are subject to an extensive consultation process, both within 
and outside the department. (Consultation includes circulation to profes-
sional bodies and industry groups, advertising the drafts for comment in 
the Tax Information Bulletin and placing a copy on the department’s 
website.) 

17.7 Upon receipt of a private or product ruling application, copies of 
the application are automatically forwarded to the Policy Advice Divi-
sion of the Inland Revenue Department and to the Operations segment 
that is responsible for the particular applicant. In that event, a summary 
memorandum is prepared in order to seek relevant input from other 
analysts within Adjudication and Rulings. A copy of the memorandum 
also goes to the Policy Advice Division and to National Operations Pol-
icy. Before an issues report is completed in relation to any private or 
product ruling, the analyst is required to provide an opportunity for both 
Policy Advice Division and the relevant Operations segment to provide 
comments and/or technical submissions concerning the matters raised in 
the application. The ultimate decision on the ruling application, however, 
rests with the Rulings unit, which attempts to apply an objective inter-
pretational approach, rather than a policy-based or revenue protective 
one, in reaching its conclusions. 

17.8 At the conclusion of every rulings project, the file goes through a 
post-issue review process, where it is checked by a different person 
within Adjudication and Rulings to ensure that relevant processes have 
been correctly followed and that the conclusions and recommendations 
are appropriately analysed and sustainable. 

17.9 The committee considered two aspects of rulings that are issued 
by the Inland Revenue Department: quality, and the relationship between 
rulings and policy making.  

Quality of private binding rulings 
17.10 Most binding rulings are private. By section 91EH(2) of the Tax 
Administration Act 1994 the Commissioner notifies the existence of a 
private ruling by sending a copy to the applicant. This is the only notifi-
cation. There is no publicity unless the applicant chooses, which rarely if 
ever happens. 

17.11 Before part VA of the Tax Administration Act 1994 established 
binding rulings in 1995 there was a lively debate about whether private 
rulings should be confidential, or whether they should be disclosed, 
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though rendered anonymous if the applicant wished. The principal ar-
gument for disclosure is that binding rulings are in a sense delegated 
legislation, and, being akin to law in a manner similar to court judg-
ments, they should not be secret. Against disclosure it was argued that 
the contents of a ruling would be likely to identify the taxpayer involved, 
and that rendering rulings anonymous would not be enough to protect 
taxpayer identity in New Zealand’s relatively small marketplace. 

17.12 The second argument won the day. One result is that, probably, 
more private rulings are issued than might otherwise have been the case. 
Since 1995 the numbers of private rulings issued are: 1995, 168; 1996, 
176; 1997, 302; 1998, until 6 October, 153. The committee has no reser-
vations about this result. The certainty offered by the rulings process is a 
good thing, and, since applicants pay a full price for the work involved 
in issuing rulings, there is no reason to limit numbers. 

Quality control and utility of the rulings process 
17.13 A second result that is less immediately obvious is that there is 
no quality control of rulings that is external to the Inland Revenue De-
partment. Such an absence of quality control is unusual in respect of law. 
Legislation, court judgments, and public interpretation statements of the 
Commissioner are all subject to scrutiny by members of the public who 
are affected and by their advisers. Legislation and interpretation state-
ments are also likely to be scrutinised by the courts, as are judgments, in 
the context of appeals and later cases. 

17.14 As will be understood by the last paragraph, the quality control 
that the legal process ordinarily applies to law is informal and sporadic, 
but it is nonetheless real. For example, the statute book is replete with 
rules that have been amended and improved after the courts found 
something wanting in their earlier form. 

17.15 As a matter of principle, the committee is concerned that, exter-
nal to the Inland Revenue Department, there is no control over private 
binding rulings by way of independent scrutiny of this growing body of 
quasi-law. The department strives to overcome this problem by ensuring 
that rulings are checked at several levels of seniority before they are is-
sued. 

17.16 Counterbalancing this lack of external quality control of rulings 
is the consideration that the ruling process has a very useful role in the 
administration of the tax system. Through people applying for rulings, 
the Commissioner receives early notice of business and tax planning 
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structures. The rulings process can therefore give the Commissioner no-
tice of matters that he could draw to Parliament’s attention if legislative 
countermeasures are needed. 

Conclusion as to private rulings 
17.17 The department is aware of the importance of maintaining the 
highest of standards in the operation of the rulings process. It tries to en-
sure that Rulings unit staff are of very high calibre. Moreover, every six 
months the department estimates for the Minister of Revenue the amount 
of tax that is at risk because of rulings that have been issued (that is, tax 
that will erroneously be foregone should it turn out that one or more 
rulings are wrong). 

17.18 The committee considered whether private rulings should be re-
quired to be published in an anonymous form. This step would have the 
merit of permitting public scrutiny of rulings and of allowing public ac-
cess to a growing body of quasi law. But it would result in fewer rulings. 
On balance, the committee decided that the advantages of the rulings 
process (certainty for the taxpayer and intelligence for the Commis-
sioner) outweigh the advantages of publication. The committee therefore 
does not recommend a change. 

Interpretation statements, interpretation guidelines, and public rulings 
17.19 From time to time, the Commissioner issues statements that, in 
contrast to private rulings, are for the guidance of taxpayers in general. 
In chapter 6 of this report, beginning at para 6.54 the committee consid-
ers several of such statements that concern tax avoidance and related 
matters.  

Rulings and principles of tax policy formation 
17.20 In principle, tax policy should be driven by economic policy, not 
by legal policy. When Parliament translates economic policy into law by 
passing tax legislation, the legislation becomes the vehicle for carrying 
economic policy into effect. Legal rules or principles cannot tell us what 
tax law should try to achieve: that is a matter of economic policy and of 
government objectives. Nevertheless, drafters of tax legislation must 
take general legal rules and principles into account in the drafting pro-
cess, because these rules and principles influence the way in which statu-
tory law is interpreted and takes effect. 

17.21 Broadly speaking, New Zealand’s tax policy formation and exe-
cution take account of the factors that are explained in the last paragraph. 
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The government’s generic tax policy process starts with asking what is 
to be achieved from an economic point of view, and finishes with tax 
law that is enacted to put that objective into effect. Along the way, the 
policy is tested from both economic and legal points of view within both 
the Treasury and the Inland Revenue Department, and by consultation 
with the public and with professional groups. 

17.22 The processes of composing and issuing private rulings and 
product rulings do not observe these principles. Private and product rul-
ings are composed within the Rulings unit of the Inland Revenue De-
partment. Like courts, the unit’s brief is to issue rulings that state the 
current law, not to consider whether the unit’s view of the law promotes 
or frustrates fiscal policy. That is, the unit starts by treating law as a base 
of accepted correct principle, whether the law is found in statute or in 
judicial decisions. In contrast, tax policy formation, and in particular 
New Zealand’s generic tax policy process, start one stage earlier, by 
looking at economic principle. 

17.23 Where the law (or the unit’s interpretation of the law) correctly 
states economic policy, there is no cause for concern: that is, whether 
new law is created by general legislation or by a binding ruling the result 
is what Parliament would have laid down had Parliament thought about 
the matter. 

17.24 On the other hand, where the law as interpreted by the Rulings 
unit does not reflect economic principle (either economic principle that 
Parliament has considered, or principle that Parliament would support if 
it considered the matter) the ruling that is issued may well be contrary to 
good tax policy. This matter is not one to be laid against the door of the 
Rulings unit. Its task is not to make policy but to work out the law and to 
state that law in rulings. Indeed, the unit would be acting unlawfully if it 
issued rulings according to economic policy rather than according to 
law. 

17.25 The situation described in the last paragraph, of having binding 
rulings that may be contrary to good tax policy when the policy is meas-
ured according to economic principle, carries a cost. In deciding to adopt 
procedures for issuing binding rulings, New Zealand has decided to bear 
this cost. The benefit is that binding rulings can give taxpayers certainty 
about the fiscal consequences of their transactions. On an individual tax-
payer basis, that certainty is worth having, and in many cases the cost to 
society will not be great, or there may be doubt whether there is any cost. 
For example, in some cases it would be hard to decide whether rulings 
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that draw the line between capital and income are right or wrong from an 
economic point of view, because the very distinction between capital 
items and revenue items, which is fundamental to New Zealand income 
tax law, often makes little sense when it is examined in the light of eco-
nomic principle. For the reasons just described, one can justify the idea 
of binding rulings. So long as rulings are issued to taxpayers on an indi-
vidual basis, benefits appear to outweigh costs. 

17.26 The considerations just described do not apply to public rulings. 
Public rulings are much closer to ordinary delegated legislation than are 
private rulings: anyone who wishes may take advantage of a public rul-
ing. Government policy makers have recognised this implication of pub-
lic rulings. For this reason, among others, section 91D of the Tax Ad-
ministration Act 1994 provides that it is discretionary rather than com-
pulsory whether the Commissioner issues public rulings. Secondly, the 
Commissioner has adopted the practice of notifying proposed public 
rulings to the Treasury (as well as other parties) before issue, which 
permits consideration of whether any change to the law is required. The 
committee endorses both measures. 

17.27 When it comes to product rulings, there is a seeming weakness in 
the system. By section 91F (1) it is not in terms compulsory for the 
Commissioner to make product rulings. Although in drafting terms that 
sits uncomfortably with an apparently unfettered discretion in section 
91F (1), section 91F (3) may limit the Commissioner’s power to decline 
applications to the fairly limited circumstances set out there. More im-
portantly, there is no provision for proposed product rulings to be ex-
amined for consistency with fiscal policy. Despite this lacuna, a product 
ruling, or a series of product rulings, can have an effect similar to public 
rulings. 

The passive fund rulings 
17.28 A good example is the series of product rulings issued between 
1996 and 1998 that relate to passively managed investment funds. These 
rulings state that capital gains derived by passive funds are exempt from 
tax. To understand the importance of these rulings it is necessary to have 
some knowledge of their context. 
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17.29 The context of the 1996 to 1998 rulings starts with Californian 
Copper Syndicate Ltd & Reduced v Harris.272  Californian Copper in-
volved the boundary between capital gains and income profits. It dealt 
with the tax consequences of the sale of assets that for most people are 
classified as being on capital account. At the risk of over-simplification, 
the case held that when a taxpayer’s business involves selling such as-
sets, even if only once, then profits that the taxpayer derives are taxable 
as income. 

17.30 Throughout this century, the Californian Copper principle has 
had a steadily increasing impact on the finance sector. Progressively, 
courts have decided that the principle applies to the profits from in-
creasing numbers of transactions. In the present context, the Australian 
High Court case of London Australia Investment Co Ltd v FCT273 was a 
watershed. Again at the risk of over-simplification, that case held that, in 
general, profits that investment companies make when they realise in-
vestments in order to buy other investments are taxable as income. This 
is so even though such profits would ordinarily not be income for people 
who happen to be, as individuals, shareholders in investment companies, 
if these individual shareholders had directly bought and later sold the 
same investments. That is, the taxable status of certain transactions 
changes from capital to revenue if people undertake these transactions 
via investment companies. For present purposes, mutual funds and in-
vestment unit trusts are in the same position as investment companies. 

Product rulings in respect of passive funds 
17.31 The 1996 to 1998 rulings that are the subject of this part of the 
committee’s report hold that passive funds that simply track the stock 
market, or a fraction of it, are not affected by the Californian Copper 
principle. The fundamental approach of these funds is that they hold 
shares in, say, companies listed on the New Zealand stock exchange in 
proportion to the respective market capitalisation of those companies. 
For example, if company A’s capitalisation represents four per cent of 
the capitalisation of all listed companies, a passive fund that covers the 
whole sharemarket will ensure that four per cent of its funds are invested 
in company A. Typically, passive funds invest in only part of the market, 
say the leading 20 or 40 companies. 

272 5 TC 159, Court of Session 
273 138 CLR 106 
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17.32 As the relative capitalisation of listed companies changes, so 
does the portfolio of a passive fund. If the shares of company B go down 
in value relative to the value of shares in other companies, a passive fund 
sells some of its shares in company B and buys shares in the appropriate 
proportions in other listed companies. 

17.33 The 1996 to 1998 rulings protect the fund from paying tax on 
any gain in the value of company B shares that it may realise in the 
course of this transaction. This result contrasts with the position of an 
ordinary fund that manages its investments actively and that, say, quits 
shares in company B because it calculates that they are overvalued or 
because the dividend yield is too low, or for any of the other reasons that 
might cause a fund manager to change an investment. For ordinary 
funds, the Californian Copper principle as understood nowadays says 
that gains on the sale of company B shares are taxable as income. 

Implications of passive fund product rulings 
17.34 For New Zealand investors nowadays the contrast is between the 
tax positions of passive funds and active funds. A second contrast is 
between cases where the Californian Copper principle operates and 
cases where it does not operate. The outcomes of those contrasts include: 

Generally, if funds take care over their investments, they suffer a 
harsher tax regime than funds that follow the market automati-
cally. 
Passive funds cannot act to protect their investors by quitting 
even the most unpromising of stocks, for fear of rendering them-
selves liable to tax on all profits derived on investment switches. 
Generally, the bigger and more diversified an investment portfo-
lio, no matter who holds it, the more chance there is that the 
Californian Copper principle applies. 
The fiscal advantages of passive funds have resulted in a major 
shift of New Zealand investment patterns to the benefit of these 
funds. In fact, one investment adviser, argues that these fiscal 
advantages are so significant that it is unethical except in rare 
circumstances for advisers to recommend actively managed in-
vestment funds to New Zealand taxpayers.274 

274 Sunday Star-Times, Auckland 18 October 1998, page E2 
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17.35 The 1996 to 1998 rulings are not the only cause of the shift to 
passive funds on the New Zealand stockmarket. Another factor is inves-
tors’ increasing disillusionment with the performance of actively man-
aged funds. In recent years, the press has published survey after survey 
to show that when management fees are taken into account (and some-
times even when they are not) the performance of actively managed 
funds over time often does not even match the market. The committee is 
advised that throughout the world there is a trend for investors to move 
from active to passive funds. 

17.36 The impact of this trend in New Zealand more or less coincided 
with the 1996 to 1998 rulings. As a result, it is not possible to disentan-
gle the effects on the New Zealand stock market of these two separate 
influences. Be that as it may, there can be little doubt that the rulings had 
a very significant impact, not only on investment advisers but also on 
investors. Until the rulings were issued, passive funds hardly existed in 
New Zealand. The following table shows the increase in investment in 
New Zealand passive funds since the 1996 to 1998 rulings. 

TABLE 9: RETAIL INVESTMENTS IN NEW ZEALAND PASSIVE FUNDS 

Asset class September 1996 
($NZ million) 

March 1998 
($NZ million) 

NZ equities 38.45* 157.62 
International and Australian diversified 0 133.69 
All retail funds 38.45* 291.31 

For comparison: 
NZSE top 40 index 

 
2192.70 

 
2289.29 

* all in the New Zealand Stock Exchange TeNZ fund established in June 1996 

Policy and the passive fund rulings 
17.37 Some people have reservations about the way in which the Cali-
fornian Copper principle is applied to actively and passively managed 
funds, and whether nowadays that application is correct in law. How-
ever, these reservations may be put to one side. The more important is-
sue concerns the fiscal effect of the 1996 to 1998 product rulings. They 
have had a major effect on the managed fund industry. On the face of it, 
the effect may be detrimental, in that the rulings encourage people to 
invest via vehicles that calculatedly do not manage investments for the 
best yield, if one ignores tax considerations. On the other hand, the over-
all effect of the passive fund rulings may be beneficial to the economy. 
That is so if managed funds in general are indeed an inefficient invest-
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ment vehicle, as some disillusioned investors suspect. In the present 
context, however, the important consideration is that the factors that 
caused the change are questionable, in that one factor with at least some 
responsibility was an announced change in tax treatment of investments. 

17.38 For some years, New Zealanders have become increasingly 
aware that it is bad policy for the tax system to drive business and in-
vestment decisions. This thought is fundamental to many of the tax re-
forms that have occurred since the mid-1980s. Elsewhere in this report 
the committee has noted its concern that, despite policy makers’ best ef-
forts, some lack of neutrality remains within the tax system.275 But, at 
least, to the extent that there is a lack of neutrality, this position is ordi-
narily a function of the Income Tax Act.  

17.39 To have product rulings on income tax law contributing in a 
major way to the structure of New Zealand’s investment market is ques-
tionable. The present shape of the market may or may not be optimal. 
The government would no doubt reject any suggestion that it should di-
rectly regulate the stock exchange in a manner that promotes one in-
vestment vehicle at the expense of others. Nevertheless it is achieving 
the same result indirectly by tax legislation. 

17.40 The committee endorses the current rulings process. It recom-
mends that the issuing of product rulings should clearly be discretionary, 
as is already the case with public rulings. In exercising its discretion to 
issue public and product rulings the policy implications of such rulings 
should be taken into account. 

275 See chapter 1 
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Introduction 
18.1 The Commissioner of Inland Revenue exercises independent 
statutory functions under the revenue Acts. Thus the Inland Revenue 
Department’s existence could be said to spring from those Acts. The In-
land Revenue Department is, in fact, a department of state. The Commis-
sioner is its Chief Executive under the State Sector Act 1988. 

18.2 Funding of the department’s operations is, therefore, governed 
by the Public Finance Act 1989. Under that Act, the Minister of Reve-
nue, on behalf of the Crown, purchases outputs from the Commissioner 
in return for sums appropriated by Parliament. These outputs are the 
visible operations of the department: audits, return processing, policy 
advice and so on. 

18.3 The total level of appropriations in Vote: Revenue is set each 
year in the annual Estimates legislation, which also sets out in broad 
terms (referred to as output classes) the outputs to be purchased by the 
Minister. More details of the outputs purchased are set out in the annual 
purchase agreement between the Minister and the Commissioner. This 
agreement sets out, in significant detail, the individual outputs to be sup-
plied and specifies the quantity, quality and timelines of each output. 
The agreement also specifies the amount the Minister will pay for each 
output. 

18.4 This approach finds expression in section 6A of the Tax Admin-
istration Act 1994, where the Commissioner is charged with the duty of 
raising the ‘highest net revenue’ that is practicable under the law, having 
regard to, among other things, the level of resources available to the 
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Commissioner. For a deeper description of the rationale underlying sec-
tion 6A, see the report of the Organisational Review of Inland Reve-
nue.276  

18.5 The committee reviewed the basis for the output class structure 
of the Inland Revenue Department to ascertain whether the current 
structure impinged upon the efficiency of tax administration. In particu-
lar, the committee questioned why departmental outputs were divided by 
functions rather than by customer segments, and whether this classifica-
tion interfered with internal management, which is based on customer 
segments. The functional approach for defining output classes is con-
sistent with the fundamental principles of public sector financial manage-
ment in New Zealand, and with the Public Finance Act 1989 in particu-
lar. 

Provisions of the Public Finance Act 1989 
18.6 Section 4(1) of the Public Finance Act 1989 provides that: 

(1)  No expenditure of public money shall be made other than in 
accordance with an appropriation by an Act of Parliament. 

Section 4(3) requires that a separate appropriation shall be made for each 
class of outputs contained in the Estimates in accordance with section 
9(2A)(c) or section 9(2A)(d) of the Act. 

18.7 Section 9(2A) of the Act provides that the Estimates shall, in re-
lation to each Vote, identify a range of information. For the purposes of 
the current discussion, the most important are: 

(c) Identify, for each class of outputs to be supplied by the de-
partment or Office of Parliament, the proposed costs or ex-
penses to be incurred. 

(e) Include a description of each class of outputs to be pur-
chased by the Crown. 

(f) Identify the link between the classes of outputs to be pur-
chased by the Crown and the Government’s desired out-
comes. 

276 Organisational Review Committee, Report on the Organisational Review of the Inland Revenue 
Department, April 1994. For some details of the review, see appendix 2. 
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(o) Comparative figures for each of the five financial years be-
fore the financial year to which the Estimates relate for total 
expenses incurred in relation to classes of outputs. 

18.8 Section 2 of the Act defines ‘class of outputs’ to mean ‘a group-
ing of similar outputs’ and ‘outputs’ as ‘the goods or services that are 
produced by a department, Crown entity, Office of Parliament, or other 
person or body’. 

18.9 The Public Finance Act 1989 does not go further in terms of pro-
viding a legal basis for defining output classes. The development of the 
principles of public sector financial management was undertaken in the 
reports of the Working Party on Output Definition in 1992. Cabinet sub-
sequently adopted the recommendations of the reports of the Working 
Party on Output Definition. That decision confirmed the basis for the 
functional approach for defining output classes. The functional approach 
for defining output classes was intended to enable effective parliamen-
tary scrutiny while retaining internal management flexibility.  

18.10 An output class structure based on customer segments or busi-
ness lines within a department would require a fundamental reassess-
ment of the principles of public sector financial management over the 
whole public sector. It would also not comply with Cabinet’s decision of 
1992. The committee was advised by Treasury that the government has 
no plans to carry out such a reassessment or a review of the Act. As a 
result, it is not feasible to suggest that Inland Revenue outputs should be 
redefined in terms of its current customer segments: business direct, 
business link, corporates and so on. 

18.11 The definition of output classes277 was predicated on grouping 
similar activities that can be subject to common performance measures, 
in a sensible way from the purchaser’s perspective. The idea was that 
Parliament could then evaluate the purchase of and retain control over 
the specific services being delivered. Output classes which were struc-
tured in this functional-based way would provide a degree of compara-
bility between departments and over time. It was thought a segment-
based structure would contain dissimilar activities, hindering parliamen-
tary scrutiny, and would need to change in line with internal structures, 
losing comparability.  

277 Such as taxpayer information services, taxpayer audit, management of overdue tax and returns. 
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18.12 There can be some tension between effective parliamentary con-
trol and flexibility of management. The priority is the former under a 
Westminster parliamentary system. If departmental managers were to 
have effective decision-making authority for both inputs and outputs, 
then it could be more difficult to hold departments accountable. The 
primary intent of the Public Finance Act 1989 in aggregating outputs by 
nature was to ensure that decision rights as to output mix rested with 
Ministers rather than with managers. The objective is that Parliament 
should make its appropriations on a basis that is transparent and enforce-
able.   

18.13 In principle, flexibility of management is not seriously compro-
mised because departmental managers have flexibility in what inputs 
they purchase and in how they structure their operations. They can also 
regroup outputs within internal accounting systems to create internal re-
porting structures that match their changing business organisation, while 
simultaneously meeting parliamentary scrutiny. Departmental manage-
ment in the public sector is also normally focused at the more detailed 
output level.   

18.14 In practice, the need to seek approval for changing a depart-
ment’s mix of outputs appears to be a constraint on management, albeit 
that there are procedures for urgent approvals when the situation de-
mands an immediate response. 

18.15 Ministers seek appropriation from Parliament to deliver classes 
of outputs. Ministers are responsible to Parliament for the overall per-
formance of departments, but are not involved in day-to-day manage-
ment of their departments. Parliamentary Select committees report to 
Parliament on each Vote within two months of the presentation of the 
Budget and again following the tabling of the Supplementary Estimates. 
Select committees also carry out financial reviews of departments before 
the first sitting day in each financial year. Parliamentary scrutiny is 
based on reviewing classes of similar outputs using common perform-
ance measures. 

18.16 Departmental chief executives are responsible for the delivery of 
the outputs that Ministers have agreed to purchase from them. Purchase 
agreements specify what outputs Ministers are buying and how delivery 
will be measured. The committee notes that, generally, there is some 
scope within the system of Parliamentary appropriations to redirect re-
sources during the course of a year. However, it would be desirable to 
look for ways to improve the flexibility available to departmental man-
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agers to respond to variations in demands for outputs within a financial 
year, consistent with requirements of accountability. The committee un-
derstands that the budget processes are intended to facilitate such 
changes, within the overall level of funding, and that proposals to do this 
are rarely declined. The committee did not have the time or resources to 
inquire into whether this flexibility within the government’s budget pro-
cesses is fully utilised. 

18.17 The public is often heard to say ‘Why can’t the Inland Revenue 
Department behave more like a company in the commercial world?’  
Also, one hears statements like ‘Surely common sense dictates that one 
just direct resources from area A to area B’ or other such observations 
founded in commercial responses. 

18.18 The Inland Revenue Department is not a private sector firm, with 
the management flexibilities available to such firms, seeking to maxi-
mise profits. It is a department of state, carrying out a range of functions. 
It is appropriate, therefore, that it should be subject to the same budget-
ing and accountability arrangements that apply to other departments.  

18.19 In the private sector, managers typically have some discretion to 
vary outputs to reflect market demand. Managers’ accountability is 
measured by profitability. In the public sector, where profit is not availa-
ble as a measure, there must be other ways of holding managers to ac-
count. In New Zealand, as the committee has explained, public sector 
accountability is by control over outputs exercised by Ministers, on be-
half of Parliament. 

18.20 Nevertheless, the public sector experiences changes in demands 
that are analogous to changes of market demand in the private sector. 
Under New Zealand’s system, if managers wish to change outputs in the 
order to meet changed demand they must seek ministerial approval. Par-
liament later analyses this approval by the supplementary estimates pro-
cess. The need to seek these approvals means that public sector manag-
ers ordinarily cannot respond to changes in demand as quickly as man-
agers in the private sector. The committee does not criticise the system. 
It is a function of the democratic process and of parliamentary account-
ability. In short, the public should not expect government departments to 
operate with the flexibility of the private sector. 

18.21 There is merit in keeping this issue under review. In short, there 
is scope within the system of parliamentary appropriations to redirect 
resources during the course of a year. However, it is desirable to look for 
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ways to improve the flexibility available to departmental managers to 
respond to variations in demands for outputs within a financial year. 

18.22 The committee recommends that the government should en-
courage the Commissioner fully to utilise the scope for flexibility within 
the government’s budget processes. The government should also keep 
the whole issue of management flexibility under review.  
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APPENDIX 1 
THE COMMITTEE’S GUIDELINES 

Guidelines to interpreting the terms of reference of the committee of ex-
perts: 

GENERAL GUIDELINES 
The committee should take into account the following guidelines in its 
deliberations: 

 The committee’s work should be consistent with the general direction 
of the government’s tax policy as set out in the government’s revenue 
strategy and in the Coalition Agreement. 

 The overall aim of the committee is to consider future policy issues 
for promoting better compliance by taxpayers with their tax obliga-
tions. 

 The committee’s terms of reference are broad. However, the com-
mittee should consider itself bound as follows in implementing the 
terms of reference: 

- it is not to consider the government’s general tax policy (that is, 
tax base and rates), except in so far as it impacts on compliance; 
and 

- it is not to consider the recommendations of the Commission of 
Inquiry into Certain Matters Relating to Taxation. 

The committee’s focus should be on legislation. Given the limited time 
the committee has to consider the terms of reference, it should not focus 
on major organisational issues, or on the details of Inland Revenue’s 
administration. However, administration may be considered insofar as 
the committee may recommend a change to legislation that would assist 
Inland Revenue in administering the tax laws. 

Any recommendations which the committee makes and the Government 
wishes to pursue will be subject to the generic tax policy process.  
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SPECIFIC GUIDELINES INTERPRETING THE TERMS OF REFERENCE 
The committee is to consider and make recommendations on: 

1. Tax compliance costs, including how tax laws may be simplified and 
made more coherent and understandable while ensuring an appropriate 
balance between the levels of complexity, fairness, accuracy and eco-
nomic efficiency. 
The committee should comment on the extent to which the rewrite and 
simplification projects are achieving this term of reference. 

Rewrite 

Comment 
The Income Tax Act is being rewritten to strengthen the logical and 
conceptual structure of the Act and to express the law in plain lan-
guage in order to minimise compliance and other costs resulting from 
the way the Act is structured and expressed. Reducing ambiguity in 
the Act is also intended to improve compliance and enforcement. 
Guidelines 
Are there changes to the Rewrite project which would enable it to 
better achieve the Term of Reference?  In particular, is the rewritten 
Act: 

appropriately structured; 
with an appropriate level of detail; and 
expressed in plain language 
given: 
the complexity of the policy expressed in the Act; and 
the ability of taxpayers to exploit lack of detail. 

Simplification and compliance costs 

Comment 
The simplification and self-assessment projects aim to reduce com-
pliance costs.  
The tax system imposes compliance costs by: 

requiring business taxpayers to understand their obligations, which 
results from: 
- reading and understanding: 

the Income Tax Act, 
relevant regulations, determinations, and tax treaties, and 
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case law, 
- or employing professional advisers for this; 
requiring taxpayers to gather information necessary to determine 
their tax liabilities and fulfil reporting obligations; 
requiring taxpayers to calculate their income tax liabilities; 
requiring taxpayers to report information to Inland Revenue (for 
example, file tax returns); 
requiring persons to report information (to Inland Revenue and 
others) and make payments on behalf of others (for example, 
PAYE, RWT and NRWT); 
requiring taxpayers to retain information; and 
requiring taxpayers to assist Inland Revenue in audits and other 
administrative matters. 

Guidelines 
Are there changes to the simplification project that would enable it to 
better achieve the term of reference?  For example: 

Can income tax calculation methods be modified to be simpler, 
while preserving the policy of how taxable income is intended to 
be determined? 
Can reporting and record retention requirements be simplified 
while preserving the interests of having an effective tax admin-
istration? 

2. How to make the tax system more robust against avoidance and eva-
sion (identifying and bearing in mind the underlying causes of such ac-
tivity), with particular regard to: 
a. The use of tax-driven structures lacking business reality 

Comment 
This term of reference refers to transactions using structures (entities 
and arrangements) which lack business reality (which do little eco-
nomic activity other than facilitate a transaction which has the effect 
of reducing tax liabilities, or earning income in a way which attracts 
no or little tax). 
Boundaries 
The income tax system has boundaries, that is, distinctions between 
items of income or expenditure that are taxable/exempt or deducti-
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ble/non-deductible, depending on how they are classified. These 
boundaries normally result from policy decisions, for example: 

it is government policy that capital gains are generally not taxed 
but income generally is taxed; 
expenditure incurred for private or domestic purposes is non-
deductible; and 
foreign-sourced income is treated differently from domestic-
sourced income, because of international obligations (to provide 
foreign tax credits), and practical difficulties in measuring and 
taxing foreign-sourced income (for example, income earned 
through foreign entities). 

While there are policy rationales for each of these boundaries, they 
are often exploitable in that taxpayers can reclassify income or ex-
penditure into categories that give a more favourable tax result. This 
can be done by structuring their affairs to achieve a more favourable 
tax result, or exploiting boundaries in a way that amounts to tax 
avoidance. 
Guidelines 

How significant is this issue? 
Given the government’s general tax policy (that is, tax base and 
rates), how do current tax boundaries affect the risks of taxpayers 
using tax-driven structures lacking business reality?  
What are examples of structures that have been used for tax avoid-
ance? 

b. Abuse or complicity by tax advisers 

c. Standards of conduct for tax advisers 

Comment 
Professional advisers on tax matters are usually lawyers or account-
ants belonging to their respective professional bodies. These bodies 
have ethical standards which must be complied with. The bodies are 
empowered to sanction members that violate the standards, including 
suspension or expulsion from the bodies. 
In addition to the ethical standards of the professional bodies, the le-
gal system imposes constraints on the activities of advisers. If a tax-
payer engages in activity that is considered tax evasion, criminal 
principles of extended responsibility (such as conspiracy and acces-
sory) could potentially apply to advisers who advised or assisted the 
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taxpayer in the activity. If a taxpayer suffers monetary loss from en-
gaging in tax avoidance (for example, the taxpayer is subject to tax 
avoidance penalties), the taxpayer may have the right to seek com-
pensation from the adviser under civil law standards of professional 
responsibility (eg, if a taxpayer was not advised that a transaction was 
tax avoidance and was potentially subject to penalties). The legal 
structure imposes a discipline on the activities of tax advisers. 
The recent changes to the compliance and penalties regime establish a 
crime of aiding and abetting principal tax offences. 
The government considered the role of tax advisers in the review of 
taxpayer compliance, standards and penalties in 1995. It decided to 
introduce an offence in the Tax Administration Act 1994 of aiding 
and abetting another person to commit a criminal offence, but not to 
proceed with proposals to: 

clarify in legislation the right of taxpayers to sue advisers or limit 
advisers’ ability to contract out of liability if they have been negli-
gent; or  
introduce an offence of aiding and abetting the putting into place a 
(non-criminal) abusive avoidance arrangement.  

Guidelines 
Are professional advisers in general behaving according to appro-
priate ethical standards? 
What should the ethical standards for tax advisers be? 
Do the professional bodies have appropriate ethical standards for 
advisers? 
Are there appropriate sanctions for breach of ethical standards and 
are these enforced?  What role should civil and criminal law have 
in maintaining ethical standards for professional advisers?  Con-
sider the new offences of aiding and abetting tax offences which 
resulted from the review of taxpayer compliance, standards and 
penalties.   
Does the committee have any recommendations to make on stan-
dards of conduct for tax advisers resulting from the review of tax-
payer compliance, standards and penalties in 1995?   
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d. Concealment and other tax related offences, and the possibility of con-
fiscating concealed profits 

Guidelines 
Does failure to disclose information currently unduly hinder the 
Commissioner from accurately determining an assessment? 
How much should taxpayers be required to disclose?  What objec-
tive standards can define this? 
Is the current law on concealment and tax-related offences appro-
priate? 

e. The lack of prosecutions to prevent harmful tax practices and schemes 

Guidelines 
Audits 

Are the information disclosure rules for cooperation with audits 
adequate? 
Are changes desirable to laws to enable the Inland Revenue De-
partment to access information kept in offshore companies, par-
ticularly in countries with secrecy laws? 

Prosecutions 
Are law changes desirable to improve the extent to which harmful 
practices are prosecuted? 
Is judicial review being abused by taxpayers and, if so, what leg-
islative changes are desirable to prevent such abuse. 

f. The adequacy of the current penalties regime, including criminal penal-
ties 

Comment 
The penalties regime has been substantially changed under the com-
pliance and penalties legislation. This will add new penalties to en-
force the higher standards of compliance needed for a self-assessment 
tax system. These include: 

penalties for errors arising for lack of reasonable care; 
penalties for taking legal positions that constitute an unacceptable 
interpretation; 
penalties for engaging in ‘abusive tax avoidance’; 
penalties for evasion; and 
criminal penalties for tax evasion. 
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There are also penalties for ‘knowledge’ offences (such as wilfully 
not paying withheld PAYE); and knowingly failing to comply with 
information reporting requirements. 
These new penalties are intended to act as incentives for taxpayers to 
accurately determine their tax liabilities under a self-assessment sys-
tem, and to provide the Commissioner with sufficient information to 
enforce the tax law. 
Guidelines 

Are the new penalties sufficient to discourage taxpayers from en-
gaging in tax avoidance and tax evasion? 

g. How to achieve disclosure of tax schemes affecting the instance of tax 
payable by greater than $100,000 

Guidelines 
This is a specific proposal which the committee is being asked to 
consider. 

What are the current disclosure requirements?  How does disclo-
sure fit into the current filing rules and the move towards self-
assessment? 
Is requiring such disclosure desirable? 
If desirable, how would you define a ‘scheme’ that can be isolated 
so it can be determined that it has a tax impact of more than 
$100,000? 
How much disclosure of the scheme would be required? 

h. The possibility of treating the failure to disclose (or falsification of ma-
terial facts) by a person experienced in tax matters as a serious criminal 
offence, and establishing it as punishable by a maximum penalty of 10 
years imprisonment where more than $5 million in tax revenue is involved 

Comment 
The recent changes to the compliance and penalties regime includes 
criminal offences for not disclosing information required to be dis-
closed, and for tax evasion. These offences currently carry penalties 
of up to five years imprisonment. 
Guidelines 

Is a change in the law along these lines necessary and desirable? 
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If yes, is a 10-year imprisonment period appropriate given that tax 
evasion carries a penalty of up to five years imprisonment?  What 
other offences carry penalties of 10 years’ imprisonment? 
What level of disclosure would be required?  Should the standard 
disclosure (ie, filling out the questions on the tax return) or a 
greater level of disclosure be required? 
How would a person experienced in tax matters be defined? 

i. The possibility of recovering from large-scale, tax evasion schemes (say 
$100,000 and over) and those who aid them, profits attributable to the use 
of unpaid tax (unjust enrichment) 

Comment 
Recent changes to the compliance and penalties regime provide that 
late payments of tax attributable to earlier income years carry interest 
from the original due date of the tax, even if the tax was not assessed 
until later. 
Guidelines 

Is a change in the law along these lines necessary and desirable? 

j. The internationalisation of the economy, including electronic commerce 
and how the taxation collection base can be maintained 

Comment 
The growing use of electronic communications (the internet) provides 
a new means of transacting cross-border commerce (for example, a 
consumer in New Zealand ordering via a computer in New Zealand 
goods that are sent to the consumer from offshore). This use raises a 
number of tax policy issues, for example: 

What is the source of the income? 
Does the supplier have a taxable presence (fixed establishment) in 
New Zealand? 
How does this effect current laws on the income tax source rules 
and GST rules? 

Guidelines 
What is the significance of internet commerce for tax policy, now 
and in the next few years? 
Are there changes to GST rules or the income tax source rules that 
are necessary and desirable?  
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SOME TERMS USED IN THE REPORT  

SUMMARY 
Organisational review 307 
Generic tax policy process 308 
Directions: Customer Requirements 309 
Davison Commission and the Winebox papers 309 

 

Organisational review 
The term ‘organisational review’ refers to the work and recommenda-
tions of the organisational review committee, chaired by the Rt Hon Sir 
Ivor Richardson. The committee reported in April 1994, having con-
ducted a fundamental, strategic review of the Inland Revenue Depart-
ment and its activities. The committee was asked by the then government 
to ‘investigate and recommend the optimal organisation arrangements 
for the tax assessment and collection system, and other activities that are 
currently a part of the tax system, the provision of taxation policy advice, 
legislative management and ministerial servicing’. 

The main recommendations made by the organisational review commit-
tee concerned the structure of the department, tax policy advice, resolu-
tion of tax disputes, technical quality, subcontracting and the roles of the 
Commissioner of Inland Revenue and Chief Executive. 

These recommendations have largely been or are in the process of being 
implemented. In particular, the Inland Revenue Department’s service 
delivery has been restructured from a functional basis to one based on 
customer segments. The department has moved from a field delivery 
structure based on four regions and 26 district offices, to six service 
centres (‘hubs’) and smaller branch offices and customer service offices 
(‘spokes’). Under this new structure, national office managers responsi-
ble for the design of services in their customer segments, work with 
service centre managers who have responsibility for delivery in their ar-
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eas. The distinction between design and delivery has ensured clearer ac-
countabilities for managing performance at national and local levels.  

A generic tax policy process was introduced following the Organisa-
tional Review. This process is discussed separately below. New disputes 
resolution procedures took effect on 1 October 1996 and included the 
establishment of a new adjudication function and also a litigation man-
agement unit within the Inland Revenue Department. The new adjudica-
tion unit ensures that a separate structural focus is given to the adjudica-
tion of the department’s final quantification of a taxpayer’s liability. 
Section 6A of the Tax Administration Act 1994 gives explicit recogni-
tion of the obligation on the Commissioner to operate within limited re-
sources in the care and management of the tax administration functions. 

Generic tax policy process 
The generic tax policy process was introduced as a result of the organ-
isational review. It is intended to improve the process by which tax pol-
icy is developed. The organisational review committee found that at both 
ministerial and departmental levels, the roles and accountabilities at each 
stage of the tax policy development process needed to be more clearly 
and formally defined. The committee thought that the tax policy process 
had not been clearly specified or agreed and had not ensured that strate-
gic issues and issues of detail were dealt with in an appropriate sequence 
at the appropriate level or in the appropriate forum. 

In order to address these problems, the organisational review committee 
recommended introducing a generic tax policy process to clarify the pro-
cess of policy development and the respective roles played by Treasury 
and the Inland Revenue Department in that process. In particular, the 
committee considered that the Inland Revenue Department’s policy ad-
vice function should be more prominent and should be strengthened. 

The main objectives of the generic tax policy process are to: 

encourage earlier, explicit consideration of key policy elements 
by Ministers; 
provide opportunities for substantial external consultation in the 
tax policy development process, which is intended to increase 
transparency and improve the quality of advice at both the con-
ceptual and detailed design stages; and 
clarify the responsibilities and accountabilities of participants in 
the process. 

The generic tax policy process has five distinct phases: 
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1 Strategic phases – the development of an economic strategy, a fiscal 
strategy, and a three-year revenue strategy. 

2 Tactical phases – the development of a three-year work programme 
and an annual resource plan. 

3 Operational phases – the detailed policy design, formal detailed 
consultation, and ministerial and cabinet approval of detailed policy 
recommendations. 

4 Legislative phases – the translation of detailed poli-
cy recommedations into legislation. 

5 Implementation and review phases – the implementation of legisla-
tion, the post-implementation review of legislation, and the identifi-
cation of remedial issues. 

A key feature of the generic tax policy process is the emphasis it places 
on consultation at each of the main stages of the process with taxpayers, 
their advisers and professional and industry bodies. 

Directions: Customer Requirements 
Directions: Customer Requirements is a major project, the primary ob-
jective of which is to reduce compliance costs for taxpayers. It is the cur-
rent major strategic project being conducted by the Inland Revenue De-
partment. This project is explained further in appendix 5. 

Davison Commission and the Winebox papers 
The term ‘Davison Commission’ refers to the Commission of Inquiry 
that was set up in September 1994, presided over the by Rt Hon Sir 
Ronald Davison, formerly Chief Justice of New Zealand, to examine 
transactions referred to in papers presented, by leave, to the House of 
Representatives by the Hon Winston Peters on 16 March 1994. These 
papers are referred to as the Winebox papers. The terms of reference of 
the Commission of Inquiry required it to report upon whether the Inland 
Revenue Department and the Serious Fraud Office had acted in a lawful, 
proper and competent manner in dealing with the relevant transactions, 
and to examine whether any changes to the criminal or tax laws should 
be made for the purpose of protecting New Zealand’s income tax base 
from the effects of fraud, evasion and avoidance. 
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The Davison Commission reported in August 1997,278 and found that the 
Inland Revenue Department had acted in a lawful, proper and competent 
manner in dealing with the Winebox papers. The findings of the Davison 
Commission are subject to judicial review proceedings.   

278 Commission of Inquiry into Certain Matters Relating to Taxation, Report of the Winebox Inquiry, 
August 1997 

   

 



 

 

APPENDIX 3 
OMITTED TOPICS 

Introduction 
The committee’s terms of reference are broad. In one respect or another, 
they cover the whole of New Zealand’s tax system. At the same time, the 
committee’s time and resources have been constrained. One conse-
quence is that the committee has had to omit from its scrutiny a number 
of significant areas of the tax system. 

The committee has addressed other areas only partially. The committee 
lists some of these omitted or partially omitted areas in this appendix. 
While all these matters are important, the committee draws the govern-
ment’s attention to the items in the first list below as requiring early at-
tention. The committee expresses no view on whether the matters in the 
other lists require attention, but records there are items the committee 
would have discussed if it had time.  

Matters requiring early attention 
Lack of neutrality in taxation of different investment structures; 
see the submission from the Investment Savings and Insurance 
Association of New Zealand Incorporation in appendix 8 on page 
326 
Education and training of Inland Revenue staff  
Recruitment and retention of Inland Revenue staff 

Matters partially considered 
The company tax system 
The international tax rules 
Trust taxation 

Matters not considered 
The FIRST computer system, and other departmental computer 
systems 
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Departmental methods of measuring and upgrading the quality of 
work in the service centres  
Goods and Services Tax in general, and section 76, the anti-
avoidance provision of the Goods and Services Tax Act 1985 in 
particular 
Interest deductibility (the subject of a discussion document 
planned for publication in 1999) 
Penalty level (to be reviewed according to the generic tax policy 
process in 1999) 
The status and work of the Taxation Review Authority279 
A post-implementation review of the Organisational Review’s 
recommendations on tax policy advice 

279 The committee includes the Taxation Review Authority in the third category for completeness only. 
The committee does not suggest and has heard no suggestion that the Authority needs review or 
evaluation. The committee understands that there are some cases where the Authority would wel-
come a discretion to award costs. The Authority would also be assisted by better facilities for the re-
cording of evidence. 

   

 



 

 

APPENDIX 4  
GUIDE FOR INLAND REVENUE FORMS  

  

DO LIST 

Use plain English. 
Where jargon needs to be used provide clear explanations, for 
example, for ‘reassessments’, ‘balance brought forward’, ‘cred-
its’ and ‘debits’. 
Amount and date to be paid needs to be clear. 
The pay-in slip should specify date payment is due – not ‘imme-
diately’. 
Need to clearly differentiate between revenue types. 
Transfers – clearly state where transfer has been made to/from 
(which revenue or period). 
Provide information on a more timely basis. 
Provide clear explanation when the reassessment shown on the 
notice of assessment differs from that on the return. Must be 
clear how calculations have been derived. 
Be clear about why penalties/interest is being charged, and how 
this is calculated. 
Be clear what year/period the information relates to. 
Be clear about the period covered by the statement. 

 
DO NOT LIST 

Do not issue pay-in slip or envelope if there is nothing to pay. 
Do not use multiple sheets when the information could fit on one 
piece of paper. 
Do not repeat information in a statement or a notice that was on a 
previous one. 
Do not provide information from back years. 
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APPENDIX 5  
DIRECTIONS: CUSTOMER REQUIREMENTS 

The committee has been briefed on the work being undertaken by the 
Inland Revenue Department on reducing compliance costs for taxpayers. 
This work is known by its project name, Directions: Customer Require-
ments. It has two phases, the first resulting in the removal of the need for 
wage and salary earners to file tax returns. The second involves simplifi-
cation for business taxpayers, and in some cases, the issues considered 
by the committee have overlapped with initiatives being proposed under 
the second phase. In these cases, the committee has mainly recom-
mended simultaneous implementation of its proposals along with any 
outcomes of the second stage review. 

This appendix was provided by the Inland Revenue Department in order 
to provide a short history of compliance cost reduction in the first phase 
of the project and to summarise the features of the second phase. 

Strategic direction for the Inland Revenue Department 
Since implementing its new organisational structure in 1996, Inland 
Revenue has been looking at measures to improve its performance by 
focusing on areas of compliance risk. This focus has resulted in a strate-
gic direction based on five broad aims: 

to encourage compliance with the aim of maximising net reve-
nue; 
to reduce to a minimum and to simplify the information require-
ments the department places on taxpayers; 
to conduct business in a way that suits taxpayers; 
to develop a workforce that is respected for its professionalism, 
knowledge, ability and willingness to meet taxpayers’ needs; 
to develop an organisational infrastructure and information sys-
tems that support a taxpayer-focused compliance improvement 
strategy. 

The strategic direction is being implemented in two linked phases. 
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The first phase of Directions: Customer Requirements 
In August 1996, the government released the discussion paper,280 which 
put forward proposals for reducing the requirement for saving and wage 
earners to file IR 5 returns. The discussion paper also proposed simpli-
fying the labyrinth of rules, thresholds, penalties, and interest provisions 
in the provisional tax regime. 

These proposals were developed as part of a strategy in the project Di-
rections: Customer Requirements which is aimed at simplifying and re-
ducing to a minimum the information requirements the Inland Revenue 
Department places on taxpayers.  

Under the old system of filing returns, IR 5 taxpayers were required to 
file a tax return annually showing income received throughout the year 
and rebates claimed. Approximately, 1.2 million taxpayers filed an IR 5 
return. Under the new system, the Inland Revenue Department will pro-
vide an income statement to those with whom annual contact is required 
for a social policy or other reason. Approximately 300,000 of these 
statements are expected to be issued by the Inland Revenue Department, 
with a further 300,000 being requested, mainly to claim a tax refund. 

Employers had certain responsibilities, including furnishing an annual 
reconciliation to balance the PAYE deductions made during the year. 
Approximately 200,000 reconciliations were filed each year. A number 
of amendments, principally the introduction of an employer monthly 
schedule removed these obligations.  

The second phase of Directions: Customer Requirements 
The second phase of the project is to examine further minimisation of the 
requirements placed on business taxpayers, particularly small businesses. 
The goal of the review is to reduce tax compliance costs for businesses 
by minimising return filing and other tax administration requirements 
when possible and by simplifying the remaining requirements, and by 
improving the Inland Revenue Department’s service. The review will 
also identify opportunities to rationalise the information needs across 
government agencies. This process will involve reviewing cases of du-
plication, either in the information collection process or in the collection 
of data. 

280 Tax Simplification Issues, Government Discussion Paper, August 1996 
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The Inland Revenue Department recognises that in order to identify 
practical solutions to reduce compliance costs, it is important to have 
regard to the way businesses are run, and to consider the impact that tax 
obligations and other government requirements have. Wide consultation 
with businesses and their representatives will be required, to be facili-
tated by the publication of a discussion document. Inland Revenue will 
complete a scoping report to the Minister of Revenue by 30 May 1999. 
The impact of the department’s strategic vision 
In simplifying the tax system to make it easier for taxpayers to comply 
with their obligations, the Inland Revenue Department will be concen-
trating its resources on those areas of compliance risk, for example, eva-
sion and the underground economy. The implementation will signify-
cantly affect the Inland Revenue Department’s business processes. The 
department will change from a large, process-focused organisation to 
one that is technically specialised and geared to areas of greatest compli-
ance risk. This process will shift the focus of the department’s resources 
away from the bulk processing of low value-added transactions. By re-
moving the need for taxpayers to file wage and salary tax returns if the 
amount of tax involved is small, the department can target its resources 
in other directions, for example, towards ensuring compliance.  

In the future, the Inland Revenue Department’s core business will be au-
dit, policy, litigation management, adjudication and rulings, child sup-
port, and some return and debt management processing. Targeting re-
sources to these higher value-added functions will in turn require review 
to ensure the new resources are used efficiently. A major initiative in the 
second phase of the project is Audit 2000, intended to improve audit 
methodologies and tools to address areas of risk. In order to make this 
transition, the Inland Revenue Department recognises that the depart-
ment will need to invest in its management resources and infrastructure. 

The Inland Revenue Department considers technical training and man-
agement development are a primary focus. Technical competence is a 
core skill required to ensure that Inland Revenue Department staff are 
kept up-to-date with developments and legislative change. New per-
formance management and remuneration systems are being implemented 
to ensure that the department can compete in the limited labour pool for 
tax professionals, policy analysts and customer service staff. This em-
phasis will be supported by more flexible employment contracts. A new 
financial management system has already been introduced and provides 
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Inland Revenue managers with access to world-class integrated financial 
tools. 

Inland Revenue has a large integrated information base of income data 
which provides an integrated picture of each taxpaying entity, and the 
department is committed to using new technology for efficiency and 
more importantly, to keep pace with taxpayers’ service expectations and 
the new ways in which they are doing business. Examples are call centre 
technology, electronic commerce and computer-based auditing. 

The next stage of the department’s technology plan is to develop data 
warehousing and decision support tools that can access the information 
collected for compliance analysis. Other technology projects include 
making greater use of specialised tools, such as a technical reference 
system and audit tools for field use. 

   



 

 

APPENDIX 6  
THE PENALTIES PROVISIONS  

In 1994, the government identified that the prevailing system of penal-
ties did not address comprehensively the different ways in which taxpay-
ers failed to meet their obligations. Some sanctions were overly punitive 
and some were costly to administer. As an example, the only sanction 
available for failure to file a return was prosecution. There were also in-
consistencies in the application of some penalties. The courts and the 
Commissioner had considerable latitude when considering the level of 
penalty to impose. 

These deficiencies made the previous rules unfair to taxpayers who 
complied with the law, because those taxpayers who did not comply 
were not always adequately penalised. The government considered that 
if these problems were allowed to persist, they would undermine public 
confidence in the tax system, and would reduce voluntary compliance by 
the majority of taxpayers, such compliance being an integral feature of 
an effective self-assessment tax system. 

It was, therefore, considered that the standards that taxpayers were ex-
pected to meet in interpreting and applying tax law needed to be clari-
fied.  

The government enacted the new compliance and penalties legislation in 
1996, generally with application from the 1997-98 income year. The 
legislation is intended to signal clearly what is expected of taxpayers and 
their agents, to improve compliance with tax laws by clearly linking ob-
ligations with sanctions for non-compliance, and to increase the effec-
tiveness of incentives to comply with tax laws and impose costs on those 
who do not comply. 

Penalty for failure to file returns 
The late filing penalty recognises that taxpayers have a fundamental ob-
ligation to file their return by the due date. Unless taxpayers comply with 
this obligation, revenue streams to meet Crown commitments may arrive 
late. Recovery work is expensive and all of these costs have to be met by 
taxpayers. The government considered it unfair that taxpayers who meet 
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their tax obligations should have to carry these extra costs. Previously, 
the only option available to the Commissioner was to prosecute, and this 
is a time-consuming and expensive procedure. 

The standard penalty for late filing is $50. This penalty rises to $250 if 
the net income exceeds $100,000, and to $500 if the income is higher 
than $1,000,000. A penalty of $250 applies if a PAYE or ACC recon-
ciliation is filed late. 

The penalty is imposed only after prior warning from the Inland Reve-
nue Department that the return is overdue. This measure recognises that 
some taxpayers may file their returns late for reasons beyond their con-
trol. On receipt of notification, taxpayers have an opportunity to apply 
for an extension of time to file their returns. Remission is possible when 
late filing is caused by factors beyond a taxpayer’s control. 
Late payment penalties 
The late payment penalties apply from the due date for a tax, or, in the 
case of a reassessment, from the new due date for payment of reassessed 
tax. The sole objective of these penalties is to encourage payment of tax 
by the due date. 

A 5 per cent penalty applies if the due date for the payment of the tax is 
missed. Previously, the rate was 10 per cent. After the due date, how-
ever, incremental penalties of 2 per cent of the tax outstanding are 
charged monthly. 

The previous initial penalty of 10 per cent for late payment of tax was 
reduced to reflect the automatic imposition of this penalty and its incre-
mental scale, the relative culpability compared to other actions, and the 
availability of other, more significant sanctions when late payment oc-
curs as a result of lack of reasonable care. 

The committee has already considered amendments to the late payment 
penalty in paras 11.38 to 11.43. 
Shortfall penalties 
The fundamental standard expected from taxpayers in meeting their tax 
obligations is the standard of reasonable care. This standard is breached 
by lack of reasonable care, taking an unacceptable position, gross care-
lessness, abusive avoidance and tax evasion. Sanctions apply according 
to the seriousness of the offence and the amount of revenue at stake. The 
penalty rates applying are: 
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lack of reasonable care 20 per cent of the tax shortfall 
unacceptable interpretation 20 per cent  of the tax shortfall 
gross carelessness 40 per cent  of the tax shortfall 
abusive avoidance 100 per cent of the tax shortfall 
tax evasion 150 per cent of the tax shortfall 

The level of penalty may be adjusted up or down to take account of 
matters such as hindrance or voluntary disclosure. 

The standard of reasonable care is the basic standard that all taxpayers 
must exercise in fulfilling any tax obligation. The term ‘reasonable care’ 
is not defined in the legislation. The government considered the concept 
of reasonable care was sufficiently well established in the commercial 
world and in common law as to not require definition. Also, by not de-
fining the term, it remains adaptable to changing perceptions of what 
constitutes reasonable care. The concept also is sufficiently flexible to 
reflect a wide range of circumstances as well as changes over time in the 
tax system. 

The test of an unacceptable interpretation applies if the tax at stake ex-
ceeds the greater of $10,000 or 1 per cent of the income tax returned in 
the relevant period. The test applies in all cases if the tax at stake ex-
ceeds $200,000. 

An ‘unacceptable interpretation’ is defined in the legislation as an inter-
pretation that does not meet the standard of being ‘about as likely as not’ 
to be correct. Effectively, ‘about as likely or not’ creates an expectation 
that the interpretation must be one that the courts might regard as worthy 
of consideration, even if it is not one that they will adopt. The decision 
as to whether or not an interpretation is unacceptable takes into account 
all the provisions of the relevant legislation, including the likelihood of 
the application of a general or specific anti-avoidance provision. 

If an arrangement fails the unacceptable interpretation test, and its domi-
nant purpose is determined to be tax avoidance, it constitutes ‘abusive 
avoidance’, the penalty for which is 100 per cent of the tax shortfall. If 
an arrangement is not abusive, but fails the unacceptable interpretation 
or reasonable care tests, the lower shortfall penalties will apply. 

Abusive avoidance occurs if arrangements have as their principal pur-
pose the gaining of a tax advantage, and the taxpayer’s interpretation 
was not ‘more likely than not’ to be correct. Such arrangements are de-
fined by characteristics such as artificiality, contrivance and lack of 
commerciality. They might also involve concealment of information. 
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The names of those who have taken a position of abusive avoidance are 
published in the New Zealand Gazette. 

Imposing a heavy penalty when the dominant purpose of an arrangement 
is to avoid tax sends a clear message from the government that the ma-
nipulative and aggressive interpretation of tax laws is unacceptable be-
haviour. 
Criminal penalties 
Under the previous rules, the provisions in the Inland Revenue Acts re-
lating to criminal penalties were at times illogical and inappropriate. 
Some duplicated one another and treated breaches of similar magnitude 
inconsistently. Some contained ineffective and inconsistent penalties, 
which were confusing, and did not reflect the severity of the offence. 
Criminal penalties are now grouped into the following classes: 

Information offences: The provision of accurate information is 
fundamental to the effective operation of the tax system. The In-
come Tax Act 1994 contains absolute liability offences for fail-
ure to provide information, keep records and provide returns. 
These statutory offences ensure that the burden of meeting these 
fundamental obligations rests firmly on the taxpayer. 
‘Knowledge’ offences: Taking into account the seriousness of 
criminal prosecutions, knowledge of breach of an obligation is a 
minimum requirement. These offences include knowingly failing 
to provide information or books and documents, and providing 
false, incomplete or misleading information. 
Evasion: There are a number of particularly serious defaults 
which involve the evasion of tax. For this purpose the meaning 
of evasion is well established, and involves an act done with the 
intention of not paying tax which is payable. Intent is critical to 
this offence. 
Other offences: This covers such matters as aiding and abetting, 
and obstruction. 

The names of taxpayers who commit these offences are published in the 
New Zealand Gazette. 
Remission of penalties 
Provisions for remission to allow the Commissioner of Inland Revenue 
to take into account circumstances when a penalty is not appropriate, 
such as: 
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Remission for reasonable cause: The late payment penalty and 
the late filing penalty can be remitted if failure to pay or file was 
brought about by a reasonable cause beyond the taxpayer’s con-
trol, and the taxpayer remedied the default as soon as practicable. 
Remission under this provision will occur only if the taxpayer 
was not in control of the event that caused the failure to comply. 
Remission consistent with collecting the highest net revenue over 
time: The Commissioner may remit penalties if satisfied that re-
mission is consistent with the obligation to collect the highest net 
revenue over time. It may apply, for example, when a late pay-
ment or late filing penalty was imposed on a taxpayer who failed 
to comply as a result of an honest oversight. 
Remission of late payment penalty by way of an instalment ar-
rangement: Taxpayers may negotiate with the Commissioner to 
pay their overdue tax by instalments over an agreed period. In-
cremental late payment penalties will be remitted if taxpayers 
have adhered to the terms of the arrangement. If taxpayers ar-
range to pay a tax debt by instalment before the due date for 
payment of the tax, knowing they are in financial difficulty, the 
initial penalty for late payment will also be reduced from 5 per 
cent to 2 per cent. 

No specific remission criteria are required for shortfall penalties. The 
requirement for reasonable care covers all situations contemplated by the 
provisions for remission. 

   



 

 

APPENDIX 7 
CRIMINAL OFFENCES 

The offences under the Crimes Act 1961 of potential application to tax 
advisers include: 
Destroying evidence, section 231: 

‘Every one who destroys, cancels, conceals, or obliterates any 
document for any fraudulent purpose is liable to the same punish-
ment as if he had stolen the document, or to imprisonment for a 
term not exceeding three years, whichever is the greater.’ 

Fabricating evidence, sections 113 and 229A:  
For example, backdating documents, or creating documents with 
intent to mislead the court or a Taxation Review Authority. Section 
113 which makes fabricating evidence with intent to mislead any 
tribunal holding any judicial proceeding an offence and which car-
ries a seven year maximum term then could become relevant. 
Or obtaining a foreign tax certificate with intent fraudulently to use 
it in order to obtain a reduction in New Zealand tax payable or a re-
fund of New Zealand tax paid. Section 229A then could become 
relevant: 
‘Every one is liable to imprisonment for a term not exceeding seven 
years who, with intent to defraud,— 
(a) ... obtains any document that is capable of being used to obtain 
any privilege, benefit, pecuniary advantage, or valuable considera-
tion; or 
(b) Uses or attempts to use any such document for the purpose of 
obtaining, for himself or for any other person, any privilege, benefit, 
pecuniary advantage, or valuable consideration.’ 

Attempts, section 72: 
Taking a step in the direction of an intended offence against the 
Crimes Act 1961 is, within s 72(1), to be ‘guilty of an attempt to 
commit the offence’. Where the enactment creating the intended of-
fence does not specify the penalty attaching to an attempt, the 
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maximum penalty is half the maximum term which would have ap-
plied had the attempt to commit the offence been successful: section 
311(1). 

Conspiracy to defraud the revenue in New Zealand, section 257: 
‘Everyone is liable to imprisonment for a term not exceeding five 
years who conspires with any other person by deceit or falsehood or 
other fraudulent means to defraud … any person …’ 
‘Person’ is defined, by s 2(1) to ‘include the Crown’.  
In this context, the relevant intent is an intent, dishonestly, either 
‘to get out of the revenue something that was already in it, or to pre-
vent something from getting into the revenue which the revenue was 
entitled to get:’ Parker v Churchill (1986) 65 ALR 107 at 121, Jack-
son J (Fed Court: Full Court). See also R v Kidman (1915) 20 CLR 
425 at 437, Griffith CJ (Full High Court);  
or 
‘to deceive a person [such as the Commissioner of Inland Revenue] 
responsible for a public duty into doing something, or failing to do 
something, which he would not have done, or failed to have done, 
but for the deceit.’ Wai Yu-tsang v R [1991] 4 All ER 664, 668c. 
Suppose a transaction is devised with an intent of either sort, but is 
thwarted at the last minute. Even though it did not go ahead in the 
end, the people who agreed or who agreed to procure a taxpayer to 
carry out the scheme have already committed the offence of con-
spiracy to defraud. This is because the offence is completed on the 
making of their agreement: R v Cuthbertson [1981] AC 470 at 481, 
Lord Diplock; R v Doot [1973] AC 807 at 825-827. In Liangsiri-
prasert v United States Government [1990] 2 All ER 866 at 873, the 
Privy Council adopted a statement that ‘the gist of the offence [is] 
the agreement whether or not the object is attained.’ 

Conspiracy to defraud the revenue of another country, section 310:  
Under s 310, up to seven years’ jail can be the lot of the person who 
conspires ‘to do or omit, in any part of the world, anything of which 
the doing or omission in New Zealand would be an offence,’ 
unless that person can prove  
‘that the doing or omission of the act to which the conspiracy relates 
was not an offence under the law of the place where it was, or was 
to be, done or omitted.’ 
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So, whereas an agreement to defraud the revenue in New Zealand 
will be a crime under section 257, an agreement to defraud the reve-
nue of a foreign state will be a crime under section 310 save in the 
unlikely event that such defrauding is not criminal in the place in 
which the fraud was intended to be carried out. 

 

   



 

 

APPENDIX 8 
INVESTMENT SAVINGS AND INSURANCE  

ASSOCIATION OF NEW ZEALAND 
INCORPORATION SUBMISSION 

 
 
8 July 1998 
 
 
The Secretary of the Committee of Experts on Tax Compliance 
P O Box 2198 
Wellington 
 
 
REDUCING TAX COMPLIANCE COSTS – SAVINGS VEHICLES 
 
1. ISI Background 

1.1 The Investment Savings and Insurance Association of New 
Zealand Inc. (ISI) is an industry organisation which represents 
the vast bulk of the providers of collective investment savings 
vehicles in New Zealand. Members manage over $20 billion in 
savings on behalf of more than 1.5 million New Zealand in-
vestors and policy holders. 

1.2 ISI recommends that the Committee of Experts on Tax Com-
pliance should review the host of different tax regimes apply-
ing to savings vehicles with a view to reducing both compli-
ance costs and the unnecessary level of tax complexity. This 
would increase the economic efficiency of such vehicles and as 
a result increase the savings of New Zealanders, without de-
creasing total tax revenue. 

2. Summary of tax regimes for investment vehicles and other means 
of investment for the public 

2.1 At present there is a multiplicity of different tax regimes for 
investment vehicles and other methods of investment. ISI 
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members as financial services enterprises utilise many of these 
vehicles or methods for their clients and/or are constantly mi-
grating their clients from one vehicle or method to another with 
decisions in many cases being tax driven. 
 Life Insurance regime – all gains on revenue account, 

taxed at a flat 33%, proceeds received exempt by inves-
tors; 

 Superannuation – status of investment gains deter-
mined by common law, employer contributions taxed, 
income taxed at a flat 33% and distributions not assess-
able to investors; 

 Tax Credit System – draft legislation to introduce a tax 
credit mechanism to reduce the rate of tax on savings via 
superannuation and life insurance products to the mar-
ginal tax rate of investors who are on less than 33% – 
structure seen as likely to provide little direct benefit to 
electors over and above the cost of compliance to pro-
viders who are obliged to pass on that cost to electors; 

 Unit Trusts – modified corporate regime with a flat 
33% tax and imputation, status of investment gains de-
termined by common law, no refund available for sur-
plus imputation credits on distributions only on other in-
come; 

 Category A GIFs  – regime as for unit trusts; 
 Category B GIFs – qualifying trust regime with conces-

sional treatment for certain trusts, charities and superan-
nuation funds, (Note the Taxation Simplification and 
Other Remedial Matters Bill intends removing this con-
cession for superannuation funds from 1/4/99), as well as 
concessions for certain investments restricted to New 
Zealand and Australian government bonds, money mar-
ket instruments and first mortgages, investment gains 
determined by common law, no ability to retain income 
and therefore a necessity for expenses to be charged out-
side the fund by way of deduction from distributions; 

 Index equity funds – typically either category B GIFs 
or wholesale superannuation funds with binding rulings 
confirming investment gains on capital account, and oth-
erwise treated as qualifying trusts for superannuation 
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funds (to 1/4/99) charities and certain trusts but as com-
panies for direct investors, (i.e., category A GIFs); 

 Master funds – either superannuation or unit trust vehi-
cles with a range of different risk portfolios which in 
turn invest in specific investment risk situations using a 
series of unit trusts, superannuation funds or GIFs (as the 
case may be) no tax concessions facilitate their tiering; 

 Wrap account – bare trusts for investors with an ad-
ministrator and custodian and a menu of products (being 
typically collective investment vehicles both in New 
Zealand, Australia and UK) taxed to the investor like di-
rect investment; 

 Foreign Investment Vehicles 
- Grey list countries (e.g., UK Investment Trusts 

and Australian unit trusts) treated as companies in 
New Zealand with distributions treated as foreign 
dividends to New Zealand investors; 

- Non grey list – (i.e., FIF’s) taxed on an accrued 
gain/loss basis typically by marking to market at 
balance date bringing to account all gains and 
losses on revenue account; 

 Direct investment – status of investment gains deter-
mined by common law but rarely are individuals in busi-
ness. Taxed at investor’s marginal rate; 

 Wholesale pools – no tax exemption, currently ineffi-
ciently taxed as unit trusts or GIF’s unless direct tracing 
occurs (which is not economic to perform). 

3. Tax compliance 

3.1 There are two broad compliance issues which deserve detailed 
consideration. The complexity of having a number of different 
tax regimes for pooled investment and the costs and risks 
within each of those regimes. 

3.2 These complexities have arisen as a consequence of the appli-
cable of purist economic tax theory without regard to the pur-
poses of collective investment, e.g., the application of the cor-
porate tax model to unit trusts and as a consequence of adhoc 
piece-meal legislation reacting to product development, for ex-
ample, the difference between category A and B GIFs. 
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3.3 Over time investment dollars will always flow to the vehicles 
which are most tax efficient. Consequently in recent yeas we 
have seen a proliferation of passive index funds, a substantial 
increase in GIFs, and an ongoing inflow of investment dollars 
into foreign trusts which roll up income in ‘grey list’ countries. 

3.4 Investment dollars have constantly moved out of insurance 
savings products because they have the least flexible tax re-
gime with all investments being on revenue account. Currently 
unit trusts have a slight preference over superannuation funds 
and insurance savings products, which are themselves disad-
vantaged over direct investment given the bulk of assets are on 
revenue account. 

3.5 The financial services industry in New Zealand is essentially 
characterised by too many different funds with overly compli-
cated different tax regimes, relatively high administration costs 
(on an international comparative basis), few economies of scale 
and broad tax disadvantages over direct investment. This situa-
tion is contributing to New Zealand’s low rate of savings and 
the low average return on savings. 

3.6 Product providers spend enormous resources complying with 
all these different tax regimes and that cost is directly passed 
on to savers thereby reducing economic efficiency and discour-
aging collective investment as a choice ahead of direct invest-
ment. 

3.7 A major disparity and inconsistency is the treatment of invest-
ment gains and the retention of common law as the means of 
determining tax treatment, rather than clear concise legislation 
at the capital/revenue boundary. This has lead to the distortion 
of tax-exempt index funds at one extreme and the taxation of 
all gains in relatively passive unit trusts and superannuation 
funds on the grounds that they are carrying on a business at the 
other extreme, whilst direct investors largely do not pay tax on 
investment gains. 

3.8 The GST exemption for financial services has not kept up with 
the expansion of products in the financial services sector. The 
definition of ‘financial services’ singles out the management of 
superannuation funds as GST exempt and leaves management 
of the remaining investment products with little clarity. This 
inconsistency cannot be defended on policy grounds and in-
creases compliance costs for no discernible purposes. 
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3.9 Accurate measurement of 66% continuity for imputation credit 
carry forward is required in unit trusts and GIF’s. In volatile 
markets investment cash flows move quickly often threatening 
continuity. Unlike companies these vehicles are open ended so 
investors move in and out freely. The effect is felt most dra-
matically in wholesale vehicles which target specific risk 
situations where changes in asset allocation can result in mas-
sive unit holder changes in short periods of time. The 66% re-
quirement is totally punitive and unreasonable at this level and 
demands time wasting tracking to be carried out on a daily ba-
sis with no concessions, purely to replicate the corporate re-
gime. 

3.10 Wholesale pools are used as a means of asset allocation into 
discrete investment risks for retail products. No accommodat-
ing tax regime exists for these vehicles. If they could be treated 
as pass through entities on the basis of fully distributing all in-
come (i.e., a qualifying trust regime) there would be no reduc-
tion in tax take, but a substantial cost saving would pass 
through to retail investors. See attached article from the Inde-
pendent dated 10 October 1997 by Paul Baker of National Mu-
tual. 

3.11 The need for considerable simplification while at the same time 
achieving broad tax neutrality between collective savings vehi-
cles and as against direct investment should be legislative 
guideline. 

4. ISI’s recommendations 

 With a view to reducing tax compliance and eliminating tax distor-
tions between collective savings vehicles, and as against direct in-
vestment, ISI recommends as follows: 
 Roll up vehicles, such as superannuation trusts and life insur-

ance saving products, should be dealt with under a tax regime 
which is a proxy for investors; 

 Distributing vehicles such as GIFs and unit trusts can be ac-
commodated with either a qualifying trust regime as the pre-
ferred alternative or an imputation regime, but it should be just 
one regime; 

 The introduction of legislation or other methods to clarify the 
capital/revenue boundary for investment gains with a view to 
introducing certainty and neutrality; 
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 Wholesale investment pools for taxed savings vehicles should 
not be taxed on income distributed, (i.e., qualifying trust status 
should be available and this would require amendments to the 
definition of ‘unit trust’ in the Income Tax Act). 

 The definition of financial services in the GST Act should be 
clarified to include the administration and management of all 
collective savings vehicles; 

 The requirement for 66% continuity to carry forward imputa-
tion credit balances in savings vehicles needs to be relaxed be-
cause of their open ended status (i.e., no restriction on the 
amount of units issued or redeemed unlike a company). At the 
very least wholesale vehicles should enjoy the same conces-
sions as widely held trusts as they are most affected by volatili-
ty. 

 
Yours faithfully 
 

 

 

Tony Lines 
Convenor 
ISI Tax Policy Committee 

   



 

 

APPENDIX 9  
LIST OF REPORTS ON THE TAX SYSTEM 

KEY TAX REFORM DOCUMENTS 1982 TO 1997 

In this appendix, the committee lists the major tax reform documents that 
have been issued since 1982. Documents in italics are reports of external 
committees. All other documents were government statements of one 
kind or another. 

1982 Report of the Task Force on Tax Reform (the McCaw report)  
1984 Goods and Services Tax  
1985 White Paper on Goods and Services  
 GST: The Key to Lower Income Tax  
 Benefits, Taxes and the 1985 Budget – Discussion Paper  
 Statement on Taxation and Benefit Reform  
1986 Consultative Document on Primary Sector Taxation  
 Benefits, Taxes and the 1985 Budget: A Review and Summary  
 Statement on Government Expenditure Reform  
 Report of the Consultative Committee on Primary Sector Taxa-

tion  
 Discussion Paper on Taxation of Bloodstock Breeders  
 Consultative Document on Accrual Tax Treatment of Income 

and Expenditure  
1987 Consultative Document on Petroleum Mining Taxation  
 Final Report on the Accrual Taxation System  
 Consultative Document on Full Imputation  
 Consultative Document on International Tax Reform  
 Further Report to the Minister of Finance of the Consultative 

Committee on Accrual Tax Treatment of Income and Expendi-
ture on Comprehensive Tax Reform and Possible Interim Solu-
tions  

 Discussion Paper for Review of Excise Duties on Alcoholic 
Beverages and Tobacco Products  

1988 International Tax Reform – Part I of the Report of the Consul-
tative Committee  
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 Consultative Document on Superannuation and Life Insurance  
 Full Imputation – Report of the Consultative Committee  
 Report to the Minister of Customs  on the Review of Excise Du-

ties on Alcoholic Beverages and Tobacco Products (the Sulli-
van Committee)  

 International Tax Reform and Full Imputation – Part II – An-
nex: Draft Legislation – Report of the Consultative Committee  

 Tax Treatment of Superannuation – Report of the Consultative 
Committee  

 Discussion Document on Domestic Interest Withholding Tax  
 Report of a Committee of Consultants to the Minister of Reve-

nue and Commissioner of Inland Revenue on the Effect of the 
Accruals Regime on Property Transactions  

1989 Report of Consultative Committee on Life Insurance and Re-
lated Areas  

 Report to Minister of Finance and Minister of Social Welfare 
by Working Party on Charities and Sporting Bodies (the Rus-
sell report)  

 Consultative Document on Tax Simplification  
 Consultative Document on the Taxation of Income from Capi-

tal  
1990 Interim Report of Tax Simplification Consultative Committee  
 Definition of Dividends under the Income Tax Act 1976 – A 

Discussion Document  
 Final Report of Tax Simplification Consultative Committee  
 Core Provisions of the Income Tax Act 1976 (Report of the 

Consultative Committee on the Taxation of Income from 
Capital – the Valabh committee) 

 The Taxation of Distributions from Companies (the Valabh 
committee)  

1991 Tax Accounting Issues (the Valabh committee)  
 Taxing Income Across International Borders: A Policy Frame-

work  
 Taxation of Distributions from Companies – Final Report (the 

Valabh committee) 
 Operational Aspects of the Accrual Regime (the Valabh com-

mittee) 
 Key Reforms to the Scheme of Tax Legislation (the Valabh 

committee) 
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 Discussion Paper on Livestock Valuation  
1992 Final Report of the Livestock Valuation Consultative Commit-

tee  
 Final Report of the Consultative Committee on the Taxation of 

Income from Capital (the Valabh Committee)  
1993 Working Party on the Reorganisation of the Income Tax Act 

1976 – First Report of the Working Party  
 Working Party on the Reorganisation of the Income Tax Act 

1976 – Second Report of the Working Party  
 The Taxation Implications of Company Law Reform: A Dis-

cussion Document  
1994 Taxpayer Compliance, Standards and Penalties: A Discussion 

Document  
 Resolving Tax Disputes: Proposed Procedures – A Government 

Consultative Document  
 Rewriting the Income Tax Act: Objectives, Process, Guidelines  
 Business Compliance Cost Reduction – A Government Policy 

and Discussion Paper 
1995 International Tax – A Discussion Document   
 Taxpayer Compliance, Standards and Penalties 2: A Discussion 

Document  
 Core Provisions: Rewriting the Income Tax Act – A Discussion 

Document  
1996 Tax Reduction and Social Policy Programme: Details  
 Tax Simplification Issues – A Government Discussion Paper  
1997 The Design of a Possible Low-Level Carbon Charge for New 

Zealand  
 Trading Stock Tax Rules – A Discussion Document on Gov-

ernment Proposals for Change  
 The Taxation of Conduit Investment – A Government Discus-

sion Document  
 The Tax Credit System: Taxing superannuation funds and life 

office savings through tax credits – A Government Discussion 
Document 

 Rewriting the Income Tax Act: Parts C, D and E – A Discus-
sion Document 

 Simplifying Taxpayer Requirements – A Government Discus-
sion Paper on Proposals for Change 
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 The Taxation of Financial Arrangements – A Discussion 
Document on Proposed Changes to the Accrual Rules 

1998 Legislating for Self-assessment of Tax Liability – A Govern-
ment Discussion Document 

   



 

 

APPENDIX 10  
 RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE FINAL REPORT OF 

THE CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE ON THE 
TAXATION OF INCOME FROM CAPITAL 

(VALABH COMMITTEE)  

GOVERNMENT ACTIONS UP TO DECEMBER 1998 IN RELATION TO THE 
VALABH COMMITTEE’S RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Valabh committee made 148 separate recommendations in its Final 
Report, the majority of which have been acted on. The following sets out 
the status of these recommendations, cross-referenced to the chapters in 
the committee’s Final Report. 
Chapter 2 – Core Provisions 

All of these recommendations were considered and discussed in the lead-
up to the various ‘Rewrite’ discussion documents. New core provisions 
were enacted by the Income Tax Amendment Act 1996 (No 67).   

Chapter 3 – Taxation Avoidance 
The government has not adopted the redrafted general anti-avoidance 
provision proposed by the committee. When the committee’s report was 
released, the government stated its concern to ensure that the general 
anti-avoidance provision was not weakened. The issue has since been 
under consideration by the Davison Commission and the Committee of 
Experts. 

Chapter 4 – Scheme and Drafting of Legislation 
The government established a working party chaired by Arthur Valabh. 
Its recommendations resulted in the reordered Income Tax Act 1994. 

Chapter 5 – Partnerships 
The government did not agree with the committee’s detailed recommen-
dations. However, it did agree to a general review of the tax laws relat-
ing to partnerships, but as a non-priority issue. Other matters continue to 
have a higher priority on the government’s tax policy work programme. 
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Chapter 6 – Administration Aspects 
The committee’s observations on advance rulings, the assessment and 
dispute resolution process and penalties have been incorporated in the 
reviews of these areas. The recommendation on the criteria that should 
govern the Commissioner’s discretions is being included in the project 
the department is undertaking on legislating formally for self-
assessment. A discussion document on legislating for self-assessment 
has been released. The recommendation on adjustments required conse-
quent upon incorrect accounting practice has yet to be acted upon. 
Chapter 7 – Interest 
Consideration of the committee’s recommendation to allow non-private 
or domestic interest costs to be deducted was deferred until the Davison 
Commission had reported. This issue has now a high priority on the tax 
policy work programme. 

Chapter 8 – Tax Accounting Issues 
Thegovernment has introduced legislation covered by the committee’s 
recommendations on trading stock reform. The committee’s other rec-
ommendations covering: cost apportionment, non-market transactions, 
asset classification, isolated transactions, land transactions and long-term 
construction projects are being considered as part of, or in tandem with, 
the rewrite of parts C, D and E of the Income Tax Act 1994. 

Chapter 9 – Operational Aspects of the Accruals Regime 
The government has carried out a comprehensive review of the accrual 
rules, which included consideration of the Valabh committee recom-
mendations. This review resulted in a public discussion document and a 
bill which is currently before the House. 

Chapter 10 – Debt Remission and Bad Debts 
The recommendations on debt remission were rejected at the time the 
Valabh committee made its recommendations, and were rejected again in 
the recent public discussion document on the accrual rules. However, the 
bill proposing the revised accrual rules, which is currently before Par-
liament, contains some minor provisions relating to debt remission that 
have the objective of closing down some tax avoidance opportunities. 

The bill does not contain any provisions relating to bad debts. Bad debts 
were discussed in the public discussion document, which highlighted the 
difficulty of making significant changes without a broader review of bad 
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debts throughout the Act. Such a broader review is not currently on the 
government’s work programme. 
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